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ABSTRACT 
 
In recent years, cities worldwide have employed various tactics to control homeless 

people’s use of urban space. Yet such measures never fully accomplish their goal, 

because homeless people develop ways to adapt the hostile landscape. In so doing, they 

not only respond to tactics of spatial control but they also create their own conceptions of 

urban space that serve to compensate for the structural systems that fail or even punish 

them. Thus, just as legal categories of property ownership leave homeless people without 

access to private spaces, they in turn create their own concepts of ownership and 

continually seek to privatize public space. Whereas legal restrictions are passed that 

criminalize homelessness in order to protect housed urban residents’ “quality-of-life,” 

homeless people develop tactics to protect themselves from the dangers of street life. Just 

as municipal authorities remove various amenities and add deterrents to try to prevent the 

use of certain locations, homeless people are attracted and repelled by features that are 

often beyond the control of authorities. While social services are relocated to encourage 

either spatial dispersion or concentration, homeless people build internal support 

networks that often serve their short-term needs better than social services. In short, 

homeless people not only respond to spatial control tactics in a variety of ways but also 

create their own landscape that often frustrates attempts to control their use of space. 

Drawing on interviews with 60 homeless people in Tucson, Arizona, this dissertation 

attempts to shed light on both these facets of street life, revealing that homeless people 

constantly strategize to find or make private, safe, functional, comfortable, and 

supportive places for themselves in a landscape designed to exclude them. Findings 
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indicate that restrictive urban polices aimed at controlling the movements and actions of 

street people are not only ineffective but also exacerbate the problem of homelessness. 

These policies have the greatest impact on newly homeless individuals, pushing them 

toward existing street community in order to access vital information and support 

networks. 

 
Keywords: applied anthropology, homelessness, neoliberalism, consumerism 
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INTRODUCTION: 
NO PLACE IN COMMODIFIED SPACE? 

 

 
Figure 1: Arroyo Chico near Downtown Tucson 

 
Homeless. It is a word that immediately conjures an image in most American’s minds: 

the “bag lady” pushing a cart mounded with belongings while muttering to herself; the 

“drunk” who carries around a paper bag and passes out in the park; the panhandler who 

waits along busy streets and sidewalks to ask passersby for spare change. These images 

are true, in the sense that such individuals do exist in cities throughout the United States. 

But the images are also false, in that homeless communities include many more people 

who do not fit these stereotypes:  

Wayne spent most of his life as a rancher, beginning as ranch hand at age 9. He was a 
bull-rider for 19 years before injuries and advancing age ended his career. So he took up 
truck driving and ended up getting stranded in Tucson after a job fell through. It was his 
first time being homeless, and he desperately wanted to get off the streets and return to 
his ranch in Montana.  
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Ed grew up in Detroit and started living outside at age 10 or 11 due to conflict with his 
“evil stepmom.” After a brief stint in college, a tour of duty in Vietnam, and several years 
spent back in Detroit, he moved to Tucson in 1977. He worked construction and sold 
drugs on the side until his wife was killed in 1991. At that point, he said he “tripped out” 
and decided to start traveling. Since then, he’s been migrating around the country, 
returning to Tucson most years for the winter season.  
 
Julia grew up in Green Valley, a small town south of Tucson. She was raised by her dad, 
because her mom was on the streets due to drug abuse. When she was 18, she started 
dating her mom’s speed dealer, got hooked on speed, and soon ended up homeless. She 
has had an apartment a couple of times, but fled the last one, saying “it’s safer out here 
than in that apartment run by drug slingers.” She has lots of “family” on the streets, and 
says her street family treats her better than her real family ever did.  
 
Richard was born in Oregon and started traveling at age 19 after repeatedly running away 
from home due to conflict with his alcoholic father. He had been traveling on and off for 
16 years, supporting himself by selling crafts and working temporary jobs. He liked 
living outside better than indoors and worked hard to be self-sufficient even though short-
term memory loss due to grand mal seizures greatly curtailed his job options. 
 

The examples could go on. The individuals who end up on the streets have little in 

common aside from the label “homeless” that groups them together—they come from 

diverse backgrounds and end up outside for many different reasons. Yet they all share 

one thing: they are tasked with finding a space to exist, with navigating an urban 

landscape that is increasingly hostile toward their presence. As Wardhaugh (1996:704) 

notes, “homelessness is above all a spatial phenomenon.”  Individuals must carry out all 

the tasks of daily life while having “no clear-cut unequivocal constitutional right to 

occupy or use private or public space.” (Snow and Mulcahy 2001:156). And this has 

become more challenging in recent years as cities worldwide have employed various 

tactics to control homeless people’s use of urban space. Such tactics include the 

conversion of public spaces to private ownership, stricter enforcement of existing laws 

and passage of new ones, removal of amenities from certain locations and concomitant 
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addition of elements designed to deter use by homeless people, and spatial dispersion of 

social services to prevent congregation in certain areas. Thus, everywhere homeless 

individuals go, there are reminders that they are not wanted there: “No Trespassing” signs 

on tunnel entrances, “No Loitering” signs posted outside convenience stores, fenced in 

empty lots, spiked ledges, specially designed sleep-proof benches, locked bathrooms.  

Yet such measures never fully accomplish their goal, because homeless people 

develop ways to adapt the hostile urban environment—they are not simply pawns 

passively affected by urban restructuring, but, rather, they are active agents, constantly 

reevaluating and reorganizing their use of urban space (Koegel et al. 1990; Ruddick 

1990). In so doing, they not only respond to tactics of spatial control but they also create 

their own conceptions of urban space that serve to compensate for the structural systems 

that fail or even punish them. Thus, just as legal categories of property ownership leave 

homeless people without access to private spaces, they in turn create their own concepts 

of ownership and continually seek to privatize public space. Whereas legal restrictions 

are passed that criminalize homelessness in order to protect housed urban residents’ 

“quality-of-life,” homeless people develop tactics to protect themselves from the dangers 

of street life. Just as municipal authorities employ various amenities and deterrents to try 

to control the use of certain locations, homeless people are attracted and repelled by 

features that are often beyond the control of authorities. While social services are 

relocated to encourage either spatial dispersion or concentration, homeless people build 

internal support networks that often serve their short-term needs better than social 

services. In short, homeless people not only respond to spatial control tactics in a variety 
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of ways but also create their own landscape that often frustrates attempts to control their 

use of space.  

Drawing on interviews with 60 homeless people in Tucson, Arizona, this 

dissertation attempts to shed light on both these facets of street life by examining how 

individuals respond to each category of spatial control tactics listed above and how they, 

in turn, create their own conceptions of space that mirror these tactics. To do so, 

participants were recruited from two areas: the greater downtown area, where an ongoing 

urban redevelopment project has sparked various restrictions of the use of public space; 

and a patch of land just outside the city limits, where many people have fled to escape the 

restrictions downtown. All participants were recruited from public spaces like parks, 

sidewalks, and commercial districts where their presence is most contentious. Thus, the 

participants are not representative of the overall homeless population in Tucson (see 

Chapter 2): 80% of the participants are long-term homeless (more than 1 year), compared 

to about 10% nationwide and 20-30% in Tucson, and many do not consider themselves 

homeless and report choosing to live outside. Despite this, the participants are very 

diverse, as indicated by the preceding vignettes, and thus this dissertation is not intended 

to be an in-depth ethnographic study of one particular subset of the homeless population 

or of any one specific spatial strategy. Instead, it offers a detailed catalog of the myriad 

tactics deployed by homeless people living in an increasingly restrictive urban 

environment. In a sense, it is a record of street knowledge, and the tactics described are 

employed by different individuals in different ways and combinations. Spatial adaptation 

is an imperative of street life, and homeless people have developed a community-of-
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practice in which spatial knowledge is commonly shared among and between different 

social groups. This is true regardless of gender, age, ethnicity, personal background, or 

other individual-level variables that have been the focus of so much previous research.  

What is revealed by examining homelessness from a spatial perspective is that 

homeless people constantly strategize to find or make private, safe, functional, 

comfortable, and supportive places in a hostile landscape. In so doing, they claim public 

spaces for personal use—importantly, this involves claiming not just a physical space but 

also a social space, a space where people can access social networks and fulfill the human 

need for social interaction. By claiming a physical and social space, homeless people 

establish regularity and predictability in their daily routines (May 2000; Wolch et al. 

1993; Wardhaugh 1999), thus lending a sense of “time-space continuity” that is vital to 

personal identity (Rowe and Wolch 1990; Wolch and Rowe 1992). Though homeless 

people’s effort to claim space draws censure, it is, at the most basic level, simply what 

humans do. As Basso (1996:xiii) comments, “What do people make of places? The 

question is as old as people and places themselves, as old as human attachments to 

portions of the earth. As old, perhaps, as the idea of home, of ‘our territory’ as opposed to 

‘their territory,’ of entire regions and local landscapes where groups of men and women 

have invested themselves (their thoughts, their values, their collective sensibilities) and to 

which they feel they belong.” Most of us have places that we consider “ours,” whether it 

be an office cubicle, an apartment, or a house. And the fact that homeless people do not 

have the resources (or, in some cases, the desire) to obtain legal access to such spaces 

does not mean that the human imperative to claim space is in any way weakened.  
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In addition, the data expose the fact that homelessness is, in essence, an 

adaptation to urban housing and employment markets in which even the least expensive 

accommodations are out of reach of many people. First and last month’s rent, long-term 

rental agreements, and prices that would require a wage-earner to make $11 per hour (or 

work 85 hours per week at the $5.15 minimum wage) to rent a one-bedroom apartment in 

Tucson (NLIHC 2005): all these factors make living outside a more viable (or the only) 

option for some people. Given this, punishing homeless people for being homeless 

appears not just inhumane, basically adding insult to injury, but also absurd in practical 

terms. No type or amount of spatial restrictions can accomplish the goal of removing 

homeless people from public spaces, quite simply because they have nowhere else to go. 

Thus, it is not surprising that homeless people develop their own ways to make a place 

for themselves in the urban landscape and, in so doing, that they transform seemingly 

barren spaces like the dry riverbed (wash) pictured above (Figure 1) into meaningful 

personal places. I hope that sharing some of their spatial tactics and strategies will help 

elucidate behaviors that often puzzle municipal authorities and social service workers 

alike and will ultimately inspire consideration of alternatives that do not punish people 

who are simply trying to adapt to an urban economy that has failed them. In addition, I 

hope that the current research will inform existing anthropological literature on the social 

organization and economic adaptations of marginalized groups worldwide. 

The Commodification of Everything 
 
Homeless people’s presence in public spaces and the resulting efforts to oust them are 

largely due to changes in urban housing and employment markets since the mid-20th 
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century related to the rise of neoliberalism and the transition to a consumer-based 

economy. Neoliberalism, which gained  prominence in the 1970s in response to falling 

rates of profit caused by global recessions (Campbell 2005; Dumenil and Levy 2005; 

Judd and Swanstrom 1994:7), is an economic philosophy that emphasizes free market 

principles, private property rights, and the rule of law (Harvey 2005:64). Neoliberal 

policies are aimed at maintaining and restoring the economic power of wealthy elites by 

maximizing business profits (Dumenil and Levy 2005:12; Harvey 2005:23-26; Saad-

Filho and Johnston 2005:1), a goal largely accomplished by reducing costs. This involves 

not only exporting production-based jobs to take advantage of lower wage rates as well as 

relatively lax labor laws and environmental regulations in other countries but also 

promoting “a (domestic) labour market climate of employment insecurity” (Palley 

2005:23). The latter facet of neoliberalism includes a complex series of moves designed 

to ensure an ample supply of laborers willing to work for minimal wages (Campbell 

2005; Harvey 2005:23-26; Palley 2005:23; Piven and Cloward 1993:345, 349-360; 

Ralston 1996): use of part-time and temporary workers who do not receive benefits; 

union-busting; cuts in social assistance programs, accomplished in part by tightening 

eligibility requirements; cuts in funding for affordable housing; keeping the minimum 

wage rate low; and increasing regulation of workers to ensure efficiency and productivity 

(thus background checks, fingerprinting, drug tests, etc.). Neoliberalism also seeks to 

bring all labor into the market system, therefore squelching informal, off-the-books jobs 

and various types of undocumented self-employment. The result has been rising poverty 

and income inequality (Harvey 2005:23-26; Johnston 2005; Palley 2005; Saad-Filho and 
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Johnston 2005; Shaikh 2005)—in essence, the rich have gotten richer and the poor have 

gotten poorer. 

 While production jobs were increasingly exported to reduce costs, neoliberalism 

sought to increase domestic revenues by emphasizing consumption, thus resulting in the 

massive growth of service-industry jobs. Though the shift toward a consumer-based 

economy began in the late 19th century (Susman 1984:xxviii; Zukin 1991:257), 

neoliberalism seized upon to it as a way to further maximize profits. As Munck (2005:65) 

succinctly states, “neoliberalism sought to convert the citizen into a consumer.” Not only 

could service-industry employees be paid minimal wages but consumers could offer an 

unlimited source of revenue, especially if the goods purchased by the latter group called 

for continual replacement (e.g. clothing fashions, cosmetics, electronics) or, better yet, 

consumption on the spot (e.g. food, movies, sporting events). Thus, people came to be 

valued as consumers: “These days, workers are important because they consume, not 

because they produce anything the culture values” (Zukin 1991:4). Consumption became 

a source of social identity (ibid:254), a marker of social status and prestige. This surge in 

consumerism inspired a recent Public Broadcasting System documentary and 

accompanying book entitled Affluenza: The All-Consuming Epidemic in which the 

authors examined the problems caused by this “painful, contagious, socially transmitted 

condition of overload, debt, anxiety, and waste resulting from the dogged pursuit of 

more” (de Graaf et al. 2005:189).  

 This shift to a consumer-based economy has made cities increasingly reliant on 

businesses and tourist revenues (Judd and Swanstrom 1994:14), with urban development 
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being largely controlled by businesses interests by the 1980s (Kleinberg 1995). Thus, 

cities compete to draw revenues by trying to establish the best business climate (Harvey 

2005:87; Judd and Swanstrom 1994:14, 350), and doing so requires cities to “prostrate 

themselves before the god Capital” and create “highly commodified,” “festive spaces that 

encourage consumption” (Mitchell 2003:9, 138). This led to the proliferation of urban 

redevelopment projects, especially in downtown areas, and part of creating and 

maintaining a consumer-friendly environment is expunging consumer areas of anything 

unsightly (ibid), including homeless people. The overall effect of neoliberalism and the 

associated shift to a consumer-based economy has been “the commodification of 

everything” (Harvey 2005:165), in which physical spaces as well as people and their 

labor are treated as commodities that should be used to attain maximum profit and 

productivity (ibid:70). Thus, low-income housing and skid rows are destroyed to make 

way for more profitable uses, any type of labor that falls outside the tax system is 

squelched, and the service-industry jobs that flourish in the new consumer-based 

economy often do not pay living wages or offer benefits. As a result, homelessness has 

increased while the spaces that previously accommodated impoverished urban residents 

have been demolished. With no designated space left for them, homeless people began 

frequenting public spaces not designed for habitation, such as parks and commercial 

districts, ultimately leading to efforts to oust them from these spaces.  

Global Context of Homelessness 
 
While this dissertation focuses on the United States, it is important to understand how 

other countries are coping with the worldwide growth of poverty and homelessness 
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associated with neoliberalism and the spread of consumerism. Doing so first requires a 

discussion of terminology, because both the designation of who is considered “homeless” 

and what constitutes adequate housing vary cross-culturally. Different countries use a 

variety of terms to describe people who do not have secure access to adequate housing, 

including roofless, living outside, houseless, sleeping rough, without shelter, and people 

of no fixed abode. Such terms are usually used to describe the individuals that we would 

call “homeless” in the United States: people who sleep in parks, abandoned buildings, 

transportation depots, empty lots, and other spaces not intended for human habitation. 

While such people exist in cities throughout the world, many impoverished countries also 

have significant numbers of citizens living in unsanitary, unsafe, and insecure housing in 

massive slum districts and shantytowns in urban areas. Though these residents would 

certainly meet the definitional criteria of “homeless” in the United States and many other 

wealthier countries, they are often not considered “homeless” by the host countries, and 

the United Nations (2003, 2005) uses the blanket term “slum dwellers” to describe these 

populations. In addition, the designation of what constitutes “adequate” housing varies 

not only cross-culturally but also within a given country—for example, a house built of 

scrap materials may be an accepted form of housing in some countries even though it is 

usually not in the United States, just as many houses in rural areas of the United States 

would be considered “inadequate” if relocated to urban areas with stricter building codes. 

 Like the United States, many wealthier countries around the world have witnessed 

a growth in urban poverty since the rise of neoliberalism in the 1970s. Unlike the United 

States, however, many of these countries have minimized the number of people who end 
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up homeless by building more affordable housing, providing basic healthcare, expanding 

social welfare programs, and protecting the rights of laborers (which includes raising the 

minimum wage). Such comprehensive attempts to remedy the effects of neoliberalism are 

often linked to a national right to housing that obligates the government to attempt to 

provide housing for all citizens. When the government is unable to do so, occupation of 

abandoned public or private buildings may be considered a valid response, and many 

countries have laws protecting squatters’ rights. In addition, though some countries have 

followed the U.S. trend of banning camping in open public spaces like parks and empty 

lots, others allow people to set up residence in such spaces when there is not sufficient 

affordable housing available. Thus, not only do fewer individuals end up becoming 

homeless in many other countries but the ones who do are also often allowed to claim 

public space for their personal use. 

 Meanwhile, in impoverished countries (ones commonly called “developing,” 

“underdeveloped” or “Third World”), the effects of neoliberalism have been devastating, 

leading to increased poverty and massive slum growth (Davis 2006). An estimated one 

billion people worldwide live in slums (ibid; United Nations 2003, 2005), with slum 

dwellers representing six percent of the urban population in “developed” countries and 

78.2% in the least “developed” ones (Davis 2006:23). These slums are typically 

overcrowded and comprised of informal housing, with residents lacking security of 

tenure and access to safe drinking water, basic sanitation, and healthcare. In some cases, 

title of occupied public land is transferred to the residents (a process termed 

“regularization”), and local governments as well as international organizations like the 
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World Bank have financed some slum upgrading programs, helping residents improve 

their homes and installing infrastructure like roads and waste disposal systems. However, 

slums located in city centers are often demolished to make way for “tourist-themepark 

rebuilding” while those located on the periphery of cities are now being destroyed to 

accommodate new development (ibid:47, 90). 

 Regardless of location, urban residents who are locked out of housing and 

employment markets react in similar ways: they construct informal housing from scrap 

materials, a process which Caldeira (2000:239) terms “autoconstruction” and the results 

of which Glasser and Bridgman (1999:13) refer to as “self-made housing”; and they 

develop “economies of makeshift” (Hopper et al. 1985), in which income is earned partly 

or wholly through various types of informal or shadow work (e.g. manufacturing crafts, 

illegal activities such as prostitution). Thus, despite differences in how countries respond 

to the growth of poverty and homelessness, the individuals affected develop similar 

adaptations worldwide. 

Terminology 

Clarification of terminology is an important precursor to discussing any topic, and this is 

even more essential when using rather amorphous concepts such as “homeless” and 

“public space.” Each of these terms could be, and has been, the focus of entire books, so 

it is necessary to indicate how they will be used in this dissertation.  

Homeless  

“Homeless” is a word that has only been adopted into common parlance in the 

United States during the last 20-30 years. Prior to this, people who would now be called 
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“homeless” were labeled in a variety of ways: beggars, bums, hobos, tramps, transients, 

drunks, vagrants, vagabonds, and perhaps more charitably, mendicants and itinerant 

laborers. Throughout most of history, these labels were applied primarily to single adult 

males, rather than families/groups who traveled (such as gypsies and traveling 

actors/artists) or ended up without housing during economic crises (such as the U.S. Civil 

War and the Great Depression). That is not to say that these groups were not also 

maligned at certain times, but, overall, they were not referred to in the same way. Then, 

beginning in the 1970s and 1980s, many more women, children, families, mentally ill 

individuals, veterans, elderly, and people with developmental challenges began to appear 

on the streets. The term “homeless” was popularized by social service workers, scholars, 

and advocates to highlight the structural causes of this change (i.e. lack of affordable 

housing and living wage jobs, cuts in social welfare provision, etc.) and to engender 

sympathy for these “new homeless” who were clearly not just wayward drunks.  

Currently, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development defines 

homeless as “an individual who lacks a fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime residence 

or an individual who has a primary nighttime residence that is a shelter, an institution that 

provides temporary residence for individuals intended to be institutionalized, or a 

public/private place not designed for, or ordinarily used as, a regular sleeping 

accommodation for human beings.” This definition serves as the basis for labeling people 

homeless and, thus, as a large determinant of their eligibility for various social services. 

Social service workers recognize that this definition is quite narrow, because it excludes 

both people who are doubling up with friends or relatives and those who are on the verge 
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of homelessness. In part, this narrow definition is a political issue—using a broader 

definition would drastically increase the number of people considered homeless, thus 

highlighting the need for more comprehensive funding of social services. Nevertheless, 

the government definition of homelessness is adequate for my purposes, because I only 

interviewed people who were living outside or in shelters. 

Another complication with the use of the term “homeless” is that the word 

“home” carries so many connotations, such as safety, security, belonging, and family 

(significantly, connotations that are avoided by using more neutral terms like “roofless”). 

Thus, many people who meet the definitional criteria do not consider themselves 

homeless. Of the 60 “homeless” individuals interviewed during this project, only 32 

described themselves as homeless. The remaining individuals used a variety of terms to 

describe themselves, including living out, sleeping out, traveling, street tramp, street 

soldier, and home-free. These people identified their camps, wherever they were at the 

time, and/or the earth as their “home.” This clearly indicates that the concept of home 

varies between groups and even between individuals—although “home” nearly always 

refers to a physical location, the place given that label varies. While I will often refer to 

the research participants as “homeless” people or “homeless” individuals, this does not 

indicate that they always defined themselves in the same way, and I will use various other 

terms when appropriate. In addition, I will follow other scholars’ attempts to offset the 

problematic connotations of the term “homeless” people by using it interchangeably with 

“houseless” and “street” people. 
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Public Space 

Scholars and social advocates alike talk a lot about public space and, in recent 

decades, about the death of public space. What is public space, and what does it mean to 

say that public space is “dead?” Some scholars use the terms “public space” and “public 

sphere” interchangeably, discussing it as an arena in which interaction can take place, not 

only in geographic locations but also through formats like print and electronic media. To 

these scholars, public space has not so much disappeared as transformed, moving out of 

geographic locations and into more amorphous settings such as the Internet. While this is 

an intriguing approach, it does not shed much light on the transformations in urban 

environments that have sparked debate over the death of public space. For this, I turn to a 

definition of public space as a geographic location.  

In this vein, the most common conception of public space is based on property 

ownership, with land owned by government entities (city, county, state, federal) defined 

as “public” in contrast to land owned by private individuals or businesses. This definition 

is problematic, because some “public” locations can only be accessed by a few select 

individuals (e.g. military bases, municipal water supplies) while some privately-owned 

locations have a “public” character in that they are theoretically open to all people (e.g. 

malls, museums). In the case of privately-owned “public” space (also called quasi-public 

space and pseudo-public space), certain individuals may be denied access at any time by 

the property owners, thus making it not truly “public” at all. So, in the final analysis, 

public space essentially consists of government-owned property accessible to the general 

population. In recent years, there has been a reduction in the amount of this public space 
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through the proliferation of gated communities and privatization of formerly public 

spaces (such as plazas and sidewalks outside businesses), and much of “public” life has 

shifted to quasi-public spaces like suburban malls. At the same time, the remaining public 

space has been increasingly regulated, with cities worldwide adopting myriad restrictions 

on its use. It is these concomitant processes of reduction and restriction that have led 

many scholars to declare the death of public space. 

As a final note, I must clarify that I am using the terms “space” and “place” 

interchangeably. Although some scholars use “space” to refer to a geographic location 

and reserve the term “place” for the meaning/s attributed to that location, I begin with the 

premise that all space is socially constructed—thus, “space” and “place” will be used to 

refer both to physical locations and the meanings attributed to those locations. 

Summary of Chapters 

Some readers may wish to skip certain sections of this dissertation and/or concentrate on 

others. To accommodate this, the following provides a brief summary of each chapter. 

 Chapter 1 examines the social construction of space and how differing 

conceptions about the appropriate use of public space have led cities to employ a variety 

of tactics to control homeless people’s use of space. I then review literature pertaining to 

how street people respond to such tactics and offer a model that accounts for not only 

their reactions to structural spatial control tactics but also their efforts to construct an 

alternate landscape that better meets their needs.  

 Chapter 2 briefly reviews the history of the research setting, Tucson, Arizona, and 

details recent attempts to control homeless people’s use of urban space. I also describe 
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the methodology used to research homeless people’s perception and use of urban space 

and present some of the basic characteristics of the research participants. One extremely 

important point is that the sample of 60 homeless people who were interviewed is not in 

any way representative of the overall homeless population.  

 Chapter 3 analyzes the importance of property ownership in shaping where 

homeless people choose to hang out during the day and sleep at night. While the vast 

majority of the discussion focuses on public space, some of the advantages and 

disadvantages of using private property are also reviewed. In addition, this chapter 

describes street people’s efforts to privatize public space and the resulting conceptions of 

“ownership” that are developed within the homeless community. 

 Chapter 4 catalogs the myriad legal restrictions on the use of urban space in 

Tucson and explores how homeless individuals respond to such restrictions. Interactions 

between homeless people and law enforcement officials are also discussed. In addition, 

this chapter examines the tactics deployed by street people to ensure personal safety. 

 Chapter 5 examines how city authorities attempt to control homeless people’s use 

of space by selectively removing amenities and, conversely, placing deterrents in certain 

locations as well as the ways in which street people respond to such efforts. In addition, 

this chapter details the physical, emotional, and social factors that draw homeless people 

to particular spaces and repel them from others. 

 Chapter 6 reviews the social service infrastructure in Tucson and explores the 

variability in homeless people’s use of services. Homeless individuals’ perceptions of the 

social service system help shed light on why some frequent services while others avoid 
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them completely. In addition, this chapter describes the support systems developed by 

street people that offer alternatives to using social services. 

 The conclusion revisits issues raised in earlier chapters and examines how the 

landscape created by homeless people in their attempts to claim a physical and social 

space for themselves has led to conflicts over the appropriate use of public space. 
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CHAPTER 1: 
HOMELESSNESS IN THE SANITIZED CITY 

 
“Congress Approves Orbiting Homeless Incinerator: The Homeless-Eliminatronic II, 
once operational, will be able to incinerate up to 500 homeless adults or 750 homeless 
children per hour. At that rate, the problem of American homelessness will be solved in 
less than two months. Thereafter, the unit will remain active for preemptive incinerations 
of newly diagnosed schizophrenics and teenage runaways.” (The Onion 1999) 

 
Unfortunately, there is little irony in these words. In this excerpt from a satirical 

newspaper, The Onion, the author honed in on the essence of public policy regarding 

homeless people’s presence in urban public space. As one scholar put it, “the current 

restrictions on homeless people’s behavior in public space are clearly an effort to regulate 

space so as to eliminate homeless people, not homelessness” (Mitchell 2003:167). 

Houseless people themselves also recognize that municipal authorities and many urban 

residents wish they would simply disappear, despite the fact that they have nowhere else 

to go. Importantly, this is part of a nationwide and indeed worldwide trend, as evidenced 

by the demolition of shantytowns in Zimbabwe (Environmental News Service 2005) and 

Morocco (Morocco Times 2005) and concerns over homeless people’s use of a railroad 

station in India (Verma 2005). While U.S. Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice was 

criticizing the government of Zimbabwe for its actions, cities across the United States 

were engaging in similar campaigns to evict street people from their self-made homes, 

albeit on a much smaller scale. Yet the individual-level impact remains the same: people 

who have nowhere else to go are penalized for occupying public spaces. This would seem 

to raise a question that is becoming ever more central in the contemporary capitalist 

world: What should be done with the “losers” or those who choose to “opt out” of the rat-

race for unlimited economic growth? In the case of homeless people, they are apparently 
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to be punished for their non-complicity regardless of the fact that the recent 

transformations in urban labor and housing markets largely created the current “problem” 

of homelessness.  

Though attempts to control who uses certain spaces and how spaces are used have 

long been a central focus of municipal management, these efforts have taken a new form 

in recent decades, especially in regard to “undesirable” groups such as homeless people. 

Whereas street people were spatially segregated into slum districts and skid rows during 

the late 19th century and throughout most of the 20th century, such areas have since 

routinely been “redeveloped” to accommodate more profitable uses, thus causing their 

former residents to disperse into coveted public locations like parks, libraries, and 

commercial districts. No longer having a place where they “belonged,” homeless people 

adapted by using public spaces in unintended ways: sleeping in parks, camping on 

abandoned lots, squatting in vacant buildings, bathing in library bathrooms. But 

municipal authorities quickly reacted against such unintended uses, implementing a 

variety of legal and informal restrictions on the use of space designed to drive homeless 

individuals out of certain areas. The result? An urban landscape that is unremittingly 

hostile toward street people but one to which they nevertheless must adapt. In so doing, 

they create their own unique landscapes, drawing on the knowledge of the existing street 

community-of-practice to seek out private, safe, functional, comfortable, and supportive 

places to be. Unfortunately, it is precisely these efforts to create a place for themselves in 

urban public space that bring homeless individuals into conflict with municipal 

authorities, business owners, and other urban residents.  
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Social Construction of Space 

Many scholars have noted that conceptions of space are socially constructed, resulting in 

discrepancies between the intended and actual use of space (Cloke et al. 2000; Giddens 

1984; Gottdiener 1994; Harvey 1996; Lawrence and Low 1990; Mitchell 1995; Santos 

1999). For example, Lefebvre (1991) distinguishes between “representations of space,” 

which are the planned, intended uses of space, and “representational space,” which 

consists of appropriated, lived space or, in other words, space-in-use. Similarly, Low 

(1999b, 2000) contrasts the social production of space, which “includes all those 

factors—social, economic, ideological, and technological—whose intended goal is the 

physical creation of the material setting,” with the social construction of space, which 

consists of “the actual transformation of space—through people’s social exchanges, 

memories, images, and daily use of the material setting.” Foucault (1986:24) discusses 

utopias, which are “sites with no real place” presenting society in perfected or inverted 

form, and heterotopias, which are counter-sites where “all the other (i.e. non-utopian) real 

sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, and 

inverted.” Foucault (1986:25) further describes “heterotopias of deviation” as “those 

(areas) in which individuals whose behavior is deviant in relation to the required mean or 

norm are placed.” This description applies to the spatial segregation of street people 

during most of American history and implicitly reveals why destruction of these 

“heterotopias of deviation” has brought their residents into greater conflict with other 

users of public spaces.  
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In essence, all these conceptions highlight the distinction between how spaces are 

intended to be used and how those spaces are actually used in practice. Even after the 

production of a given space is completed, different groups continually have differing 

conceptions of how the resulting space should be used, thus producing a multiplicity of 

social constructions of the space manifested in the creation of heterotopias and 

representational spaces. For any given space, there may be a variety of meanings 

imparted upon it by different groups. For example, city planners may conceive of a park 

as a method of beautification and a place for recreation. Casual users may view it as a 

nice place to eat lunch or go for a walk, a definition essentially in keeping with the 

intended recreational use. Merchants, both legitimate and illicit, may view the park as a 

work location. And homeless people, by necessity, routinely view it as a domestic space. 

For them, it is where they live. It is not a break from the surrounding world; instead, it 

serves a refuge from all the places they cannot go. Within this restricted area, they must 

perform all the daily tasks and bodily functions that the park was never intended to 

accommodate.  

One of these conceptions of the park is not more “right” or more “appropriate” 

than another—the park, as a geographic location, has no innate function. Designers and 

users define what activities are deemed appropriate in such a public space, routinely 

leading to conflict. Homeless people often contribute to this conflict by engaging in 

“private” activities in public spaces. In the view of city authorities and many other 

housed residents, the use of public space for domestic activities is ultimately 

incompatible with its intended recreational and commercial use. In the end, this is what 
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underlies the urge to move them along, to have them out of sight—a sense that they are 

somehow out of place, that they do not belong. Thus, many cities have recently passed 

myriad ordinances to further regulate the use of public space, including bans on loitering, 

panhandling, food distribution, sleeping, and sitting down on sidewalks. Such measures 

are clearly intended to maintain the dominant social construction of urban spaces and, in 

so doing, to curtail homeless people’s use of certain public spaces (however much those 

in authority may protest such a statement), but in contemporary cities there is rarely 

anywhere else for them to go. Quite literally, houseless people have no legal access to 

private space, and their attempts to use public spaces for traditionally private tasks 

commonly invoke harsh criticism and legal entanglements.  

Seen from the homeless perspective, many of the public parks and tourist areas 

that are superficially welcoming suddenly appear hostile—closed at sundown, no alcohol, 

no sleeping, no loitering. All the things that housed people do in the privacy of their own 

homes are restricted, but homeless people have nowhere else to do them. Even the dry 

riverbeds or empty lots that might provide some modicum of privacy, and thus minimize 

social censure, are legally off-limits. Ironically, for street people to conform to the 

intended use of public locations like parks, they must court legal action by performing 

“private” tasks in less visible “public” spaces such as empty lots—and, of course, this 

alternative is also socially stigmatized. Regardless of the many various ways that 

homeless people use urban space, one thing is constant: they use spaces in ways not 

intended by the designers or practiced by most other urban residents.  
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Overall, the concept of the social construction of space helps elucidate that there 

are often differences between the intended and actual use of a given space as well as 

between various users of the space. This raises the issue of who defines the appropriate 

use of space. In the case of urban public space, it is clearly the planners and casual users 

who define what is “appropriate” rather than the homeless people who live there. 

Throughout history, debates over who is allowed to use certain spaces and how spaces 

should be used have made it clear that control of space is one method of exerting social 

power (Gottdiener 1994:278; Lefebvre 1991:26; Pile 1997). In other words, “power is the 

power to have control over space” (Pile 1997:30). As Gottdiener (1994) notes in his 

explication of the “production of space perspective,” space is both a product and producer 

of social relations. In essence, control over space is not only a reflection of power 

relations in society but also serves to reinforce the existing power structure (Cresswell 

1996; Giddens 1984; Gottdiener 1994; Harvey 1996; Lefebvre 1991). Therefore, one of 

the primary ways of exercising of social power is the act of defining and subsequently 

regulating the appropriate use of certain spaces. The exertion of this social power can 

clearly be seen in the variety of tactics that cities all across the United States and 

throughout the world employ to control the use (and users) of urban space. 

Sanitizing Urban Space 

Homelessness and the wider issue of poverty are intricately intertwined with the history 

and processes of urban development. Although a thorough discussion of urban 

development is outside the scope of this dissertation, there are a few key aspects that are 

critical to understanding the contemporary landscape of homelessness. Primary among 
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these is the fact that, in the past,  people we now call “homeless” were essentially ceded 

some urban space in the form of skid rows where private businesses and charity 

organizations offered accommodations and services specialized to meet the needs of 

itinerate laborers and the urban poor. These skid rows served as sort of self-contained 

cities, offering everything from cheap food and drink, one-dollar per night single-room 

occupancy motels, and inexpensive haircuts to medical care, temporary employment 

opportunities, and thrift stores (Nash 1964). Skid rows had become such a stable feature 

of American cities by the mid-1900s that visitors to places like New York City actually 

took bus tours to see them (ibid). These skid rows were typically but one section of a 

larger impoverished area that also offered inexpensive lodging of various forms and 

where street people were not considered a “problem” (ibid). In addition, the Elizabethan 

Poor Laws imported from England during colonial times continued to punish vagrancy 

and associated “crimes” (Rossi 1989:17; Snow and Anderson 1993:12; Wagner 1993:70), 

and offenders were taken to skid rows, imprisoned, or corralled into the poorhouses and 

settlement houses that were created in the mid- to late-19th century (Carr et al. 1992:63). 

Thus, street people were spatially segregated into certain areas and not highly visible in 

public spaces like parks. 

All this began to change with the widespread advent of urban redevelopment 

projects in the 1960s and 1970s and continuing up until today. Scholars in a variety of 

disciplines have detailed the decades-long trend of redeveloping impoverished urban 

areas for more profitable land uses and subsequent attempts to eliminate any undesirable 

or unappealing aspects of urban life from redeveloped spaces (Aguirre and Brooks 2001, 
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Deutsche 1990; Mair 1986; Mitchell 1995; Smith 1986, 1996c; Zukin 1991). While 

advocates of this process describe it in terms like “renewal” and “revitalization,” critics 

have an array of terminology. Perhaps the mildest is “gentrification,” which conveniently 

encodes the ultimate goal of urban renewal efforts, namely the redesign of urban spaces 

to meet the needs/desires of middle- to upper-class consumers and business owners. 

Harsher but perhaps more accurate descriptors of this ongoing transformation of urban 

space include fortification, homogenization, Disneyfication, and sanitization. The reasons 

behind the proliferation of redevelopment efforts in recent decades are complex and 

intertwined with the rise of neoliberalism: falling city revenues due to suburbanization 

and disinvestment from the urban core (Smith 1986:22-23); advocacy of continued 

economic expansion by local growth coalitions; changes in consumer spending 

preferences and patterns (Carmon 1999:146; Zukin 1991:254-259); reduced the need for 

temporary/seasonal, itinerate, and unskilled laborers who occupied skid rows (Rossi 

1989:186); and global forces of capitalist growth in which uneven development at the 

city-scale opens up new economic opportunities (Southall 1998:370; Smith 1984). 

Regardless of the terminology used to describe the process or the reasons underlying it, 

urban renewal has often been justified by city authorities through socially constructing 

certain areas as “blighted” and by characterizing such areas as “frontiers,” “jungles,” or 

“wildernesses” to be “conquered” (Smith 1986, 1992, 1996c). As one scholar put it, 

“urban planning redevelopment frequently employs the rhetoric, if not the outright 

methods, of military conquest and colonial settlement” (Rutheiser 1997:14).  
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By the 1980s, redevelopment had destroyed many skid rows and impoverished 

neighborhoods without providing adequate replacement housing for the residents of these 

areas. This not only reduced the stock of affordable and temporary housing but also drove 

up property values in redeveloped areas, both of which caused more people to end up on 

the streets. In combination with the growth of homelessness due to neoliberalism, the 

result was more people without housing and no sanctioned areas like skid rows for them 

to gather. Thus, houseless individuals became highly visible in public spaces, often 

frequenting the redeveloped areas they had been ousted from. But for redevelopment to 

succeed as envisioned by planners, potential users of the revamped spaces must be 

protected from the unseemly side of urban life. This is accomplished in two main ways, 

both of which have long been components of urban development but have become more 

extreme as poverty and homelessness have escalated.  

First, undesirable elements are hidden from view through spatial segregation, or 

containment (Wright 1997:180), in particular areas of the city. Impoverished urban 

residents are often segregated into slum or ghetto areas, a process facilitated by federal 

government policies encouraging suburbanization and disinvestment from urban cores. 

The resulting residential segregation, in turn, inspires commercial and recreational 

segregation as upscale businesses and various cultural attractions such as museums are 

placed in wealthier areas. Once established, this leads to the existence of pockets of urban 

poverty, an occurrence so widespread and entrenched that Massey and Denton (1993) 

dedicated an entire book to examining “American apartheid.” This process of spatial 

segregation entails the creation of both “landscapes of despair” where poverty is 
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concentrated in “service-dependent ghettos” (Dear and Wolch 1987) and “geographies of 

exclusion” (Sibley 1995), in which it is clear that certain people are not welcome in some 

areas. In short, “(s)egregation—both social and spatial—is an important feature of cities” 

(Caldeira 2000:213).  

Second, various tactics of exclusion are used to insulate middle- and upper-class 

urban residents from groups deemed undesirable by making spaces defensive. Although 

the concept of defensible space was originally aimed at reducing crime in public housing 

projects and other impoverished areas (Newman 1972, 1995), it has been adopted in 

commercial and recreational areas as well. Such defensive measures take various forms, 

one of the most ubiquitous being the creation of architectural elements to prevent entry to 

and/or use of certain spaces. Thus, businesses erect spiked fences to keep people off their 

property after hours, cities install spiked ledges or bum-proof benches to discourage 

houseless people from sleeping in parks, gated communities and enclosed shopping 

centers dot the landscape, and closed circuit cameras appear on street corners. The 

resulting impression is one of a city on the defensive, inspiring scholars to refer the 

“landscape(s) of fear”  (Low 2001; Tuan 1979), “territories of fear” (Caldeira 2000:309), 

the “architecture of fear” (Price 1991), the “architecture of security” (Connell 2002), and 

“fortified enclaves” (Caldeira 1996, 2000).  

In combination, these attempts at segregation and exclusion help create “spaces of 

consumption” (Zukin 1991) where housed residents can go to shop, eat, and enjoy 

cultural attractions without fear of being exposed to poverty or other unappealing aspects 

of urban life. The resulting spaces lack the social, economic, and political diversity that 
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characterizes urban living (Turner 2002), thus creating homogenized ideal environments 

reminiscent of the “countries” in Disney’s Epcot Center. Scholars have coined numerous 

terms to describe the results of this process: Sorkin (1992) discusses the “new city” that 

emphasizes segregation and is obsessed with security; the “private city” (Hannigan 1998) 

seeks to minimize or even eliminate public space, thus allowing the creation of a “fantasy 

city” or “theme park city” (ibid) where consumerism reigns supreme; the “partitioned 

city” (Marcuse 1995) and the “divided city” (Low 1996, 1997a, 1997b, 1999a, 2001) 

segregate urban residents on the basis of income, social status and/or ethnicity, while the 

“fortress city” (ibid) assures that any unintended interactions between groups will be 

minimized and highly regulated; Smith (1992, 1996a, 1996c) refers to the “revanchist 

city” that “expresses a race/class/gender terror felt by middle and ruling-class whites” and 

which emphasizes the “depravity” and “unabashed recidivism” of the city (Smith 

1996a:94); the “modernist city” (Holston 1989, 1999) aims for “the obliteration of the 

street and communal public space” (Holston 1999); and, finally, the “dystopian city” is 

“relentlessly exclusionary,” valuing homogeneity and conformity over “diversity and 

spontaneity” (Amster 2004:72).  

No matter what the term, the end product is the same—a polarized urban 

landscape, consisting of sanitized areas, which seek to exclude not only houseless people 

but also many other “undesirable” groups, intermixed with pockets of entrenched 

poverty. Importantly, the United States is not alone in this—urban areas throughout the 

world are pursuing similar tactics (Atkinson 2003; Belina and Helms 2003; Caldeira 

1996, 2000; Holston 1989, 1999; Low 2000). Homeless individuals are not alone either—
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other frequently maligned groups include youth (Lees 2003), skateboarders (Nettleton 

2003), and transsexual/transgendered people (Namaste 2000). But homeless people are 

unique in that they constantly transgress the boundaries set up during attempts to sanitize 

urban spaces—they have no designated space to gather and thus continue to frequent 

redeveloped areas, and they do not (or more accurately, cannot) conform to the rules of 

conduct governing the use of these sanitized spaces. The irony, of course, is that 

homeless people occupied many of these areas long before urban renewal projects were 

initiated to “reclaim” and sanitize them. There seems to be little acknowledgement that 

the urge to sanitize urban space is the reason for homeless people’s presence in coveted 

public spaces rather than vice-versa. Instead, the logic gets reversed, as Mitchell 

(2003:119) notes in his discussion of a highly contested park in Berkeley, California: 

“People’s Park as a central gathering and living space for the homeless was seen by a 

growing number of residents, students, and merchants as not so much the solution to 

alienated living in the city but rather its cause—only now it was the middle class that was 

being alienated.” 

Managing Homelessness in the Sanitized City 

In response to the growth and increased visibility of the homeless population in many 

cities, a massive social service infrastructure has arisen since the 1980s, but for various 

reasons, it has been ineffective in preventing and curtailing homelessness. Therefore, 

street people have continued to occupy public spaces, ultimately sparking more extensive 

efforts to keep them out of certain areas, especially redeveloped sanitized ones. Cities 

have increasingly turned to a variety of tactics to accomplish this end, a task made ever 
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more urgent by the growing reliance on consumer revenues as a way to bolster strapped 

urban budgets. Though scholars rarely distinguish between different tactics and often 

focus on only one category, parsing them out is essential for examining how homeless 

people respond to these tactical maneuvers. 

By far the largest literature directly pertaining to the use of urban space by 

homeless people focuses on the long history and recent proliferation of laws regulating 

the use of public space. Legal restrictions on the use of space involve implementation and 

enforcement of laws to control access to and limit the behaviors that are permitted in 

certain areas. Until the 1960s and 1970s, vagrancy and public drunkenness laws were the 

main vehicle for evicting houseless people from particular spaces (Ellickson 1996:1200). 

However, after the repeal of these laws based on claims that they unfairly punished 

people simply for being poor, municipalities began seeking alternate methods to control 

homeless people’s use of space (Simon 1992). During the 1990s and early 2000s, cities 

throughout the United States began a two-pronged approach:  heavier enforcement of 

existing ordinances regulating the use of public space, such as drinking in public and 

public defecation/urination; and passage of numerous ordinances more specifically 

targeted at homeless people. These new legal restrictions are often grouped under the 

rubric of “quality-of-life” offenses (Bernd and Helms 2003; Mitchell 1997, 2003:161) 

and include bans on such activities as panhandling, loitering, urban camping, nighttime 

use of parks, sleeping on benches, and squatting on public land (Aguirre and Brooks 

2001; Amster 1999; Ellickson 1996; Harvey 1992; Mitchell 1997; Rosenthal 1994; 

Simon 1992, 1995; Snow et al. 1996). In both cases, selective enforcement of laws is an 
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essential component in controlling how and by whom particular spaces are used 

(Foscarinis 1996; Simon 1995). As Mitchell says (1997:307), “The intent is clear: to 

control behavior and space such that homeless people simply cannot do what they must 

do in order to survive without breaking laws. Survival itself is criminalized.” Thus, signs 

crowd the urban landscape with guidelines regarding (im)proper comportment. Because 

these legal restrictions are usually designed to specifically target activities that only 

homeless people engage in, they are often termed “anti-homeless laws” or the 

“criminalization of homelessness” and have been legally challenged on the grounds that 

they violate various constitutional rights of houseless people (Ellickson 1996; Foscarinis 

1996; Mitchell 1998a, 1998b; Simon 1992, 1995; Waldron 1991). Legal restrictions 

relating to houseless people are, of course, nothing new: and harsh treatment of vagrants 

dates back to the earliest days of colonial America with the importation of Elizabethan 

Poor Laws (Rossi 1989:17; Snow and Anderson 1993:12). As one scholar notes, “the 

desire to regulate the homeless out of existence is not (new). Indeed, what is at work in 

American cities is a recriminalization of homelessness” (Mitchell 2003:173). Similarly, 

Harvey (1996:230) notes that there is a long history of spatialized control over homeless 

people, of which the recent heightened regulation of public space is but one form.  

While legal restrictions are the perhaps the most obvious tactic for controlling 

homeless people’s use of space, many other tactics come into play to complement legal 

measures (which are never completely effective). Of these, scholars have given particular 

attention to the privatization of public space and the dispersion of services. Property 

ownership is, of course, the main method of dictating who has access to a given space. 
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Private property is protected by trespassing laws, and any individual not welcomed by the 

property owner can be kicked out at any time. Thus, many places typically thought of as 

“public” locations, such as malls, stores, and restaurants, are not truly “public” (i.e. open 

to anyone). As urban malls and enclosed downtown shopping districts become more 

common, homeless people are left with legal access only to the truly public spaces of the 

city, such as streets, sidewalks, and parks. But city authorities have increasingly been 

working with businesses to transfer outdoor office building plazas, shopping districts, and 

even sidewalks in commercial areas to private ownership (Chesluk 2004:250; Kawash 

1998:320; Kohn 2004; Mitchell 1995; Turner 2002). Presumably, homeless people would 

have to walk in the street in certain areas to avoid trespassing! A final trend in the 

conversion of public space to privately owned space has been the proliferation of gated 

communities in cities throughout the world (Blakely and Synder 1997; Caldeira 1996, 

2000; Low 2001). All these factors have reduced the sheer quantity of public spaces in 

contemporary cities, and, as discussed above, the remaining public spaces have been 

increasingly regulated, with cities worldwide adopting myriad restrictions on their use. 

These concomitant processes of reduction and restriction have led many scholars to 

declare the decline, death, or end of public space (Amster 1999:123; Davis 1990, 1992; 

Holston 1999; Sorkin 1992). What now confronts street people is a limited array of 

highly regulated public spaces, many of which even prohibit trespassing.  

Much ink has been spilled debating what effect the social service infrastructure 

has on the homeless people’s use of space. Although the idea that providing services will 

draw people from all over the country to a given city has been convincingly disproved 
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(Lee 1989; May 2003; Rahimian, Wolch, and Koegel 1992; Rosenthal 1994; Whynes 

1991), city authorities are more concerned about the distribution of services within the 

city than with the sheer volume of services city-wide. In the past, services were typically 

concentrated in or around skid row districts and other impoverished areas. When these 

areas were destroyed by urban renewal projects, some services stayed in place while 

others simply disappeared. As homelessness increased in the 1970s and 1980s, many new 

services were developed and existing ones were expanded. Initially, this growth of the 

service system was envisioned as a temporary measure, and many services once again 

located in central cities. However, as homelessness was recognized to be an entrenched 

problem with no sign of resolution, the placement of services became a topic of heated 

controversy and ultimately a tactic to control homeless people’s use of space. Many cities 

began dispersing services so that homeless people would not congregate in certain 

locations, especially redeveloped or redeveloping areas. To be fair, the intent among 

many social service workers and some city authorities was to better respond to the new 

landscape of homelessness: because homeless people were forced to scatter after the 

destruction of skid row areas, it was believed that service provision would be more 

effective if similarly scattered. As it turned out, the results were not so salacious for street 

people. Many of the best places to hang out or sleep were still centrally located, and the 

task of fulfilling basic needs became more cumbersome when services dispersed. In 

addition, this tactic was not effective in keeping homeless people out of redeveloped 

areas. Therefore, some cities have begun to return to the skid row model by creating 

“homeless campuses” with a variety of services provided in a small geographic area. 
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Under either model, zoning laws play a crucial role by restricting the location of social 

services, effectively attempting to herd homeless people into specific areas (Aguirre and 

Brooks 2001; Foscarinis 1996; Hopper 1991a; Mair 1986; Takahashi 1997). 

Significantly, both neighborhood councils and business coalitions often have a strong 

influence in urban restructuring by advocating redevelopment and opposing the 

establishment of homeless services in certain areas (Deutsche 1996; Ellickson 1996; 

Takahashi 1997). The latter process is often termed the NIMBY (not-in-my-backyard) 

syndrome and has come to exert a heavy influence on decisions about where to locate 

social services (Foscarinis 1996; Lyon-Callo 2001; Oakley 2002; Takahashi 1997). 

A final tactic that municipal authorities employ to control homeless people’s use 

of urban space is the manipulation of physical amenities and deterrents. Unlike the 

preceding three tactics of spatial control, these are not often talked about extensively by 

scholars. Instead, they are simply noted as an additional component of the restriction of 

public space. Yet this tactic entails some of the most gut-wrenching (sometimes literally) 

examples of the attempt to erase houseless people from public spaces. In terms of 

deterrents, padlocking or enclosing garbage containers, use of sprinklers and pungent 

ground cover in parks, removal or locking of public toilets, implementation of public 

relations campaigns to discourage giving to panhandlers, and the installation of “bum-

proof” benches and spiked ledges in public areas are but a few ways to discourage 

homeless people from using certain locations. (Aguirre and Brooks 2001; Davis 1990, 

1992; Foscarinis 1996; Kawash 1998; Mair 1986; Mitchell 1992, 1997; Simon 1995; 

Snow et al. 1996; Whyte 1980, 1988). In some cases, harsher methods of spatial control 
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are utilized, including adding cyanide to garbage and forced deportation of homeless 

people (Davis 1990, 1992; Simon 1992, 1995). In addition, abandoned public buildings 

and lots, parks, and other “public” recreation areas are often fenced to prevent their use 

by homeless people (Aguirre and Brooks 2001; Deutsche 1996; Ellickson 1996; 

Foscarinis 1996; Mitchell 1992, 1995; Smith 1993). Obviously, the removal of amenities 

like bathrooms or overhangs is aimed at deterring certain uses, but sometimes selective 

amenities are actually added in an effort to draw more housed users to a space. For 

example, playgrounds, skate parks, and playing fields/courts, which do not hold much 

appeal for homeless people, may be added to a park as an effort to “reclaim” the space 

from homeless users. 

All these tactics aim to maintain the dominant social construction of spaces held 

by planners, city authorities, and casual housed users. In so doing, tactics are strategically 

deployed in order to control homeless people’s use of space. Snow and Mulcahy (2001) 

identify three main strategies of spatial control: containment, displacement, and 

exclusion. Containment is “a control strategy that seeks to reduce the public visibility of 

the homeless and their likely interaction with other citizens by curtailing their mobility 

and ecological range” (Snow and Mulcahy 2001:160). Containment of homeless people 

in certain areas is often facilitated by the additional strategies of displacement, which 

entails the removal of homeless people from particular areas, and exclusion, which 

involves “the strategic attempt to keep the homeless out of designated areas” (ibid). 

Wright (1997:183) also discusses exclusion, defined as “actions that exclude populations 

from particular physical areas, discourses, narratives, and any given means of 
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communication,” as well as displacement, entailing “strategic actions that relocate the 

causes of conflict from one source to another source that is perceived by authority as less 

threatening to their interests.” To these, he adds the categories of repression, which 

consists of “forcible removal, punishment, or harassment for occupying space or 

communicating in ways not sanctioned by authority” and assimilation, defined as “the 

absorption of protest without change and or the redefinition of social-physical space to 

favor authoritative interests” (Wright 1997:183). These strategies obviously work in 

combination and are carried out principally through use of the tactics discussed above, 

but different strategies predominate in different times and places.  

Overall, cities have moved from a primary strategy of containment (in skid rows) 

to one of displacement (into scattered areas throughout the city). Exclusion was also 

essential under both models, but it has taken on an especially menacing character since 

the destruction of skid rows, because homeless people now have no “safe” territory to 

retreat to. Some cities are now moving back to a containment model with the creation of 

“homeless campuses,” avowedly to better provide services. Whether such an approach 

would be beneficial to houseless people is highly questionable. While it would certainly 

give them a place to exist without such extensive persecution and would partially remedy 

the considerable difficulties involved in accessing dispersed services, it would also 

represent a return to the spatial segregation of homelessness that has dominated American 

history. Ultimately, it is homeless people’s visibility in renewed urban spaces that has 

brought the issue of homelessness to the forefront of social and political debates and may, 

perhaps, inspire solutions that address the underlying structural causes. This would 
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certainly be a step forward from using the strategies of containment and displacement 

(Wright 1997:225) to constantly move houseless people around in hopes that the problem 

will disappear. 

The Rhetoric of Spatial Control 

Of course, all these strategies and tactics are dependent on rhetoric for their 

implementation, and there is no shortage of supposed justifications for the harsh 

treatment of homeless people in contemporary cities. Common justifications cited include 

negative effects on business investment, tourism, and the use of space by housed 

consumers (Foscarinis 1996; Mitchell 1997, 2003:169). Other frequently proclaimed 

reasons for controlling homeless people’s use of space include concerns with sanitation 

and crime control (Ellickson 1996; Foscarinis 1996; Mitchell 1997; Simon 1995; Wright 

1997:40, 63), which further relate to increasing urban fear, particularly fear of crime and 

fear of groups deemed potentially “risky” (Caldeira 2000:1-2; Low 2001a:45; Lupton 

1999b; Merry 1981; Tuan 1979:145-174; Wright 1997:16, 62-67). Throughout history 

and the world, impoverished urban residents have commonly been labeled as criminals, 

and Caldeira (2000:1) notes that “talk of crime” may encode concerns about a variety of 

other topics, including not only racial/ethnic, gender and class issues but also economic, 

social and political changes. Street people are commonly, though often mistakenly, 

assumed to be criminals, and much rhetoric centers on the “broken windows” syndrome 

(Ellickson 1996:1171; Mitchell 2003:199; Wright 2000:27), in which relatively petty 

crimes are imbued with the potential to cause even greater physical decay and economic 

decline. At the same time, homeless people are frequently assumed to be dirty and 
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unsanitary and thus a potential threat to public health. There is little acknowledgement 

that urban restructuring (which creates areas of entrenched poverty) and lack of public 

bathroom facilities (which is one tactic to deter use of certain spaces) are the real culprits. 

This conflation of cause and effect shifts blame onto homeless people, thus legitimating 

both renewal projects and the criminalization of homelessness. Perhaps the most absurd 

reason sometimes given for cracking down on street people is that making life on the 

street too “easy” would ultimately increase homelessness. Basically, if it is not hard 

enough, why would people not want to live outside? Aside from what this suggests about 

personal contentment with the modern capitalist system, only someone who has not been 

homeless or taken time to talk extensively with homeless people would think that life 

outside could ever be “easy.”  

At a broader level, cities may justify harsh measures against homeless people by 

defining them as somehow not part of the legitimate “public,” sort of a “not us” 

syndrome. Despite the fact that most homeless people were formerly housed in the cities 

where they find themselves on the streets (Foscarinis 1996), the idea persists that all 

street people are vagrants bouncing around from place to place in search of the “best” 

place to live outside and thus are not legitimate citizens of a given locality. Even when 

houseless individuals are not considered “outsiders” to a given locality, they are often not 

viewed as legitimate members of “the public:” just as space is socially constructed, so, 

too, are definitions of “the public” (Deutsche 1990). Historically, conceptions of “the 

public” have often excluded certain groups such as women and minorities (Mitchell 

1995), and “in American history, of course, the admittance of women, the propertyless, 
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and people of color into the ranks of ‘the public’ has been startlingly recent (and not yet 

really complete)” (Mitchell 2003:132). In contemporary societies emphasizing private 

property, people who do not own or rent property are often excluded from definitions of 

“the public,” thus justifying their displacement from public space (Amster 1999; Duncan 

1983; Mitchell 1995, 1997). As Mitchell (1995:16, 18) notes, “to be public implies access 

to the sphere of private property…although homeless people are nearly always in public, 

they are rarely counted as part of the public.” This attitude is also be related to taxation 

issues, with people who pay little or no property and income taxes being excluded from 

definitions of “the public.” Whatever the rhetoric, public space essentially becomes 

something that only housed people have a right to use, with homeless people often being 

perceived as invaders in these spaces (Deutsche 1996; Kawash 1998; Smith 1996a, 

1996b). From this perspective, crackdowns on homeless individuals are justified, because 

street people are not legitimate members of “the public” or users of “public” space. 

Spatial Control Strategies (and Tactics?) 

Though scholars talk a lot about the various tactics and strategies employed to 

control homeless people’s use of urban space, they rarely make a distinction between the 

two. Tactics are almost never mentioned as such despite the ubiquitous scholarship 

documenting patterns of spatial control affecting homeless people, and only a few writers 

explicitly attempt to parse out strategies from tactics. This is symptomatic of a broader 

trend in scholarly studies of marginalized groups, in which “strategies of power” are 

frequently contrasted with “tactics of resistance” (Pile 1997:15). Given de Certeau’s 

(1984) often-cited distinction between strategies and tactics, this is not particularly 
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surprising. In common parlance, strategies are basically goals whereas tactics are the 

methods used to achieve those goals. De Certeau adapted these terms for use in his 

studies of social power by distinguishing the strategies of powerful groups from the 

tactics of subordinate groups, and this has carried over into homeless studies. For 

example, Ruddick (1996:59) describes homeless people’s “day-to-day deployment of 

tactics that confound the strategies of production and control of spaces” and suggests that 

“(t)actics can properly be seen as one way that the homeless make fleeting, transitory 

uses of spaces that have been strategically organized by other actors” (Ruddick 

1990:191). Similarly, Wright (1997:180) distinguishes between the “authoritative 

strategies” of powerful groups and the “tactical resistances” of homeless people. The goal 

is laudable—to highlight the power differential between various social groups and 

emphasize how much structural factors constrain marginalized groups—but the 

unfortunate side-effect is that such groups are painted as simply responding willy-nilly to 

external forces. Attributing only tactics to marginalized people implies that they have no 

strategies other than avoiding or protesting persecution, which obscures any other goals 

they may have. This implicit bias is revealed in the way that the term “strategy” is most 

often applied to houseless people: references to “adaptive strategies” or “survival 

strategies” are common but are usually considered synonymous with obtaining basic 

needs like food, clothing, and shelter.  

Readers of such studies are left with a sense of homeless people as being 

persecuted victims of strategic efforts to oust them from urban spaces, forces so powerful 

that the affected individuals can only hope to tactically eek out an existence. Not only is 
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the experience of homelessness not nearly so simplistic, but cities are also not as united 

and organized as such studies often make them sound. There is not necessarily a 

conspiracy at work here (Wright 1997:180)—city planners are flailing to find ways to 

deal with homelessness while juggling the concerns of various, sometimes opposed 

groups like law enforcement officials, social service providers, neighborhood coalitions, 

and business owners. Nobody really planned it to be this way, and there are no 

substantive “strategies of power” pertaining exclusively to homeless people. To say that 

powerful groups seek to control who uses certain spaces and how those spaces are used 

through strategies like containment and displacement is to describe almost any urban area 

in any place and time. Such breath in applicability is certainly useful to scholars 

examining urban development longitudinally or comparatively but reveals little about 

how homeless people adapt to the landscape in a specific time and place. Homeless 

people ultimately respond to tactical measures rather than the underlying strategies, 

making the former a more fruitful avenue for studying their use of space. The fact that 

few studies have done so in significant depth may partially explain why de Certeau’s 

(1984) distinction between strategies and tactics has thus far withstood critical scrutiny, 

resulting in the near absence of discussion of the underlying strategies that pattern much 

of homeless people’s behavior. 

Being Homeless in the Sanitized City 

While the extensive literature on spatial control of street people is informative, if 

disturbing at times, it offers little insight into how homeless people cope with the various 

attempts to control their use of space. Homeless individuals are largely portrayed as 
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hapless victims of urban restructuring when they are, in reality, constantly reorganizing 

their use of space to adapt to newly implemented and/or enforced regulations (Ruddick 

1990; Snow and Mulcahy 2001:165). Most homeless people do recognize when they are 

transgressing social norms and realize that they may lose their access to a given space at 

any time (Bergamaschi and Francesconi 1996). Thus, rather than viewing homeless 

people as unprepared for repetitive displacement, it is more informative to explore the 

ways in which they plan for and respond to changes in the urban environment. To date, 

there is very little literature that examines how houseless people react to the sanitization 

of urban space. This is actually a reflection of a broader tendency in homeless studies to 

downplay the agency of street people. When accorded any agency, it often has negative 

implications, such as President Reagan’s infamous suggestion that most homeless people 

simply choose the lifestyle or the general idea that individuals are somehow responsible 

for ending up on the streets due to bad personal decisions. Given this type of rhetoric, 

scholars have been understandably hesitant to emphasize homeless people’s agency.  

However, several scholars have examined the ways in which homeless people 

react when faced with sanitizing tactics of urban authorities. Snow and Mulcahy 

(2001:162-163) made a self-admitted first attempt to model the homeless individuals’ 

responses to “strategies of spatial control” when they used a newspaper review project to 

identify four main “modes of response” by homeless individuals: exit, adaptation, 

persistence, and voice. Exit entails simply leaving the restricted area to find another 

location to use, and numerous researchers have noted that homeless people frequently 

respond to new restrictions (or heightened enforcement) by fleeing to a new area. 
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Adaptation consists of staying in the same location but modifying one’s behavior, and 

persistence is simply continuing on as if nothing had changed. Finally, voice involves 

“the collective expression of dissatisfaction” with spatial control strategies (ibid:162), a 

tactic that has received much attention from scholars under the rubric of “resistance” and 

will be discussed below. Though this conceptualization is a start toward elucidating the 

spatial tactics of houseless people, it is not particularly revealing to say that individuals 

respond to restrictions on the use of space by staying in place, moving to another 

location, or speaking out. Yet their study is still very significant, in large part because it 

highlights the range of ways in which homeless people can respond to spatial restrictions. 

Other scholars examining homeless people’s use of space have focused mostly on tactics 

that can be classified under the categories of persistence and adaptation, and collating 

information from all this research reveals two main types of tactics that are commonly 

employed to minimize persecution and lay claim to space: tactics of “invisibility” 

(Bergamaschi and Francesconi 1996:37; Ruddick 1997:358), which consist of trying to 

blend in or remain unseen in order to avoid persecution; and tactics of “visibility” 

(Bergamaschi and Francesconi 1996:40; Wright 1997:203), in which people choose to 

“indifferently, even defiantly stand out” (Hopper 1991b:165).  

Invisibility and the Valuation of Space 

Many scholars have emphasized that homeless people often adapt to the 

restrictive urban environment by trying to remain unseen or unnoticed (Bergamaschi and 

Francesconi 1996:37; Hopper 1991b; Ruddick 1997:358; Wardhaugh 1999:103-104; 

Wright 1997:199). Numerous terms have been used by researchers to describe tactics of 
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invisibility (though, notably, few authors specifically use the word “tactic”), including 

“contraction” (Wardhaugh 1999:103-104), “deliberate unobtrusiveness” (Hopper 1991b), 

“blending in,” “keeping up appearances,” “concealment,” “seclusion,” “hiding,” and 

“avoidance” (all from Wright 1997). In combination, all these different terms highlight 

the fact that there are two facets to seeking invisibility. On the one hand, people may 

pursue literal invisibility, as when individuals sleep in hidden locations like tunnels and 

dumpsters. On the other hand, people may seek figurative invisibility, as when homeless 

individuals try to blend in with housed people in heavily used public locations. Street 

people and researchers alike often use the term “passing” to describe the latter tactic, and 

successful passing usually involves not only visual elements (e.g. keeping clean, not 

carrying belongings) but also behavioral ones (e.g. engaging in activities appropriate to 

the setting or at least appearing to do so). The use of props can sometimes assist in 

passing: for example, homeless library users can blend in with other patrons by reading 

or by just holding open books that they do not necessarily intend to read. Passing is 

easiest in two types of locations: places where it is common for housed people to spend 

extended periods of time, such as libraries and airports; and places where rapid turnover 

helps conceal longer-term use by homeless people, such as public transit depots. Hopper 

(1991b) notes that homeless people were attracted to a metropolitan airport by the various 

amenities (e.g. bathrooms, climate control) offered as well as by the ability to blend in 

with travelers, and Wright (1997:109-110) suggests that the same elements attract 

homeless individuals to all types of transportation hubs.  
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Most houseless people rely heavily on tactics of invisibility to avoid persecution, 

and whether they seek literal or figurative invisibility in any given location is largely 

dependent on the social value attributed to the space. Both Duncan (1983) and 

Wardhaugh (1996) note that homeless individuals tend to categorize space based on 

social value, thus making the distinction between prime and marginal space even more 

salient to them than that between public and private space. Prime space is “any space 

within a community that is being used by domiciled citizens for residential, recreational, 

or navigational purposes; by entrepreneurs for commercial, financial reasons; and/or by 

politicians and their agents for political and symbolic purposes” (Snow and Mulcahy 

2001:157). As such, prime space has high social value to the housed population (Duncan 

1983), and various restrictions on space are heavily employed in these areas in order to 

drive out homeless people who are perceived as threatening the social and economic 

value of these spaces (Foscarinis 1996). In contrast, marginal space is defined as “space 

that has little if any use value to most residents; little if any current economic or exchange 

value to entrepreneurs except perhaps as a tax write-off; and no immediate political or 

symbolic value” (Snow and Mulcahy 2001:157). This marginal space has relatively little 

social value to the housed population, and spatial restrictions are not heavily employed in 

these areas (Duncan 1983; Snow and Mulcahy 2001:159). Falling between these two 

extremes are “transitional” spaces, the use of which is “blurred and ambiguous...neither 

fully prime nor fully marginal” (Snow and Mulcahy 2001:157). Wright (1997:101, 109) 

makes a similar distinction between prime and marginal spaces, calling them “pleasure” 

and “refuse” spaces, respectively, but adds a third category of “functional” spaces, which 
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he defines “places through which one moves to get to a particular destination,” such as 

bus and train stations, airports, lobbies, doorways, tunnels, parking garages, and 

bathrooms. He suggests that functional spaces are especially important to homeless 

people, because they often serve as “surrogate homes.” Overall, these scholars suggest 

that homeless people prefer marginal space, using it as a “home territory,” while trying to 

avoid prime space except for brief forays or “foraging expeditions” to procure resources 

(Snow and Mulcahy 2001:159). Though homeless people often have to use prime space 

to survive, they try to use prime space of “moderate social value” (Duncan 1983:94). 

Thus, houseless people tend to sleep in marginal spaces to avoid detection or disruption 

but may frequent prime spaces for other purposes. Significantly, Snow and Mulcahy 

(2001:163) tied this prime/marginal distinction back to the “modes of response” 

discussed above, finding that exit and voice are the most common responses in both 

prime and marginal spaces, while adaptation and persistence predominant in transitional 

spaces.  

Anthropologist Susan Ruddick (1996) used the prime/marginal distinction in her 

discussion of homeless punk youth in Hollywood, noting its similarity to Goffman’s 

(1959:107-129) front/back distinction, in which front regions are described as areas 

where people try to observe the “requirements of decorum,” whereas back regions host 

behaviors that are socially unacceptable in public like defecation, sleeping, sexual 

activity, profanity, belching, and flatulence. She suggested that both conceptions 

privilege the perspective of powerful groups and ignore the fact that homeless people can 

transform back regions into their front regions (Ruddick 1996:196-197). While Ruddick 
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focuses on how Hollywood youth make marginal spaces into their prime spaces, 

Goffman (1959:128-129) briefly describes the analogous process that occurs when a 

group appropriates a section of a front region for back region uses: “By invoking a 

backstage style, individuals can transform any region into a backstage.”  

Both the prime/marginal and front/back distinctions discussed by scholars help 

highlight that houseless people deploy specific spatial tactics in navigating the urban 

environment, yet I found the concepts to be of limited utility in my own research for a 

couple of reasons. First, it seems obvious that homeless people would seek out marginal 

(back) areas where they are least persecuted while avoiding prime (front) areas of heavy 

persecution, but this reveals little about how they respond when entire sections of a city 

are redefined as prime through urban renewal and gentrification. While in the past 

homeless people were essentially ceded some marginal space in the form of skid rows or 

other locations where standards of public behavior were not rigorously enforced, they 

now often spend their daily lives almost entirely in prime space. Even formerly marginal 

spaces nested within larger prime spaces, such as alleyways or empty lots, are routinely 

patrolled by law enforcement officials and monitored by business owners, private 

security forces, and the general public. Therefore, the question becomes not to what 

extent homeless people use prime space but how they do so. Second, broad 

generalizations, such as the assertion that street people tend to avoid prime space, never 

adequately capture the complexity and variety of spatial practices at the individual level. 

Though some people do avoid prime spaces, others actually prefer to use such spaces in 

spite of heavy restrictions, because they offer important amenities. For those individuals, 
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prime space is not the venue for brief foraging expeditions but rather the primary locus 

for all activities carried out during waking hours and even for sleeping. Given the fact 

that I chose to focus my research on how homeless people adapt to the extensive 

restrictions on urban space, most of the land in both my study areas could be considered 

“prime” in the sense that it is heavily monitored. Thus, the prime/marginal distinction 

proved of limited utility in understanding the strategies and tactics deployed by street 

people in using these areas. 

Visibility and Resistance 

While homeless people spend much of their time trying to go unseen or unnoticed 

in public spaces, they sometimes take the opposite approach, seeking to deliberately 

attract attention to themselves. As with invisibility, there is no consistent terminology for 

tactics of visibility: for example, Ruddick discusses “tactics of rupture” (1997:358), and 

Wardhaugh (1999:103-104) uses the term “expansion,” while Hopper (1991b:165) notes 

that some individuals manage their presence in such a way as to “stand out.” One of the 

main motivations behind seeking visibility is related to resource procurement, especially 

income generation through panhandling—basically, making oneself visible to passersby 

can serve as a means to obtain money, clothing, food, or other items. Whereas this is 

rather obvious and does not require further explication, visibility also serves as an 

important avenue for resistance, a topic which has been examined by numerous scholars 

and thus merits in-depth discussion. Importantly, both resource procurement and 

resistance usually require visibility and therefore occur most frequently in prime spaces 

where they are likely to draw notice. 
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Studies of resistance among homeless communities burgeoned as urban policy 

became more punitive in the 1990s. This timing dovetailed with a proliferation of 

resistance studies in social sciences, an endeavor aimed at balancing a prior focus on 

hegemony and domination. Thus research appeared documenting resistance (and all its 

iterations, such as counter-hegemony, subversion, and transgression) among subaltern 

and other marginalized groups worldwide (Abu-Lughod 1990; Brown 1996; Cresswell 

1996; Gupta and Ferguson 1997; Kaplan and Kelly 1994; Scott 1985, 1990; 

Sivaramakrishnan 2005a, 2005b). Scholars studying homelessness adopted this 

perspective and applied it to struggles over urban public spaces, focusing most heavily on 

resistance to legal restrictions. Social power is clearly exercised through the control of 

space, in particular through defining the legitimate use of urban space with 

redevelopment projects and restrictions on the use of public spaces. Yet amid growing 

urban fear and the sanitization of urban space that such fears inspire, homeless people 

seek to make a place for themselves by not simply occupying regulated spaces but also 

by “creating new spaces, appropriating spaces, and transgressing dominant conceptions 

of space” (Pile 1997). Homeless individuals resist the sanitization of urban space, in large 

part because they have nowhere else to go, by continuing to occupy public spaces, by 

joining with activists and advocates to question the legality and morality of mounting 

attempts to criminalize homelessness, and by rejecting the stigmatized social identity 

associated with homelessness. Though scholarly accounts of this resistance are relatively 

few in comparison to discussions of urban sanitization, they are essential in revealing that 

homeless individuals are not simply pawns at the mercy of urban restructuring. Some of 
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these forms of resistance will be briefly highlighted, but see Amster (2004), Mitchell 

(1998a, 1998b, 2003), Rosenthal (1994), Ruddick (1990, 1996), Snow and Anderson 

(1993), and Wright (1997) for more in-depth discussions of specific cases. 

 At the most basic level, many scholars have noted that just the presence of 

homeless people in areas where they are not wanted constitutes a form of passive 

resistance, or as Wright (1997:182) states succinctly, “Existence is resistance.” He goes 

on to note that “the sudden occupation of a stretch of pavement in a public space may be 

carried out without the conscious intent to redefine the meaning of that space. However, 

the very act of creating a place to sleep, of survival itself, contributes to the redefinition 

of that space, especially in the eyes of authorities who wish to maintain a ‘proper’ version 

of space as one in which those activities should not and will not be allowed” (1997:255). 

Similarly, Ruddick (1990:191; 1996:63) claims that homeless people resist “simply by 

their presence” in certain spaces, which “can undercut the tenets of the space itself, and 

its implicit ideology about leisure and wealth.” Thus, “the mere presence of the homeless 

in spaces intended for other social classes undercuts the intended symbolism of these 

spaces” (Ruddick 1990:192).  

 Active resistance takes numerous forms and commonly involves advocates and 

activists as well as houseless individuals. At the individual level, homeless people may 

try to draw attention to themselves and the plight of homelessness by engaging passersby 

through joking, taunting, or more overtly political speech (Amster 2004:174; Ruddick 

1990:197) and by engaging in “socio-spatial activities designed to ‘increase public 

visibility’—such as when Mill’s Avenue’s slackers congregate publicly on the busiest 
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downtown street corners.” (Amster 2004:174). At the group level, organized occupation 

of public spaces or the creation of homeless newspapers are also ways for houseless 

people to insert themselves into political discourse. For example, repeated sweeps of 

encampments in Los Angeles prior to the 1984 Olympics prompted homeless people to 

set up a “tent city” on state-owned land across from City Hall, and a similar occurrence in 

Santa Monica, California resulted in a waiver of the ban on camping in city parks 

(Ruddick 1990:196). Civil disobedience is another common tactic, in which activists and 

advocates often join with homeless people to conduct protests, sit-ins, or sleep-ins in 

response to restrictions on public spaces such as sidewalk bans and urban camping bans 

(Amster 2004:176-201; Mitchell 2003:118-127). In addition, such bans are increasingly 

being challenged through lawsuits that question their constitutionality (Amster 2004:189-

195; Mitchell 1998a, 1998b). Both acts of civil disobedience and legal challenges often 

draw press coverage, which can further facilitate the inclusion of homeless people’s 

voices in debates about the criminalization of homelessness. These activities have come 

as a surprise to some people, because “most theorists, and particularly those who 

hypothesized weak links between homeless people, did not anticipate collective political 

activity among that population” (Rosenthal 1994:95). 

 At a more abstract level, homeless people engage in various activities to resist the 

social stigma that almost invariably accompanies street life. Snow and Anderson 

(1993:198-230) provide a detailed account of how homeless people create narratives to 

make sense of their situation and use “identity talk” to distance themselves from the roles 

“attributed or imputed by others” while instead embracing roles and identities that they 
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define for themselves (ibid:213). Citing this research, Wright notes that “the construction 

of novel street identities is another form of resistance to homeless stigmatization” 

(Wright 1997:182) and goes on to describe the placemaking efforts and social 

organization in several homeless encampments that facilitated the formation of “resistant 

collective identities” in opposition to the “medical-therapeutic” identity typically 

imposed by the social service system (1997:265-288). Furthermore, some houseless 

people simultaneously criticize economic conditions and resist attempts to label them as 

lazy by choosing to remain unemployed rather than accept low-paying, dehumanizing 

jobs (Wagner 1993:83-91). A statement made by Ruddick (1990:193) in discussing the 

various resistance tactics employed by homeless people is also applicable in this more 

specific context: “the central point is that far from being dupes—im/passive in their 

stigmatization, impervious to new images of actors and places being produced in what 

Mair calls the post-industrial city, the homeless constantly and consciously negotiate 

these meanings, attempting to transform their relationship to those around them.” 

Regardless of the form, “the question of what activists, advocates, and the 

homeless themselves would be struggling against should be abundantly clear: the 

sanitization of space, and the criminalization of status” (Amster 2004:172). Thus, street 

people resist both the assessment that they somehow do not belong in a given space as 

well as the stigmatized social identity that being “out of place” automatically creates. 

This resistance requires a place in which to enact it (Mitchell 2003:81): “Since resistance 

opposes power, it hardly seems worth mentioning that acts of resistance take place 

through specific geographies” (Pile 1997:1), and the resulting places created through 
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resistance have been termed “geographies of resistance” (Pile 1997), “cartographies of 

resistance” (Harvey 1996:285), and “resistant heterotopias” (Wright 1997:265). Attempts 

to purge homeless people from public space also aim to remove their voices from public 

discourse about the causes and conditions of homelessness. 

These studies on resistance among homeless people raise many of the issues 

pervasive in the wider literature on resistance, such as those that Ortner (1995) lumped 

under the “problem of ethnographic refusal” in resistance studies. For example, previous 

studies of resistance among colonized people have revealed that individuals may 

unwittingly reinforce certain forms of hegemony while resisting others, and this is 

certainly true of resistance among street people as well. In fact, the very act of resistance, 

especially in its passive forms, is often used to justify the implementation of even harsher 

policies regulating urban space. If the actions of homeless people are all judged to be 

resistance, it is clear that their efforts have for the most part been spectacularly 

unsuccessful. Another problem with many resistance studies, including those of homeless 

populations, is that they tend to portray marginalized groups as overly cohesive and 

unified, thus glossing over within-group variability. In addition, though Ortner (1995) 

does not address the issue of intentionality, it seems an especially important one in regard 

to homeless resistance. In contrast to some other scholars, Cresswell (1996:4) suggests 

that “(t)he act of sleeping on the floor of a railroad station or defecating on the sidewalk 

outside million-dollar apartments was not, I would surmise, an act of intentional 

resistance.…Homelessness is not, in general, a political movement; it is reasonable to 

assume that most of the actions of homeless people are simply strategies of survival.” 
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Though intentionality is not necessarily a prerequisite for resistance, the existing studies 

on homeless people’s resistance render the concept almost useless. When everything is 

resistance—“Existence is resistance” (Wright 1997:182)—the very term loses its 

analytical utility. Despite these problems, studies of homeless resistance have been 

extremely important, not only in trying to remedy the pervasive portrayal of street people 

as passive victims of urban restructuring but also in questioning the legality and morality 

of punitive urban policies. Yet the heavy focus on resistance has eclipsed other forms of 

agency among homeless people. 

Spatial Adaptation Tactics (and Strategies?) 

In all these studies that highlight the agency of homeless people, the usually 

implicit message seems to be that the only substantive tactic/strategy employed by them 

is adapting to or resisting spatial control tactics. Homeless people are depicted as 

essentially reactive, responding mainly to external factors: rather than passive victims, 

they become active victims who react to (and sometimes protest) their victimization. This 

focus on the reactive aspect of street life is evidenced in the absence of any clear 

articulation of strategies and tactics used by homeless people to adapt to the urban 

landscape—the terms are often not used at all or are used interchangeably. References to 

“adaptive strategies” or “survival strategies” usually encompass only meeting basic 

needs, while few scholars even use the term “tactic(s),” instead referring to “patterns” of 

behavior (Bergamaschi and Francesconi 1996:40; Hopper 1991b:165), “ways of being 

homeless” (Wardhaugh 1999:103), or “modes of response” (Snow and Mulcahy 2001). 

Even when researchers do explicitly refer to tactics, they often contrast the tactics used 
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by homeless people with the strategies employed by more powerful groups (Ruddick 

1990, 1996, 1997; Wright 1997).  

Overall, whereas the strategies and tactics employed by cities to sanitize urban 

space have been well documented, those used by houseless individuals to cope with 

sanitization have not yet received much attention. In addition, few studies have moved 

beyond equating agency with reactivity. While reacting to changing conditions, 

especially as they relate to securing the basic necessities of survival, is certainly an 

important component of adaptation, it is not nearly all there is to life on the streets. 

Homeless people do not just absorb and react to dominant social constructions of space 

but also create their own social constructions. This creative process is an extremely 

important component of their adaptive strategies, and one that has received little 

scholarly attention. Ruddick (1990:189) again offers an exception in her discussion of 

“placemaking tactics” used by homeless people, noting that they not only use invisibility 

as a means of access but also negotiate assigned meanings of spaces and, in so doing, 

may undermine the intended symbolism of public spaces. Yet this still offers relatively 

scant information on how homeless people view the landscape and what variables (aside 

from spatial restrictions) affect their use of urban space. A few glimpses of the homeless 

perspective can be found in studies that discuss such things as street people’s 

categorization of space (Spradley 1972; VanderStaay 1992) and the influence of social 

networks on mobility patterns (Rowe and Wolch 1990; Wolch and Rowe 1992), but a 

much more detailed analysis is needed to capture the complex decision-making process 
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involved in daily street life and to highlight the fact that houseless people have 

substantive spatial strategies comprised of both reactive and creative aspects.  

Modeling Homeless People’s Use of Urban Space 

A relatively comprehensive portrayal of the exercise of agency among street people in the 

contemporary city must include not only how they respond to structural factors 

(reactivity) but also how they create an alternate landscape (creativity). Figure 2 presents 

a framework for this endeavor. The dominant social construction of urban space 

ultimately underlies all the tactics employed to control homeless people’s use of urban 

areas: in other words, the dominant social construction of any given space is upheld 

through the deployment of tactics of spatial control. As noted above, these tactics can be 

grouped into four broad categories: property ownership, legal restrictions, amenities and 

deterrents, and the social service infrastructure. For each category, I will examine the 

myriad tactics used by homeless people to cope with spatial restrictions. While the 

reactive aspect of street life is important, I will also detail the creative component by 

demonstrating that homeless people develop alternate conceptions of the tactics used to 

control them. Ultimately, street people’s spatial strategies combine reactivity and 

creativity, and their use of space cannot be understood without a thorough exploration of 

both. By doing so, it becomes obvious that homeless people deploy a complex 

interrelated web of strategies for negotiating urban space. In short, they do not simply try 

to avoid persecution (the “strategy” most often implied in studies of their use of space) 

but also seek to create a privatized, safe, functional, comfortable, and supportive 

environment in which to live. Though these strategies often confound attempts to control 
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homeless people’s use of space, they may also serve as the foundation for more effective 

and humane public policy.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Factors Influencing Homeless People’s Use of Space 
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CHAPTER 2: 
RESEARCH SETTING, METHODS, AND PARTICIPANTS 

 
“Tremendous weather, unique landscapes, rich culture, easy access to every leisure 
activity on land or water, a well-educated populace, casual lifestyle, affordable quality 
housing, low cost of living, top-notch healthcare and a business environment poised to 
explode—Tucson, in 50 words or less. Tucson has been dubbed ‘Optics Valley’ and a 
‘Mini-Mecca for the Arts.’ Its citizens fondly refer to it as ‘The Old Pueblo.’ Once you 
get to know it, you’ll want to call it ‘Home.’” (Tucson Regional Economic Opportunities, 
Inc. 2005) 
 
“Homeless people are also targets of the movement to make downtown a gated 
community. …They don’t say it up front, but some folks—namely, some members of the 
Downtown Business Alliance and some residents of El Presidio neighborhood—want to 
in essence make downtown Tucson a gated community to which only the privileged few 
have access. … ‘Beautifying’ downtown for tourists and convention-goers should not by 
used as an excuse to get rid of local poor and working class people. … Is this the secret 
agenda of Rio Nuevo? Might Rio Nuevo be the reincarnation of Urban Renewal, which 
translates to People Removal, by another name?” (Baldenegro 2003, August 5) 
 
“Tucson’s a cardboard town. It always has been and it’s always gonna be. Nothing the 
city does can change that.” (Scott, INT-17)1 
 

These quotes present three very different, even incompatible, views of Tucson. 

While city authorities aim to attract businesses as well as tourists and some housed 

residents decry the exclusionary bent of resulting downtown redevelopment efforts, 

homeless people recognize a fundamental fact: given the attraction of Tucson’s mild 

winter climate, any attempt to rid the city of urban campers is ultimately doomed to 

failure. Those who become homeless while residing in Tucson often prefer living outside 

to residing in a shelter, and, in any case, there are not nearly enough shelter beds (~2500) 

to house everyone on the streets (~5000). Add to this the travelers who migrate to the city 

seasonally in search of warm winters and/or temporary labor and generally eschew the 

                                                
1 To protect the confidentiality of the research participants, names and the wording of 
potentially identifying quotes have been changed. INT-# indicates the interview number. 
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entire service system, and it is currently inevitable that some people will end up sleeping 

outside. Ironically, the ideal locations for outdoor living, such as the downtown area, are 

often the locations from which the city would most like to expunge homeless people, and 

the special events designed to attract consumer revenues, such as the Tucson Gem & 

Mineral Show and the Fourth Avenue Street Fair, also attract migratory laborers who 

help set up or even sell crafts at these events. Thus, the city faces a situation in which the 

very amenities touted to attract tourists and businesses to Tucson (and specific locations 

within Tucson) are those that also appeal to houseless people. This is not a unique 

situation—cities with warm climates are sometimes called “destination cities” in the 

literature on homelessness, and one of the pioneers of public space management, William 

F. Whyte (1980) long ago emphasized that well-designed spaces so crucial to attract 

housed users may also attract “undesirables.” Tucson, like cities throughout the United 

States, has attempted to resolve this dilemma by creating amenities to attract “desirable” 

users while concurrently trying to deter homeless people from using certain locations by 

restricting their access in a variety of ways. These efforts have escalated in recent years 

due not only to the growth in the numbers and visibility of homeless people but also to 

voter-approval of the massive Rio Nuevo downtown redevelopment project. With 

redevelopment underway, street people have been forced to adjust their adaptive 

strategies to cope with the changing landscape, making Tucson an excellent setting to 

examine their spatial strategies and tactics. 
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Research Setting: A Brief History of Homelessness in Tucson 

Tucson is located in the Sonoran Desert of southern Arizona about an hour’s drive from 

the U.S.-Mexico border. Being a Western city, Tucson obviously has a different history 

than eastern cities: while the latter were developing urban parks as a remedy to urban 

overcrowding and decay in the mid-to-late 1800s, Tucson was a small town with fewer 

than 8000 residents (Luckingham 1982). Since that time, the city has invested much 

effort in marketing the city to attract businesses, residents, and tourists (Drachman 1999; 

Logan 1995; Sheridan 1995), culminating in a service-based economy now heavily 

reliant on business and tourism revenues. Ironically, the same attributes used for this 

marketing—mild winters, scarce rainfall and an abundance of sun, low cost of living, 

location along major railroad and highway lines—also make Tucson an attractive place 

for seasonally migratory homeless people. Such migratory laborers were initially a 

valuable source of labor for railroad, highway, and other types of construction, but 

economic changes and full settlement of the western United States by the mid-1900s 

minimized the need for temporary labor, and these migrants became problems rather than 

assets in the eyes of city planners. Although there has been a recent construction boom in 

Tucson, this has not replaced past opportunities due to requirements for formal training, 

identification, and relatively long-term contract commitments. However, there are some 

seasonal temporary employment opportunities that still attract migratory laborers, such as 

assisting in setting up booths for the Gem & Mineral Show. In addition, the 

environmental factors make living outside a more appealing option than shelters or public 

housing for many individuals who become homeless while residing in Tucson. Thus, city 
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authorities have long had to deal with people living outside, an issue that has become 

ever-more pressing since the proliferation of homelessness beginning in the 1970s. At the 

same time, there has been increasing pressure on the housing market as affordable 

housing options have dwindled and the population has grown. As of 2005, the greater 

Tucson metropolitan area included about 750,000 residents, with this number increasing 

by nearly 2000 per month (http://www.tucsonaz.gov/about.html). The homeless 

population has also grown steadily, from an estimated 2700 individuals in 1997 to about 

5100 in 2005. 

 Tucson grew steadily during the first half of the 20th century, especially after the 

arrival of the El Paso & Southwestern railroad line in 1915, but it was not until the 1940s 

and 1950s that the population exploded, increasing from 36,818 in 1940 to 212,933 in 

1960 (Luckingham 1982). The causes behind this massive growth are complex, 

attributable in part to defense-related spending by the government (Drachman 1999:7; 

Luckingham 1989:8), expansion of tourism during WWII (Drachman 1999:7), and 

federal subsidization of highway construction and suburban development. During this 

time, high-rise office buildings were being constructed in the downtown area while 

residential development was occurring mostly on the fringes of the city (Logan 1995). 

Homeless men routinely came to the city on trains every winter (Cedillos 2004, June 11), 

prompting the police to burn down “hobo shacks” near the railroad tracks to encourage 

“civic beautification” in 1947 (Sonnichsen 1982:281) and a railroad yardmaster to found 

Gospel Rescue Mission (GRM) to provide meals, clothing, and shelter to homeless men 

in 1953. The same year that GRM opened, Tucson passed a comprehensive City Code 
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prohibiting various behaviors including: squatting on city property; boarding or alighting 

from trains; loitering or congregating around railroads; soliciting passengers or baggage 

at railways or hotels; obstructing streets and sidewalks; urinating or defecating in public; 

and indecent exposure.  

At the end of WWII, wealthier residents were concentrated in the central city and 

impoverished residents were clustered around the fringes, but this pattern flipped by the 

1960s (Abbott 1993:129) such that the downtown area was largely composed of office 

buildings interlaced with Mexican-American barrios (neighborhoods) while wealthier 

residents moved further out. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, “downtown commercial 

districts shriveled as new emporiums arose:” both Park Mall in 1957 and El Con Mall in 

1960 were located outside the downtown area and contributed to the commercial decline 

of the central city (Sheridan 1995:282). All this suburban development led to an “urban 

crisis” in the 1960s resulting from “sprawling growth and the fringe problem of the 

suburbs” (Logan 1995:36). Unlike some other cities where a similar crisis was caused by 

overcrowded and decaying urban cores, Tucson was faced with rapid suburban growth in 

tandem with declining use of the downtown area. In addition, homeless people continued 

to congregate near the railroad tracks and other amenities downtown during the 1960s, 

prompting the Salvation Army to open a shelter in a neighborhood just north of the city 

core. 

These shifts in land use led to the first large-scale efforts at urban renewal in 

Tucson in the 1950s and 1960s. The federal Housing Act of 1949 had created the Urban 

Redevelopment Agency, giving it the authority to subsidize three-fourths of the cost of 
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local slum clearance and urban renewal, and the Housing Act of 1954 tacked on 

requirements for communities involved in renewal to adopt code enforcement, relocation, 

and other measures to prevent the spread of urban blight. In the mid-1950s, local 

developer Roy Drachman “attempted to buy property in the barrios near downtown as 

part of his own private redevelopment project.” (Logan 1995:61). He wanted to create 

shops, businesses, and convention facilities, but neighborhood residents successfully 

resisted this effort and the city government “took up the mantel of urban redevelopment 

in 1957” (ibid). That year the Mayor received federal funds to study urban renewal, 

resulting in a description of many Mexican barrios as “blighted” areas harboring “dirt, 

disease, and delinquency” (ibid: 50, 59). Initially, the city wanted to redevelop 400 acres 

in the downtown area but opposition by residents in the late 1950s and early 1960s 

reduced the target area down to 76 acres and later to 52 acres to “‘concentrate on the hard 

core blight encroaching into the Central Business District’” (ibid:63-64). By 1961, there 

was still strong resistance to renewal despite more consideration of the issue of displaced 

persons in the revisions after 1957 (ibid:64). In Tucson, like in other cities, “coalitions of 

downtown businesses and investors took the lead in selling urban renewal programs to 

city councils and voters,” with local business people reviving renewal plans in Tucson 

after initial defeats (Abbott 1993:46-48). Then in 1962 the Mayor lost in his reelection 

bid, and the new Republican administration dropped renewal plans and “passed a 

resolution encouraging the ‘private sector’ to undertake renewal projects in the blighted 

areas” (Logan 1995:65). 
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The Democratic victory in the 1964 presidential elections ushered in the War on 

Poverty and the Great Society Campaign, and federal money for renewal began flowing 

into cities across the United States (Logan 1995:65). This reinvigorated city-led renewal 

efforts in Tucson, and the final version of the 52-acre redevelopment plan excluded 

viable neighborhoods but did include the old “Gay Alley” and skid row that housed farm, 

railroad, and lumber laborers (Abbott 1993:48; Logan 1995:66). As Abbott (1993:48) 

notes, “as the postwar economy made such districts obsolete, city officials tried to 

accelerate their demise.” The city bonds relating to urban redevelopment were approved 

in 1965 and were described by one proponent: “It made possible Tucson’s participation 

in the national urban renewal movement designed to rejuvenate our inner cities. The city 

would acquire blocks and blocks of crumbling adobe houses and buildings to make room 

for the construction of the Community Center, which would include a large sports arena, 

a music center, a smaller live theater, and a large parking garage. The bonds would also 

provide financing for a new city hall building; a new police station on South Stone 

Avenue; several new firehouses and parks; and miles of new streets, water lines, and 

sewer lines” (Drachman 1999:184). As renewal got underway, deteriorated housing in 

Mexican barrios was demolished without provision of comparable low-cost housing 

(Logan 1995:61; Sonnichsen 1982:286), a process that some still recall decades later as a 

“social and human tragedy” (Logan 1995:68).  

Throughout the 1970s, Mexican barrios “continued to face renewal efforts aimed 

at ‘blighted’ areas, with neighborhoods being torn down to construct the Tucson Museum 

of Art, a new City Hall, county and federal buildings, stores, restaurants, and hotels in the 
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downtown area” (ibid:91). The Tucson Community (Convention) Center opened in 1971 

utilizing millions of dollars in federal funds (Logan 1995:66; Sonnichsen 1982:286-287), 

followed by the La Placita development of shops and restaurants in 1974 and the Tucson 

Museum of Art in 1975 (Logan 1995:91). As the downtown was being redeveloped, a 

commercial area just north of the city core was organizing itself to promote business 

development by creating the Fourth Avenue Merchants Association (FAMA) in 1974. 

Overall, the local economy was shifting toward tourism and services in the 1970s and 

1980s at the same time that the homeless population across the country was increasing 

due in part to urban renewal and gentrification as well as cuts in federal funding for 

affordable housing. Social services in Tucson began to proliferate: a mental health 

agency opened in 1966; an alcoholism council was formed in 1968; Lutheran Social 

Ministries of the Southwest arrived in 1970; the Local Alcohol Reception Center began 

in 1972; and two organizations serving youth emerged. In addition, the first ordinance 

regulating park use and the first ordinance relating to peddlers were both passed in 1977. 

During the 1980s, homelessness in Tucson reached crisis level: not only were 

migratory people continuing to visit during the winters (and now with no skid row 

housing to host them), but more local residents were showing up on the streets, including 

women, children, and families. In response, the service industry ballooned such that by 

the end of the decade there were organizations providing general services like meals, 

shelter, healthcare, and employment assistance as well as specialized services addressing 

the needs of various groups like veterans, the mentally ill, youth, women, and victims of 

domestic violence. There was some neighborhood opposition to certain services but not 
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on the scale that would later emerge and become termed the NIMBY (not-in-my-

backyard) syndrome. The city and county tried to coordinate this response by establishing 

the Neighborhood Emergency Transitioning (NET) Project in 1984 to develop an 

effective response to homelessness, and NET evolved into the Tucson Planning Council 

for the Homeless (TPCH) that still exists to this day. The religious community also 

rallied, forming the Interfaith Coalition for the Homeless to organize a winter shelter 

program designed to prevent people from dying on the streets during cold weather. 

Though many of these efforts were initially conceived of as temporary emergency 

measures, it soon became apparent that the problem would not be easily remedied, and 

service agencies became a seemingly permanent part of the urban landscape.  

While various groups were scrambling to respond to the growing problem of 

homelessness in Tucson, houseless people were often congregating around the downtown 

area where the amenities provided by redevelopment and the proliferation of services 

offered the best options for outdoor living. The Salvation Army began operating a free 

meals program outside City Hall in 1985 that attracted sizable crowds. By about 1986, an 

encampment was established on vacant land just west of downtown—the “A Mountain 

Camp” grew over the years, eventually housing approximately 100 individuals (Burchell 

1996, March 14), and would become the symbol of changing city policy toward homeless 

people when it was razed in 1996. The increasing presence and visibility of street people, 

especially in the downtown area, combined with the nationwide trend toward creation of 

neighborhood associations sparked organized opposition to placement of social services: 

Travelers Aid Society tried to build a centrally-located homeless facility in 1985 but had 
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to scrap their plans after numerous neighborhoods rejected their proposal, and a 

residential treatment program for mentally ill persons was forced to move to the south 

side of the city due to an “intolerant neighborhood association” (Kelliher 1992, May 22). 

At the same time, advocates and homeless people were also organizing, in this case to 

protest lack of affordable housing by conducting an annual “Still No Room at the Inn” 

demonstration at the downtown Pima County Courthouse (Burchell 1999, Dec. 5, 1992, 

Jan 8.; Burchell and Limberis 1992, Jan. 4) as well as marches at the nearby federal 

building (Arizona Daily Star 1991, Jan. 7).  

The 1990s witnessed the emergence of current municipal policy on homelessness 

in Tucson. Neighborhoods were stepping up opposition to services (Kelliher 1992, May 

22), downtown office workers were complaining of harassment by homeless people 

(Burchell and Limberis 1992, Jan. 4), and business owners formed the Downtown Arts 

and Retail Alliance to advocate for revitalization (Sundberg 1993, Oct. 3). In short, more 

and more local residents were expressing concern about the presence of houseless people 

in the downtown area and calling for the city to take steps to curtail their presence. In 

1992, the Mayor created a committee to explore possible alternate locations for the 

Salvation Army meals program at City Hall (Burchell 1992, Aug. 20). It was moved to 

another location in the downtown area in 1993 while the City Council tried to decide 

where to place a permanent site (Burchell 1993, Jan. 5), but later that year the downtown 

Toole Avenue location was designated as a permanent site regardless of at least one 

Council Member’s advocacy of a scattered site approach (Rawlinson 1993, Sept. 14). 

Despite this decision, the Council continued to consider moving the meals program 
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outside the downtown area under pressure from some downtown business owners 

(Rawlinson 1994, March 29; Burchell 1994, May 17; Burchell 1994, Oct. 4). During the 

same time period, stories started appearing in local newspapers detailing the trend toward 

criminalization of homelessness in other cities, especially in Seattle where the 

International Downtown Association supported ordinances banning drinking in public, 

urinating in public, loitering, and aggressive panhandling (Egan 1993, Dec. 19). Such 

ordinances became an alternate method to control homeless people and remove them 

from public view after the U.S. Supreme Court deemed arrests for vagrancy 

unconstitutional in 1983. Meanwhile, protests by street people and advocates continued 

in the downtown area (Tully 1992, Dec. 26; Arizona Daily Star 1994, Jan. 4).  

 Controversy finally reached a fever-pitch in 1996, ushering in an era of 

criminalization and dispersion that has continued to the present. The existing public 

nuisance ordinance was updated, and a new ordinance regulating library grounds was 

passed that prohibited various behaviors such as bathing in restrooms and sleeping. An 

ordinance to prohibit aggressive panhandling in commercial districts was supported by 

FAMA and neighborhood residents but rejected by the City Council in February 

(Burchell 1996, Feb. 6), only to be passed by the all Democratic Council in April 

(Bagwell 1996, April 9). In addition, the ten-year old “A Mountain Camp” was finally 

targeted for demolition after nearby property owners signed a petition demanding that the 

city take action (Burchell 1996, Feb. 28). Inspectors found conditions in the camp unsafe 

and unsanitary due to trash and human waste as well as high levels of methane off-

gassing from the underlying old city landfill (Burchell 1996, Feb. 28; Burchell 1996, 
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March 1). After heated debate, a lawsuit by the Southern Arizona People’s Law Center, 

and numerous attempts to reach some compromise, the City Council approved the motion 

to clear the camp in April (Burchell 1996, March 21; Haussler 1996, March 3). The 

motion also contained a provision prohibiting camping on all city property (Burchell 

1996, March 5), which quickly sparked a sleep-in at City Hall to protest the ban (Bagwell 

1996, April 16). Protesters dispersed following a meeting with the Mayor, in which he 

agreed to ease enforcement of the camping ban and to look for a new sanctioned camping 

location (Bagwell 1996, April 16; Rawlinson 1996, April 12). Nearly nine months later, 

no progress had been made on finding a new permanent campground (Corella 1996, Dec. 

25), though the city did conduct a study concluding that a single large campsite was not a 

good alternative while scattered sites would increase opposition (Arizona Daily Star 

1997, Jan. 11). To this day, representatives of the city Community Services Department 

say that legalized camping in any location/s is not a feasible option due to neighborhood 

objections.  

 Since these events in 1996, local newspapers have been filled with articles 

cataloging resident and business complaints about homeless people as well as detailing 

continual efforts to oust them from certain areas. Examples are plentiful and run the 

gamut from legal restrictions to more informal measures: the City Council restricted 

parking in Catalina Park along Fourth Avenue in response to the presence of “a group of 

especially aggressive young homeless men” (Arizona Daily Star 1997, Jan. 11); 

additional police were assigned to “saturate Fourth Avenue and the downtown area” 

(Sandal 1997, March 12); an ordinance was passed prohibiting sitting or lying down on 
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sidewalks in certain commercial areas (Burchell and Corella 1997, Dec. 22; Revere 2001, 

April 17); the Santa Rita Park Neighborhood Association planned to use federal block-

grant money to add a lit basketball court and playground equipment in an effort to 

reclaim the “‘homeless park’” (Seasholes 1997, June 27); a Business Improvement 

District was designated downtown, resulting in the creation of the Tucson Downtown 

Alliance to provide maintenance and security services;  the Toole Avenue soup kitchen 

site was transitioned into an employment program while free meals were dispersed to 

several churches around the city (Skinner 1997, Nov. 22; Tobin 2000, April 18); the 

Council considered but ultimately rejected a proposal to privatize sidewalks in 

commercial districts (Spitz 1998, Sept. 15); and the city trimmed bushes and planned to 

install more lighting in certain parks to curtail drug activity by homeless people (Graham 

1999, May 19). In combination, these measures prompted the National Law Center on 

Homelessness and Poverty (1999) to declare Tucson one of the five “meanest” cities to 

homeless people in the United States in 1999. Amid increasing restrictions, houseless 

people did win at least one victory—in 1998, the city settled a lawsuit filed by the 

Southern Arizona People’s Law Center, foregoing the practice of banning individuals 

from the entire downtown area in favor of more limited Area Restrictions that ban people 

from specified locations due to legal infractions (Steller 1998, Oct. 13).  

 All these measures to restrict homeless people’s use of certain areas, especially 

the downtown area, were spurred on not only by neighborhood residents but also by 

business owners and two business alliances: the Fourth Avenue Merchant’s Association 

and the Tucson Downtown Alliance (formed after downtown was officially designated a 
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Business Improvement District in 1998). In addition, voter approval of the Rio Nuevo 

project in 2000 inspired heavier enforcement of ordinances in the downtown area. As 

described on the City of Tucson website, “Rio Nuevo is a comprehensive revitalization 

program for downtown Tucson including new attractions, shopping, restaurants, office 

space and housing. One of the primary goals of the Rio Nuevo Office is to foster and 

promote private sector development and reinvestment in the downtown area” 

(www.ci.tucson.az.us/rionuevo/). Thus, crackdowns on homeless people in the downtown 

area continued and even increased in the new millennium: enforcement of ordinances was 

stepped up; vegetation was cleared from stretches of wash where homeless people 

camped; tunnels and empty lots were fenced and peppered with “No Trespassing” signs; 

one local social service agency led a “Stop Giving to Panhandlers” poster campaign 

(Relly 2002, Dec. 27), while another partnered with a major chain of convenience stores 

to create referral cards that people could give to panhandlers to “‘take some of the guilt 

out of not giving money’” (Kornman 2004, April 27); park bathrooms were permanently 

closed or locked during daylight hours; time restrictions were adopted on waiting for a 

bus at the downtown public transit depot; the park use ordinance was updated to prohibit 

sale or distribution of food without permits; the area outside the downtown library was 

designated a park to allow the enforcement of applicable ordinances; the City Council 

initially rejected but later adopted a ban on solicitation from medians and roadways, 

citing concerns for the safety of panhandlers and newspaper vendors (Carroll and Cieslak 

2000, Oct. 24; Cieslak 2001, April 30); a 2002 ordinance declared all discarded items 

placed out for collection the property of the city, thus prohibiting rifling through trash or 
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recycling containers; and the only new Tucson Police Department division in 30 years, 

Operations Division Downtown, was created in 2002 to prepare for the 200,000-300,000 

yearly visitors that the Rio Nuevo project was expected to attract (Teibel 2002, July 25).  

All these measures have been partially effective in reducing the number of 

homeless people visible in the downtown area, but they have simply moved those 

individuals into other areas. Scattered site free meals and dispersion of services have 

pushed homeless people into neighborhoods throughout the city, prompting complaints 

from residents, while strict ordinance enforcement and particularly the passage of the 

median ban have caused many others to migrate out to county jurisdiction. The ban on 

sleeping in parks encouraged people to camp in empty lots and washes instead, resulting 

in stricter enforcement of the city-wide camping ban in those areas. But despite this 

limited success, the fundamental fact remains that houseless people must go somewhere. 

Current city policy in Tucson, as in many cities worldwide, seems to be to keep moving 

people along without giving them a space to move to. Although municipal authorities 

often recognize the futility of such cat-and-mouse games, they want to make downtown 

into a viable commercial area both to curb urban sprawl and to increase city revenues, 

and they are under continual pressure from residents and business owners to do so. Yet 

no amount of restrictions in the downtown area can trump the attractions that it offers in 

terms of places to hang out, proximity to transportation routes, and availability of 

resources. Thus, despite ongoing efforts, homeless people still routinely occupy the 

downtown area, finding ways to adapt to the increasingly hostile urban environment.  
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Research Methodology 
 
The unfolding of events in Tucson in the late 1990s spurred my interest in examining 

street people’s use of space. Though I followed the media accounts with interest and had 

become acquainted with a few homeless individuals in my neighborhood and around the 

University (at least before they all got kicked out), I did not have a clear idea of how to 

embark on such a study. So I began with the basics. I had already read much literature on 

homelessness, but I delved in further, focusing specifically on spatial adaptations and 

conflicts over the use of space. I also combed through back issues of the Tucson Citizen 

and Arizona Republic newspapers to piece together a local history of homelessness. 

Reading that background material, I quickly realized that I would need to interview not 

only houseless people but also social service workers, law enforcement officers, and city 

and county representatives to obtain a complete picture of the landscape of homelessness 

in general and controversies over the use of space in particular. I wanted to more fully 

understand the wider context before talking with homeless people as well as to identify 

potential research locations. 

 To enter into the complex maze of the social service system, I contacted 

Information & Referral Services (I&R), an agency responsible for compiling and 

distributing the “Directory of Human Resources: A Guide to Services in Tucson and 

Pima County.” During an initial interview with one of the employees, I was invited to 

attend the next monthly meeting of Tucson Planning Council for the Homeless (TPCH), 

an organizational body comprised of social service providers, faith-based groups, city and 

county agencies, the Tucson Police Department, and other interested parties. After 
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attending a few meetings, I presented my proposed research to the Council members and 

began identifying individuals who could shed light on various aspects of homelessness. I 

conducted formal interviews with nine social service workers specializing in an array of 

issues (drug/alcohol addiction, mental illness, job training and employment, housing) and 

homeless sub-populations (youth, ex-offenders, families, women, veterans) as well as 

three representatives of the city and county community resource departments. While 

these initial interviews provided a valuable introduction to some of the complexities of 

the social service system, my ongoing involvement with TPCH proved essential in 

helping me truly begin to understand the challenges faced by service providers. As well 

as attending TPCH monthly meetings, I was eventually asked to join the Executive 

Committee and serve as Chair of a committee to develop a 10-year plan to end 

homelessness in Pima County. In the latter capacity, I consulted with representatives at 

the state level who were working on an analogous State Plan to End Homelessness. As a 

result, I was able to bring homeless people’s voices into the planning process in some 

small way by providing a brief report to the TPCH and state groups that summarizes 

barriers to service provision and needs/recommendations as reported by homeless 

interviewees (Appendix A). 

In addition, several of TPCH member agencies had outreach programs in which 

they scoured sections of the city looking for houseless people, and I joined outreach 

workers in these efforts. Over the next couple of years (and continuing throughout my 

fieldwork), we went out into parks, dry riverbeds, and empty lots throughout the greater 

Tucson metropolitan area. This provided invaluable information on the locations used by 
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homeless people and some of the ways in which they adapt to the increasingly restrictive 

urban environment. 

 TPCH also served as the conduit to make contact with the Tucson Police 

Department (TPD) and the Pima County Sheriff’s Department (PCSD). TPCH organizes 

a yearly “street count” of homeless people living outside (as opposed to in shelters) in 

Tucson, and I met representatives from both Departments while volunteering in the 2003 

count. I subsequently interviewed seven TPD officers from the Downtown Division, 

going on daytime and nighttime ride-alongs with two of them, as well as one PCSD 

Deputy, who took me on a daytime ride-along. This allowed me to see the issue of 

homelessness from a law enforcement perspective and to benefit from officers’ extensive 

knowledge of the areas used by street people. In turn, I provided TPD with a short report 

on homeless people’s perspectives on and interactions with law enforcement based on my 

subsequent fieldwork (Appendix B). In addition, a TPD officer gave me contact 

information for the Tucson Downtown Alliance (TDA) and the Fourth Avenue 

Merchant’s Association (FAMA). I later interviewed a TDA representative, learning 

more about the challenges of trying to balance the needs and desires of downtown 

business owners with the rights of homeless people. The FAMA representative declined 

to be interviewed. 

 I feel compelled to admit that I went into many of these interviews with service 

workers, city/county representatives, and law enforcement officials expecting to hear 

condemnation of homeless people. The scholarly literature painted the issue of 

homelessness almost in terms of “good guys” and “bad guys:” the poor helpless street 
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person taking on the Goliath of the harsh, unsympathetic “system.” What I found was 

something quite different. Undoubtedly, some individuals do malign houseless people 

and blame them for their situation, but the majority freely admit that the system itself is at 

least partly at fault. Service providers are under-funded and over-worked and have to 

adhere to the federal funding guidelines and state regulations on housing, which often 

impede their efficacy. They also recognize that no amount of funding for job training, 

drug treatment, behavioral health care, etc. is going to resolve the underlying problem of 

lack of affordable housing and living-wage jobs. For their part, law enforcement officials 

understand that the causes of homelessness are complex—they are, after all, often the 

first to encounter newcomers to the streets and thus see the variety of the homeless 

population, including children and families. They also realize that constantly moving 

people around does not solve anything but are required to respond to complaints by 

businesses or private citizens. Paraphrasing what a few law enforcement officials told me 

during interviews, “We don’t make the laws, we just enforce them.” Overall, both groups 

realize that homelessness is usually not simply a result of bad choices or personal 

failings, but they do distinguish the small minority of long-term street people from the 

rest of the homeless population. Though the former are certainly not viewed as 

sympathetically, I got an impression of pity, or occasionally disdain, rather than malice. 

In short, though the “system” may ultimately operate in a way that is malicious toward 

homeless people, it is critical to note that the individuals making up that system often 

have the best of intentions and do not necessarily agree with the policies they are tasked 

to enforce. 
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In combination, all these activities helped me identify potential research locations 

and, ultimately, narrow the options down to a few specific recruitment sites. Several 

considerations were important in the final selection. First, I decided not to interview 

homeless people at service agencies, because I was primarily interested in how they adapt 

to the broader urban landscape, of which the service system is only a small part. I also did 

not want to create a relationship with participants in which I was somehow viewed as 

being part of the system. Second, I decided not to approach people while they were 

sleeping and particularly not in their encampments, because this seemed a disrespectful 

breech of their privacy. Instead, I chose to approach people in more communal public 

locations such as parks, sidewalks, and medians. Third, I wanted to focus on locations 

where street people’s presence was particularly contentious, prompting various measures 

to control their behavior or movements. For better or worse, this is the situation facing so 

many homeless individuals around the world and to which they are developing 

adaptations, a process I hoped elucidate. These decisions about recruitment sites 

obviously have implications for the final composition of my sample of homeless people, 

which will be discussed later in this chapter.  

Study Areas and Recruitment Sites 

Based on this background research and my independent observation in parks and 

other public locations throughout Tucson, I selected two main study areas that were 

heavily used by houseless people as well as hotly contested in terms of efforts to control 

or remove them: the greater downtown area and county land on the southeast edge of the 

city. This method for selecting research sites closely follows that used by Baxter and 
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Hopper (1981:19-20) for their study of chronically mentally disabled homeless adults in 

New York City, in which they first interviewed social service workers, advocates, and 

researchers to map the terrain of homelessness and then conducted observation to identify 

the most heavily used sites. Figure 3 shows the study areas, recruitment sites, and 

services used by participants (excluding five services outside the map boundaries). Table 

1 summarizes some of the attributes of each location. 

Recruitment sites in the greater downtown study area included seven parks 

(Catalina Park, De Anza Park, El Presidio Plaza, Estevan Park, Military Plaza / Armory 

Park, Santa Cruz River Park, and Santa Rita Park) as well as the main public library and 

the outdoor commercial shopping district along Fourth Avenue. El Presidio Plaza and the 

library are located in the downtown core, surrounded by government buildings (City Hall, 

Pima County Courthouse, federal and state offices), the Tucson Convention Center, 

museums, the main city bus depot, restaurants, stores, and office buildings. Both the 

plaza and the library area are heavily used by housed people, often serving as the site for 

special events. Armory Park lies on the southeast edge of the downtown core, with 

residential neighborhoods covering most of the land to the south toward Santa Rita Park 

on the southeast edge of the study area. A major east-west interstate runs along the 

western edge of downtown, and the Santa Cruz Wash, which stays dry most of the year 

and is used by housed people for riding horses and recreational vehicles, lies just west of 

the highway. Santa Cruz River Park is comprised of narrow miles-long strips of land on 

either side of the wash and is commonly used for biking, walking, and jogging. 

Participants were recruited from the section of the park just west of the downtown core  
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next to the highway off-ramp. Railroad tracks bisect the downtown area, running from 

Santa Rita Park on the southeast edge of the study area to Estevan Park on the northwest 

edge. Both parks are commonly used by housed people, unlike De Anza Park, which is 

surrounded by neighborhoods on three sides but is not heavily used by residents. Fourth 

Avenue is an outdoor commercial shopping district running for several blocks just north 

of the railroad tracks that divide it from the downtown core. The Avenue has a long 

history as counter-culture/hippie/artsy area and is heavily used by housed residents 

(including many students from the University of Arizona that is located a few blocks to 

the east), especially in the evenings and on weekends. Catalina Park lies one block north 

of the commercial strip, surrounded by residential neighborhoods, and is used by a few 

housed people daily. Several services are located in the greater downtown area, including 

a drop-in center, the Salvation Army shelter, a healthcare clinic, and a church that serves 

free meals on certain evenings. In addition, there is a free breakfast served at both Santa 

Rita Park and Estevan Park on different days. 

Due to the availability of parks, services, government buildings, and stores, the 

downtown area hosts a wide array of homeless people of all ages and ethnicities: locals 

and travelers, service users and service avoiders, those living outside due to circumstance 

and those outside by choice, short term and long term homeless, working and 

unemployed or retired people. Different social groups tend to hang out separately, thus 

clustering in different parks or even in distinct sections of a given park. Despite this 

spatial clustering, most social groups regularly interact with others, the exception being 

newly homeless people who often try to avoid getting drawn into the social world of 
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street life. In a few locations (particularly around the downtown library, Fourth Avenue, 

and Catalina Park) housed people often join up with their homeless friends to hang out 

during the day, an occurrence almost exclusive to youth under the age of 30. The Fourth 

Avenue area just north of the downtown core deserves special mention, because it is the 

location most used by travelers who migrate to Tucson seasonally, often following 

income-earning opportunities such as the Tucson Gem & Mineral Show and the Fourth 

Avenue Street Fair. Most of these individuals do not use services and instead make 

money various ways, including temporary labor, craft or drug sales, and scavenging. 

Many do not consider themselves homeless and instead say they are living outside by 

choice, either due to personal preference for outdoor living or as a way to drop out of the 

dominant consumerist society. Though these travelers comprise a distinct social group, 

they regularly interact with some of the local homeless population, especially youth who 

tend to share their distaste for services. 

Many of houseless people in the downtown area spend part or all of each month 

sleeping outside, often in doorways, on benches, in nearby washes and tunnels, or along 

the railroad tracks. A few are commuters who sleep outside the downtown area, only 

coming there to hang out during the day. All the various restrictions on homeless 

people’s use of space are most heavily enforced or employed in this area, especially since 

the initiation of the Rio Nuevo downtown redevelopment project, and some new 

ordinances have been passed to regulate behavior in specific sections of downtown, such 

as the ban on panhandling in commercial districts. In addition to the recently created TPD 

Downtown Division, two major business alliances, the Tucson Downtown Alliance and 
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the Fourth Avenue Merchant’s Association, have private security forces that regularly 

interact with homeless people.  

In the county study area, participants were recruited from three busy intersections 

just outside city limits on the southeast edge of the city: Alvernon Way & Irvington 

Road; Palo Verde Road & Irvington; and Palo Verde & Benson Highway. Stores are 

located on each intersection and along the roadways, with the surrounding land being 

covered by empty lots and some residential neighborhoods. Several warehouses are 

situated along the railroad tracks just east of the recruitment sites, while the federal 

interstate bisects the study area and a large Air Force base lies just to the east. Many 

houseless people in the area sell newspapers or panhandle at the intersections, where 

housed residents drive by while commuting from the more upscale suburban 

neighborhoods further east. Development in the area is ongoing, with empty lots 

increasingly being converted to residential housing and commercial establishments, and 

the only nearby services are a food box distribution center and a church that sometimes 

provides free meals on an informal basis.  

Overall, the homeless population in this area is much less diverse than in the 

downtown area, comprised mostly of local males. While some individuals became 

homeless after living in the vicinity, most moved out to county jurisdiction after 

becoming homeless in order to take advantage of the ability to legally sell newspapers 

and panhandle. There are very few services in the area, so people must rely on businesses 

to fulfill their basic needs and thus tend to camp in washes or empty lots in close 

proximity to residential or commercial developments. Another attraction of county 
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jurisdiction is the ability to set up a longer-term camp and/or larger camp than is typically 

possible within the city limits.  Many of the same restrictions on the use of public space 

are in effect within county jurisdiction, but the Sheriff Department is responsible for 

covering such a huge area that enforcement is much less strict. That is not to suggest that 

street people in this area do not face other challenges. In contrast to the downtown area, 

campers are periodically forced to move due not so much to ordinance enforcement as to 

the encroachment of new development into previously empty lots. Thus, as urban sprawl 

has proceeded apace, the locations available for urban camping have diminished and/or 

been pushed further out. Importantly, people also sell newspapers and/or panhandle on 

land in county jurisdiction on the northwest and northeast edge of Tucson, but informal 

conversations with hawkers in these other areas revealed that many were not in fact 

homeless. Therefore, I decided to focus on the southeastern area not only because most 

people there are homeless but also because (probably not coincidentally) it is where their 

presence is most contentious. 

The final recruitment site was a large neighborhood park, Himmel Park, outside 

the two study areas that was regularly used by a small number of homeless people and 

heavily used by housed residents. This park was included for purposes of comparison, 

because, unlike the other sites, the presence of homeless individuals was not an issue of 

great concern to nearby residents or law enforcement officials.  
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          1 = All park bathrooms are locked at after hours, and the El Presidio Plaza bathroom is only  
            open weekday business hours. Asterisks (*) indicate permanently locked bathrooms on site.  
          2 = Most parks close at sundown. Asterisks (*) indicate parks open until 10:30pm. 
          3 = “Near” defined as within one mile of the edge of each study area. 
 

Interviews, Observation, and Research Assistants 

After selecting recruitment sites, I began research in each location by simply 

observing the goings-on to gain familiarity with who frequented the site, especially who 

hung out there all day as opposed to just passing through occasionally. Inevitably, this 

anonymity lasted only a couple of hours at most, and more typically only a few minutes, 

before one of the “regulars” would approach me to ask what I was doing. Like other 
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Public Bathrooms1 - +  -* - + + -  -* + + - - - 
Water Fountains - + + - + + + + + + - - - 
Grills - - - - - - - + + + - - - 
Cover from Sun/Rain + + + + + + + + + + - - - 
Limited Hours2 - + + +* + + + + +* +* - - - 
Near3  Railroad + + + + + + + + + - + + + 
Near Washes/Lots + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Near Stores + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Near Bus Routes + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Near Free Meals + + + + + + + + + - - - - 
Near Shelter/s + + + + + + + + + - - - - 
Near Other Services + + + + + + + + + - - - - 
Near Day Labor Sites + + + + + + + + + - - - - 
Solicitation Legal - - - - - - - - - - + + + 
Food/Beverage Allowed + + + + - + + + + + + + + 
Designed for Use + + + + + + + + + + - - - 
Accommodates Groups + + + + - + + + + + - - - 
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researchers (Baxter and Hopper 1981; Underwood 1993:viii), I did not make any attempt 

to conceal my motives and briefly explained my project to anyone who asked, providing 

more information and requesting an interview if they seemed interested. The vast 

majority of people immediately agreed to an interview and many subsequently referred 

me to other individuals. In the academic parlance, my sampling strategy involved initial 

“convenience” sampling followed by “snowball” (or network) sampling (Bernard 

1988:97-98). Networking was especially helpful in gaining trust, basically providing 

someone to vouch for me, but it did not operate solely on an individual level. Within a 

week of the first interview, word of my project had spread on the street such that the 

refrain “oh, you’re that lady doing interviews” became common when meeting new 

people. Some individuals were initially hesitant to be interviewed, suspecting I must be a 

“mole” for the police, but later agreed after seeing me “prove” myself by hanging out 

frequently for long periods of time. During a year of fieldwork (2003-2004), only a 

handful of people declined to be interviewed. This mirrors Baxter and Hopper’s 

(1981:23) study in New York City in which most people accepted interviews, some 

rejected, and some were suspicious of their motives. Importantly, I continually jumped 

between recruitment sites in the downtown study area, in part by design and in part 

because many people’s daily routines covered multiple sites. This allowed me to maintain 

ongoing relationships with individuals and social groups as well as observe seasonal 

variation and other changes over time. Since completing fieldwork, I have continued to 

visit some of the recruitment sites periodically to catch up with friends and just see what 

is going on. 
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In each recruitment location, I tried to spend enough time to become sort of a 

fixture, someone whose arrival did not alter the course or content of conversations and 

activities. I did not want people to retain a feeling of being observed, so I participated in 

whatever was going on, be it political debates or walking down to the convenience store, 

and did not take any notes until going home at night when people dispersed to their 

sleeping spots. These participant observation efforts seemed largely successful, and I 

spent lots of my fieldwork just hanging out talking with people, walking around, visiting 

camps, and occasionally going to services. Though this kind of casual inclusion in daily 

street life was essential to rapport-building and generally emerged within about a month, 

I was initially in more of a tourist role, getting guided through tunnels, being shown good 

places to sleep and those to avoid, having friendly and hostile businesses pointed out to 

me, etc. This not only provided a powerful introduction to the landscape of homelessness 

but also highlighted the fact that street life is peppered with hostile places and hostile 

people, requiring extensive knowledge to navigate. The one important exception to this 

methodology was in the county study area, where the typical routine of daily life 

(spending lots of time on small traffic medians) and tactic of avoiding police harassment 

(minimizing the number of people hanging out in patrolled locations) prevented extensive 

participant observation. Nevertheless, the individuals interviewed were generous with 

their time, and the information they provided was supplemented by reports from people 

who were recruited downtown but currently sleep or previously lived in county 

jurisdiction, giving a fairly detailed picture of the experience of homelessness in the 

county area. 
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Over the course of fieldwork in each location, I attempted to minimize the social 

disparity that is inherent when a housed researcher seeks to understand street life. Part of 

this was probably aided by being a student (i.e. relatively poor) with only a bicycle for 

transportation. People rarely asked me for money, rides, a place to stay, or other 

assistance, thus avoiding the issue of “patronage” that concerns some scholars 

(Underwood 1993:viii). Many individuals actually rebuffed any attempts I made to buy 

them small items like soda or coffee, and more often the flow of goods occurred in the 

other direction, with participants sharing food or beverages with me and giving me 

jewelry, crystals, or other gifts. The one item that I did consistently bring with me to each 

location and that most people were happy to accept was store-bought cigarettes. 

“Custom-mades,” as some homeless people call them, are a luxury on the street, where 

most people roll their own cigarettes to save money. As such, they can serve as a valuable 

“tool of entry” (Rosenthal 1994:179). I dressed appropriate to the setting—casual clothes, 

no makeup or jewelry, and definitely no fancy hair-dos (luckily for me, close to my 

appearance in daily life anyway)—but was rarely mistaken for homeless by law 

enforcement officials, business owners, the wider public, or street people themselves. In 

this sense, I did not (and was not trying to) fully “blend in,” a fact that, if anything, 

probably lessened the incidences of harassment to which I was witness (and I must say 

that the ones I witnessed were more than ample). My overarching goal was never to 

“pass” as homeless. Instead, it was to convey that I was not seeking to judge or condemn 

but to understand, a goal accomplished as much by a respectful attitude as by any 

superficial accoutrements.  
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Interviews were interwoven with participant observation and spread fairly evenly 

across recruitment sites. I conducted in-depth semi-structured interviews with 60 

homeless individuals. Following other scholars (Koegel, Burnam and Farr 1990; Mallett 

et al. 2004; Passaro 1996; Rahimian, Wolch and Koegel 1992; Rosenthal 1994; Wolch, 

Rahimian and Koegel 1993), each participant was paid $10 for their time, with interviews 

lasting from about an hour to as much as 4 or 5 hours. Though I did have an interview 

guide, I simply reviewed it before going to the field each day and did not refer to it 

during interviews. Instead, I let the interviews flow more like conversations, with 

participants largely controlling the direction and content, while making sure that we 

eventually hit on all pertinent topics. This allowed me to gain a broader perspective on 

their experiences and to not impose my own preconceptions about what was important, 

an approach that confirmed the importance of spatial restrictions and resulting 

adaptations. For various reasons, I did not tape-record interviews but instead took 

handwritten notes, a decision that turned out to be quite fortuitous. Not only did people 

tend to fill in conversational lulls with additional information while I was writing, but 

they also appreciated the ability to ask me not to write something down or to review what 

I had written. This served as important aspect of rapport-building and minimized people’s 

hesitancy to share sensitive or highly personal information. I initially planned to ask 

participants to do cognitive mapping as well, simply drawing a map of Tucson 

highlighting important places. But this turned out much like explicit requests to shadow 

people in their daily routines—both produced a generalized map or tour of salient 

features of the landscape of homelessness rather than aspects particular to the 
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participant—and I quickly abandoned this approach in favor of eventual inclusion in 

daily routines by virtue of my ongoing presence.  

In addition to interviews, I selected 20 individuals from the total 60 to act as 

Research Assistants. Each person who accepted was given a disposable camera, 

notebook, and pens and was paid $20 to take pictures over the course of a few days or 

weeks. There is a long history of visual anthropology being used to capture daily life 

(Marshall and Rossman 1999:124), and both photographic documentation and self-

directed photography have been employed in homeless studies (Bergamaschi and 

Francesconi 1996; Draus 2000; Mendoza 1996; Rowe and Wolch 1990; Solomwitz 

1997). I chose to use only self-directed photography while interacting with participants, 

though I did do some photographic documentation at other times. This approach was 

intended not only to minimize differences between myself and the participants but also as 

a mark of respect for the privacy of individuals who are frequently photographed against 

their will. As one man remarked, “You know how we know you’re for real, that you 

actually wanna learn something? You’re not out here snapping pictures of us. You’re 

letting us do it ourselves.” Most Research Assistants reported enjoying the both the task 

itself and receiving prints, and the resulting photographs provided important information, 

especially in relation to nighttime activities when people often disperse to sleep. Overall, 

I strongly agree with Rowe and Wolch (1990), who described the process of photography 

and returning prints as “an integral part of the process of rapport-building throughout the 

research period.” Due to the vagaries of street life, 14 cameras and 10 notebooks were 

returned, yielding a total of 258 photographs and written commentary not only on the 
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pictures themselves but also on various aspects of street life. These data provided 

additional information about the locations and spatial restrictions salient to the daily lives 

of houseless people in Tucson. 

Though the interviews provided invaluable information, participant observation 

and the use of Research Assistants acted as methods to confirm or clarify details. This is 

not because people were intentionally dishonest but because spatial routines often vary 

considerably over time and because street people sometimes interpret questions in 

unexpected ways. For example, when asking about use of services, many people said they 

did not use services, but further probing and subsequent participant observation revealed 

that they attended church-based free meals or frequented drop-in centers to use the phone. 

As it turns out, some individuals view “service use” as enrollment in long-term programs 

or repeated shelter stays rather than occasional use of services not requiring identification 

and case management. In terms of spatial practices, participant observation was essential, 

because many adaptations are sort of taken for granted and not explicitly discussed. 

While interactions with social service agencies and law enforcement officials are 

common conversational topics, the importance of property ownership and amenities/ 

deterrents became evident more through observation. 

Through all these efforts and the sheer frequency of my presence, I developed a 

good rapport with most people. Some individuals had to “test” me, usually just by teasing 

me a bit, before warming up, and a few pretty much wanted to nothing to do with me 

outside the interview. But, overall, I felt welcomed and embraced by the street 

community in each location. It is difficult to express the relationships that developed: 
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people offered to and did protect me; they guided me through a landscape that is too often 

visible yet so rarely seen; they laughed and sometimes cried with me; they shared not just 

their resources but also their darkest memories and brightest hopes; and then they almost 

always thanked me, not for the meager compensation for their time (several individuals 

could have made more money in the same amount of time by pursuing their usual trades) 

but for listening and just as equally for wanting to listen. Even people who I did not 

formally interview often talked at length with me about their lives and experiences. In 

addition to sharing the bleak side of homelessness that the literature so often portrays, 

they also showed me the positive aspects: joking with friends on a sunny warm day in the 

park; decades-long bonds between travelers who meet up yearly in Tucson; street 

families providing the love and acceptance that an abusive “home” never did; and the 

pride that inspires people to hold their heads high despite society’s judgment.  

Amid this, saying that I triangulated data gained from participant observation, 

interviews, and the efforts of the Research Assistants seems a rather dry methodological 

statement. Though the method is valid (Glasser and Bridgman 1999:60; Rosenthal 

1994:195), I believe that the final test of understanding must come in the view that the 

researcher takes away from fieldwork. Sociologist Rosenthal (1994:182) explicitly states 

the implicit tone that so much work on homelessness contains: “Fieldwork manuals also 

often warn against ‘seduction’ into the group one is studying…but homeless life is so 

hard, so barren, so unattractive, that at no point did I want to become homeless. A far 

greater problem was dealing with the differences between my life and that of the 

homeless people I know.” Though it is undeniable that street life is hard (and that 
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highlighting that fact is important), this statement rings hollow to me. It seems to neglect 

the fundamental fact that street life can be the preferable choice out of an array of 

unappealing choices or even the best conceivable choice for some people. Marvasti 

(2003:53) makes a similar point in his nuanced critique of ethnographic studies of 

homelessness: “The assumed importance of being part of mainstream society is so great 

in Liebow’s text that he is astonished that more homeless people do not take their own 

lives. Inverting this assumption of a universal sense of normality involves viewing the 

status of homelessness from the subjects’ point of view. For example, it may be that some 

homeless people find it astonishing that members of mainstream society are so attached 

to their status—or as I once heard a homeless man say, ‘It sucks to be a citizen.’” Even 

for the vast majority of homeless people who would not agree with this sentiment, street 

life does have its ups as well as its downs. I cannot claim to truly comprehend the 

experience of homelessness. No one who has not lived it can—no amount of participant 

observation or number of nights spent sleeping on the streets can replicate what it is like 

to have no alternative. But I can say I understand the contradictions that street life entails: 

the constant harassment by day versus the quiet solitude of a clear night; the struggle to 

make ends meet versus the freedom of having no commitments; the denigration by social 

service agencies versus the camaraderie and support of peers. I felt the draw of the 

positive aspects: I had moments of wanting to “go native,” and I was saddened when I 

left behind new friends in each research location. This, more than any statement of 

methodological techniques, makes me confident that I was at least moderately successful 

in seeing homelessness through the eyes of homeless people themselves. 
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Research Participants 

Given that the 60 research participants were recruited from heavily used public locations, 

they are not representative of the overall homeless population in Tucson. Most notably, 

the largest segment of the population, families with children, is not included. Individuals 

who are enrolled in intensive service programs as well as those who spend most of their 

free time outside the study areas or in locations other than the recruitment sites within the 

study areas (e.g. camps) are underrepresented. No illegal residents were interviewed, in 

part because they tend to avoid highly patrolled public spaces. Perhaps for similar 

reasons, no youth under age 18 were interviewed though no attempt was made to exclude 

them. Women and Hispanics are underrepresented compared to social service records and 

a 1998 survey of 1739 homeless people (Snow and Shockey 1998). On the flipside, long-

term street people, both locals and travelers, and those who report choosing to live 

outside are overrepresented. Essentially, my selection of sites and participants was aimed 

at recruiting those individuals most heavily affected by the various restrictions on the use 

of public spaces—predominantly those who are long-term homeless and frequent areas 

that bring them into extensive daily interaction with housed urban residents. As 

Underwood (1993:ix) noted in his study of campers in downtown Los Angeles, there is 

no such thing as a “typical” homeless person, and thus the individuals interviewed for in-

depth research are not representative of the overall houseless population except that their 

lifestyle is common among street people. Though I will summarize some characteristics 

of the research participants here, Appendix C provides detailed information about 
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demographics, physical and mental health, history and causes of homelessness, sleeping 

and hangout locations, income sources, self-identification, and state/country of origin.  

 The vast majority (87.7%) of research participants were male, and the eight 

women interviewed were all paired or grouped up with men for sleeping. They ranged in 

age from 19 to 69, breaking down as follows: 18-24 (18.3%), 25-30 (6.7%), 31-40 

(16.7%), 41-50 (38.3%), 51-65 (13.3%), and over 65 (6.7%). Most people were never 

married (40%) or divorced (40%), with the remainder being currently married (11.6%) or 

widowed (5%). Nearly 70% of participants were in contact with at least one family 

member, and 40% had children (with most becoming homeless sometime after their 

children were legal adults). Caucasian was the most frequently self-reported ethnicity 

(68.3%), followed by African American (11.7%), Native American (10%) and Hispanic 

(8.3%). Educational attainment ran the entire spectrum: 15% did not complete high 

school; 45% graduated high school or received a GED; 5% attended some college; 6.7% 

graduated from a two- or four-year college; 5% held graduate degrees; and 20% had 

professional or technical licenses. Twenty-eight percent of participants reported chronic 

injuries or illnesses, and another 20% reported minor medical problems. Most 

participants had never been diagnosed with or treated for mental illness (65%), while 

16.7% were currently on medication and 13.3% had been diagnosed but were not on 

medication. Twenty-three percent were veterans of the U.S. armed forces. 

 Length of time homeless ranged from less than a month to about 40 years, with 

20% for less than one year, 30% one to five years, 20% six to 10 years, and 30% more 

than 10 years. Pinning down length of time homeless was often problematic, because 
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many people got apartments or houses intermittently: 60% reported episodic 

homelessness, with 11.7% having been homeless once before and almost half having 

been homeless three or more times during their lives. However, nearly all participants 

(91.7%) were homeless only once during the prior year. A little more than half of the 

participants had been homeless in Tucson at least once before, and about 22% migrated 

to the city seasonally. Like much of the housed population in Tucson, the majority of 

participants (81.7%) were not born in Arizona, and of these 57% were homeless on 

arrival while 43% became homeless while living in Tucson. Nearly 15% of participants 

migrated to Tucson seasonally. Reported causes of homelessness varied, with nearly half 

of the participants reporting multiple causes. About 30% said that choice played some 

part in living outside, and nearly half of these said choice was the sole reason. Other 

commonly cited causes included job loss, substance abuse, prison release, eviction, being 

kicked out by family, running away, and death of spouse or family member. Just over 

half the participants reported being homeless alone, though many of these individuals 

joined up with friends for sleeping. Twenty-five percent were homeless with a mate; and 

of these about a third were also grouped up with friends. The remaining 20% were on the 

streets with friends. Most people slept outside exclusively (61.7%), while some combined 

camping and motel use (20%) or camping and shelter use (11.7%). A few people also 

occasionally stayed with friends and/or family.  

Individuals typically generated income from a variety of sources including 

panhandling (“flying a sign”), odd jobs, day labor, craft sales, drug sales, newspaper 

sales, family or friends, and recycling. Fewer than half the participants (43.3%) reported 
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panhandling (and many vocally condemned the activity), and, of these, most preferred to 

make money in other ways, while 12 relied on primarily panhandling. About 20% also 

received monetary benefits, and 20% received food stamps, but only two individuals 

relied on benefits as their sole source of income. In addition to these sources of monetary 

income, bartering and trading for goods were common, and many people scavenged 

discarded food or other items from various locations to use or trade. This scavenging was 

often generically referred to as “scrounging,” while “dumpster diving” specified riffling 

through trash receptacles of any size.  

Finally, only half the participants considered themselves homeless, while the 

other half used 23 different terms to describe themselves, most commonly sleeping (or 

living) out, traveler, tramp, independent, and street person. These terms will be used as 

appropriate throughout the following chapters.  

 Though all this information provides an overarching view of the research 

participants, my more informal interactions with 100-200 people during the course of 

fieldwork allows broader generalizations about the overall houseless population in the 

study areas. A few distinctions between groups are particularly important to discuss 

before moving on to reporting of results. The newly homeless often initially avoid 

interaction with the long-term homeless (defined herein as more than one year), but 

usually get absorbed into the street network if they live outside for more than a couple of 

months. Locals are individuals who stay in Tucson year-round, while travelers tend to 

migrate seasonally. Most travelers are long-term homeless, and most newly homeless are 

locals. But many locals are also long-term homeless, and a certain subset comprises the 
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“home-guard” that is responsible for orienting newly homeless or recently arrived 

homeless to Tucson. Locals and travelers do not interact much, the exception being local 

youth (under age 30), some of who regularly hang out with travelers. Travelers include 

people of all ages, though older men predominate. Locals are also of all ages, but local 

youth comprise a distinctive group that is often maligned by older locals. In terms of 

movement within the city, most people stay within a relatively small area and are either 

predominantly sedentary (staying in one location for most of the day) or migratory 

(wandering around between various locations). A few individuals are commuters, 

sleeping in one area of town while hanging out in another during the days. Some people 

are mostly solitary, spending most of their time alone, while others are more social, 

tending to hang out in groups. Homeless people also often distinguish between various 

types of resource procurement, including living off the system (usually in reference to 

heavy service use), getting checks (receiving monetary benefits), and being independent 

(self-supporting). These can, of course, be combined, and many people who receive 

benefits consider themselves independent. Independent individuals are typically critical 

of the service system as well as people who are living off the system (often called 

“mission tramps”). Several groups are singled out as troublemakers or people to be 

avoided: tweakers and druggies use hard drugs (as opposed to marijuana and some 

prescriptions drugs, which are much more widely accepted); drunks refers to the subset of 

alcohol users who are usually solitary and often sleep during the day (though some more 

social individuals may be classified as drunks, especially if they appear unkempt); 

wingnuts are individuals who display overt signs of serious mental illness; and youth, 
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who are often blamed for attracting police attention. Such terms are usually used in a 

derogatory manner and rarely self-applied (although drug users would often say things 

like “I’m tweakin’”), and categorization of individuals is often inconsistent (i.e. one 

person would describe X as a drunk while someone else would not). Overall, even though 

people with similar lifestyles tend to hang out together, interaction between various 

groups is common, leading to both cooperation and conflict. Importantly, research 

participants included individuals who fall into all these different groups. 

Overview and Intent of Analysis 

Data from participant observation, interviews, and self-directed photography were 

combined to examine the landscape of homelessness in Tucson. Qualitative analysis 

using QSR N6 revealed that street people’s use of space is affected not only by the four 

main categories of spatial restrictions discussed in Chapter 1 (property ownership, legal 

restrictions, amenities and deterrents, social service infrastructure) but also by their own 

internally-created conceptions of these categories. For example, while city authorities 

attempt to control homeless people’s use of space by passing various legal restrictions, 

the street community develops its own codes of behavior and tactics to ensure safety. In 

the following four chapters, I will explore both these dimensions to arrive at a better 

understanding of the spatial practices of homeless people. In so doing, I aim to walk the 

line between purely descriptive and overly analytical advocated by Bernard (1988:322-

32) by using information from interviews or observations to describe specific spatial 

tactics and analyzing how such tactics come together to comprise overarching strategies. 

Thus, what is presented is not in-depth case studies of particular individuals but rather an 
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amalgam of street knowledge that people draw on to adapt to the ever-changing urban 

environment. I hope that the houseless people who were generous with their time and 

personal histories will recognize themselves in this text (as well as perhaps take away 

some new insights) and that other readers will gain some appreciation for the complexity 

of street life.  
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CHAPTER 3: 
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP: PRIVATIZING PUBLIC SPACE 

 
Property ownership rules are the most basic way to control who uses certain spaces, 

providing the basis for who is allowed to be in a given space (Waldron 1991:296). 

Houseless people, of course, have no consistent access to private space and must perform 

many private activities in public spaces (ibid; Wright 2000:26). In recent years, many 

cities have transferred formerly public spaces to private ownership, often through 

cooperation between municipal authorities and business interests (Davis 1992), thus 

allowing the exclusion of homeless people without any specific cause. In addition, much 

public space has come to be treated almost as private, with bans on nighttime use of parks 

and trespassing laws prohibiting use of city-owned land like washes, tunnels, and empty 

lots. Even in those public spaces that are available for daytime use by the “general 

public,” such as parks and libraries, homeless people are usually not considered a 

legitimate part of the “public” (Kawash 1998; Mitchell 1992, 1995, 2003). This attitude 

can clearly be seen in the rhetoric that municipal authorities employ to justify removing 

homeless people from certain locations. For example, a park heavily used by street 

people in New York City was described as “‘stolen from the public,’” in need of being 

“‘reclaimed,’” and was closed and renovated in order to help “‘take back’” the park for 

the benefit of the public (Smith 1996a:96-100). Similar rhetoric was employed in 

Berkeley, California where homeless people were viewed as “illegitimate” users of 

People’s Park (Mitchell 1995). Wright (2000:28) honed in on the essence of such 

rhetoric: “The inference is that simply by living in the park as a homeless camper, one is 

preventing others from also using the park.” While it is true that street people’s presence 
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in a given public space may repel some housed users, efforts to oust them reflect the fact 

that they are often not considered members of “the public” (see Chapter 1). As Mitchell 

(1992:153) notes, many scholarly analyses of squatting and political organizing in public 

space perpetuate this attitude by contrasting the rights of “legitimate” property users with 

illegal occupation by “outsiders” such as street people. Though this rhetoric is used to 

justify excluding homeless people from public space, it is also indicative of their success 

in claiming public spaces for personal use. 

Both the proliferation of privately-owned “public” space and the exclusionary 

bent of the remaining public spaces has created a situation in which the distinction 

between private and public space becomes somewhat blurred for street people (Mitchell 

1995:120), because sleeping on either can result in legal repercussions. As Snow and 

Mulcahy (2001:156) suggest, “(m)arginalized groups such as the homeless are in a 

double bind, then. Not only are they not legally recognized residents, but they apparently 

have no clear-cut, unequivocal constitutional right to occupy or use private or public 

space.” This had led some scholars to suggest the public/private distinction, which 

housed people typically adhere to, does not have much salience to homeless people 

(Duncan 1983; Wardhaugh 1996). Contrary to this assertion, I found not only that the 

public/private distinction is important to street people but also that individuals often 

distinguish between various categories of public ownership. Ironically, the private/public 

distinction may have become increasingly salient (rather than increasingly blurred) as 

more restrictions have been passed on public spaces. 
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This chapter will first discuss aspects of property ownership in Tucson before 

continuing on to examine how homeless people respond to this systemic context as well 

as their attempts to privatize public space. Findings indicate that street people are very 

aware of land ownership and use their knowledge about different regulations and levels 

of enforcement on city, county, state, federal, and tribal lands to decide where to hang out 

and/or sleep. In addition, they create their own conceptions of property ownership that 

have as much (if not more) effect on their use of space as legal conceptions. While 

homeless people’s efforts to carve out private space for themselves frustrate municipal 

authorities, they also offer insights into why outdoor living is often preferable to residing 

in emergency shelters. Throughout the ensuing discussion, it is important to remember 

that the concepts of ownership and private property are both social constructions—

historically and cross-culturally, human societies have conceived of and allocated access 

to land in numerous ways. It is testimony to the contemporary hegemony of both 

concepts that they not only appear to be the only ones but also are being reinforced by 

legal codes that shut out other conceptions. 

Systemic Factors: Property Ownership 

The urban landscape is a patchwork of properties owned by various government and 

private entities, and it is important to understand several ownership categories in order to 

evaluate homeless people’s use of space. During the early days of fieldwork, I was 

acutely aware of property ownership—as I walked around with individuals, I mentally 

noted us traversing several types of property, and this initially led me to think that 

property ownership was not particularly important to street people. However, I soon 
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realized that though people tend to ignore ownership when passing through areas on foot, 

they do consider it when deciding where to hang out or sleep. In so doing, they 

distinguish between several categories of property ownership. 

 Private property is, of course, protected primarily by trespassing laws, which 

allow owners to restrict access to any individuals or groups they deem undesirable. Much 

of the Tucson landscape consists of privately-owned land, in forms ranging from 

residential neighborhoods to railroad right-of-ways, from shopping malls to empty lots. 

Almost all businesses fall under this category, whether they have a “public” character, 

such as restaurants and stores, or not, as in the case of office buildings. Though other 

cities have converted many public spaces like outdoor office building plazas to private 

ownership, this has not happened extensively in Tucson. There are a few plazas in the 

downtown area that are privately owned, and homeless people are conspicuously absent 

from these spaces. The City Council also considered a proposal to privatize sidewalks in 

commercial districts but ultimately rejected it in favor of banning sitting or lying down on 

sidewalks in commercial areas. While business owners have the legal right to keep 

homeless people off their property, not all attempt to do so. Street people routinely 

distinguish between friendly and hostile businesses, preferring to frequent the former 

whenever possible. These “friendly” businesses often welcome homeless customers, 

allowing them to hang out for extended periods of time and/or use their bathrooms. Even 

“hostile” businesses sometimes must allow homeless individuals on to their property as 

paying customers, but the treatment received often causes people to avoid these stores. 

Regardless of the attitude of particular businesses, only restaurants, coffee shops, and 
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bars accommodate people hanging out after purchasing goods. Other types of stores often 

have “No Loitering” or “No Trespassing” signs posted outside to prevent people from 

standing or sitting around after making a purchase, and even those business that do 

accommodate hanging out may post similar signs (Figure 4). Not surprisingly, such signs 

are most ubiquitous in areas frequented by homeless people, thus serving as a constant 

reminder of their exclusion from the realm of private property. 

  
Figure 4: Signs Posted at Convenience Stores and Restaurants 

 The remaining urban space is owned and managed by city, county, state, federal, 

and tribal governments. Most parks, streets, empty lots, and sidewalks within city limits 

are owned by the City of Tucson and have many ordinances governing their use. The 

numerous washes running throughout the city are technically owned by Pima County to 

accommodate floodplain management, though applicable trespassing laws are often 

enforced by city police. The extensive regulation of publicly-owned land within the city 

has prompted some individuals to move out to county jurisdiction, where there are fewer 

ordinances and laxer enforcement. In addition, property ownership in county jurisdiction 

is often ambiguous, with many undeveloped lots being owned by private individuals or 
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organizations sometimes living or based out-of-state. Houseless people take advantage of 

this ambiguity, perhaps unwittingly, by setting up camps in locations where the county 

has jurisdiction but does not own the land. Though most public land in the greater Tucson 

area is owned by the city or county, there are significant exceptions. State-owned 

roadways crisscross the landscape, and a major federal interstate runs along the west edge 

of the downtown area. State and federal office buildings are located downtown, while 

large parks owned by both levels of government dot the mountainous outskirts of the city. 

In addition, a large parcel of federal land on the southeast edge of the city is occupied by 

the Davis-Monthan Air Force Base. All these state and federal lands are subject to 

various laws regulating their use, laws which are often enforced by city and county 

officials. Finally, several Native American nations have reservations in and around 

Tucson, and these tribal lands are typically not very heavily patrolled by law enforcement 

agencies.  

In general, places where homeless people hang out during the day, with the 

exception of brief forays, are almost all owned by the city, county, or state, while private, 

federal, and tribal land may be used for camping. This represents a significant change 

from the past when street people had extensive access to privately-owned hangouts and 

sleeping accommodations in skid row areas. 

Street Views of the System 

Homeless people recognize and resent the exclusionary bent of government-

owned urban space. They realize that they are being punished for doing “private” 

activities in public spaces regardless of the fact that they have nowhere else to go. As 
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Owen (INT-05) said after two and a half years of living outside, “Everything homeless 

people do is visible, so they’re often looked down on for doing things that most people 

can do in the privacy of their own homes.” Many individuals expressed similar thoughts. 

For example, Curt (INT-01) was discussing his struggle with drugs when he said “Yea, I 

do drugs ‘cause I get mad when shit doesn’t work out. Other people do the same thing, 

you know, but don’t get caught because they can do it in private.” Frank (INT-09), who 

had been living outside on-and-off since age 14, described the results of this move toward 

persecuting people for engaging in private activities in public spaces: “Lots more 

homeless are going to jail for doing stuff that people do in their homes. In the county jail, 

there’s 20 homeless to every housed person.” Many research participants emphasized that 

street people just want somewhere to be left alone, a place where they can camp without 

fear of legal repercussions, while the city is trying to essentially remove them from all 

locations. Sentiments such as those expressed by Josh (INT-14) and Wayne (INT-15) 

were widespread: “The city is trying to get rid of the homeless” and “the city tries to 

ignore or hide the homeless, like trash.” Tesa (INT-10), a native Tucsonan who ran away 

from a group home when she was 14, summed up the experience of living outside under 

current conditions: “It’s hard being out here. Where else are we supposed to go?” Jeff 

(INT-07), who had been living outside in Tucson for six years after spending about the 

same amount of time homeless in Denver, commented on the overall effect of the myriad 

ordinances governing the use of public space coupled with heavy enforcement in the 

downtown area: “If you can’t afford to buy property or a business, you can’t live. The 

purple shirts (TDA) move people along and call everything private property. City Hall 
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won’t let homeless people use the bathrooms or even come in at all. The city and county 

are acting like private businesses, treating all property as private. What about homeless 

people’s right to privacy? Citizens have no rights; government and businesses have all 

the rights.” 

Responding to Systemic Factors 

Most studies of homeless people’s spatial adaptations focus on their use of public space 

and rarely distinguish between different categories of government ownership. In one 

sense, this is legitimate, given that many houseless people do spend the majority of their 

time in city-owned spaces. However, metropolitan areas are also comprised of private 

property and may be interwoven with county, state, federal, and tribal lands. While 

scholars seem to have glossed over this fact, homeless people are highly cognizant of 

property ownership and selectively use all these other categories in navigating the urban 

landscape.  

Selective Use of Land in County Jurisdiction 

 Many people have fled to county jurisdiction to avoid the crackdowns on public 

spaces within the city. Not only does the county have fewer laws regulating the use of 

public space but enforcement of the laws is also laxer due to large coverage areas and low 

personnel numbers in the Pima County Sheriff’s Department (PCSD). There is no median 

ban on county-owned roadways, so panhandlers and newspaper salespeople are drawn to 

intersections on these roads. Some of the roads crossing county land are state-owned, and 

median use is banned on these roadways. State police rarely come by to enforce the ban, 

so this duty falls to PCSD Deputies, and they can only enforce it when medians are 
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clearly marked with “No Trespassing” signs (Figure 5). At one of the recruitment 

intersections, I found a lone panhandler on the unmarked west median. All the other three 

medians did have signs up, a fact Joe (INT-45) subsequently commented on: “Yea, 

there’s signs on the other curbs. I don’t know why there’s not one here, but I think 

they’re trying to figure out if it’s city or county land. So I stick to this one and they can’t 

do anything about it without that sign.” His campmate Colin (INT-46), who had been 

living outside for two years and who helped Joe adapt to street life when he got kicked 

out of his mother’s house three months earlier, filled in the missing piece, saying that 

someone had taken down the state “No Trespassing” sign about six months ago so people 

could fly signs there.  

 
Figure 5: “No Trespassing” Sign on State-Owned Median 

 
Whereas such intentional acts can complicate enforcement, other laws are not 

enforced simply due to personnel issues. As a PSCD Deputy explained, there is a state 
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law against loitering but it is not consistently enforced due to overload. Thus, people are 

generally arrested for loitering only if they present an ongoing problem and “need to be 

gotten off the streets.” Like on city land, drinking in public is illegal but public 

intoxication is not, so PSCD cannot arrest people for drunkenness, which sometimes 

creates serious safety issues when an individual passes out on a median or roadway. 

When Deputies do catch someone drinking, they often simply pour out the beverage and 

only arrest the person if the behavior recurs repeatedly. The hesitancy to arrest people for 

legal infractions results from the fact that there are usually only four Deputies on duty 

(and at the time of this interview only two), so taking someone to the jail and waiting for 

them to be processed would leave too few officers on the street or without backup. Thus, 

PCSD ends up doing lots of “cite and release arrests,” in which officers issue citations to 

homeless people rather than arresting them. This approach is possible with individuals 

who have identification or are known to Deputies, but “transients” often have to be 

arrested in order to establish their identity. In terms of encampments on county land, 

PCSD usually allows people to continue camping unless the Department receives 

complaints. Given that there is more open space in county jurisdiction than in city 

jurisdiction, making it easier to conceal camps from casual view, such complaints are not 

as frequent as in the downtown area.   

Just as enforcement of various laws can be problematic on public land within 

county jurisdiction, trespassing laws covering the privately-owned land that makes up the 

majority of county jurisdiction are also sometimes difficult to enforce. While 

enforcement at businesses and private residences is usually straightforward and carried 
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out upon request by the owner, many undeveloped lots are also privately-owned, and 

trying to clear encampments from these areas is a time-consuming and sometimes 

fruitless endeavor. As a PCSD officer described: “Some private landowners live out of 

state and might not even be aware that people are camping on their property. To deal with 

those camps, we have to find out who owns the land and ask if they want to pursue 

trespassing charges. Then the landowner must write a letter to the Department requesting 

enforcement of trespassing laws on their property. This whole process takes a couple of 

weeks. Then officers give people warning to leave the area and can arrest them after that. 

The landowner is responsible for cleaning up any trash left behind and can be fined if 

they don’t do it in a certain amount of time.” This complicated process for clearing camps 

from private land, in combination with inconsistent enforcement on county-owned land 

and many available open spaces, means that homeless people are often able to set up 

larger and longer-term camps than they typically can in the downtown area.  

The disparity in laws and enforcement between land in city and county 

jurisdiction prompts many people to spend all their time in the county. These individuals 

typically take one of two approaches: panhandling or selling newspapers and camping 

alone or in small groups nearby the money-making site; or spending most time in camps 

of various sizes with daytime forays to work (day labor or longer-term employment) or 

services. Most of the people using land in county jurisdiction are such full-time residents. 

However, others live mostly in the downtown area and occasionally travel to county land 

for a few days or weeks to make some money by selling papers or flying signs. For 

example, 44-year old Mitch (INT-18) had spent 27 years traveling all around the country, 
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stopping into Tucson periodically to enjoy the warm weather and hang out along Fourth 

Avenue. After the median ban was passed in the city, he continued this pattern with one 

modification: “I sometimes head out to the county to fly a sign. You can make $100 for 

1½ hours of work around Rio Rico. I could make up to $300 a day panhandling but I feel 

guilty, so I only do it when I’m really hurting.” Conversely, some individuals commute 

daily between city and county land, typically camping in county jurisdiction and hanging 

out downtown during the days: “A good strategy, if you can afford it, is to get a monthly 

bus pass and go out to the edge of the city to camp. But there are lots of muggers out 

there, so I guess you take your pick on that or the cops around here” (Daniel, INT-35). 

Whatever the pattern, houseless people use land in county jurisdiction to expand their 

income-generating possibilities and camp with less frequent disruption than in the 

downtown area. 

Selective Use of Federal and Tribal Land 

 Research participants cited both federal and tribal land as areas they chose to use 

based primarily on land ownership. They mentioned two significant parcels of federal 

land: the downtown federal building and Davis-Monthan Air Force Base just east of the 

county study area. Owen (INT-05) described his arrival in town over two years before: 

“My first night in Tucson, someone recommended I go sleep here at the federal building. 

I camped here for a while, about eight and a half months. I would talk to the security 

guards and workers at the businesses. The guards let me sleep here as long as I left by 

6am. I used to hang out here during the day too, but then the business owners started 

harassing me. Now they harass everyone, but Kristen (INT-03) can usually be here 
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without getting harassed since she’s Native American.” Even though complaints led to 

less access during business hours, Owen would still head over there in the evenings to 

relax before going back to his camp in a nearby wash. In comparison to many other 

public spaces downtown (especially the nearby library, courthouse area, and parks), after-

hours enforcement was relatively lax on this federal property at the time. This was a 

discrepancy that some street people were well aware of and used to either access the 

space in the evening or occasionally even to sleep there at night, both of which were 

typically done singly or in small groups. As Owen (INT-05) noted and Kristen (INT-03) 

elaborated on, Native Americans technically have the right to sleep on any federal 

property, even when everyone else may be kicked out. Kristen, being Native American 

herself, said that people have to stand up for this right but she had not tried too much, 

because she found better options. Just as variation in enforcement in the federal building 

plaza made it attractive for certain uses, sporadic patrolling of the fence-line around 

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base opened up opportunities for unmolested camping. Thirty-

two-year old Alex (INT-41) described himself as “residentially-challenged” and liked the 

freedom and money-saving aspects of outdoor living. After five years living outside in 

Tucson, he had developed a consistent pattern of hanging out around the downtown 

library most days and commuting out to the Base each night. He explained his current 

pattern and why he chose it: “I’m camped out by the Base. I take the bus downtown most 

days—I have a monthly bus pass. Yea, I’m camped on federal property. I found my camp 

by hopping a bus and looking for a spot, but I chose federal land purposely. I was camped 

in a wash around here (downtown) for a while, but the cops kept running me off, so I 
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moved out there. My camp mate lives there and works day labor. I met him around here 

and he showed me the ropes.” 

 Only one research participant mentioned using tribal land, where the verbal 

permission of the tribe allowed him to set up a complex long-term camp. Although 47-

year old Scott (INT-17) had been homeless for several years, he only arrived in Tucson 

about six months earlier, where “an old homeless guy showed (him) the ropes.” He was 

very industrious, assembling a bike from parts scavenged from dumpsters and usually 

biking to the downtown area during the day to hang out, meet up with friends, and share 

food or beverages scavenged from dumpster-diving. He decided to set up camp on a 

reservation to avoid police harassment: “I’m camped out by X on the reservation so the 

cops don’t bother me. I camp alone; there’s no one else out there. I have two tents and a 

sign with my name up. The tribe doesn’t mind, ‘cause I keep it clean. It’s really secure 

out there. I can see all the footprints in the dust to know if anyone has been there. I don’t 

have any problems with people stealing from my camp—I don’t have much to steal and I 

put up a sign saying ‘Back Shortly’ so people think I’ll be right back. So I have a nice 

setup with backup tents, a battery for a radio or whatever, and I do my own cooking, all 

in a cast iron skillet. That thing is great. I found it in the desert and it can be used to cook 

almost anything. It’s durable, and can be cleaned pretty easily by rubbing it with salt and 

rinsing out the burnt matter a few times. Sand is no good, because it could be 

contaminated and we’re not that desperate anyway.” Overall, camping on tribal land 

allowed Scott to set up an elaborate camp with numerous amenities not only because he 

felt he had secure access to the site but also because he was fairly confident that he would 
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not be robbed. Unfortunately, his camp was robbed shortly after this interview, but he 

had a backup tent with him as well as some vital items stashed in the surrounding brush 

and said he would just have to start again. The risk of theft is one of the major 

considerations for street people, one that they adapt to in various ways that will be 

discussed further in Chapter 4. 

Selective Use of Private Property 

 Despite scholars’ disavowal of the importance of the public/private distinction in 

the daily lives of houseless people, the research participants commonly utilized private 

property as an escape from the increasing restrictions on public spaces. The primary 

advantage of private property is relatively secure access, which can be due to lax 

enforcement of trespassing laws or approval (or sometimes lack of awareness) of the 

property owner.  

One way for street people to gain temporary access to privately-owned spaces is, 

of course, as customers. They frequent various business establishments, such as 

restaurants, convenience stores, supermarkets, smoke shops, coffee houses, thrift stores, 

and bars, on a regular basis and try to seek out businesses that are friendly. This has 

always been a central feature of street life: private businesses in old skid rows profited by 

providing everything from cheap food and accommodations to employment services. In 

comparison to this routine patronage of businesses, other paid uses of private property are 

infrequent. Kristen (INT-03) usually used the hose at her camp on privately-owned land 

to wash up, but on cold days she paid one dollar at a hotel in the downtown area for a bar 

of soap and a shower. Other people occasionally paid gym daily-use fees or worked at 
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truck stops to get shower tickets for the same purpose. Discount movie theaters were 

described as a good place to go just to hang out and cool off during the hot summers. In 

addition, a few individuals paid rent to housed people to stay on their property, either 

setting up a camp or living in existing structures like tool sheds. But by far the most 

commonly mentioned and most costly option for purchasing access to private space was 

motel room rental. In the downtown area, individuals often pooled money during 

inclement weather in order to rent a relatively inexpensive (about $30/night) room along 

a strip of motels north of downtown. This provided not only an escape from the weather 

but also a chance to shower, watch television, sleep on a bed, and generally relax without 

fear of police harassment. Lance (INT-31), who was 69 years of age and had been living 

outside for 12 years, took a different approach, one not guided by the weather: “On 

payday, I get a whore, a motel room, and some weed and stay till the money runs out.” 

Though county land hosted fewer and more expensive motels, some individuals did 

occasionally rent rooms. However, they generally could not do so in large groups and 

were sometimes banned from certain hotels due to the more “upscale” setting as 

compared to motels used by houseless people within the city. The privacy and comfort of 

motel rooms made them highly prized, and people developed ingenious ways of 

prolonging their stays: “You pick a motel with the latest check-out time, and then call up 

to the desk in the morning to ask for a one-hour extension, saying you have a late flight 

or something. Then call back a while later and ask for more time by saying you are 

waiting for a cab” (George, INT-21). Despite this, most people do not use motels 

frequently because, as Tim (INT-02) said five years after being released from the hospital 
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onto the streets: “You can get a cheap hotel room up along Oracle Road, but one week 

there can be more expensive than a cheap apartment.” If more affordable temporary 

lodging were available in the urban housing market, as it was during most of American 

history, many more people would have regular access to shelter. 

 Houseless people also use private property without payment and often without 

approval of the landowner. Using bathrooms at various business establishments to wash 

up was common, especially in county jurisdiction where there are few social services. 

Others kept clean by sneaking into people’s yards and using their hoses or, in one case, 

sneaking into a hotel pool. Sometimes individuals ventured onto the property of private 

residences simply to relax: I ran into 47-year old Scott (INT-17), who had been outside 

for several years, around Fourth Avenue one hot afternoon, and he quickly told me to 

follow him up to a nearby house. He told me to wait on the shaded steps of the front 

porch as he went around the side to grab the hose. We hung out there for a couple of 

hours, just talking and cooling our feet in the water. Scott said he happened to strike up a 

conversation with the occupant of the house a couple of weeks ago and found out he was 

going out of town for a while, so Scott was coming by occasionally for a change of 

scenery and some solitude. Other people sought out private property for sleeping, either 

sneaking onto business grounds after hours or seeking out privately-owned public spaces 

like 24-hour Laundromats. A few individuals squatted in abandoned buildings on private 

property, but many considered this risky due to the potential legal repercussions if 

caught, which often included not just trespassing charges but also vandalism and/or 

burglary. Inclement weather opened up more possibilities, because police tended to be 
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less strict about enforcement, so many people would sleep in overhangs or doorways or 

businesses when it was raining even though they would not at other times. A few research 

participants had vehicles to sleep in and sought out private property to park on at night in 

order to avoid police harassment, a tactic that Mitch (INT-18) described after 27 years of 

traveling: “I try to find somewhere to park where the cops won’t kick me out. Apartment 

complexes are good, because they’re less obvious. You can kind of blend in more. And I 

also pile up stuff to block the view so that people won’t see me and complain.” A final 

piece of private property that is commonly used by homeless people for camping is the 

railroad right-of-way. While a few individuals said that railroad security officers are 

always messing with them, most claimed the “bulls” did not come around often, thus 

allowing undisturbed sleep. 

 In addition to accessing private space through purchase or without approval, many 

houseless people did have approval of property owners to use their land. Several locals 

kept in touch with friends or family in the city and would stay with them occasionally or 

drop by periodically to shower, and a few travelers had similar local connections. Church 

property was utilized for sleeping or hanging out in covered areas when it rained, because 

street people were aware that owners were more apt to allow them to stay than business 

owners or homeowners. While both these tactics provided sporadic access to private 

property, arrangements with business owners were the best method of gaining longer-

term access. People often made deals with owners to provide nighttime protection or keep 

the area clean, an arrangement that Kristen (INT-03) had perfected while living outside 

for eight years after being widowed: “I have place to sleep over by Snob Hill. I’ve been 
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staying there about five years, and I have written permission from three businesses, so the 

cops don’t bother me. I clean up the patios, watch the property at night, and make sure 

lots of people don’t camp there. I’ll let people stay sometimes, especially if it’s raining, 

but I make them keep the area clean, stay quiet, and leave by 5am. But I can stay until 

about 7am. There’s a shed where I can store stuff and the patio has water and electricity, 

so I have a stove that I use to cook most of my own food and even an electric blanket to 

use when it’s cold. It’s really nice, ‘cause it’s all decorated with pots of flowers and I 

keep it swept up. I’ve never used shelters, you know, I like the place I am.” Two 

newspaper vendors out in county jurisdiction had a similar agreement with nearby 

businesses: they provided nighttime security in exchange for permission to sleep on the 

property, and the owners often brought them food, clothing, and other small items. Not 

all situations require such a substantive input from homeless individuals. For example, 

Wardhaugh (1996:712) noted a similar arrangement between occupants of “Cardboard 

City” and the surrounding businesses in Manchester, England, in which there was a tacit 

agreement that businesses would provide food, water, and sleeping space if homeless 

people would stay out of sight during business hours. Though she focused on public 

space, such arrangements are also commonly worked out in regard to private property, 

with owners agreeing not to call in the police if houseless people keep a low profile. In all 

these cases, access is obviously at the whim of the property owners, who may change 

their minds at any time, but while the arrangement lasts, homeless people can have some 

assurance that they will not be evicted from their camping spot without cause.  
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 Though most people patronize privately-owned businesses and some sleep on 

private land, they still spend much of their time in public space. However, it is possible 

for individuals to live almost exclusively on private land while homeless. Curt (INT-01) 

had only been on the streets for a week, having been released into homelessness after 

serving five years in prison on drug charges. Now working day labor “trying to make a 

dollar,” he rarely had time to use many services. He tried out two of the main emergency 

shelters but spent only one night at each before deciding he was better off sleeping 

outside. Though he hung out in parks sometimes in the afternoons and evenings, much of 

his routine centered on the use of private property: “I’ve got a nice camping place down 

by the railroad tracks. It’s nice not having anyone telling me what to do and it’s really 

peaceful. It’s in a covered area at this business, and the owner knows I’m sleeping there 

but doesn’t mind. I don’t cook there, I keep it clean, and I get up and out early. I go to 

sleep at nightfall and just wake up without an alarm clock around 2am. Then I walk over 

the Greyhound station to check the time and maybe kill some time until I leave for day 

labor around 4am. The people at the bus station know me and let me hang out as long as I 

don’t bother anyone.” When asked about how he keeps clean, Curt said he often just goes 

into people’s back yards and uses their hoses but he can sometimes make it down to the 

4pm showering at Gospel Rescue Mission if he gets out of day labor early. While this is 

an extreme case, it demonstrates that private property can and often does play an 

important role in homeless people’s adaptive strategies.  
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The Street Landscape: Privatizing Public Space 

Just as street people are affected by legal categories of property ownership, they 

in turn create their own conceptions of ownership that also have a strong impact on their 

use of urban space. This is obviously not ownership in the legal sense but rather 

ownership in practice, with occupation of a certain location effectively marking it as 

being “owned” by a certain group or individual. There are two, often interrelated, aims of 

privatization: laying claim to a space, which can be done in any location; and establishing 

a sense of privacy, which is mainly done in sleeping or camping spots. Both allow 

homeless people to have some control over their social interactions, which is one of the 

key aspects of private property. This is particularly important for street people, who 

spend most of their time in public places. As Wardhaugh (1996:710) notes, “For those 

with little or no control over private places and with limited legitimate access to public 

spaces, the need to privatise public space is at once more urgent and more difficult to 

satisfy.” Though she focused specifically on privatizing of public space, this process can 

occur even on privately-owned land. However, it is much more common in publicly-

owned spaces, and the processes for both are similar, so the following discussion will 

focus on public space. While there are several facets of privatization that operate 

differently in different locations, all are aimed at claiming space in order to accommodate 

income-generating activities, recreation and relaxation, and/or personal activities 

associated with “home.” 
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Claiming and Marking Territory 

The most basic way to lay claim to a certain space is through repetitive, or 

habitual, occupation (Wardhaugh 1996:710). This can occur at an individual level, such 

as when a houseless person sits on the same bench or panhandles at the same spot 

everyday, or on a group level, when numerous people hang out in a certain section of a 

park or establish a camp together. Thus, campsites, panhandling and vending sites, or 

canning routes are often “owned,” leading at least one person interviewed by Underwood 

(1993:304-305, 23) to refer to a particular panhandling spot as “his office.” Self-

described street-tramp Ed (INT-54) expressed the same sentiment when he said of Santa 

Rita Park, “This is my office. I’m on my job.” Ownership of certain medians in Tucson 

was particularly clear in the county study area, where panhandling and newspaper sales 

are still legal at selected intersections. For example, Joe (INT-45) noted that his was the 

“best money-making corner in Tucson,” leading to fights over the spot. Some individuals 

even enlist outside help to establish ownership of particularly lucrative medians. Peter 

(INT-47), who became homeless after being devastated by his sister’s premature death 

nine months earlier, originally sold newspapers on one median but was subsequently able 

to take over another by appealing to the newspaper company: “I’ve switched around 

corners here. This used to be someone else’s spot, but she was a liability, because she 

kept falling asleep. So I talked to the newspaper guys and got this corner assigned to me. 

The newspaper assigns corners, but it’s loose, so you’ve got to claim one and keep 

coming back.” Maintaining a claim to space through repetitive occupation is an ongoing 

process—basically, if people successfully claim a space, they must constantly reinforce 
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that claim through their presence and not doing so may result in takeover by another 

individual or group. For spaces that are relatively small, like street corners, underpasses, 

or doorways, repetitive occupation is usually done by one or two people. However, larger 

spaces like parks, empty lots, washes, and tunnels may become owned by larger social 

groups. 

Street people routinely use parks as places to hang out, relax, and socialize during 

the day, but parks may sometimes also serve as work locations, as places to trade or sell 

various goods like crafts and drugs. The simplest way to lay claim to parks is through 

what has been called colonization (Lofland 1973:122-131), which is essentially taking 

over a section of a park or even an entire park just by gathering there. Any group can do 

this, of course, but most groups do so occasionally and temporarily, such as having a big 

picnic or gathering for a game. Homeless people, in contrast, tend to reoccupy the same 

parks day after day, and their presence may even deter other groups of street people or 

members of the wider public from using a given park or a certain area of the park. While 

colonization is often accomplished in groups, individual actions can have the same effect. 

For example, most people in Santa Rita Park keep to themselves, often sleeping during 

the day, but their combined presence has effectively claimed some sections of the park 

despite their scattered distribution. Although colonization is usually an informal process 

(i.e. homeless people don’t get together and say “hey, let’s take over this park”), it does at 

times establish a very clear sense of territoriality. For example, Estevan Park was 

frequently used by a few groups of older homeless men, many of whom do periodic day 

labor. These groups all knew each other and interacted, and they liked the park because it 
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was relatively quiet and did not attract much police attention during the day. These men 

had established some equilibrium in the park—they considered it their territory, 

somewhere they could hang out, socialize, and avoid the heavier police presence in the 

downtown core. But then some homeless youth started coming to the park after being 

chased out of the Fourth Avenue area by the police. This young crowd was known to be 

into selling drugs and jacking bikes to make cash, so they definitely attracted police 

attention wherever they went. With the youth came the cops and heavier enforcement of 

various ordinances. The older crowd was distressed by this situation and actually told the 

younger group to leave, which the youth eventually did when Fourth Avenue settled 

down. Similar situations occur in most of the parks frequented by houseless people, 

creating a landscape in which different social groups gather in different locations and 

tend to avoid places used by other groups. In addition, homeless people in some parks 

must compete with housed users of the space. For example, 52-year old Andy (INT-53), 

who had been on the streets for four years after being released from prison, took charge 

of the eviction of the youth crowd from Estevan Park and also commented on the 

presence of gangs in the park: “Yea, there are gang bangers nearby too. They claim the 

park as their territory, but they don’t beat people up too often. Most of the kids are okay 

but some mess with people and beat them up. But they mostly hang out on the other side 

of the fence, and we stay over here.” Overall, this results in the creation of distinct 

territories, though as Solomwitz (1997:196) noted in his study of homeless girls in San 

Francisco, homeless people themselves may not explicitly refer to having a specific 

territory despite how evident such patterns are in practice. Regardless of their ability or 
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willingness to clearly articulate the process, colonization allows individuals to engage in 

a variety of backstage, private behaviors in parks (Lofland 1973:124). Given the 

restriction on nighttime use of parks in Tucson, few people mark their territory. This 

contrasts with sleeping and camping spots, which are likewise claimed through repetitive 

occupation and colonization, but are located in areas that often allow for various ways of 

marking territory. 

 Empty lots, dry washes, and tunnels are all locations where houseless people 

frequently camp. Empty lots all around town may be used for camping, but street people 

typically seek out some form of cover like trees or bushes and prefer to be within 

reasonable walking distance of businesses where they can obtain food, water, and other 

basics. As more land in and around the downtown study area has been developed, fewer 

lots are available for camping, and police more strictly enforce the camping ban. Dry 

washes are another prime location for camps, not only because they have larger and more 

extensive vegetation but also because they cannot be developed for other purposes. 

However, washes tend to be more heavily patrolled than lots for a couple of reasons: first, 

housed people use many of the washes for recreational activities like horseback riding 

and ATV riding, so camps are more often reported; second, city and county authorities 

are concerned about flash flooding and thus regularly sweep the washes. Despite this 

heavier enforcement, washes are highly attractive to homeless people because they 

typically offer great cover—with more moisture going through when it rains, large trees 

get a chance to grow, and such trees make excellent camping spots, not only because they 

provide shelter from rain/sun but also because camps can be better concealed and thus 
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attract less attention. Trees are so popular that there are certain sections of wash where 

you can pretty much create a map of camps by just mapping out large clumps of trees. Of 

course, the city recognizes this draw and periodically cuts back growth in certain sections 

of wash to deter camping, but sometimes this concealment is an effective way to establish 

a long-term camp. As with empty lots, police routinely clear out large camps in the 

washes around downtown, so most camps are relatively small in size. In heavily used 

areas, such as a major wash abutting the downtown area, individuals sometimes compete 

over certain sleeping locations. As Jeff (INT-07) noted after six years living outside in 

Tucson, “everyone knows the good spots, so whoever gets their first each night takes it. 

Some people are really territorial, fighting over spots.” 

Homeless people use various methods to claim and mark their territory in open 

spaces like empty lots and washes. Obviously, one of the main ways to create some 

private space is to erect a structure to live in. This provides shelter not only from the 

elements but also from prying eyes. Structures can be as simple as a tent or some tarps, or 

they can be amazingly complex, with multiple structures and specialized areas for various 

activities. For example, I visited a camp that had been occupied by numerous people for 

about five years and was off in a side wash in dense foliage. One of the occupants was a 

carpenter, and he had constructed a multi-room house out of scrap lumber/plywood, 

complete with stoves, chimneys, windows, and doors. The campers managed to stay 

hidden for so long by choosing such an obscure location, but police later kicked them out, 

and the brush was cut back. Clearly, setting up a structure is one way that people mark 

their territory, essentially saying “hey, someone’s living here,” but that only lays claim to 
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a relatively small area. Therefore, many people found ways to establish a larger perimeter 

around their camp. One is creating sort of a trash boundary (Figure 6). Camps accumulate 

trash in part because it is so difficult to carry it out, but it also serves as an effective 

marking of territory. Other campers take the opposite approach and carry out their trash, 

and they often mark territory instead with some limited landscaping, like arranging a 

perimeter of rocks or transplanting cacti. Placement of belongings, such as chairs, 

coolers, or cooking apparatuses may also serve to mark territory. Any way this is 

accomplished, it basically creates a larger privatized space, so that encroaching within the 

perimeter would be akin to walking through someone’s front yard. On a smaller scale, 

individuals who camp alone may simply leave a few non-essential belongings behind 

when the venture outside the camp, thus indicating that the space is occupied. Wardhaugh 

(1996:711) noted a similar occurrence in her study of homeless people in Manchester, 

England, in which she suggested that the arrangement of blankets and personal 

belongings in alleys was a way to mark territory. When people are able to occupy a 

camping spot for a relatively long period of time, ownership may become quite 

formalized. For example, 57-year old Tom (INT-58) had been living outside for 12 years 

and described his former camp out on county land with great fondness: “I had a camp out 

there with 18 sleeping spots, a TV, lights, the whole bit. I was working at a labor hall 

back then, so I could afford it. I mostly controlled who camped there, and sometimes I 

would even rent out spots.” In addition, a few individuals sleep in their own vehicles or 

abandoned vehicles, which provide a bubble of privacy as well as a clear marker of 

territory. 
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Figure 6: Camp in Empty Lot 

Though lots and washes are the most common camping locations, some people 

prefer to set up camps in tunnels (Figure 7). Tunnels are an interesting component of the 

urban environment in Tucson, because they stay dry most the year and run throughout the 

city. These tunnels are often interconnected by washes and range in length from less than 

a hundred feet when passing under roadways to several thousand feet running under 

entire sections of the city. Tunnels, of course, offer ready-made shelter, but they are also 

attractive to homeless people in part because they are easier to lay claim to and defend 

than camps in other locations. Claiming tunnels is often as simple as taking up residence 

and monitoring any entry points. In addition, tunnel camps tend to be cleared less 

frequently than camps on lots or in washes, because the city has a hard time clearing 

them out for various reasons. To even venture into tunnels, city workers have to first 

wear protective clothing and breathing apparatus to go in and test the air. Then they often 
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have to contract out tunnel cleanup to an outside firm licensed to work in enclosed, 

hazardous spaces. There is also a risk of flash flood or ambush, which are problematic 

because of the restricted exit options. Basically, cleaning out tunnel camps is logistically 

and financially difficult for the city. In many cases, the city still does cleanup, but in 

other areas, the tunnels have essentially been ceded to homeless people. This is 

particularly true of one certain stretch of tunnel occupied by youth near downtown. 

Though the police used to sweep the tunnels regularly, they now say that they have 

mostly given up on going inside these tunnels. In combination, the ease of claiming 

tunnels and the relatively infrequent clearance of certain sections of tunnel may allow for 

people to set up large camps in some of the deeper tunnels. However, many people also 

use shallower tunnels to camp alone, with a mate, or in small groups. 

 
Figure 7: Camp in Tunnel 
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Placement of belongings in tunnels may serve to mark territory, but a more 

blatant method is spray-painting tunnel walls and signs. When police discover people 

using tunnels, they have “No Trespassing” signs placed on entrances, but TPD officers 

report that the signs often end up getting painted over within a few days (Figure 8). This 

not only symbolizes camp dwellers resentment of city policy but may also serve as a 

mark of ownership. Solomwitz (1997:196) reported a similar phenomenon among 

homeless girls in San Francisco, in which signposts were used to mark squats, and Kearns 

(1981) also noted that squatters in London claimed certain buildings by replacing locks 

and placing printed notices of occupation on the doors. Though a few research 

participants said that they had spray-painted certain “No Trespassing” signs posted at 

tunnel entrances, local gang members had also done so. Youth gangs claimed a particular 

section of wash and associated tunnels near the downtown area as their territory, and this 

created occasional conflict with houseless users. For the most part, however, territorial 

boundaries were clear, and street people avoided areas owned by gangs. On a rainy 

afternoon killing time down in some tunnels, 20-year old local Louis (INT-11) briefly 

mentioned the informal arrangement while describing the tunnel environment more 

generally: “These are called the Manson Tunnels, because weird things happen down 

here. Lights won’t stay lit, like flashlights, candles, or fires, and sometimes you can hear 

people or things walking around when there’s nothing around. You see where the light 

comes down through these cracks? We call these lights, so people will talk about meeting 

back at the First Light to smoke or camping back at the Fourth Light. These tunnels run 

over to Fourth Ave. and even connect up to the tunnels emptying into the Rillito up by 
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Tucson Mall, so you can cruise all around town in the tunnels. But you can’t go just 

anywhere. See over there? West past that tunnel is controlled by the gangs and it can be 

really dangerous. Mostly we stay over here, they stay there, and it’s all good.” 

 
Figure 8: Spray-Painted Sign in Tunnel  

“No Trespassing: Property City of Tucson” (Robbie, INT-25) 
 

Defending Territory 

Along with claiming and marking territory, homeless people often use various 

methods to defend their privatized spaces. As May (2000:739) noted, defense of sleeping 

space can be considered indicative of a desire for permanence, security, and control 

associated with “home.” Such defensive measures are mostly applicable to camping and 

sleeping spots, though as noted above, individuals sometimes fight over prime 

panhandling or vending sites. One of the most common ways to defend camps in open 

areas like lots and washes is the presence of dogs. Dogs are great for camp life for a 
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variety of reasons: they eat scraps, can deter pests, and provide companionship. But 

perhaps most importantly, they allow for more flexibility: individuals can leave their 

camps without worrying about people stealing stuff. Camp dogs are usually quite people-

friendly when their owners are around but can appear very vicious otherwise. At one 

camp, the dogs actually had to be sedated by animal control before the camp could be 

cleared. Although dogs are probably the most effective way to defend territory and keep 

unwanted visitors away from your camp, there are others. For example, Ed (INT-54) had 

been living outside on and off for nearly 40 years and considered himself very savvy 

about street life. For safety reasons, he had a few camping locations and often shifted 

between them periodically or even nightly, so he carried sort of a portable alarm system 

with him. Basically, it was comprised of a string with cans attached to it and rocks inside 

the cans. He would string this around his camping spot each night so that anyone 

approaching would run into the string line and rattle the rocks. Other individuals simply 

rely on personal abilities and a few accoutrements, such as Kristen (INT-03) who said 

“There’s lots of violence on the streets, and people will try to mess with you or take over 

your spot. I carry mace and I know some self-defense from my military training. I can 

take care of myself and everyone knows it, so they don’t mess with me too much.” Thus, 

general safety, which will be discussed more in Chapter 4, is closely interrelated with 

defense of sleeping space.  

As noted above, one of the attractions of tunnels is that they are easily defensible, 

because they generally have only one or two access points to control. Some tunnel camps 

post a guard at the main entrance, even providing the guard with special seating 
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accommodations such as a rocking chair. The guard is responsible for monitoring entry to 

the tunnel and denying access to certain individuals or groups deemed undesirable. In 

addition, camp members protect themselves from police interference and displacement by 

making the tunnels dangerous for officers to enter. Robbie (INT-25), a 26-year old man 

who had been living outside since age 11, described how homeless people came to 

effectively own a certain stretch of tunnel: “The cops won’t come down here, especially 

since someone shot at them last time they tried to come down. Shooting in a tunnel is 

easy. You just shoot the wall, and it will ricochet and eventually hit someone. A bullet 

going end-over-end is bad news. Just the fear of that mostly keeps the cops away.” 

Personalization 

A final way that homeless people seek to privatize public spaces is through 

personalization, including such activities as decorating, landscaping, placement of 

furniture, cooking, storage of belongings, and keeping of pets. While these activities are 

most common (and most visible) in camping spots, some personalization may also occur 

in hangout locations. For example, Ed (INT-54) and a group of his friends routinely 

occupied the same picnic table every day in Santa Rita Park, using it as a place to meet 

up with people, socialize, and just pass the time. Killing time is a big component of street 

life for many individuals, and this social group used duct tape to create a checkerboard on 

the picnic table in order to provide some entertainment. The checkerboard stayed in place 

for several days before it was removed, presumably by the park maintenance person, and 

served not only as a territorial marker but also as a source of entertainment. However, 

such personalization of hangout locations is relatively rare and occurs mostly in camping 
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locations instead. The ability to personalize is actually one of the big draws of camping, 

because shelters usually do not allow for such activities. Joe (INT-45) touched on the 

importance of personalization when he explained that “a camp is just a place to crash, 

maybe with a mattress and blanket but without shelter or much of anything else. But a 

hootch is a nice camp, with a tent or something to protect you from the elements. And 

you can really get settled in a hootch, make it nice how you like it.”  Obviously, 

personalization is related to marking territory, demonstrating that many actions 

undertaken by homeless people may serve multiple purposes. 

Many scholars have noted that campers often decorate their environment, aiming to 

create an aesthetically pleasing home-like environment (Glasser and Bridgman 1999:68; 

Mendoza 1996). Decoration of the interior of structures is common, especially in camps 

where people establish long-term occupation. Individuals may hang up posters, pictures, 

small pieces of decorative cloth, or place small knick-knack type items inside their tents. 

In addition, individuals often seek to make the exterior area of the their camp visually 

appealing by doing limited landscaping, keeping the space clean, and even planting small 

gardens (Underwood 1993:260). Mendoza (1996) referred to similar activities as 

“nesting,” noting that people in a large camp in Oregon not only decorated their 

residences but also landscaped and arranged belongings in an attempt to create a more 

home-like environment. At another camp in Oregon, Gragg (2002) discussed residents’ 

efforts to distinguish their dwelling from others: “Many villagers take special pleasure in 

affording themselves privacy, and each façade has a distinctive character.” In contrast to 
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these extensive efforts to spruce up camps, individuals rarely decorate or otherwise 

personalize temporary sleeping spots.  

Another important aspect of personalizing space is the creation of special use areas 

for cooking, sleeping, or just relaxing. Often this involves the placement of furniture, 

which can also serve as decorative elements. Furniture can be found in any camping 

location, but is most typical of large camps on county land and tunnel camps throughout 

the city. Tunnels are especially amenable to furniture collection, because camps are more 

hidden from view than those located in empty lots or washes. Basically, if you bring a 

bunch of furniture into a lot or wash camp, you are more likely to be noticed by police or 

housed urban residents and thus subject to expulsion, a dilemma noted by Underwood 

(1993:261) in his description of homeless people who had to balance the desire to fix up 

their camp by bringing in furniture with the possibility of attracting unwanted attention. 

But tunnel camps do not face the same problem, because only a small slice of the tunnel 

can be seen from outside. Despite the potential repercussions, many campers in more 

open spaces do collect furniture as well, obtaining it from illegal dumps, friends, 

donations, or bringing it from their housed life. Such setups can get quite elaborate, with 

designated sleeping areas consisting of mattresses raised up on wooden pallets and 

bedside tables, seating areas for socializing or simply enjoying the mild weather, cooking 

areas with grills or hearths, dining areas complete with tables and chairs, and storage 

facilities comprised of bags hanging on hooks (Figure 9) or bundles stashed in bridge 

girders. There is tremendous variation in how extensively campers partition space and 

utilize furniture, but it is clear that such options are highly attractive. Cooking, in 
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particular, is one of the main draws of sleeping outside. Being able to cook your own 

food is a mark of independence, of control. As Wright (1995:54) noted in his study of a 

camp in Chicago, the ability to cook food “was important to the squatters’ self-image of 

independence and because it put distance between themselves and what they perceived as 

the institutional food of the shelters.” Unlike in the social service system, you can choose 

when you eat and have some choice in what you eat. Many campers actually avoid soup 

kitchens altogether and use their limited income to buy food, and a few campers who get 

food stamps will sometimes buy a huge amount of food at one time and throw a big 

barbeque, inviting other friends and campers. The entertaining itself is fun and creates a 

sense of a home-like environment, but it also assures that other people will in turn share 

with you when they have something. Similarly, the ability to store possessions is one of 

the reasons that many individuals choose camping over frequenting shelters. By having 

some place to store items, homeless people not only avoid the burden of carrying all their 

belongings with them on daily excursions but are also able to hold onto important 

personal items or collect items for later use.   

Another component of personalization, especially of camping spots, is the 

presence of pets. As noted earlier, dogs can provide protection, but pets are valued 

primarily for other attributes. They offer companionship, pest control, and warm 

snuggling on cold nights. But mostly they offer an important psychological boost, 

sticking with you through anything and always happy to see you (unlike pretty much 

everyone else homeless people encounter in daily life). Sometimes people arrive on the 

streets with pets, and other times they adopt strays. In one small camp abutting a wash 
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near the downtown area, the residents began feeding a stray cat, eventually hanging a cat 

toy in a nearby tree and creating a bed for the feline. Both locals and travelers frequently 

have dogs with them, and some travelers have crossed the country numerous times with 

their canine companions. It is impossible to over-emphasize the importance of pets in 

street life in general and camp life in particular, as indicated in comments from campers 

about why they camp. Essentially, they are not willing to give up their pets to access 

shelter. 

 
Figure 9: Storage of Belongings in Tunnel Camp 

In addition to these tangible aspects of personalization, research participants 

indicated that an essential feature of creating a personal space is the ability to socialize 

when and with whom they desire. Sometimes individuals want to have people over for a 

birthday party or simply to hang out with friends in the evenings, both of which are 

generally prohibited in shelters and transitional housing. Other times social relationships 

are integral to physical well-being, such as having friends around to take care of you 
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when you get sick. Not only do occupants of camps socialize with their campmates, but 

many people also wander between camps, visiting and socializing during the night. Other 

individuals do not interact much outside their own camp but instead camp with a few 

companions who they would be separated from in the shelter system. In addition, many 

homeless people commented on the fact that having some privatized space allowed them 

to engage in recreational activities that most people can enjoy in their homes without fear 

of legal repercussions, activities like sexual intercourse, drinking alcohol, or partaking of 

various drugs. This ability to control their social interactions and engage in preferred 

recreational activities provided campers with a sense of privacy and independence that 

could not be found within the shelter system. 

Discussion 

Regardless of why people end up living outside or how long they have been doing so, all 

houseless individuals seek to lay claim to spaces that can accommodate income-

generating activities, recreation and relaxation, socializing, and/or personal activities 

associated with “home.” Whereas newly homeless people may do this only tentatively 

and experience some shame in the process, long-term street people tend to pride 

themselves on their adaptability and ingenuity, and the latter group often assists the 

former group by sharing information about what spaces are available for claiming and 

about tactics for establishing practical ownership of such spaces. Not only do individuals 

utilize different categories of legal property ownership to their benefit, but they also 

create their own conceptions of ownership, and both types of ownership exert a heavy 

influence on their use of urban space. Although most people only claim ownership of a 
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few small areas, others take a more holistic view. For example, Tom (INT-58) had been 

traveling for 12 years since his wife had died and said that he loved seeing the country 

and meeting lots of interesting people. He preferred street life to living in conventional 

housing both for the fresh air and the simplicity of having few responsibilities. When I 

asked him whether he considered himself homeless, he quickly responded: “I’m not 

homeless. I own all this land.” This attitude was echoed by another Native American 

research participant (Kristen; INT-03), who answered the same question by saying “This 

is my home” while raising her hands toward the sky to encompass the entire world. In 

contrast, most claims of ownership are more limited in scope, with individuals or groups 

claiming a certain park, corner, or camping location as their territory. The importance of 

such claims is most evident in the defense and personalization of camps but can also be 

seen in parks where people can rarely mark or personalize space. For example, the area 

surrounding the downtown library was remodeled during the period of my fieldwork, and 

construction noise in combination with flying dust and the enclosure of seating 

accommodations drove most casual users away. But many of the houseless people who 

habitually occupied the area continued to do so even during construction, with one 

individual remarking “Hey, this is my park. I gotta stick around and see what they’re 

gonna do to it.”  

Such overt claims of ownership are relatively rare, however—most homeless 

people do not question dominant conceptions of ownership or private property and are 

thus simply seeking to find some personal space within the urban landscape. But, perhaps 

unknowingly, those individuals who do make overt claims are replicating a long tradition 
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of establishing rights to property ownership through use. In many countries, squatting 

(termed “adverse possession” in legal jargon) is accepted as a valid response to 

affordable housing shortages, and squatters’ rights are often codified into law. For 

example, the United Kingdom recognizes street people’s right to squat in both publicly- 

and privately-owned abandoned buildings, and property owners must obtain a court order 

to evict squatters. If the owner does not do so, legal ownership may be transferred to the 

squatters after several years of continuous occupation. Similarly, slums and shantytowns 

established on public land in urban areas of impoverished countries sometimes come to 

be legally recognized, with ownership being transferred to the residents and the 

government assisting with upgrading of homes and infrastructure. History is also rife 

with examples of establishing ownership through use, thus the adage “possession is nine-

tenths of the law.” Homesteading, of course, was one of the basics of westward 

expansion in the United States—ownership of “vacant” land was claimed simply through 

continuous use (despite the fact that Native American tribes often used such land 

seasonally). Whereas establishing ownership based on use was lauded when carried out 

by pioneers, houseless people are now usually punished for attempting to do the same on 

public land. 

In a society in which property ownership has long been a central feature of life, it 

should not be surprising that individuals without legal access to space still seek to create 

private spaces for themselves. While housed people often establish claims to space 

through labor or monetary payment, homeless people accomplish the same end through 

the practice of repeatedly occupying desirable locations. At the same time, street life 
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sometimes offers an appealing alternative to scraping by on low-wage labor, being 

beholden to employers, and shelling out a large percentage of one’s income on 

conventional housing. As Wagner (1993) noted, in certain cases homelessness is 

preferable to abusive or degrading work conditions and dangerous or unpleasant housing 

environments. In addition, camping out allows more privacy and autonomy than residing 

in shelters (Wardhaugh 1999; Wright 1995) and offers myriad other benefits: greater 

ability to personalize space, more choice in where to live within the city, the option to 

stay with family or friends, and the possibility of keeping personal possessions and pets. 

(Mendoza 1996). Whereas in the past the urban housing market offered low-cost, pay-as-

you-stay options for transient workers and other low-income urban residents, the market 

now largely lacks such alternatives. At the same time, shelters and housing programs 

often have extensive rules and restrictions as well as time limits that deter many 

individuals from using them (and, of course, most cities do not have enough shelter beds 

to accommodate the entire homeless population anyway). Given this situation, it is not 

surprising that some homeless people view sleeping outside as the most preferable option 

available. Furthermore, it is clear that if more affordable and temporary housing 

accommodations were available, many people would gladly use them rather than sleeping 

outside. 
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CHAPTER 4: 
LEGAL RESTRICTIONS: SELF-REGULATING FOR SAFETY 

  
While property ownership governs who has access to various locations, legal restrictions 

serve as the main method to control the use of public spaces. Laws regulating public 

space are, of course, nothing new, and many ordinances that impact homeless people 

(such as bans on drinking in public and public urination/defecation) have been in effect 

for years. But as houseless people have increasingly been forced into coveted public 

spaces by redevelopment efforts in recent years, cities began passing myriad ordinances 

to restrict access to and use of such spaces. Numerous scholars have cataloged these legal 

restrictions (Aguirre and Brooks 2001; Amster 2004; Foscarinis 1996; Mitchell 1997, 

1998a, 1998b, 2003; NLCHP 1999, 2003; Simon 1992, 1995; Waldron 1991), often 

lamenting the effects of bans on certain activities like nighttime use of parks, camping on 

city-owned property, sitting or lying down on sidewalks in commercial districts, 

panhandling, and riffling through garbage containers. Both the previously existing laws 

and the newer ones prohibit many behaviors essential to street life—significantly, 

behaviors that used to be called “victimless” crimes (Chesluk 2004:253) but are now 

grouped under the rubric of “quality-of-life” crimes. There has been a nationwide and 

even worldwide trend to crack down on various “quality-of-life” crimes, which has 

prompted widespread criticism by advocates and scholars, including Mitchell’s 

(1997:326) succinct statement that such terminology “does little to hide whose quality is 

being protected.” Not surprisingly, laws against such “crimes” are most heavily enforced 

in those areas frequented by street people (especially downtown commercial districts), 

leading to a situation in which individuals often rack up citations or even get arrested for 
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relatively minor legal infractions. The resulting “criminalization of homelessness” has 

sparked harsh criticism by scholars and advocacy groups alike, not only on the basis that 

it is inhumane to punish people for actions they cannot avoid but also due to the fact that 

it makes escaping the streets more difficult. 

 Though legal restrictions are an ideological tool to control the use of public space, 

they have a strong physical presence in the urban landscape. I was initially stunned by the 

ubiquity of signs stating rules and regulations, dictating both what I should not do (be in 

park after hours, hand out food) and should do (pick up after dog). It is difficult to 

adequately describe the collective impact of such signage—it creates a landscape that is 

undeniably hostile to houseless people, one that continually challenges their right to 

occupy public spaces and even their right to exist without being punished for attending to 

basic bodily requirements like elimination and sleep. Marvasti (2003) suggests that it is 

not in the repertoire of homeless people to read signs, yet the photographs taken by the 

Research Assistants clearly indicate that such signs are an important factor in daily life. It 

is not that people do not pay attention to signs or the regulations outlined—quite the 

contrary, most people are very knowledgeable about local legal codes—but it is 

practically impossible to adhere to these regulations while living outside. Thus, people 

find themselves breaking all sorts of minor laws just to exist on the streets, and the signs 

become sort of a background element, something individuals are acutely aware of but 

cannot realistically abide by. Although houseless individuals sometimes challenge newly 

implemented laws (as discussed in Chapter 1), the vast majority never do so, and in both 

cases, people usually exert much effort to minimize legal entanglements. 
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 This chapter will first discuss the legal restrictions faced by homeless people 

before continuing on to explore their reactions to these restrictions as well as their 

internally-created systems of self-regulation. Findings suggest that existing legal codes 

are not only largely ineffective in controlling behavior but also create obstacles to 

escaping homelessness. At the same time, informal codes of behavior among street 

people indicate that they engage in various types self-regulation to ensure their personal 

safety, providing models that may serve as the basis for more humane policy.  

Systemic Factors: Legal Restrictions 

The majority of laws affecting houseless people are ones regulating the use of public 

spaces such as parks, streets and sidewalks, empty lots, and washes (dry riverbeds). 

While such laws often apply to various groups, including other “undesirables” like 

teenagers and skateboarders, some seem clearly aimed at houseless people. For their part, 

police officers adamantly deny that laws target homeless people, instead insisting that 

they are not concerned with the presence of certain groups so much as the behavior of all 

users of public space. In any case, many of the laws essentially prohibit “private” 

behaviors—those actions that are deemed appropriate only in private settings. Yet 

homeless people have no designated private space. As demonstrated in the previous 

chapter, they constantly strive to create a sense of privacy through various methods of 

privatizing public space, but these attempts do not prevent scrutiny by law enforcement 

officials. Instead, attempts at privatization often serve as the impetus for instating further 

legal restrictions.  
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 The first category of laws affecting street people is those that specify generally 

prohibited behaviors, actions considered unacceptable regardless of where they take 

place. Thus, the following behaviors are prohibited throughout Tucson: drinking in 

public, consumption or sale of drugs, urinating or defecating in public, indecent exposure, 

squatting or camping, indecency and lewdness, aggressive solicitation and solicitation of 

children, creating a public nuisance, scrounging through trash or recycling containers, 

prostitution, and peddling without a permit. Significantly, there is no law against public 

intoxication, because it was deemed an unconstitutional punishment of status. Therefore, 

police officers may cite or arrest people for drinking in public but not for being 

intoxicated, a fact that homeless people recognize and utilize to their advantage. 

Although many of these laws date from the 1953 City Code, some have been updated in 

recent years in response to homeless people’s presence in specific areas. Regardless of 

when these laws were implemented, the crucial point is that they prohibit behaviors that 

most people can engage in within the privacy of their homes without much fear of 

reprisal. Of course, houseless individuals have no legal access to private space and are 

thus essentially punished for being homeless. 

 Other laws regulate the use of specific public spaces frequently used by homeless 

people. Of these, the restrictions on library and park use are most significant, because 

both serve as locations for street people to hang out during daylight hours. The first set of 

regulations on park use was created in 1977, with updates occurring in 1980, 1982, 1986, 

1988, 1999, and 2000. It is probably not coincidental that these regulations were initially 

implemented in the late 1970s and subsequently updated throughout the 1980s when the 
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homeless population across the country and in Tucson was growing. Regardless of intent, 

the park regulations prohibit many behaviors that homeless may regularly engage in: 

being in parks after hours, misuse of bathrooms, erecting structures, hunting, dumping 

trash improperly, swimming or bathing in undesignated waters, camping, vending and 

peddling without a permit, building fires, bringing animals into restricted areas, 

consumption of malt beverages, use of glass containers, and excreting bodily waste in 

undesignated locations. Importantly, individuals can obtain permits to consume alcohol, 

and/or camp in parks, but both require paperwork and payment in advance, a legal 

measure that few homeless people have the resources to pursue. Despite the mounting 

restrictions on use over the years, houseless people continued to congregate in parks, 

prompting local charity groups to hand out free food in certain parks around the 

downtown area. This led to the most recent ordinance governing park use, namely a 

prohibition on the sale or distribution of food and/or refreshments without a permit. Since 

then, signs displaying the new rule have been placed in those parks most heavily used by 

homeless people (Figure 10), but some social service groups still give away food in these 

locations, either surreptitiously or after paying for the required permits. 

 Library grounds and other public spaces are also covered by numerous ordinances 

regulating their use. In 1996, a code was adopted to regulate the use of libraries, 

prohibiting such behaviors as improper trash disposal, camping and sleeping, bathing, 

lighting fires, and being on library grounds after hours (Figure 11). Street people have 

also reported recent restrictions on the size of packs, a new requirement to have a library 

card to use computers, and the presence of a Tucson Police Department (TPD) officer in 
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the downtown library as attempts to further curtail their library use. While these 

regulations governed use of the library itself, the open space outside the library was less 

heavily regulated, leading many homeless people to congregate there. To curtail this, 

nighttime use of the open space was prohibited, and the space was redefined as a park 

during the course of my fieldwork in order to allow enforcement of pertinent restrictions.  

 
Figure 10: Sign Restricting Distribution of Food in Park (Richard, INT-23) 

 In addition, the public transit depot located downtown implemented a policy that 

prohibits people from being on the property for more than 30 minutes while awaiting a 

bus. Finally, many legal restrictions apply specifically to streets and sidewalks. Some of 

these, such as prohibitions on loitering, blocking the flow of traffic, obstructing 

sidewalks, and erecting fences or structures, have long been on the books, but others were 

adopted more recently in response to the ongoing presence of homeless people in general 
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and panhandlers in particular. Both the 1997 ban on sitting or lying down on sidewalks 

downtown and in commercial areas as well as the 2000 ban on solicitation from medians 

and roadways sparked controversy and much debate among the local community before 

being approved by the City Council under pressure from business leaders and other 

concerned citizens.  

  
Figure 11: Hours Signs in Parks and at Downtown Library 

 One of the perhaps unintended side-effects of the laws restricting the use of 

public spaces, especially the prohibition on camping in parks, was the proliferation of 

homeless encampments in various empty lots and washes around the city. This prompted 

stricter enforcement of the existing anti-camping ordinance and culminated in the 

creation of a City Camp Protocol in the late 1990s. Under this protocol, police officers 

and social service workers are sent out to camps to inform residents that they must vacate 

the property within 72 hours and to offer appropriate services. After a camp is vacated, 

clean-up is initiated, often at great monetary cost to the city, and signs are posted to 

indicate that trespassing on city-owned property is prohibited. Thus, one can find “No 

Trespassing” signs in seemingly strange locations, such as on the entrances of tunnels 

down in washes and on the edge of large empty lots (Figure 12). According to city 
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officials, this camp protocol primarily is complaint-driven—the city Community Services 

Department fields numerous calls weekly from business owners and housed residents, to 

which they are obligated to respond—but in practice there are a few common exceptions. 

First, large encampments may be broken up due to concerns over sanitation and violence. 

Second, entire sections of wash may be cleared of camps, purportedly due to safety 

concerns related to flash-flooding (though such clearances occur even during dry months 

and in areas of multi-level washes where flooding is highly unlikely). Finally, the 

protocol is sometimes used to periodically clear certain areas of encampments, 

particularly those around the downtown area and most often in preparation for certain 

special events like the Tucson Gem & Mineral Show. The fact that campers provide 

much of the labor for that and other special events apparently does not deter city officials 

from ousting them from the area. In addition, though social service workers are tasked 

with offering help to campers, they frequently lack openings in relevant programs, and 

many campers are not interested in obtaining services anyway. 

 A final tool that law enforcement officials can use to control houseless people’s 

use of public spaces is the implementation of Area Restrictions. When an individual 

commits an offense in a given location, they can be banned from that location for one 

year, and a lifetime ban can be implemented after three offenses in the same location. In 

the past, people were sometimes banned from entire areas of the city, most notably 

downtown. But a 1988 lawsuit filed by a homeless man with assistance from the 

Southern Arizona’s People’s Law Center found that banning people from the downtown 

area prevented them from accessing various city and county offices, social services, and 
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the main public transportation depot. Thus, such broad bans are now prohibited and 

individuals can only be banned from specific locations instead. While this is certainly an 

improvement, it does not represent a significant change in overall city policy regarding 

homeless people—essentially, it is illegal to engage in various “private” activities in 

public spaces, including sleeping on city-owned land, creating a situation in which 

homeless individuals continually break the law in order to even exist. 

 
Figure 12: “No Trespassing” Signs on City Land 

 Outside of TPD jurisdiction or on public land not owned by the city, street people 

are also subject to county, state, and federal laws that prohibit many of the actions 

associated with homelessness, some aspects of which were discussed in Chapter 3.  

 While all the laws so far discussed apply to public property, other regulations 

govern the use of privately-owned property, particularly privately-owned “public” 

spaces. Thus, there is City Code that prohibits boarding or alighting from trains as well as 

loitering around railroad property. Another example comes from the Greyhound bus 

station located downtown, which now requires people to have a ticket to hang out inside 

the building. Aside from these specific restrictions, many businesses have successfully 
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curtailed homeless people’s presence by transferring formerly public spaces, such as 

outdoor office building plazas, into private property. This effort to privatize public spaces 

culminated in the 1999 debate over the privatization of sidewalks in commercial districts, 

a move heavily supported by the business community. Despite the City Council’s 

subsequent rejection of this proposal, it was one of the factors that led the National Law 

Center on Homelessness and Poverty (NLCHP) to declare Tucson one of the five U.S. 

cities that were “meanest” to homeless people (Bodfield 1999; Teibel 1999; NLCHP 

1999). Of course, even without such harsh measures, homeless people can be ousted from 

privately-owned public spaces at the discretion of the property owners, and the various 

city codes curtail their use of surrounding public spaces such as sidewalks and streets.  

 Clearly, houseless individuals have to navigate an array of legal restrictions while 

living outside. Though these restrictions are applicable throughout the city, the reality is 

that they are differentially enforced, with strictest enforcement in coveted commercial 

districts like the downtown and Fourth Avenue areas. Selective enforcement is a tactic 

routinely employed by law enforcement officials to attempt to drive homeless people out 

of certain areas and/or concentrate them in others. As noted above, many of the 

applicable laws have been on the books for years and only started to be heavily enforced 

as the homeless population grew. Enforcement in the downtown area has become 

especially intense in the few years since the passage of the Rio Nuevo downtown 

redevelopment project and subsequent creation of both a downtown business 

improvement district with an associated security force and a downtown division of the 

Tucson Police Department. Homeless people frequenting downtown thus interact with 
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multiple law enforcement officials during the course of their daily lives, including 

Tucson Downtown Alliance (TDA) security patrols, Fourth Avenue Merchant’s 

Association (FAMA) personnel, and security guards at municipal buildings. In addition, 

homeless people throughout the Tucson area have come under increased scrutiny by a 

variety of groups, partly due to changing strategies of law enforcement. In particular, 

community-based policing, in which private citizens are charged with monitoring their 

surroundings and reporting any problems to the appropriate authorities, has become 

widespread. Thus, enforcement of various ordinances is often prompted by complaints 

from neighborhood residents and business owners, especially the ever-expanding pool of 

neighborhood associations and the two major business coalitions, TDA and FAMA. 

Additionally, individuals responsible for overseeing public spaces, such as park 

maintenance workers and private security guards, may call in complaints regarding 

homeless people. Though these other security forces typically have to call in TPD to 

enforce legal sanctions, their reprimand is often enough to move homeless individuals 

along temporarily. 

 When enforcing ordinances, the most common approach of law enforcement 

officials is to give verbal warnings or ticket individuals for prohibited behaviors rather 

than arresting them. Of course, houseless people generally do not have financial 

resources to pay for tickets and may be arrested for accumulating many tickets or for 

failure to show up at court dates. Even relatively minor offenses, such as sleeping in a 

park or public urination, may escalate to felony status due to non-payment or non-

appearance, thus becoming a barrier to obtaining employment or housing. This is a 
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problem recognized by enforcers, prompting the creation of a Homeless Court where 

people can go to resolve outstanding tickets and sometimes have their records cleared. 

The Court is designed to deal with the relatively minor offenses most common among 

street people: trespassing, being in parks after hours, urinating or defecating in public, 

panhandling, littering, drinking in public, and drug or drug paraphernalia possession. 

Though this has been helpful to some individuals, the Court requires that they be referred 

through a social service agency, have been in treatment for 30 days, and be drug-free. 

Relatively few people are able or willing to meet these requirements, and thus the Court 

is of limited utility in remedying the results of the criminalization of homelessness.  

Insider Views of the System 

 Though City Council members are ultimately responsible for the passage of new 

ordinances, they are often acting on concerns voiced by their constituents, especially 

neighborhood associations and business alliances. City workers and Tucson Police 

Department officers both noted that the Fourth Avenue Merchants Association and the 

Tucson Downtown Alliance have had a major influence on ordinances and homeless 

policy through lobbying their political representatives. These organizations led the way in 

the failed push to privatize sidewalks in certain commercial areas after previously 

supporting the sidewalk ban and the ordinance prohibiting aggressive solicitation. 

Neighborhood groups also supported the aggressive panhandling ban, and the 1996 

razing of the large “A Mountain” camp was prompted by complaints from nearby housed 

residents. As with the subsequent median ban, the City Council initially rejected several 

of these proposed measures, only to pass them later under ongoing pressure from 
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residents and business owners. At the same time, health and safety concerns underlay 

passage and enforcement of some of the ordinances: the move to prohibit aggressive 

panhandling gained momentum after a man was assaulted along Fourth Avenue when he 

refused to give his leftovers to a street person; the median ban was proposed partly in 

response to the deaths of two homeless solicitors (though it is important to note that such 

pedestrian fatalities are a fairly regular occurrence in Tucson); flash-flooding threatens 

camps in washes and tunnels, with homeless campers regularly having to be rescued from 

these areas during monsoon season; and the accumulation of trash and human waste in 

camps presents a public safety hazard.  

 Whatever the motivation behind particular ordinances, once they are passed 

enforcement is often complaint-driven, and the city is obligated to respond to complaints 

called in to the Community Services Department or TPD. City workers and police 

officers recognize that heavy enforcement in the downtown area simply pushes people to 

other locations, thus replicating the same problems (and complaints) elsewhere. In 

addition, both groups would like there to be a space for houseless people to congregate 

during the day as well as some type of legal camping arrangement, but finding a place for 

either seems impossible given objections by housed residents. As it now stands, the city 

expends considerable resources on responding to complaints. Some TPD officers in the 

Downtown Division spend as much as 30 hours per week dealing with street people, and 

processing individuals through the legal system is costly and time-consuming (according 

to one officer, it costs about $56 per day to just to keep people in jail). Likewise, camp 

clearance is a complex process involving many city Departments (Police, Parks, Solid 
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Waste)—the initial cleanup is costly, as are the associated measures to prevent future 

camping (e.g. erecting fences, posting “No Trespassing” signs, cutting back vegetation). 

Some of the financial burden and health concerns that camps present could be offset by 

legal camping—not only would campers be more motivated to upkeep their camps but 

the city could also provide trash service and portable toilets as was done at the “A 

Mountain” encampment—and while the city might prefer this option, they have not 

seriously pursued it because placement is so problematic. 

 The responsibility for enforcing various ordinances in the downtown falls on TPD 

Downtown Division officers, and thus they bear the brunt of anger and hostility that 

ordinances sometimes evoke among street people despite the fact that officers have little 

say in policy and may even disagree with certain laws. Though none of the officers 

interviewed made the latter statement overtly, several hinted at it, saying things like “I 

don’t make the laws, I just enforce them.” As front-line workers, officers are often very 

knowledgeable about issues related to homelessness, and some have taken a voluntary 

training course offered by the Downtown Division on how to interact with street people. 

Individual officers spend anywhere from five to thirty hours per week interacting with 

street people, with foot and bicycle patrols having more extensive interaction than vehicle 

patrols. All officers are primarily concerned about public safety, though impact on 

neighborhoods and businesses are also important, and officers are obligated to respond to 

complaints by either group. Some business owners request routine nighttime patrols of 

their property to prevent trespassing, but most officers’ time is spent responding to 

complaints on a case-by-case basis. The most common infractions among homeless 
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people are drinking in public, urinating in public, trespassing, being in parks after hours, 

and drug or drug paraphernalia possession. While many of these offenses are handled 

with verbal warnings or citations, drinking in public is more likely to result in arrest due 

to public safety concerns, and many officers lament the repeal of the public intoxication 

law because officers can now only try to prevent inebriated individuals from 

inadvertently harming themselves or others.  

When street people are not breaking any laws, officers often just pass through or 

briefly talk with them to check on their well-being. Officers can exercise some personal 

judgment in deciding how to handle specific offenses, and those with more experience 

tend to rely more on verbal warnings and citations whereas newer officers are more likely 

to arrest individuals. Most street people comply with verbal warnings, but those who do 

not are likely to be arrested, as are individuals who are belligerent and/or habitual 

offenders or who have warrants out on them. Officers often let newcomers to the streets 

off with verbal warnings and inform them of local laws. More experienced officers 

sometimes establish congenial relationships with long-term street people and tend to be 

more nuanced in their enforcement of certain laws, especially in relation to trespassing. 

Whereas less experience officers usually respond to trespassing complaints by simply 

moving people along, more experienced ones try to determine the legitimacy of the 

complaint as described by one officer: 

“On business property, you have to establish if the person is a customer. This is tricky, 
because the person may buy a soda then sit on the property for hours. As a customer, they 
have a legitimate right to be there, but when does this become trespassing? If person is 
not a customer but is not bothering people, I usually just ask them to leave, but 
sometimes I’ll issue citations depending on the circumstances (e.g. if the person is 
panhandling or belligerent). On residential property, again you have to establish if the 
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person has a right to be there. Some property owners will give a homeless person 
permission to sleep on their property then call in TPD when they want the homeless 
person to leave. But about 90% of the time, homeless people have not been given 
permission to be there and will be given a citation.” 
 
While officers can be more lenient about trespassing laws on city-owned land and often 

just inform people of laws and move them along, they are more likely to issue citations 

for various infractions in locations that have been targeted for “clean up” due frequent, 

recurring problems. Officers also inform newly homeless people about local services, and 

patrols by TDA and FAMA help reduce TPD’s workload by handling minor offenses like 

trespassing that do not require citation or arrest. 

Street Views of the System 

 If the earlier catalog of legal restrictions seems a dizzying array of laws to adhere 

to while simultaneously trying to fulfill all the basic needs associated with life on the 

streets, it is. Though there have been some well-documented legal challenges to certain 

laws (Amster 2004; Mitchell 1998a, 1998b; NLCHP 1999, 2003; Simon 1995), most 

notably bans on urban camping and sitting on sidewalks, the overall trend is currently one 

of criminalizing homelessness. This push is not lost on houseless people, and they feel 

their increasing exclusion from public life keenly. Newly homeless individuals are 

frequently shocked to discover how hostile the urban landscape is and express frustration 

that they are punished for living outside when they have no choice. With more time on 

the streets, people become accustomed to laws and may even derive a sense of pride from 

their knowledge and ability to minimize legal entanglements. Existing and newly 

implemented laws as well as interactions with law enforcement officials are a big topic of 

discussion among homeless people, with individuals sharing stories about police 
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harassment and comparing tactics to avoid persecution. Although most people referred to 

“the cops” or “the police” in such conversations, it was clear that their anger and 

frustration were directed as much at those who were responsible for making laws (“the 

city”) as at those who were tasked with enforcement. A few research participants did 

distinguish between the two groups, thus echoing some officers’ sentiments of “I don’t 

make the laws, I just enforce them” with statements like “The cops have a job to do” 

(Jack, INT-42). In any case, the key concern in daily life was enforcement of various 

ordinances, and people were equally likely to say that the police will “let you slide” if 

you are not causing problems as to say that the police routinely harass street people (and, 

importantly, many individuals said both). Variation in enforcement and treatment by 

individual officers was a source of frustration—people could never be completely sure 

what to expect, because the same actions provoked different responses at different times. 

This indicated to houseless people that officers have some leeway in enforcement, thus 

making incidences of perceived harassment even more upsetting. Yet even when officers 

just passed through or checked up on individuals, the constant surveillance was a 

reminder of street people’s lack of power in the situation, and such seemingly innocuous 

interactions were sometimes viewed as a breach of privacy.  

 Overall, research participants described legal restrictions and interactions with 

police in largely negative terms. Tim (INT-02), who was released onto the streets from a 

hospital where he was treated for six months for a major medical problem, had this to 

say: “It’s really hostile out here. There are no trespassing signs all over the place and few 

places to go without being harassed by the police. During my first 18 months on the 
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streets, I got 17 tickets for trespassing and marijuana possession.” Kristen (INT-03) 

countered the claim that street people are free to hang out in parks during the day, while 

suggesting that homeless people themselves are partly to blame for the situation: “Police 

harass the homeless in every park in Tucson. It’s a blatant, asinine lie that homeless 

people can hang out in parks during the day. There are no safe parks in Tucson. But the 

homeless made the parks bad for themselves.” She went on to describe a series of 

interactions with police officers, summing up by saying: “Homeless people are harassed 

in every park. Cops will just make up charges to have an excuse to kick people out of 

parks during the day. The cops won’t leave us alone, especially toward the end of the 

month when they’re trying to fill arrest quotas. They pick on the homeless for promotions 

and rack up brownie points by having lots of arrests and convictions on their records. 

Police pick on homeless people, because they are easy targets and usually won’t fight the 

charges. Cops often try to load on as many charges as they can. They’ll give a ticket for 

loitering or trespassing, then give people another ticket if they argue. One time, a guy 

ripped a ticket, threw it on the ground, and then got another ticket for littering.” 

 Many research participants echoed Kristen’s sentiment that the police target 

homeless people and may load on additional charges when someone is uncooperative. 

Jake (INT-04), a “tramp” who had been living on the streets of Tucson for 12 years, 

described the situation while also noting that a different approach is more common: “The 

cops get to know homeless people and watch over you, which is good. They usually just 

move people on rather than giving tickets, but if they cops see you somewhere they don’t 

want you to be, they can charge you with criminal trespassing. Homeless people are 
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sometimes charged with trespassing for sitting on benches. And the police will add on 

disorderly conduct charges if people don’t cooperate. They sometimes make up charges if 

they want to move someone from a certain area. If you’re homeless, you can’t afford to 

fight back against the cops. It’s best just to stay away from them.” Twenty-two-year old 

local Frank (INT-10) noted, “I never had problems with the cops until I became 

homeless. The homeless are their number one target, because we’re just sitting around. 

They use the homeless to fill quotas. The library is the worst, and lots of people have 

moved out of there. And now they’re redoing it so the cops can see into the bench area 

more easily when they drive by.” Jack (INT-42), who was 50 years old and described 

himself as “countryless” after six living on the streets in various cities, encapsulated this 

viewpoint: “The cops will always find something. They just make shit up.”  

 People expressed puzzlement at the situation, saying things like “Why do the 

cops ticket people who can’t pay the fine?” (Doug, INT-56) and “It’s stupid to fine 

people who don’t have money” (April, INT-38). VanderStaay (1992) noted a similar 

attitude among homeless people living in Seattle, several of whom referred to the sadism 

of police (26-27) and said that it did not make sense to punish people for behavior that 

already causes suffering (184). Some research participants commented on the fact that 

ticketing or arresting homeless people for minor infractions makes it more difficult to get 

off the streets: “The police keep people homeless by arresting them for drugs and alcohol, 

which makes it hard to get a job. Society and law enforcement tactics are the problems. 

They keep people down.” (Jeff, INT-07). Jeff went on to express thoughts echoed by 

several people, noting that things have gotten worse in recent years with Republican 
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Mayor Bob “Walkup’s War on the Homeless.” As 25-year old local “street tramp” Julia 

(INT-55) said based on six years of experience, “The cops got it all fucked up out here. 

They’re making it against the law to be homeless. The city could help the homeless more, 

but they just want to kick us all out. They’re our problem. Homelessness makes the city 

look bad but they should help.” Daniel (INT-35), who was living outside with his brother 

after “two years on coke completely obliterated (his) life,” summed up the overall 

impression of the various legal restrictions that impact street people: “It’s pretty much 

illegal to be homeless. They’re always passing laws to get rid of us.” While most 

houseless people view this as an unfair and inhumane tactic, many also believed that 

certain segments of the homeless population were partly to blame. For example, 52-year 

old Charlie (INT-08) considered the streets his home after living outside for more than 10 

years and was frustrated by the behavior of some youth: “Homeless people bring police 

harassment on themselves. The young people ruin things for everyone else on the 

streets.” Likewise, Jack (INT-42) remarked: “Tucson is an unfriendly town as far as the 

homeless. All the kids coming in cause problems, because they don’t have respect for 

themselves or anyone else.” In addition, many individuals understood certain legal 

restrictions while simultaneously criticizing the breadth in applicability: “There are two 

sides to every story. It’s dangerous to be in the washes, especially for druggies and 

drinkers. So I can understand the water safety issues there. But it doesn’t make sense for 

empty lots to be banned” (Miller, INT-37). 

 While the overall feeling among homeless people is one of resentment and 

sometimes anger over legal restrictions, attitudes toward individual law enforcement 
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officials were more variable. Research participants described officers both negatively 

(“jerks,” “egotistical and hypocritical,” “brutal,” “tough and judgmental,” “despicable,” 

“assholes”) and positively (“nice,” “sincere”), with several individuals noting that some 

officers fall into the prior category while others fall into the latter group. For example, 

Larry (INT-30) had this to say after living outside on and off for 24 years: “The cops 

have to do their jobs. Some are vindictive and do it just for fun. But others are sincere and 

nice.” Similarly, Julia (INT-55) commented: “there are cops I know, that I’ve know for 

years, who I joke around with. But others treat us horribly and hate us.” Impressions of 

change over time were equally variable. George (INT-21), a “traveling hippie” who had 

been coming to Tucson almost yearly since 1971, claimed that “the cops harass people a 

lot more than they used to:” “They’ve really been cracking down. The cops are real bad 

here. It’s total discrimination.” In contrast, Owen (INT-05) suggested that the police have 

changed for the better over the past few years though they still need improvement in 

some areas: “Most cops now are pretty decent. They will talk to you and will listen to you 

talk about whatever. They’ll get you medical attention when needed. But cops do make 

lots of assumptions about homeless people. They should really, honestly, and truthfully 

talk to us and lighten up on us a little bit. The cops have a job to do, but they could have a 

better attitude about it.” After 15 years on the streets due to losing everything in a house 

fire, 44-year old Miller (INT-37) had a similar perspective: “The police aren’t that bad 

unless someone calls them in. The homeless are less on the pole, so they always lose out. 

But the cops have changed for the better in the last five years. Time changes things and 

the city police are a lot better. There are more quality officers who don’t shove you 
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around at will. They used to have officers who would smack you in the head, mace you, 

and then take you to jail. But they’ve gotten better.” However, despite such 

improvements, nearly all homeless people who spend more than a few days living outside 

in Tucson would agree with the assessment made by Phil (INT-22), which was based on 

20 years as a “concrete tramp” after running away from home at age 15: “If you look 

homeless, you’re gonna be harassed.” 

Responding to Systemic Factors 

Despite the heavy restrictions on the use of government-owned land, most 

research participants spent the majority of their days and nights in public places such as 

parks, empty lots, and washes. Of these, they only have legal access to parks and certain 

public buildings like libraries during the daytime, and they make use of this by hanging 

out in these areas as much as possible. Nightfall brings on a whole different landscape, 

because sleeping outside at night is illegal on almost all city-owned land. One exception 

is parks, where an advance permit is required for camping, but few houseless people can 

afford to pay for a permit or apply for it ahead of time. Given that the ban on nighttime 

use of parks is heavily enforced, most individuals choose to sleep in other locations. 

Overall, the various legal restrictions governing the use of public space may cause street 

people to move from one location to another (and often back again), but Rosenthal’s 

(1994:58) assessment of the criminalization of homelessness in Santa Barbara, California 

is equally applicable to Tucson: “No one I interviewed or talked to in four and a half 

years said that illegal sleeping arrests were going to drive him or her out of town.” The 

same is true of other legal restrictions—though selective enforcement may temporarily 
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alter the locations that homeless people frequent, it does not make people leave the city 

(in part because cities throughout the United States have equally restrictive policies), and 

they ultimately return to the same spots simply because those are the best available 

locations. Instead of fleeing the city or leaving desirable locations such as the downtown 

area, street people employ a variety of tactics to minimize legal entanglements. 

Attempted Adherence to Legal Codes 
 
 Several research participants reported that they try to stay out of trouble with the 

police by acting within the limits of the law as much as possible. Given the fact that 

sleeping on city-owned property is illegal in most cases, this approach is pretty much 

impossible to fully implement. However, many individuals did try to adhere to laws 

governing daytime use of locations like parks and sidewalks. For example, Larry (INT-

30) had been living outside with his fiancée for about six months and camping down in 

the Santa Cruz Wash near downtown (Figure 13). Despite being in an area of heavy 

enforcement, he said “I mostly stay out of trouble with the cops. I won’t steal, I won’t sell 

drugs, and I only work legit jobs. So they mostly leave me alone.” Wayne (INT-57) had a 

different experience in the same area: “It’s hard to keep out of trouble with the cops even 

though I don’t steal, lie, or cheat.” When asked about their interactions with law 

enforcement, several people reported that they were able to avoid problems in part 

because they did not do drugs or drink alcohol. Even individuals who typically avoid 

such activities may occasionally partake and, in these cases, they often are not 

particularly resentful for being prosecuted for their behavior: “I got ticketed for 

trespassing in the park a couple of times. But I understand, because I was breaking the 
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law by having a glass container. Usually I try not to do anything illegal” (Miller, INT-

37). Another activity that some people abstained from simply due to fears of police 

involvement was selling drugs. For example, 35-year old self-described “traveler” 

Richard (INT-23), who started running away from home at age eight, said: “I’ve been 

selling a little weed today, ‘cause I need the cash. But usually I avoid it to stay out of 

trouble.” Some individuals also came up with creative ways to get around legal codes—

for example, instead of panhandling along Fourth Avenue, one might try to “sell” 

obviously valueless items to passersby (just one example of many: a broken pencil stub).  

 
Figure 13: Santa Cruz Wash, Downtown 

 Whereas some people curtail or modify their activities in areas of heavy 

enforcement, others move to a different location to take advantage of disparity in laws. In 

this arena, the most common tactic was to migrate to county jurisdiction (either full-time 

or just for the day) to panhandle or sell newspapers. In any case, people’s best efforts at 
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adhering to legal codes sometimes prove fruitless: “Once I had a cookout out at Reid 

Park with a bunch of friends. We got a liquor permit, which we posted on the ramada. 

The cops came and told us to pour out our beers. So I showed them the liquor permit, and 

they ripped it down and tore it up. They made everyone pour out their beers. But when 

they left, we went to get more beer and taped the permit back together” (Kristen, INT-

03). This, combined with people’s inability to avoid breaking anti-camping ordinances, 

creates frustration that often leads them to pursue other approaches. 

Avoidance of Areas of Heavy Enforcement 
 
 Almost all the research participants reported that they avoid certain areas where 

laws are heavily enforced, but definitions of those areas were quite variable. Many people 

in the county study area said they avoid the entire downtown vicinity. For example, Colin 

(INT-46) commented that “there’s nothing downtown but lots of cops, so I came out 

here.” His campmate and newspaper-selling partner agreed: “I stay away from 

downtown. There’s lots of trouble, lots of violence, and so there’s lots of cops around 

too” (Peter, INT-47). Other individuals hung out in parks on the downtown periphery 

while avoiding the downtown core of office buildings and commercial establishments. 

Doug (INT-56), who became homeless after losing his job three years earlier and spent 

most of his time in Santa Cruz River Park along the western edge of downtown, said: “I 

don’t hang around downtown. I’ll go the library or to Ronstandt (Transit Center) 

occasionally. But it’s a lot hotter downtown, both in terms of concrete and cops, so I 

mostly avoid it.” Similarly, 48-year old Steve (INT-51), who had been living outside for 

20 years but only arrived in Tucson a year ago, explained why he spent his days in 
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Estevan Park on the northern edge of downtown: “I only go downtown to take care of 

business. I’m anti-social, so there are too many people there, but there are also more 

police and it’s too easy to get into bad situations. You can get into bad situations without 

even knowing it. If you hang out with the wrong people, the police assume you’re the 

same. It’s better to keep out of trouble.” One of his companions in Estevan Park echoed 

this sentiment: “The cops are bad all over downtown. I stay away from Santa Rita Park, 

the library, Stone (De Anza) Park, Ronstandt, and Fourth Ave., because the cops are all 

over those places” (Andy, INT-53). Even people who frequent Fourth Avenue, which is 

heavily patrolled, reported that enforcement was stricter just south in the downtown core. 

For example, 24-year old self-described “outdoor urban dweller” and “philosopher-

observer” Tony said: “There are some places to go where the cops aren’t so bad. They 

patrol much more downtown, which is ironic because most good places to sleep are 

downtown.” Overall, most research participants in the downtown area preferred one 

particular park for daytime use while avoiding others, and the most common locations 

that people avoided were Santa Rita Park (Figure 14), De Anza Park, Catalina Park, and 

the library, all of which were all classified as “drug parks” that attracted excessive police 

attention. The individuals who did frequent these locations typically used other tactics to 

minimize their interactions with police.   

 Though most people avoided specific parks in the downtown area (or even the 

entire downtown area for those living in county jurisdiction), a few commented on other 

locations where heightened police presence deterred street people’s presence. Kristen 

(INT-03) noted that “parks in residential areas are heavily patrolled, so most homeless 
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avoid them.” In addition, parks in school-zones were avoided due in part to harsher 

punishments for drug-related infractions. Certain camping locations were also avoided, 

most commonly the Santa Cruz Wash on the western edge of downtown: “I’m camped in 

the (Santa Cruz River) Park. I used to sleep down in the wash, but I quit doing that after I 

got two trespassing tickets” (Doug, INT-56). Some aspects of avoidance were temporal 

rather than geographic. For example, many people who normally hang out near the 

downtown library or along Fourth Avenue stayed clear of these areas during special event 

like parades, the Gem and Mineral Show, political demonstration, or the Fourth Avenue 

Street Fair. During those times, they would either stay in their camps or migrate to other 

locations temporarily.  

 
Figure 14: Santa Rita Park 

 The flipside of avoiding areas of heavy enforcement was, of course, seeking out 

areas of lighter enforcement. In terms of daytime hangout spots, the locations identified 

as having laxer enforcement were often in close proximity to those of heavy enforcement. 
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For example, Kristen (INT-03) explained why she had recently moved from the 

downtown library to a plaza directly across the street (Figure 15): “I used to hang out 

over at the library until I got tired of being harassed by the police. So I moved over here 

(El Presidio Plaza) where the cops come around less.” Owen (INT-05) confirmed this 

disparity in enforcement within a small geographic area: “I spend a lot of time here (El 

Presidio Plaza) and in the library. The police mostly leave people alone here during the 

day, unlike over there.” Relatively few research participants reported seeking out areas of 

lighter enforcement for daytime use (saying things like “The cops are bad everywhere.”), 

but this is due in large part to my sampling methodology. Basically, I recruited the 

majority of participants from the greater downtown area where all the common hangout 

spots are quite heavily monitored by police, and those individuals recruited from 

locations in county jurisdiction typically reported avoiding the entire downtown area. 

Therefore, it is likely that the many street people who hang out in scattered locations 

throughout the city do so partly to avoid the heavy police presence in the two study areas. 

This was confirmed by an interview with a couple in Himmel Park, who reported that 

they chose to stay mostly in the proximity of the park to avoid heavy enforcement 

downtown. There was a police station located within a couple of blocks of this park, but 

Karrin and Michael (INT-59 & 60), a couple who had been evicted from their nearby 

apartment four months earlier, said that the police were “pretty nice” and usually just 

talked to them rather than trying to make them leave the area. 

Many research participants employed the tactic of seeking out areas of lighter 

enforcement when deciding where to sleep or camp. Some individuals passed their days 
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in the downtown area and commuted to camps in other locations: “I used to camp in the 

(Santa Cruz) Wash under the trees, but the cops kept pushing people out. So I stayed 

down on Irvington Road for a while, but it got bad down there too. Now I’m camped out 

on the Reservation where the cops don’t bother me” (Scott, INT-17). While several 

people commuted out to county jurisdiction (as discussed in Chapter 3), some simply 

camped outside the downtown area but still within the city limits, as described by Boris 

(INT-44), a 44-year old “railroad tramp” who had been traveling for 24 years: “I camp up 

at Grant (Road) along the railroad tracks. The cops don’t bother me there, because it’s 

highway property.” Other people stayed in the downtown area and tried to find sleeping 

spots where the police would not bother them. For example, Jake (INT-04) said: “I 

sometimes sleep in parks. I try to sleep toward the middle of the park where the police 

don’t drive around.” This approach was also employed by Ben (INT-36), who still 

considered himself homeless after living outside for about seven years with his brother: 

“You have to find a camping spot that cops won’t see from their car, because they don’t 

wanna get out of their car.” Even in areas where police typically patrol on foot or 

bicycles, like in washes, there may be select spaces that they do not check very 

thoroughly: “The cops leave you alone if you find a place they don’t want to go, like in 

the trees down in the wash” (Frank, INT-09). In addition, a few people indicated specific 

spots in the downtown area where the police rarely check, most commonly small 

somewhat hidden spaces like overhangs or benches in the center of certain properties. 

However, most individuals who slept anywhere in the downtown area reported being 

woken up and moved frequently by the police, leading many people to make comments 
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similar to Kristen’s (INT-03): “I’m constantly being chased out of places by the cops, so I 

just try to find somewhere where they won’t bother me.” Like several other people, this 

spurred Kristen to find a camping spot on private property, an arrangement that was 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.  

 
Figure 15: Looking at Library Grounds from El Presidio Plaza (Lenny, INT-33) 

 
Selective Use of Heavily Enforced Spaces 
 
 Research participants reported that a common tactic to minimize problems with 

the police was the selective use of heavily enforced spaces, especially in the downtown 

area. One of the main goals mentioned by many people was “keeping a low profile,” 

which included not only restricting what activities they engaged in but also avoiding 

large groups and trying to blend in by maintaining a certain appearance. Though the 

entire downtown area is heavily patrolled, laws are more heavily enforced in certain 

locations. Thus, several individuals avoided using drugs or drinking alcohol in specific 
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spots while still remaining within the downtown area. For example, Ben (INT-36) 

explained why he was successful at avoiding police attention: “The cops don’t bother me 

much, because I stay out of trouble. I don’t drink. There are lots of drunks out here. The 

cops are about three things: alcohol, marijuana, and other drugs. Now, I smoke marijuana 

but not with other people. And don’t smoke downtown. Smoke while you walk but never 

downtown. The cops usually just bike through here (the library area), but if they smell 

marijuana, they come right up to you.” For Ben, “downtown” was comprised of the area 

around the library, and he would move to other locations within the heavily enforced 

downtown area when he wanted to indulge in marijuana. Numerous people reported 

similar approaches, indicating that they only drink or do drugs in specific locations or at 

certain times, and the same individuals often said that the police mostly leave people 

alone who are not overtly engaging in these activities. Those people who did not take 

such precautions used other tactics, usually keeping an eye out for police and either 

temporarily pausing in the illegal activity or temporarily leaving the area while the police 

were there. Another activity that drew police attention was panhandling, and a few 

individuals who hung out in the downtown area chose to sell crafts or found items 

instead. Though peddling without a permit is also illegal, these individuals said that the 

police did not ticket as often for peddling as for panhandling.  

 Evans (2001) noted that homeless people in Bloomington, Indiana try not to 

congregate for too long in order to avoid drawing attention, and research participants in 

Tucson identified this as an important component of “keeping a low profile.” Josh’s 

(INT-14) advice on this matter, derived from over three years of homelessness due to an 
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off-the-job back injury, was endorsed by many people: “Stay single, stay out of the way, 

and try to stay out of big groups.” Steve (INT-51) explained why he believed this tactic 

was effective, saying “I don’t have problems with the cops, because I don’t put myself in 

bad situations. If the cops see three or four people together, they check for warrants. So 

it’s better to stay away from big groups.” This applied both to daytime hangout locations 

as well as nighttime camping spots: “The cops leave people alone if they’re not in big 

groups. You get left alone at camps if you keep it small” (Charlie, INT-08). Another way 

that research participants avoided attracting attention was by tending to their personal 

appearance. Scott (INT-17) said he did not have much trouble with the police because “I 

look normal and stay low profile.” One aspect of looking “normal” was not carrying 

many items, as 21 years of street experience had taught James (INT-06): “I don’t carry 

any of my stuff with me. I used to walk around with a backpack, but I was harassed by 

the police. You get harassed less by cops if you don’t have a backpack.” Another 

component was keeping clean, and Owen’s (INT-05) comments on this topic exemplified 

the way in which many people combine various tactics when trying to avoid police 

attention: “It’s easy to find clothes, and it’s good to stay as clean as possible, because 

being dirty draws attention. Most homeless people just try to stay out of the way and keep 

out of trouble. Groups of homeless are really visible, so I keep to myself and try not to 

attract attention. I’ve never been banned from anywhere or ticketed. I try to stay low 

profile, so I don’t drink and I only smoke (marijuana) at night or in my camp.” 

 Clearly, legal restrictions did not prevent houseless people from frequenting the 

downtown area where enforcement was heaviest. Instead, individuals who chose to stay 
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in the area (mostly due to the presence of various amenities) found ways to minimize 

interactions with police and, more importantly, to avoid being ticketed or arrested for 

infractions. Ironically, the visible police presence was actually a draw for many people, 

especially women, who indicated that they felt safer in more heavily patrolled locations. 

Thus, while bans on certain behaviors did cause some people to avoid or even flee the 

downtown area, many other street people simply modified their behavior in order to stay 

there without racking up lots of citations. 

Ignoring and Intentional Breaking of Legal Codes 
 
 A few people decided to ignore legal codes and risk the potential repercussions. 

This tactic was usually employed out of frustration after some period of time spent trying 

to avoid police attention, with individuals saying they just gave up on trying to stay out of 

trouble because the police are everywhere. People who chose this tactic were often cited 

repeatedly for the same activities (most often drinking in public, trespassing on city land, 

public urination/defecation, and panhandling), but they did not express much concern 

over the citations. For example, Julia (INT-55) reported that the police had been cracking 

down on panhandling but said she still “flies a sign” because “it’s just a ticket.” Larry 

(INT-30) panhandled regularly in the same area, also noting the increased enforcement, 

but commented that persistence could alter police practices: “Eventually the cops will 

leave you alone if you fly a sign for years.” This type of familiarity with police practices 

was a vital consideration in some people’s decisions to ignore legal codes. In these cases, 

the primary goal was to avoid arrest: “I’m learning about the system. The cops won’t take 

you unless you do something big or get up to 10 or 15 tickets” (Wayne, INT-57). While 
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several people flaunted legal codes on a daily basis, others took advantage of temporal 

variation in police routines to engage in prohibited behaviors that they would otherwise 

avoid. Most notably, people often felt less restricted when police were occupied with 

patrolling for special events, and they utilized these lapses in enforcement as 

opportunities to partake in various illegal activities. 

 Though people living outside inevitably break the law (if only to sleep), only a 

small number actually seek out interaction with the police. An obvious reason for doing 

so is to get off the streets temporarily, but this is probably less common in Tucson than in 

some other cities due to the mild, dry climate. Nevertheless, Ed (INT-54) tried this tactic: 

“I tried to get arrested a few nights ago. I just needed a break. So I drank in front of the 

cops at Ronstandt and near the police station, but they didn’t arrest me. They’re always 

on you when you don’t want them, and you can’t get arrested when you try.” Ken had a 

different motivation: “It doesn’t matter much where you camp anymore, because the 

police will find you anywhere. They won’t let you camp around the city buildings when 

it’s raining anymore. Sometimes I sleep or hang out where the cops bother people just to 

mess with them.” These are the only two accounts of intentional breaking of legal codes 

garnered during a year of fieldwork, the latter of which was reported in the course of a 

lengthy casual conversation rather than in an interview. Even these two individuals 

usually try to avoid police attention rather than court it. The only other mentions of 

intentionally breaking legal codes were made by a few individuals who had participated 

in organized formal protests (sleep-ins, sit-ins) in the past, but no one had done so 

recently in Tucson. 
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Establishing Relationships with Enforcers 
 
 A final commonly mentioned tactic for minimizing legal troubles was to establish 

ongoing relationships with law enforcement officials. Numerous research participants 

made comments such as “The cops quit bothering me, because they all know me now” 

(James, INT-06). For others it was not simply a matter of being known per se but of 

being known as someone who was not a problem: “The cops know I don’t cause trouble, 

so they leave me alone” (Alex, INT-41). Attitude also played a big role in police 

interactions, with several individuals noting that police officers were less likely to ticket 

them if they were polite and cooperative. For example, 25-year old “middle-class hobo” 

Colby (INT-29), who had been traveling for about seven years, said: “I don’t have much 

problem with cops. I try to be polite and cordial, which keeps them from fucking with 

me.” This was also Brian’s (INT-43) preferred approach, a tactic he developed after 

being homeless for only three months due to a house fire and one he used not only with 

police but also with housed residents around Estevan Park: “I try to be friendly with 

people in the neighborhood so they won’t complain. Neighbors and cops won’t bother 

you if you have a good attitude and stay clean.” Along similar lines, Ed (INT-54) 

remarked upon the importance of understanding how to interact with police: “The cops 

mostly leave me alone now. I’m not worried much about them. You just have to know the 

art, the science of handling cops. You have to know how to work them to stay out of 

trouble.”  

 All the previous comments were made in reference to officers of the Tucson 

Police Department, but the same approach was equally effective in interactions with other 
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groups responsible for law enforcement. Jake (INT-04) had this to say about Tucson 

Downtown Alliance security personnel: “Once the purple shirts get to know you and 

know you aren’t causing problems, they’re good to you. Sometimes they will tell you a 

better place to sleep when they have to move you at night.” Similarly, Jeff (INT-07) 

mentioned that “if the guards in the library know you, they may just nudge you awake 

when you fall asleep rather than kicking you out.” Research participants living in county 

jurisdiction also noted the same phenomenon among Pima County Sheriff Department 

Deputies: “The cops don’t appreciate me selling papers out here, but they mostly leave 

me alone if I’m working. I’ve been chased off and fingerprinted, but the cops don’t 

bother me too much. They see me working everyday for all three shifts. They know I 

work hard and don’t cause trouble. The cops do bother other people but not me. They 

have a job to do, but they mostly leave me alone. They don’t want people in the median 

at all, but it’s still legal. They fingerprinted me and figured out I’m not a problem” (Peter, 

INT-47). Law enforcement officials verified these reports, saying that they typically just 

check on people who are known not to be troublemakers. In addition, one TPD officer 

mentioned that homeless people can be a valuable source of information when the police 

are apprehending a suspect, with certain individuals being especially helpful in this 

regard. 

 Several street people reported that the police were less inclined to issue citations 

to individuals who had demonstrated willingness to contest the charges. Kristen’s (INT-

03) account is typical, though more detailed than most: “I was sitting in Ronstandt 

(Transit Center) waiting for a bus one day when the cops asked me to leave and then 
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ticketed me for trespassing and loitering. But I fought the tickets in court and all charges 

were dropped. I even got letter of apology from Ronstandt and the police. Living out 

here, I’ve been given tickets for trespassing, loitering, and urinating in public, but I’ve 

contested the charges and won three times, so the cops leave me alone now. They’ll ticket 

everyone else I’m with but not me. You know, dismissed tickets look bad on an officer’s 

record so they don’t wanna ticket people who they know will fight the charges. But most 

homeless people are just so happy to get out of jail that they won’t fight charges, so 

they’re easy targets for the police.” Owen (INT-05) reported similar results stemming 

from a specific incident at another location in the downtown area: “A business owner in 

the federal building area once called the police on me for bathing in the fountain, but I 

actually just dipped my shirt in. When the cops showed up, one of them suggested I go up 

to Phoenix and said ‘We hate you S.O.B.s.’ This officer would not give me his badge 

number, and the cops followed me all over for the next 24 hours. But I knew a Public 

Defender and ended up getting a public apology from the cops within 48 hours. The cops 

have mostly left me alone since then.” Sometimes even the threat of legal action has a 

similar impact: “I’m willing to file complaint for harassment. I threatened to do so a 

couple of times, and now the cops are much more polite” (Louis, INT-11). 

The Street Landscape: Self-Regulating for Safety 

 While homeless people use various tactics to cope with legal restrictions designed 

to protect housed residents’ “quality-of-life,” they also develop ways to protect 

themselves from the dangers of street life. Primary among these potential dangers is 

interaction with the police: Rosenthal (1994:57) noted that arrest was one of the three big 
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dangers of the street in Santa Barbara, California (along with weather and attack), and 

Solomwitz (1997:197) found that contact with the police was the most dangerous 

situation faced by homeless girls in San Francisco. Research participants in Tucson 

concurred with this perspective, though many individuals suggested that the social groups 

who frequented certain locations and the activities that these groups engaged in were 

more dangerous than the resulting police presence per se. Particular groups and 

individuals were especially feared, including “wingnuts” (whose behavior was often 

believed to be highly erratic and unpredictable), hard-core “drunks,” and “druggies” 

(both of whom were perceived as being willing to do anything to maintain their substance 

use). The fear of other houseless people was also one factor that motivated many 

individuals to avoid using shelters, as Wright (1995:52) noted in Chicago: “The inability 

to defend oneself in the face of predatory behavior pushed many of the squatters out of 

the shelters and into the camps.” In addition to the dangers presented by police and other 

homeless individuals, research participants expressed fear of certain housed people, 

especially gang members and youth in general who were pinpointed as the groups most 

likely to assault, rob, or otherwise accost street people. Aside from continual verbal abuse 

by all types of people, research participants reported a variety of disturbing interactions 

with housed individuals, including robbery, throwing of rocks or food, burning down 

camps, and even murder. Amid all these dangers, homeless people developed several 

tactics to ensure their personal safety by regulating their own actions and behaviors. 
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Avoidance of Certain Groups and Activities  
 
 Though avoidance of particular groups and associated activities is clearly 

intertwined with avoidance of police interaction, several research participants mentioned 

the former as their primary reason for not frequenting certain locations. For example, 

Curt (INT-01) said, “I sometimes go to Stone (De Anza) Park but not much ‘cause there’s 

too much drug activity.” Likewise, James (INT-06), who was interviewed in Santa Rita 

Park, explained his reason for being there despite his reservations: “I avoid Santa Rita 

Park, Estevan Park, and Stone (De Anza) Park, because they are big drug spots. I only 

come down here for the Sunday breakfast.” Drug activity was the primary concern of 

many individuals, including Larry (INT-30), who had lived outside repeatedly over the 

course of 24 years and whose son was also homeless in Tucson: “Anywhere that people 

are selling crack cocaine is not a good place to go, like Stone (De Anza) and Santa Rita 

Park. People will sell anything for crack, then depression hits when you come down.” 

While many people avoided certain locations entirely, others frequented known drug 

dealing spots while trying to distance themselves from the groups responsible for such 

activity. George (INT-21) and Richard (INT-23) were travelers and good friends who 

often met up in various locations around the country. Both had been to Tucson repeatedly 

and hung out primarily along Fourth Avenue and in Catalina Park at the northern edge of 

the Avenue’s commercial district (Figure 16). They often spent their days in the park but 

noted that they try to avoid extensive interaction with the “younger crowd” there in order 

to stay out of trouble. Some research participants did not specifically mention drug 

activity as their main concern but mentioned avoiding many of the same areas: “I 
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generally avoid Santa Rita Park, Armory Park, and Stone (De Anza) Park, because 

they’re all dangerous” (Owen, INT-05).  

 
Figure 16: Fourth Avenue and Catalina Park 

 Among those individuals who tried to avoid drug activity or the violence and 

police attention associated with it, the identification of which locations fit that description 

was extremely consistent, and it generally did not take newly houseless people very long 

to acquire this knowledge, as Tim (INT-02) explained: “I quickly learned the areas not to 

go. Don’t be in Santa Rita Park after 6pm, because there’s lots of cops, crack, and 

prostitution. You’ve got to avoid Stone (De Anza) Park too for the same reasons.” Like 

many street people, Tim typically avoided such locations but did make occasional forays 

there to obtain marijuana. He, like most other individuals, made a distinction between 

mild drugs like marijuana and heavier drugs that they believed to be associated with 

violence. Kristen (INT-03) also noted that the locations categorized as dangerous have 

changed over time: “I used to hang out in Santa Rita Park occasionally, but I haven’t 

been there for a long time, because there’s lots of drugs and it’s dangerous. Santa Rita 

used to be a family park when I first went there, but now it’s been taken over by tramps. 

Lots of the homeless do drugs or drink heavily. I stay away from druggies, because 
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there’s always lots of fighting among those people.” Those research participants who did 

frequent locations commonly identified as dangerous typically utilized alternate tactics to 

ensure their own safety, such as joining up with others or developing self-protection 

measures (both of which are discussed in more detail in later sections). 

 Avoidance of certain groups and behaviors applied not only to daytime hangout 

locations but also to sleeping spots. The main concern in this arena was that interpersonal 

conflicts often occur in large camps, thus drawing police attention. For example, Jake 

(INT-04) eschewed a popular camping area on the edge of downtown for exactly these 

reasons: “I usually avoid sleeping down in the (Santa Cruz) wash, because there are just 

too many people. If you get lots of people in one spot, you got trouble. Fights break out 

and cops watch those spots.” Owen (INT-05) quickly learned this lesson while camping 

down in the same wash: “I was briefly camped in a tunnel near the Theresa Lee Clinic 

recently. But there were too many people in there. Fights and arguments broke out, and 

the leader was trying to run things like a church or shelter. I moved out when the police 

starting coming.” While large camps present certain dangers in terms of violent conflict, 

sleeping alone is not necessarily a more appealing option, because it increases the 

likelihood of being assaulted or robbed by predatory homeless people, gang members, or 

other groups/individuals.  

Grouping Up for Mutual Protection 
 

While large groups often attract police attention and may lead to interpersonal 

conflicts, trying to navigate the streets alone opens individuals up to attack by various 

groups. Thus, many people form mutual protection alliances to ensure personal safety. 
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Ruddick (1997:353-354) noted the creation of “mutual protection associations” in 

Hollywood in the 1980s when increased policing of clubs and demolition of condemned 

buildings forced homeless youth to seek out new locations for both daytime and 

nighttime use, thus increasing competition and conflict over good spots. Many research 

participants in Tucson mentioned the importance of pairing or grouping up with other 

people to provide mutual protection, a tactic that was deemed most critical in relation to 

nighttime camping. As Ben (INT-36) warned, “Don’t camp alone. Always camp with 

someone. I’ve never gotten robbed, because I have so many friends.” Mel (INT-28), a 24-

year old who had been “traveling” on and off for six years, described his approach in 

similar terms: “I camp out wherever. I don’t stay in one spot too long. But you also have 

to have someone to look out for you. It’s better to roll with folks you know than be by 

yourself.”  

Some people formed alliances primarily with one other person, whereas others 

developed more extensive protective networks. Couples that arrived on the streets 

together looked out for each other, with the males often sacrificing shelter opportunities 

in order to remain with their mate and provide protection. For example, Bill (INT-39) 

refused to stay in any of the male shelters, because he would be forced to leave his wife 

Jean (INT-40) alone on the streets at night, and Karrin (INT-59) was thankful that her 

boyfriend Michael (INT-60) took the same approach, noting that “it’s good to have a guy 

with a woman for safety.” Not all such pairings were based on romantic or sexual 

relationships, however. Kristen (INT-03) and Jake (INT-04), who met on the streets and 

frequently hung out or camped together but were not romantically involved, said: “we 
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protect each other and watch out for each other.” Julia (INT-55) explicitly eschewed the 

notion that women must provide sexual favors to garner male protection: “I don’t need to 

sleep with men to have them help me out. I don’t sleep around. I have lots of family on 

the streets and lots of men to look out for me when my old man is in jail.” Frank (INT-

09) echoed the importance of such larger groups: “Street family is super important. We 

share stuff and look out for each other. If you disappear for a few days, people want to 

find you and check up on you.” This type of grouping up for mutual protection was often 

an informal arrangement, with people joining together based on similar lifestyles and 

interests and with group composition changing as individuals left or arrived in the city. In 

contrast, the numerous long-term homeless locals that comprise the home-guard had a 

very stable group membership, and members often provided protection for each other. 

When asked how he keeps safe while living outside, 77-year old Howard (INT-32) 

succinctly described this particular benefit of membership: “I’m part of the home-guard. 

We look out for each other.” 

Self-Protection Measures 
 
 Though most research participants were involved in some sort of mutual 

protection alliance, people were sometimes left on their own when their protective 

partner ended up in the hospital or in jail, and other individuals simply preferred a 

solitary existence. In addition, even those persons assured some degree of safety by their 

alliance used additional tactics to ensure their safety. In all these cases, self-protection 

measures were a vital part of street life. Some of these tactics were discussed in the 

previous chapter under the rubric of “defending territory,” including the use of dogs and 
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portable alarm systems to protect camping spots, but others were deployed less 

specifically. Women were particularly concerned with personal safety regardless of 

context. For example, Kristen (INT-03) noted that “there’s lots of violence on the streets, 

so I carry mace and I know some self-defense.” Julia (INT-55) said that she makes 

herself look ugly to avoid rape, a tactic that had been effective during her six years living 

outside. Along these lines, Baxter and Hopper (1981:80) suggested that filth and odor 

could serve as a defense against intruders but might also limit access to stores and draw 

unwanted attention from police or passersby. In contrast, men seemed to be concerned 

about safety mostly in regard to sleeping spots, worrying both about being beaten and 

about getting robbed. George (INT-21) mentioned that he tries to sleep under a light 

when possible to minimize the likelihood of attack, but many male research participants 

took the opposite approach, seeking out hidden sleeping locations where they would not 

be seen by either police or potential assailants. Another common tactic for minimizing 

nighttime danger was varying sleeping spots, as described by Miller (INT-37): “I’m 

constantly changing where I camp. If you work for a while to save money and camp in 

the same spot, gangs will rob you. Now I’m camping in one location, because I can’t 

work, so I’m left alone by gangs.” VanderStaay (1992:19) documented the same 

adaptation in Seattle, noting the need for homeless people to change up their routines so 

that criminal youth would not know their patterns. A final method for reducing nighttime 

danger was to stay awake at night and sleep during the day. Few of the research 

participants pursued this tactic, because they said that there were not many places to hang 

out or purchase food and other goods at night. However, this tactic is probably 
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underrepresented in the research data due to the decisions not to recruit people from 

camps and not to awaken people who were asleep in parks during the day. 

Establishing Codes of Behavior 
 
 Another tactic for ensuring safety is the creation of informal codes of behavior 

aimed not only at reducing conflict within groups of street people but also at avoiding the 

unwanted attention of police and other housed residents. Numerous scholars have noted 

that large camps are often self-governing and have codes of behavior or rules that are 

upheld by camp members and/or an informally designated leader (Gragg 2002; Kearns 

1981; Rowe and Wolch 1990:194). For example, Williams (1996:101) reported that a 

camp in a southwest city had its own set of rules that prevented very sick people or heavy 

drug users from joining the camp. Even among groups with a strong sense of community, 

there can still be internal distrust and animosity, and “norms of behavior” may help 

reduce violence and crime in these circumstances (Rosenthal 1994:87). While not making 

specific reference to codes of behavior, Wright (1995:54) described a large encampment 

in Chicago in which problems and conflicts were worked out collectively. All these were 

often the case for large camps in Tucson as well. Many camps had someone who was 

recognized as the “leader” and was responsible for overseeing daily camp life. Campers 

often established criteria for who could join the camp (and how many people would be 

allowed to do so), allocated chores to camp members, and restricted behaviors that were 

known to draw police attention, such as indiscriminate disposal of trash or excretion of 

bodily fluids. Tensions between residents of large camps were viewed as inevitable, 

sometimes stemming from incompatible personalities and sometimes from more serious 
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issues like theft, assault, or other breaches in rules. Resulting conflicts were often 

resolved by group fission, with one or more individuals leaving the camp to find a new 

sleeping location. Despite this self-regulation, few large camps persisted for long, 

especially in the downtown area, due to complaints by housed people that often led to 

eventual razing of camps.   

 Although camps may be the most obvious locations where street people create 

and enforce informal codes of behavior, some daytime hangouts and income-generating 

locations are similarly self-regulated. In his study of public spaces in New York City, 

Whyte (1980:64) noted that most well-used places had a “major” who informally 

patrolled the area and served as an information conduit. Homeless people sometimes 

fulfill this role in Tucson parks and may even consult with park maintenance personnel to 

ensure that certain standards of behavior are being upheld. For example, Richard (INT-

23) was relaxing and socializing with a group in Catalina Park one day when the 

maintenance lady approached the group to chastise them for discarding food wrappers on 

the ground around their circle. Richard quickly stood up and addressed her concern, 

saying “Don’t worry, Sally, I’ll make sure they pick it all up before we leave.” He 

followed through on this promise and continued to enforce it on subsequent days, even 

when Sally was absent. Such regulation also occurs when there is no specific external 

impetus, as when George (INT-21) confronted a young man about spitting too close to 

the group: “Hey, what the hell are you doing? Don’t spit where you sit.” A few days later 

in the same location, George forced another person to temporarily leave the group after 

approaching me in a way that George deemed inappropriate: “Do you know her? No. 
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You don’t just go up and put your arm around her when you don’t even know her. Get 

out of here.” Such entreaties were common in heavily used parks, with most attention 

focused on prohibiting illegal activities like drinking, drug sales or consumption, and 

urination. Thus, it was not unusual to hear variations on the theme of “Get out of here 

with that. Come back when you’re done, but don’t do it here. You’re gonna get us all in 

trouble.” Another specific context in which codes of behavior were frequently enforced 

was in choice panhandling locations, as demonstrated by Tesa’s (INT-10) comments: 

“The city has problems with panhandlers. People will panhandle outside businesses that 

they go to, but businesses don’t like people harassing the customers. I had to run off a 

friend the other day for obnoxious panhandling so he wouldn’t ruin it for everyone else.” 

 Regardless of location, some behaviors were considered uniformly unacceptable 

and breach of such unwritten rules could result in social ostracism of the perpetrator/s. 

Among the most egregious infractions were physical assault, especially of females, and 

theft. Individuals foolhardy enough to do either were sometimes beaten in retribution and 

were banned from certain locations at least temporarily. Jack’s (INT-42) words on the 

subject of theft represent most people’s attitudes toward physical assault as well: “The 

real tramps wouldn’t touch your shit. Real, true people don’t do that.” Overall, 

Wardhaugh’s (1996:714) analysis of homelessness in Manchester, England is equally 

applicable to Tucson: “(i)n contrast to…fears of chaos and disorder, this ethnography has 

identified the closely regulated nature of life on the streets.” 
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Stewardship 

 A final form of self-regulation common among houseless people is stewardship. 

Street people know that certain activities attract unwanted attention and may result in 

their expulsion from desirable locations or even in their arrest. Therefore, some 

individuals self-assign themselves as stewards of specific hangout and/or sleeping spots. 

These stewards may regulate other people’s behavior (as described in the previous 

section) but, more typically, they simply try to keep the areas that they have claimed 

responsibility for clean by picking up trash. In daytime hangout locations used by 

multiple people, such as parks, there is often a particular individual who takes on the 

steward role. One of these stewards, who was hired as a Research Assistant (George, 

INT-23), snapped a picture of a patch of ground strewn with cigarette butts in Catalina 

Park, captioning it “can’t sit here now,” and subsequently explained that such disregard 

for the space frustrated him and that sometimes he just did not feel like picking up after 

all the people who did not care enough to do so themselves.  

 In contrast, this duty may be shared by several people or rotated among group 

members in camping locations. Those individuals who prefer to camp alone obviously 

must fulfill the steward role on their own. Regardless of which camping arrangement is 

chosen, stewards often collect and carry out trash as well as sweep the floors or other 

surfaces using a broom or a suitable piece of vegetation (like a palm frond). The ultimate 

goal of these efforts is not just cleanliness, in which campers may take great pride (Rowe 

and Wolch 1990:200), but also (and often more importantly) eviction prevention. Such 

campers hope that by keeping trash accumulation and associated health hazards to a 
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minimum they will not be as likely to be reported to authorities or evicted from their 

camp. While some campers are extremely fastidious about maintaining a certain standard 

of cleanliness, others display little inclination toward this form of stewardship, preferring 

instead to let trash accumulate and then move to a new camping location when it 

becomes too unpleasant. 

Discussion 
 
Ensuring personal safety while living outside is a complex process that entails navigating 

various legal restrictions to avoid police entanglements as well as protecting oneself from 

threats endemic to street life such as predatory street people, youth gangs, and other 

hostile individuals. Many newly houseless people initially try to accomplish the former 

by refraining from sanctioned activities and avoiding areas with a heavy police presence. 

As they soon discover, however, homelessness makes abiding by legal restrictions 

practically impossible, causing frustration and resentment among people who feel they 

are already suffering just from being homeless. This almost inevitably pushes them 

toward interaction with the existing street community in order to gain access to the 

knowledge accumulated by long-term homeless people. With more time on the streets, 

people become accustomed to laws while still often harboring anger that they can do little 

to avoid legal persecution. The aspect that many individuals object most strongly to is 

that all their best efforts to abide by laws and not cause trouble frequently do not exempt 

them from being cited or arrested for activities that other people make little effort to 

curtail. While officers are able to exercise limited personal judgment in deciding who to 
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prosecute for various crimes, they are also obligated to respond to complaints by business 

owners or housed residents.  

 In terms of daytime hangout locations, police officers often recognize the self-

regulatory tactics employed by homeless people, resulting in lighter enforcement in areas 

frequented by those individuals who are not considered “problems.” Thus, street people 

affect police routines, because officers often focus their attention on other locations. The 

homeless people who benefit from this are appreciative of the distinctions made by 

officers and generally have more favorable (or at least less harsh) views of law 

enforcement officials. Unfortunately, this same distinction does not necessarily hold for 

sleeping and camping spots. Those individuals who bed down for the night in the small, 

somewhat hidden nooks and crannies in the downtown area are frequently woken up and 

moved along, sometimes multiple times in one night. Yet camping in other locations, like 

empty lots and washes, does not prevent disruption either. When police are called in to 

evict campers from a certain spot, they often evict everyone they find in the area—

therefore, it does not matter if you try to keep your camp clean by laboriously carrying 

out all your garbage or if you simply trash the location. This creates tensions among 

campers and motivated many research participants to cite legal camping as one the 

changes they would most like to see. Many people understand the restriction on sleeping 

in parks, as Doug (INT-56) noted: “Legal camping would be good in the washes. Not in 

the parks though, because they would turn into tent cities. I understand the trash problems 

in washes, but they should work something out.” Miller’s (INT-37) suggestion offered a 

solution to the trash issue: “I would like legal camping on city property. Each space 
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would have to be kept clean, and they could give monthly permits on unused land.” 

When I brought this recommendation to city representatives, it was repeatedly rejected 

due to the very real problem of finding a suitable location—what neighborhood would 

willingly host such a program? 

 More than anything, most research participants just wanted a place where they 

would be left alone. Tesa (INT-10) encapsulated this viewpoint, saying “It’s hard being 

out here. Where else are we supposed to go?” Law enforcement officials freely 

acknowledge that most laws do not succeed in changing street people’s behaviors or the 

areas they use. Instead, enforcement might move people around temporarily but they 

ultimately return to the few appealing locations that remain in the city. As Mitchell 

(1998b:103) noted, “Until the problem of housing for homeless people is addressed – and 

solved – no amount of new legislation will do anything but criminalize behaviors that 

those of us who are housed simply take for granted.” Foscarinis (1996:60) concurred with 

this assessment: “Perhaps most fundamental, criminalization responses do not and cannot 

work. Like all human beings, homeless people must eat, sleep, and occupy space. If they 

are prohibited form essential acts of existence in one area, they will go somewhere else. 

Barring an express effort to exterminate them, homeless people cannot simply be made to 

disappear from all parts of a city, a state, or the country.” She described criminalization 

as “inhumane, ineffective, and subject to constitutional challenge” (63). Furthermore, 

Wolch and Rowe (1992:135) argued that forced mobility due to enforcement of legal 

codes actually undermines street people’s efforts to pool resources and escape the streets, 

thus perpetuating homelessness. Though this was certainly true of the research 
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participants who were seeking to get off the streets, an even bigger concern was that 

minor infractions could escalate to felony status, thus barring people from many sources 

of employment and housing.  

 Yet even when some people can access housing, the streets often offer a safer 

option despite the various associated dangers. For example, Julia (INT-55) described why 

she was living outside: “I’ve been in an apartment on and off, but I left the last one when 

I got attacked by crack slingers. It’s safer out here than in that apartment.” Likewise, 20-

year old Louis (INT-11), who moved outside when he turned 18, said: “I feel safer 

downtown than at my parents’ house.” Whereas individuals may have little control over 

their personal safety in such housed contexts, many of the dangers of street life can be 

managed using tactics such as avoiding certain locations, grouping up for mutual 

protection, and developing codes of behavior. In short, the housing that people can afford 

or have access to may be more dangerous than living outside. To then punish people for 

protecting themselves by seeking out safe locations to sleep and hang out seems 

indefensible. After four years of living outside in Tucson due to job loss and drug 

addition, Jack (INT-42) conveyed the psychological effect that laws criminalizing 

homelessness have on street people: “They should do away with the little bullshit laws 

that target people living outside. It’s like you’re subhuman and shit.” Given this, it is not 

surprising that many houseless people end up distrusting authority and expressing 

skepticism that the city or anyone else actually wants to help them.  
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CHAPTER 5: 
AMENITIES AND DETERRENTS:  

SEEKING FUNCTIONAL AND COMFORTABLE PLACES 
 
The tactical placement of amenities and deterrents serves as another method that cities 

employ to try to control houseless people’s use of urban space. Numerous scholars have 

cataloged examples of these efforts, focusing most heavily on the deployment of physical 

deterrents. Thus, readings on homelessness are peppered with mentions of garbage 

enclosures (Davis 1992:161), fenced lots, “bum-proof” rounded benches (Aguirre and 

Brooks 2001:85; Davis 1992 161), spiked ledges, placement of flowerpots on ledges 

(Baxter and Hopper 1981:101), planting of thorny bushes and “pungent” groundcover 

(Aguirre and Brooks 2001:85), and the “aggressive deployment of outdoor sprinklers” 

(Davis 1992:161; see also Simon 1995:725). While such physical deterrents are designed 

to prevent street people from sitting, sleeping, or “dumpster diving” (searching through 

trash containers) in certain locations, the removal of selective amenities aims to eliminate 

other features that might draw them to specific areas. Water once again comes into play, 

with public bathrooms being locked and water fountains turned off (Aguirre and Brooks 

2001:85; Baxter and Hopper 1981:80; Davis 1992:163). In addition, some cities have 

engaged in anti-panhandling campaigns (Lee and Farrell 2003:300) or pressured charities 

not to hand out food (Simon 1995:725).  

 All these measures occur most often in downtown districts or commercial areas 

frequented by homeless people and may be spurred on by revitalization projects (Aguirre 

and Brooks 2001:84) or gentrification. The manipulation of amenities and deterrents is 

typically combined with legal restrictions, or implemented after laws do not have the 
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desired effect, in order to drive homeless people from particular public spaces, as 

described by Whyte (1988:156): 

“The biggest single obstacle to the provision of better spaces is the undesirables 
problem. They are themselves not too much of a problem. It is the actions taken to 
combat them that is the problem. Out of an almost obsessive fear of their presence, 
civic leaders worry that if a place is made attractive to people it will be attractive to 
undesirable people. So it is made defensive. There is to be no loitering—what a 
Calvinist sermon in those words!—no eating, no sleeping. So it is that benches are 
made too short to sleep on, that spikes are put on ledges; most important many 
needed spaces are not provided at all or the plans for them scuttled.” 

 
Yet even this combination of tactics is often unsuccessful in removing street people from 

targeted areas, in part because those areas do not end up as the barren spaces that Whyte 

feared. Cities want to attract “desirable” users, and the amenities provided to draw such 

users often appeal to homeless people as well. In addition, street people respond to 

amenities and deterrents that city authorities may be unaware of or unable to control. 

 This chapter will first discuss the tactical deployment of amenities and deterrents 

intended to curtail use of certain locations before proceeding to examine how homeless 

people respond to these measures while still making use of the amenities that remain in 

place. Focus then shifts to the physical, mental, social, and resource-related elements that 

make spaces appealing or unappealing to street people. Findings suggest that the removal 

of amenities and/or addition of deterrents in particular areas can only ever be partially 

effective, not just because houseless people find ways to adapt to such changes but also 

because some aspects of attraction and repulsion cannot be easily controlled or altered by 

municipal authorities. 
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Systemic Factors: Amenities and Deterrents 

 In Tucson, there are three main types of locations where amenities and deterrents 

are tactically employed to control homeless people’s use of space: parks, lots and washes, 

and commercial districts. In each case, such efforts are most common around the 

downtown area and have swelled in recent years as legal restrictions governing these 

spaces have proven only partially effective. The city is responsible for carrying out the 

majority of efforts, usually doing so in response to complaints. In terms of curtailing 

daytime use of parks, the city has implemented a two-pronged approach of removing key 

amenities that might appeal to homeless people and adding amenities intended to attract 

housed users. In the former category, bathrooms in some heavily used parks have been 

permanently locked, purportedly in response to illicit drug and sexual activity, while 

others are intermittently locked during daylight hours, usually at the discretion of park 

maintenance personnel. All bathrooms are locked after park closing time, which may be 

at sundown or, for a few parks (Estevan Park, Santa Rita Park, Himmel Park), at 

10:30pm. At the same time, amenities such as playground equipment or sporting facilities 

are often added in an attempt to draw more housed residents to a given park, the logic 

being that such “appropriate” park users will ultimately take the park back from homeless 

people by virtue of greater numbers and resulting social discomfort. As Whyte (1980:63) 

noted in his three-year study of public spaces in New York City, “(t)he best way to 

handle the problem of undesirables is to make a place attractive to everyone else. The 

record is overwhelmingly positive on this score.” To deter nighttime park use, lights are 

sometimes installed to reduce hiding places, and overhanging brush may be cut back for 
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the same reason. In addition, sprinkler systems operate mostly at night—though this 

certainly prevents many homeless people from sleeping in parks, it is also the most 

practical time for watering in a desert environment and is not necessarily aimed 

exclusively at driving away street people. 

 With the ban on nighttime park use, many homeless people sleep in empty lots or 

in washes instead, leading city authorities to develop ways to deter camping. By far the 

most common tactics utilized in these locations are removal of concealing vegetation and 

erection of fences to limit access. The latter method is also used to restrict access to 

tunnels—this often requires fencing in entire stretches of wash, because gating tunnel 

entrances would trap debris and eventually clog the tunnels. This fencing sometimes 

becomes quite extreme, with one section of wash near the downtown area being fenced 

for several city blocks (Figure 17). A brief description of the transformation of one 

particular location will serve to illustrate the lengths that the city will go to prevent 

camping on public land. The Santa Cruz Wash runs along the western edge of the 

downtown area, and the main road leading to and from the downtown core passes over 

the wash. When I began my research, numerous houseless people slept in the brush and 

trees down in the wash as well as on the embankments underneath both sides of the 

bridge. During the next couple of years, the city systematically removed these camping 

spots: the trees were cut down and a large section of wash scrapped clear of other sizable 

vegetation (Figure 18); the smooth concrete embankment under one side of the bridge 

was resurfaced to be bumpy and uncomfortable; the dirt embankment on the other side 

was cut back to a sheer face, leaving only a small dirt ledge; and fences were placed to 
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prevent access to the ledge (Figure 19). Though vegetation removal, in this and other 

cases, may be prompted partly by concerns over fire hazard or blight, city officials 

confirmed that it is often intended to deter camping. In any case, the remaining efforts 

were more clearly aimed at homeless people, and the combination of measures were 

certainly more effective than the law against camping in washes, as evidenced by the fact 

that it is now rare to see anyone camping in this particular location. But, quite 

predictably, the incidence of people sleeping in parks or on business premises in the 

surrounding area has increased significantly.  

 
Figure 17: Section of Fenced Wash, Downtown 

 Finally, several deterrent measures are aimed at curtailing street people’s 

presence in commercial areas. Unlike the previous categories discussed, such measures 

are implemented not only by city authorities but also by business owners and even social 

service agencies. In several areas throughout the city, “bum-proof” benches featuring 

raised armrests have been installed at city bus stops to replace older models that 
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accommodated lying down (Figure 20). Similarly, ledges, benches, or other sitting and 

sleeping spaces have been spiked or made too narrow to sleep on (Figure 21). In a few 

cases, benches have been entirely removed from bus stops. Overhangs and covered 

stairwells on both public and private property are commonly enclosed, and dumpsters or 

other trash receptacles are locked or even fenced. Business owners often restrict 

bathroom access to patrons, close bathrooms altogether, or, in a few cases, convert to 

paid restrooms. In addition, two social service agencies have partnered with business 

interests in recent years to attempt to curtail panhandling outside stores: one created a 

“Just Say No” to panhandlers campaign utilizing posters placed in commercial districts; 

the other worked with a chain of convenience stores to distribute business cards with 

information about local services that patrons could give to panhandlers in lieu of donating 

money. 

 
Figure 18: Santa Cruz Wash, before and after vegetation clearance 

 
Street Views of the System 

 A few research participants commented specifically on such deterrent measures, 

suggesting that they were indicative of a desire to oust homeless people from certain 
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areas. For example, Josh (INT-14), who had been riding trains for three and a half years, 

mentioned that there was “no place to hang out during the day” and that “the city is trying 

to get of the homeless, like by taking out park benches.” Several people suspected that 

the remodel of the plaza outside the downtown library was aimed at allowing officers to 

more easily monitor the space when driving by, while others resented new restrictions on 

the size of packs allowed in the library and the new requirement that patrons have a 

library card to access computers. As one man told me while relaxing in a nearby plaza, 

“As of Monday, the library began requiring cards to use computers, which is obviously to 

keep certain people out. The next step is requiring cards to get in the door.” While all 

these comments pertained to city-owned public spaces, other individuals noted that 

business owners develop various ways to prevent street people from using their 

bathrooms. Julia (INT-55) remarked that a fast food chain in the downtown area began 

locking its bathrooms despite the fact that many homeless patrons also purchased food at 

the store. Alan (INT-24) was hired as a Research Assistant and elaborated on measures to 

protect bathrooms: “Lots of businesses use various tactics to discourage homeless people 

from using their bathrooms, such as having no mirrors, letting hand dryers break without 

fixing them, and locking side doors into the business so that everyone has to go in 

through the main entrance.”  

Though most research participants commented more extensively on legal 

restrictions than on deterrent measures, there was no doubt among those who mentioned 

the latter that such efforts were targeted at homeless people. These individuals were 

uniformly resentful or disheartened by the situation, feeling that life on the streets was 
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hard enough in the current legal environment without mounting on additional deterrents 

that made even the basics of existence like urinating or defecating more problematic. 

Restricting access to the few remaining publicly-accessible bathrooms was particularly 

upsetting, not only because it stripped people of a valued source of temporary privacy but 

also because it heightened the likelihood of being cited or arrested for public 

urination/defecation when people could not find other options. The lack of public 

bathrooms was especially hard on women, due both to the need to fully exposure oneself 

to urinate and the difficulties of menstruation or pregnancy. 

 
Figure 19: Fenced Ledge under Bridge, Santa Cruz Wash 

 
Responding to Systemic Factors 

Despite all these attempts to deter houseless people from frequenting certain locations or 

areas, most research participants did not actually leave the targeted spaces, instead 

finding ways to adapt to changes in amenities and/or deterrents. In large part, this was 
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due to the fact that many such spaces still offered important amenities designed to attract 

housed users. Homeless individuals often used amenities in the ways intended by those 

who placed them in a given location while also utilizing certain amenities in creative, 

perhaps unanticipated, ways.  

 
Figure 20: “Bum-Proof” Bench Designs 

Conventional Use of Existing Amenities 

 Of all the locations used by homeless people, parks offered the greatest array of 

amenities, including both practical elements (e.g. bathrooms) and aesthetic features (i.e. 

landscaping). Thus, most research participants’ daily routines centered on one or more 

parks, with some people preferring parks that were open until 10:30pm (e.g. Santa Rita 

Park) so that they could stay later than in the majority of parks that close at sundown, 

while others avoided these parks despite the extended hours due to concerns about safety 

(see Chapter 4). Aside from parks, many people frequented other locations that offered 

various amenities, including libraries, bus stops, sidewalks or other open areas with 

benches, and washes. Significantly, many of the amenities that attracted street people 

were ones that could not be removed without driving away other users of the spaces and, 
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indeed, without completely redefining the intended use of a given space. For example, 

eliminating grills and picnic tables from parks would prevent housed persons from 

gathering for cook-outs, definitely not what the city seeks to accomplish by removing 

amenities. In contrast, some elements that may not be highly important to housed users, 

such as bathrooms in parks located in close proximity to casual users’ houses, are 

precisely those amenities most commonly targeted for removal. Regardless of location, 

homeless people are often attracted by design elements that may not be highly important 

to other users and, conversely, are indifferent to some things that appeal to housed 

persons. 

 
Figure 21: Spiked Ledge and Enclosed Overhang, Fourth Avenue 

 Simply put, houseless people frequent parks not just because there are so few 

places that they are legally allowed to hang out but also because parks typically offer 

various amenities intended to attract or accommodate housed users. One of the most 
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important amenities is, of course, the presence of bathrooms, especially due to the 

frequency of gastric ailments among homeless people who scavenge or are given tainted 

food. Several Research Assistants took pictures of bathrooms (Figure 22), and most 

participants were always keenly aware of not only the proximity of bathrooms but also 

whether the doors were locked, passing this information along as people arrived in a 

given location. Showers, when available, were also coveted, as noted by Kristen (INT-

03): “Sometimes I shower at the X Park tennis courts. Homeless people are allowed to 

shower there as long as they keep it clean, so I only tell people about it who I know will 

keep it clean.” Water fountains provided a source of clean drinking water that many 

people used to fill up bottles or jugs and were widely available compared to bathrooms 

and showers, because the hot desert environment makes drinking water a necessity even 

to casual park users. Thus, the city rarely turned off or removed water fountains from 

parks or other locations. Though not frequently mentioned, grills were important to a few 

individuals, as demonstrated by Ed (INT-54): “Santa Rita Park is a good place to hang 

out. I like parks with grills. I collect wood from around my camp then come down here 

after I get paid to have a big cookout.” 

 Several additional amenities that attracted houseless people to parks were 

available in other locations as well and, in these cases, individuals had a wider range of 

options to choose from when seeking out particular amenities. For example, many public 

buildings such as the downtown courthouse and library had bathrooms that were 

accessible during business hours. In addition, benches, tables, overhangs, and nighttime 

lighting were scattered throughout the city on both public and private property. Many 
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research participants reported that the camping ban on city-owned land was less strictly 

enforced during inclement weather, but they also took advantage of diurnal variation 

even in fair weather by fleeing overhangs or lighted areas on public land at night and 

instead finding the same amenities on business properties after closing hours. On the 

flipside, parks offer some unique amenities that do not particularly appeal to homeless 

individuals. For example, I never witnessed street people using tennis or basketball 

courts, playing fields, playground equipment, or pools. The last item, pools, may seem 

like it would be appealing to homeless people, but the chlorine residue left on skin or 

clothing negated any use pools might have as bathing facilities. Not coincidentally, these 

unappealing amenities are typically the ones added by the city in efforts to reclaim parks 

from homeless users. 

 
Figure 22: Catalina Park Bathrooms (Richard, INT-23) 

 Numerous research participants cited public libraries as one of the places they 

most value, because libraries are one of the few accessible indoor locations and offer 

various amenities. Getting in out of the elements was appealing to houseless people, of 
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course, but the availability of reading materials and computers was also important. The 

downtown library was used most frequently, and every day there would be a crowd of 

people waiting outside the doors at opening time. Many research participants simply 

enjoyed reading and had few other sources to obtain books, though a few occasionally 

found books or magazines while dumpster diving. However obtained, reading provided a 

break from the frequent boredom of street life. Likewise with computers, which had the 

added benefit of allowing people to keep in touch with friends or family via email. Tasha 

(INT-12), who was disabled and had two children living in foster care, said: “I usually 

come down to hang at the library and play on the computer.” A few additional comments 

pertaining to the downtown library demonstrate its importance in the daily routines of 

many research participants: “I like to hang out at the library. I taught myself to read here” 

(Larry, INT-30); “I read a lot at the library. I’m a Civil War buff.  I think I’ve read almost 

all the books they have on it by now” (Lance, INT-31); “I love to read, especially true 

crime. So I hang out a lot in the downtown library” (Daniel, INT-35). A few individuals 

frequented other branches of the public library system. For example, Alex (INT-41), who 

was interviewed outside the downtown branch, said, “The library people are very nice. I 

like to read, and I like going to other libraries around town, like the Woods Memorial 

Library. You need a card to use the computers there too. You can get a card without ID, 

but you’re limited to two books. You can mail a letter to yourself as proof of address to 

get a card. I love to read. It keeps me sane half the time.” Karrin (INT-59) was 

interviewed in Himmel Park, which has a library branch on the grounds, but she found 

the card issue insurmountable: “I go to the library in the park sometimes, but it’s not open 
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long hours and it’s closed on Sunday. I like to read but you can’t get a card without a 

recent, like within the past 30 days, bill. So I used to steal books, but I didn’t want to get 

kicked out of the park for it. So now I try to buy cheap books instead.” Karrin touched on 

an important draw to the downtown library—it has more extensive hours than many other 

branches and is one of the few that is open on Sunday. Only one research participant 

mentioned the University of Arizona library: “I go to the University library to use the 

computers and practice my typing” (Brian, INT-43). Other scholars have noted that 

libraries are an important component of street life. For example, Evans (2001:86) called 

the library in Bloomington, Indiana “a godsend for the homeless,” because it offered 

shelter, warmth, peace, and reading material.  

Creative Use of Existing Amenities 

In addition to using amenities in conventional ways, many research participants 

found creative uses for existing amenities. Some people used picnic tables or benches to 

sleep under or on, as described by Jake (INT-04) after 12 years of experience on the 

streets of Tucson: “Sometimes I’ll sleep on isolated benches too, especially bus stop 

benches. That gets me off the ground away from bugs, and the cops usually leave me 

alone. I sleep in parks sometimes, too, but I try to sleep toward the middle a park where 

police can’t drive around. Picnic tables are good, because they get you off the ground, 

and I like picking a spot close to a bathroom or water fountain.” But by far the most 

commonly mentioned creative uses of amenities revolved around water sources, 

especially bathrooms. In the downtown area, people often used bathrooms to wash up, 

while individuals out in county jurisdiction used bathrooms on business premises for the 
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same purpose: “I sneak into the hotel bathrooms to clean up, but I haven’t done that 

recently because they keep locking the door” (Colin, INT-46). Women were more likely 

to use bathrooms to keep clean while men often felt less need for privacy and would 

utilize other water sources. For example, Karrin and Michael took different approaches in 

the same park: “I bathe in the park bathrooms even though they don’t have hot water. But 

Michael usually hooks up to the water fountain to shower” (Karrin, INT-59). I witnessed 

the water fountain showering method at another park near the downtown area, in which 

two men emerging from an adjacent wash hooked up a narrow piece of black tubing to 

the water spigot and used it to wash their hair. They then went over to a nearby electrical 

outlet and used a trimmer to shave one of the men’s head. Water features placed in parks 

mostly for aesthetic appeal could serve the same purpose: “Sometimes I shower at a 

friend’s house if it’s cold, but when it’s warm I’ll use the fountain here at night. 

Sometimes I wash my clothes in the fountain too” (Jake, INT-04). While showering was 

the most often mentioned use for bathrooms, they offered bubbles of privacy that allowed 

people to engage in various activities like sleeping, sex, and drug use. For example, 

Kristen (INT-03) said, “Sometimes I go into the (air-conditioned) bathroom for an hour 

or so to cool off and nap a bit.” Often one person would serve as the lookout while 

another used the bathroom for such unintended purposes, and the lookout would alert the 

user with a loud bird-like call or some other signal when park attendants or law 

enforcement officials approached the area. 

 Many of the amenities present in parks were used by houseless people for shelter 

from the elements. It is not just protection from rain that is critical, as noted by Whyte 
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(1980:40-46) when he emphasized the need for protection from wind and sun in the 

design of “successful” (i.e. heavily used by housed people) public spaces. He also noted 

that a mix of sun and shade is ideal to allow for seasonal variation that drives users to 

seek out shade in hot months and sunny spots in cold months. These observations are 

especially applicable to homeless people, because, unlike housed users, they cannot flee 

public spaces at will. Whereas housed people may simply choose not to linger outside 

when it is raining or excessively hot or windy, homeless individuals must seek out 

shelter. Stated another way, housed people can seek shelter from the elements by leaving 

public space, while homeless people must find shelter within public space. Based on this 

distinction, I chose to categorize street people’s use of certain amenities (i.e. those that 

provide some shelter from the elements) “creative,” despite the fact that housed people 

may often use them in similar ways. Obviously, trees, gazebos, and other covered spots 

can be used for shelter, and bathrooms can also serve this purpose. In addition, many of 

features that are placed in public spaces mainly for their aesthetic appeal become vital 

sources of environmental protection for street people. For example, in one park within the 

downtown study area, large obelisks and short curved walls were installed for visual 

appeal, but homeless people diligently followed the small strips of shade created by these 

features during hot summer months. Likewise, people commonly hunkered down behind 

trees, walls, and other objects on windy days. 

Adaptation to Changes in Amenities and Deterrents 

 As noted above, changes in the presence of amenities or deterrents usually did not 

cause people to flee a given area. Instead, most research participants stayed put and found 
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ways to adapt to alterations: when benches were made uncomfortable or impossible to 

sleep on, individuals sought out other sleeping locations nearby; when washes or lots 

were fenced, people created holes in the fence or discovered alternate entry points; when 

playground equipment or other features were added to a park, people simply gathered in 

other sections of the park. In terms of the most important amenity, bathrooms, their 

closure also did not force people from the affected location. Sometimes people were able 

to break into locked bathrooms, but if they could not do so, they would simply urinate or 

defecate nearby. Everyone I spoke to certainly preferred to attend to such bodily 

functions in bathrooms, but they generally had few options to choose from and felt 

resentful that one of the most basic elements of human existence was transformed from a 

private activity into a humiliating and legally risky public action by bathroom closures. In 

such circumstances, one section of the park was typically designated for bodily 

elimination, and individuals strictly adhered to and enforced this designation. However, a 

few people became so upset by bathroom closures that they expressed their anger by 

defecating in prominent places.  

 In some cases, physical deterrents like fencing could not be overcome, but this 

still did not generally cause research participants to seek out new places to hang out or 

sleep. Instead, individuals shifted to nearby locations within the same area, thus often 

inspiring the same restrictions in the new spots. However, this approach has become less 

feasible as deterrent efforts have become more widespread, leading to a situation in 

which there are few places left where street people are not confronted with various types 

of deterrents to their presence. Given this, individuals generally prefer to stay in areas 
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that they are already familiar with rather than seek out new ones. The result would be 

almost laughable if it were not so painful for those affected—add deterrents here, causing 

people to move a short distance away, then add deterrents in the new location, and so on. 

The overall result was a landscape in which there was nowhere to flee, in which 

deterrents followed homeless people’s movements yet never accomplished the goal of 

completely driving them out of the area. And there is a simple reason for this: homeless 

people know that such efforts will shadow them regardless of where they go, so why not 

stay in those places that still offer other amenities? Such amenities include things that city 

authorities are unable or unwilling to alter, and these ultimately outweigh any deterrent 

measures. At a more basic level, where are people supposed to go? This was a sentiment 

frequently expressed by research participants in the downtown area—with only a limited 

array of possibilities to choose from, especially in terms of daytime locations where they 

can legally hang out, street people cannot be run off by any deterrents the city or business 

owners might dream up. This is not to say that some people did not flee the affected 

locations or areas. As deterrents have been more aggressively deployed in the downtown 

area, many people have moved to other areas of the city or out to county jurisdiction 

(and, again, deterrents have followed them, simply widening the scope of the struggle 

rather than resolving it). However, the research participants were those individuals who 

decided to stay in place, to adapt to changes rather than be driven away by them. To 

understand this decision, one must realize that such people are responding not only to the 

tactical maneuvers intended to repel them but also to factors largely beyond the control of 

any one group or individual. 
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The Street Landscape: Seeking Functional and Comfortable Places 

Street people consider a wide array of variables in choosing which locations or areas to 

frequent, often seeking out places that are both functional and comfortable. In terms of 

functionality, the most important consideration is resource procurement, which tends to 

be easiest in precisely those places where deterrents are most extensively deployed. 

Comfort is also critical and includes not only physical comfort but also mental/emotional 

and social comfort. In combination, these considerations often trump any deterrents 

aimed at pushing them out of particular spaces. Though most of the following discussion 

will focus on factors that attract people to specific locations within the city, it is also 

important to consider what draws people to Tucson, because nearly half of the research 

participants were homeless upon their arrival. 

City-Level Draws 

The vast majority of people who end up homeless in Tucson do so after being 

housed in the city. However, the houseless population in Tucson also includes a 

significant number of individuals who migrated here from other cities where they lived 

outside. Some of these people come to Tucson seasonally while others stay for many 

years. In either case, these tend to be individuals who have been homeless for long 

periods of time and are often resistant to the efforts of social service providers—in short, 

the segment of the homeless population (along with long-term homeless locals) that 

deterrents are most often aimed at and that the city would most like to see off the streets. 

Ironically, it is also the segment that is least likely to be repelled by deterrent measures 

designed to curtail their use of certain spaces. Homeless people will continue to flock to 
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Tucson in the future to take advantage of the various amenities that the local government 

itself touts in efforts to draw other individuals and groups to the city. 

Past studies of homelessness have found that one of the main reasons people 

move to new cities is to pursue employment options (Lee 1989; May 2003; Rahimian et 

al. 1992:1317; Rosenthal 1994:144; Whynes 1991), and this was also true in Tucson. A 

few individuals came to the city after being promised a permanent job that ended up 

falling through or was part of a scam, but many more came to take advantage of 

temporary, seasonal employment. The yearly Tucson Gem & Mineral Show is a major 

tourist attraction, requiring the erection of literally thousands of booths and stalls for 

vendors to display their wares. Homeless people are often hired by vendors to unload or 

reload trucks and help set up booths. In addition, numerous street people sell or trade 

their own crafts and wares informally (i.e. without the license required of official 

vendors), most often in the downtown area where the core of the Show is concentrated. In 

both cases, research participants reported that they liked being able to earn an income 

without the need for identification, extensive paperwork, or a long-term commitment, and 

they also enjoyed meeting up with friends who make the same annual journey. Many 

people actually follow gem shows and other events around the country throughout the 

year, as described by 19-year old Tina (INT-20) who was traveling by bus with her 

boyfriend: “There are lots of other people traveling around here, lots of people with buses 

in Tucson. We follow the gem shows. And we also do the concerts that have good 

(parking) lot scenes.” While several individuals returned to Tucson year after year for the 

Show, others were here for the first time after being told about it by friends. Some people 
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who were initially drawn mostly by the Show found other amenities so appealing that 

they decided to include Tucson in their seasonal migrations.  

Not surprisingly, the climate is high on the list of reasons that people reported for 

coming to Tucson. Rahimian et al. (1992:1324) and Rosenthal (1994:144) both noted that 

the weather was one of the reasons that houseless people moved to Los Angeles and 

Santa Barbara, California, respectively, while Lee (1989) found that climate was not a 

very important draw to Nashville, Tennessee. Tucson definitely falls into the former 

category, with research participants being attracted not only by the mild winters but also 

by the lack of rain and corresponding relative dearth of bugs. It is well known that the 

homeless population in the city swells during winter months, but the dry climate makes 

sleeping outside at any time of year more comfortable than in many other cities. Jeff 

(INT-07) explained why he moved to Tucson after being homeless for several years in 

another city: “I don’t use any shelters. In fact, I came here six years ago to get out of 

shelters. I like living out, and Tucson’s a lot better for it than Denver.” Similarly, Tony 

(INT-16) commented on his decision to return to Tucson after spending time homeless in 

San Francisco and Oregon: “Tucson is a pretty good place to be homeless. The weather 

was a huge factor in my coming back. There are more services in other cities.” 

Aside from seasonal employment opportunities and the climate, several other 

factors attracted the research participants to Tucson. A few individuals had housed family 

or friends in the city who they wanted to be close to even though the relationships were 

not utilized as a source of shelter. Many people commented on the availability and 

affordability (i.e. “cheapness”) of various drugs, a feature due largely to Tucson’s 
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proximity to the U.S.-Mexico border and its location on drug importation routes. 

Numerous research participants appreciated the “mellow” (Boris, INT-44) and “laid 

back” (Steve, INT-51) feel of the city, while others had returned after years away in 

search of that welcoming atmosphere: “Ten years ago this was a great place. The cops 

were more laid back and the people were friendlier” (Jack, INT-42). Owen (INT-05), 

who was homeless in Tucson in the mid-1970s and returned over 20 years later after 

being housed in Idaho in the interim, described how the city had changed in his absence: 

“Homeless people used to be allowed to sleep all around downtown. There were lots of 

places people could hang out without being harassed. People could even sleep in the 

parks. Tucson was also a lot less developed back then, much more wide-open, so there 

were a lot more lightly used desert areas near downtown where people could camp 

without being noticed. The city was really laid back when I was here in the 1970s, which 

is one reason I came back. But the city has cracked down hard on the homeless since 

then, especially since (Mayor) Walkup was elected two years ago and declared a war on 

the homeless.” Boris (INT-44), who had been riding trains and hitchhiking for 24 years 

and first came to Tucson for the winter in 1985, agreed that “it used to be a lot better 

here” but still continued to return yearly, saying “one thing I really like about Tucson is 

it’s big but it’s small.” Finally, a few individuals cited renewing benefits, running from 

another jurisdiction, or pending court cases as their primary reason for coming to the city.  

Pursuing Resources 

 Regardless of whether people became homeless after being housed in Tucson or 

migrated to the city when already homeless, once on the streets everyone must make 
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decisions about what locations and areas to frequent. One of the most vital considerations 

in this decision-making process is the availability of resources. In short, chosen places 

must be functional, providing both a source of cash income (or opportunities for barter) 

as well as the possibility of purchasing or otherwise obtaining various goods. Social 

services certainly play a role in some people’s resource-procurement efforts, which will 

be discussed in Chapter 6, but none of the research participants lived exclusively off 

services. Instead, people typically earned cash through a variety of activities and spent it 

on items for both survival and recreation.  

Research participants earned cash income in numerous ways, many of which 

required them to frequent commercial areas or other locations heavily used by housed 

persons. Out in county jurisdiction, street people chose busy street corners from which to 

sell newspapers or panhandle and typically slept near these income-making spots. 

Newspaper vendors were repulsed by the idea of panhandling and expressed great pride 

in their vocation. Peter (INT-47) described his decision to start selling papers, which he 

subsequently did with his good friend and campmate: “I don’t get any benefits. When I 

was first homeless, I flew a sign but then I started talking to a guy who delivers the 

papers and got a job doing this. I like being independent, and people started treating us 

better once they knew we were hard workers. We sell from 9 or 9:30 when the papers get 

delivered until they’re all gone in the evening. We sell rain or shine, walking all day on 

the island. We probably walk up and down it 1000 times per day. I weighed 230 pounds 

when I started, but now you see I’ve lost lots of that. I feel like 17 years old other than the 

disease...Making people smile is the best thing about my work.” Whereas Peter resided in 
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the area full-time, other individuals periodically traveled out to county jurisdiction from 

the downtown area to sell papers or panhandle where these activities were still legal. In 

the downtown area, several research participants simply flaunted the law by panhandling 

on busy street corners or outside commercial establishments. The median ban has 

effectively stopped panhandling on most major roads within city limits, but highway off-

ramps are still popular spots for flying signs, especially in the Santa Cruz River Park area 

just west of the downtown core. In addition, numerous people panhandle along Fourth 

Avenue despite the sidewalk ban intended to deter their presence—now they simply 

panhandle while walking or standing rather than while sitting. Though panhandlers were 

often disheartened by the treatment they received from passersby and business owners, 

many felt that, as Julia (INT-55) said, “flying signs is as much of a job as anything.” 

Some individuals eschewed this approach, instead giving up panhandling after the city 

ban and finding other ways to earn income. Regardless of location, people generally did 

not enjoy panhandling due to mistreatment by the general public, and many did so only 

when they were “really desperate.”  

Other sources of income that required people to frequent commercial areas 

included playing guitar for donations, performing various odd jobs like window washing 

or sweeping parking lots for businesses, temporary Gem Show labor, handing out 

homemade pizza for donations, and selling a variety of items (gems, crystals, hand-made 

jewelry, sage bundles, homemade hand salves, rattlesnakes, drugs). Though various drugs 

were ubiquitous on the streets, most people avoided selling due to potential legal 

repercussions. However, a few individuals did earn most of their income from drug sales, 
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working either as independent operators or being hired by housed dealers to sell in 

specific locations. Sale of all these items was typically accomplished by staying 

stationary during the day and letting customers come to the vending location, and sellers 

usually camped in some nearby location. In contrast, some income-generating activities 

required periodic forays to areas outside people’s normal daily routes. For example, April 

(INT-38), who had been living outside for seven years because “(her} grandfather’s a 

pervert,” spent most days in her camp on the south side of the city and explained why she 

was in the downtown area on one particular day: “I’m usually not in this area much. I 

came up today for a date (i.e. a paid sexual encounter). Everyone gets paid today, so 

there’s lots of people around with cash.” Similarly, Robbie (INT-25) usually hung out 

around the downtown library or along Fourth Avenue but sometimes went to the 

University of Arizona campus to “jack bikes” that he would then refurbish to sell or 

break down for parts. The University was also a popular location for “scrounging” and 

“ground scoring” (finding discarded items, often by dumpster diving) as well as 

“canning” (collecting recyclables), especially at the end of the semester when dorm 

residents threw out many valuable items. In other cases, scrounging was a more regular 

part of people’s daily routines, with individuals searching particular dumpsters or 

residential trashcans during migrations between their camping spots and their daytime 

hangouts. Most found items were generally carried to parks or commercial areas and 

either sold or traded for other items, though collecting various recyclable materials 

required periodic forays to recycling centers. In the latter situation, canners often chose to 

hang out in parks relatively near the recycling centers. Both vendors and scroungers often 
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bartered items, trading their goods for food or other useful items, thus creating an 

informal economy not based exclusively on cash. Regardless of the particular source of 

income, many research participants preferred informal jobs that did not require long-term 

commitment or photo identification, a tendency also noted by Nash in his 1964 (A8) 

study of a skid row district in New York City.  

Several additional sources of income were less dependent on proximity to 

commercial districts. Numerous male research participants performed day labor, usually 

waking up before dawn to walk from their camping spots to day labor centers. These 

centers were scattered throughout the city, but most men utilized one within the 

downtown study area or one several miles to the north. In the latter case, men returned 

downtown after their shift ended, sometimes using a portion of the day’s earnings for a 

bus ride that not only saved them from walking back to their camps but also provided 

temporary relief from the elements. Significantly, there were few day labor centers in the 

county study area, and none of the research participants in the area had ever been to one. 

Though day labor was viewed as more legitimate and less likely to attract police attention 

than various other income-generating options, no one had anything but negative 

comments about day labor centers, lamenting both the heavy manual labor that frequently 

caused physical problems and the ubiquitous mistreatment of the temporary employees at 

the hands of management. These laborers also noted that the low wages made saving up 

money for housing nearly impossible, especially given the fact that the working hours 

prevented them from accessing most social services, which meant they had to spend their 

meager earnings on the basics of survival like food and clothing. For all these reasons, 
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few individuals relied solely on day labor and often only engaged in such labor when 

sorely in need of cash. In addition, several men had done day labor in the past but gave it 

up when they found better ways to support themselves. Aside from day labor, research 

participants left their hangout spots to perform various odd jobs in nearby neighborhoods, 

including landscaping, gardening, yard work, cleaning or painting houses, fixing cars, 

and woodworking.  

To access the fullest array of income-generating opportunities, individuals had to 

frequent exactly those commercial areas where various spatial restrictions were most 

ubiquitous. These areas were appealing not just as money-making spots but also as 

locations to purchase various goods. Whatever way people obtained cash, they spent it on 

a limited array of items, such as food, clothing, medicines, tobacco, alcohol, and drugs. 

While drugs could be obtained in various parks, most spending occurred at convenience 

stores, grocery stores, and inexpensive restaurants. Though food could be obtained for 

free through church-based meals and handouts, many people preferred to purchase food 

for various reasons, including increased variety and quality as well as avoidance of food-

related illnesses commonly associated with dumpster diving and free meals. In most 

cases, people earned and spent money within the same area, but sometimes income was 

used to leave their usual hangout or sleeping spots by taking the bus to other sections of 

the city or by renting motel rooms. Such excursions were always temporary, with people 

returning to their usual locations when money ran low. In addition to purchasing items 

from various businesses, a few research participants also reported stealing items 

occasionally, but this was more often avoided due to legal concerns. While some people 
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stole luxury items such as alcohol, others only resorted to stealing relatively expensive 

necessities like tampons or medicine. 

Regardless of how money was earned, most research participants did not make 

enough to afford even low-cost housing, especially given the frequent requirement of an 

advance deposit of first and last month’s rent. Not only was saving up sufficient money 

difficult due to daily expenses, but it was also risky because it elevated the likelihood of 

being robbed. Ironically, trying to be self-supporting increased most people’s daily 

expenses, because they were unable to access a variety of social services that were only 

open during working hours to provide basics like food and clothing—thus, working 

actually made it more difficult to save money. Even when income may have been 

sufficient to obtain housing, some people preferred living outside because the housing 

they could afford was perceived to be dangerous, dirty, located too far from money-

making areas, or otherwise unappealing. Evans (2001:85) noted the same phenomenon in 

Bloomington, Indiana, where one homeless man reported that he preferred sleeping in his 

car over living in an apartment, because could only afford “a broken-down place, with 

people partying, getting drunk, fights, (and) vandalizing.” Similarly, Davis’ (2006:27) 

analysis of slum dwellers throughout the world revealed that proximity to job 

opportunities may often be a more important consideration than having a roof when 

deciding where to reside. In addition, several people remarked that they might be able to 

afford housing if they were willing to eat a monotonous low-cost diet (e.g. only rice or 

pasta) and to forgo “luxury” items like alcohol or drugs. Given that choice, individuals’ 

quality-of-life was actually better on the streets than it would be living indoors. Some 
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research participants arrived at this conclusion after trying hard to save enough money to 

rent an apartment, while others ended up outside after giving the austere approach a try 

only to find that an unexpected expense led to their eviction. Therefore, it is not 

surprising that people often chose to spend their limited income on things that made street 

life more comfortable rather than attempting to save money to access inadequate housing 

that they might easily lose. Steve (INT-51) was doing day labor to save up money and 

commented on his dilemma: “It’s hard to find an affordable place, especially with the 

jobs that are available. If you get an apartment, you accumulate all this stuff. Then if you 

can’t pay the rent, you lose it all. That scares me. I don’t know if I could handle it again.”  

Seeking Physical Comfort 

 Though the need for physical comfort can partly be achieved through the creative 

use of existing amenities within a given location (as discussed above), street people’s 

decisions about which spaces to frequent and when to move between different spaces are 

often based on physical considerations. Individuals preferred locations that offered 

shelter from the sun and other environmental elements, as well as seating 

accommodations that allowed them to get off the ground when it was wet or bug-ridden. 

Conversely, grassy and sandy areas provided more comfort while sleeping or sitting on 

the ground, and a mix of all these options within a small geographic range was 

considered ideal.  

Though rain is relatively infrequent in Tucson, when it does come, it is often 

torrential, leading people to seek immediate cover. While large trees may offer limited 

shelter, structures like bridges, overhangs, abandoned buildings, covered bus stop 
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benches, and tunnels provide more protection, though tunnels are prone to flooding 

during heavy or prolonged downpours. Such structures are present in or near most 

hangout spots, allowing people to wait out the rain without leaving the general area. Of 

course, buildings are the best form of shelter, and though street people have limited 

access to indoor settings, they utilize these few resources more heavily during inclement 

weather. Temporary access can be obtained in several ways: going to shelters or other 

services when they normally would not; using some of their income to purchase 

temporary access to bars, restaurants, or other businesses; and seeking out certain 

publicly-owned buildings like libraries. In addition, some individuals cope with rainy 

spells by staying with friends or family temporarily or by pooling money to rent a motel 

room. The combined result of all these tactics is the relative dearth of homeless people in 

parks and other usual hangout locations during inclement weather.  

 Wind was also an important consideration at times, because on gusty days flying 

dirt and debris could hurt people’s eyes and cause respiratory problems. In addition, the 

dry wind common to Tucson could cause painful chapping. Without adequate medical 

care or ability to escape the environmental elements, such seemingly minor ailments 

could easily escalate into more serious problems such as infection of raw, burned skin. 

While most people dealt with windy days by simply moving to a sheltered spot within a 

given location, a few individuals avoided the entire downtown core where the air 

compression between tall buildings may increase the wind speed. 

Temperature was a vital element of physical comfort, usually managed by simply 

sitting in the sun during cold weather and seeking shade in hot weather, and parks were 
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particularly prized for their coolness relative to other locations during hot months. 

Tunnels were also valued for maintaining a relatively consistent temperature year-round. 

Keeping cool was often less problematic than trying to stay warm in winter, despite the 

ubiquity of sunshine in Tucson: “You can always find some shade in the summer but it’s 

hard to find warm spots in the winter, so I sometimes use Winter Shelter when it’s really 

cold” (Tim, INT-02). Other individuals disagreed with this assessment, saying they could 

always pile on more clothes when it was cold but that it was nearly impossible to escape 

the heat. Whichever perspective one endorsed, seeking out sun was not necessarily an 

appealing option even in winter, because the intense sunlight quickly burned exposed 

skin. In the downtown study area, most daytime hangout locations offered a combination 

of shade and sun and were thus used year-round. However, there was some seasonal 

variation in the locations frequented by street people, as evidenced by two examples. 

First, a small park in the middle of the downtown was completely shaded by large trees, 

and thus was commonly used during hot months but almost always empty in cold 

weather. Second, a few individuals avoided their common hangout spots in the heavily-

paved downtown core during hot weather, citing cooler temperatures in parks on the 

downtown fringe. In the county study area, the absence of parks and dearth of publicly-

owned buildings means that people seek shelter under structures, most commonly 

bridges, underpasses, or covered drainage ditches. Regardless of location, washes hosting 

large trees, as well as tunnels that remain dry most of year, run throughout the greater 

Tucson area, offering tempting camping spots, and individuals who camp in exposed 

locations can create shelter from the elements by using various salvaged materials. 
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A final aspect of physical comfort, and the one that often made outdoor living 

preferable to shelter use, was the reduction in exposure to various illnesses. As 69-year 

old Lance (INT-31) described after 12 years on the streets, “I like it outside. There are 

lots of constraints in shelters and lots of sickness.” Though Miller (INT-37) was not as 

enthusiastic about living outside as Lance, he actually preferred it over staying in an 

apartment: “I don’t love living outside, but it’s better health-wise now to live outside, 

because my body adapts to allergies.” This is not to suggest that people did not appreciate 

the amenities offered by indoor living, including soft beds, hot showers, climate-control, 

and privacy; many individuals occasionally rented motel rooms or stayed overnight with 

friends, especially during inclement weather. But what was clear was that shelters were 

low on the list of comfortable places to sleep, as explained by Boris (INT-44): “I don’t 

need no shelters. You just listen to people fart and snore all night, and you catch cooties. 

It’s better out here.” Outdoor sleeping also offered more privacy than shelters, which 

were perceived not only as loud but also as dirty. Thus, Alex (INT-41) had this to say 

after five years outdoors: “It’s more comfortable outside than in shelters. It’s quiet and 

clean. Besides, you always get sick at shelters.” 

Seeking Mental/Emotional and Social Comfort 

Several other draws of living outside in general or frequenting particular locations 

were related to mental or emotional considerations. Many people described their camps 

or the parks they frequented as “peaceful,” “quiet,” or “pretty,” places that allowed them 

to enjoy nature while simultaneously retaining a sense of independence and freedom. For 

example, Curt (INT-01) described the sleeping arrangement he had worked out since 
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being released from prison two weeks earlier: “I like camping because no one is telling 

me what to do and it’s peaceful.” Similarly, Ed (INT-54) said, “I like it outside. I like 

nature. I like the freedom.” Aesthetic elements were important, as evidenced by 

photographs taken by several Research Assistants that I came to think of as “beauty 

shots” (Figure 23) These pictures were usually of certain parks or other daytime hangout 

locations, featuring things like trees, landscaping, architectural elements, or animal life. A 

few people specifically commented on the mental perquisites of street life: “Living 

outside is a therapeutic lifestyle. It clears your mind of stuff.” Several research 

participants reported that an occasional change of scenery helped alleviate boredom and 

let them mentally recharge. Some individuals migrated out to county jurisdiction from the 

downtown area occasionally, not only to access different income-making options but also 

to take a break from the greater police presence and resident hostility downtown, the 

latter of which Wolch et al. (1993:167) described as the desire “to escape a degrading 

milieu.” In other cases, people took forays to other parks within the city: “Well, I 

sometimes take the bus out to Reid Park for a change. There’s this grassy area under a big 

tree on the west side of the park where there’s more security, so I like to nap there. It’s a 

nice place to hang out, because it’s got bathrooms, armadas, and grills, and even an area 

to play horseshoes” (Kristen, INT-03). In addition to providing an enjoyable diversion 

from people’s usual daily routines, Wolch and Rowe (1992:137) noted that such 

“extraneous trips” could augment self-esteem. 

Regardless of location, privacy was considered important to one’s mental well-

being, allowing an escape from the critical glare of passersby and the freedom to engage 
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in various activities without censure. Research participants often sought out hidden 

sleeping locations by taking advantage of both structural and natural elements of the 

landscape. Washes provided the most ample cover in the form of trees and thick brush, 

but structural features like unlocked dumpsters or recessed stairwells could meet the same 

need. However accomplished, the goal was to find a sleeping location where one could 

become invisible—this not only created a sense of privacy but also minimized chances of 

detection by police or other housed people, again highlighting that one spatial tactic can 

serve multiple purposes. Achieving a sense of privacy in daytime hangouts required a 

very different approach; rather than hiding, invisibility could best be attained by blending 

in. This was one of the many things that research participants liked about the library, and 

Hopper (1991b:164) noted that a metropolitan airport was similarly attractive to homeless 

people due to both “unparalleled” amenities like toilets, soap, and eating establishments 

as well as the ability to blend in with travelers. Likewise, Duncan (1983:95) described 

train stations and public libraries as spaces where “tramps” could blend in, especially by 

using various props. Conversely, Nash (1964:E1) reported that many men in the New 

York City skid row district chose not to leave the area for “psychological” reasons, 

specifically not wanting to feel “out of place” in more upscale areas. Access to indoor 

locations has been heavily restricted in recent years, so street people often try to blend in 

at other public locations like parks by keeping clean. However, their long-term presence 

in such open spaces usually makes them stand out in a way that does not necessarily 

happen in places where housed users spend relatively long amounts of time. In any case, 

individuals sometimes give up on trying to blend in as they spend more time on the 
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streets: “I used to be self-conscious about being homeless. I wouldn’t carry backpack, I 

tried to keep clean. Now I don’t care, people don’t know me” (Julia, INT-55). 

 
Figure 23: “Beauty Shot” of Estevan Park (Phil, INT-22) 

 Trying to be invisible (either literally or by blending in) was a common method 

employed by research participants to attain some level of social comfort in a given 

location, but such comfort was highly dependent on other social variables as well. A few 

people felt most comfortable in locations with few people, as explained by Wayne (INT-

57): “I try to stay away from downtown because of crowds and people and pressure. I 

don’t like how people, the general public, treat me. People look down on me even though 

they don’t know anything about me.” Steve (INT-51) also avoided downtown, simply 

saying, “I’m anti-social, so there are too many people there.” Among those individuals 

who did hang out in heavily used locations, they typically preferred places frequented by 

other houseless individuals with lifestyles similar to their own. Thus, for example, day 

laborers often ended up grouped in a particular park (or section of a park) while people 

selling crafts or drugs would reside in another area. Once established, such social 
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separations tended to perpetuate themselves despite turnover in group membership. At 

the same time, street people often found certain locations attractive due to the presence of 

friendly neighborhood residents, office workers, and/or business owners. Past studies 

have revealed that both “peer” and “homed” networks strongly influence homeless 

people’s use of space, lending some degree of “time-space continuity” to daily life (Rowe 

and Wolch 1990; Wolch and Rowe 1992). Wolch et al. (1993:161, 164) suggested that 

these different social networks could serve as replacements for the “traditional” stations 

of home and work, thus having a greater impact on people’s mobility patterns than any 

individual-level personal characteristics.  

 “Peer” relationships with other homeless people were highly important, providing 

individuals with myriad resources that will be discussed in Chapter 6. However, “homed” 

social relationships also played a critical role in shaping what locations street people 

used. Social service providers were one component of some research participants’ 

“homed” networks, which will also be examined in the following chapter, but for now 

discussion will focus on other relationships with housed people. A few research 

participants were in touch with friends or family in the city and made occasional side-

trips to visit these “homed” contacts. Though, as Rosenthal (1994:83) noted, these 

relationships were not always sources of material support, they often did offer other types 

of resources, such as emotional support. Given that such forays were relatively 

infrequent, social relationships with other housed people were much more relevant in 

daily life. Research participants liked the friendly atmosphere in particular locations and 

also appreciated the resources that could be garnered by just hanging out in these spots. 
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For example, Kristen (INT-03), who believed in living minimally and had been outside 

for eight years, explained why she chose to frequent the plaza outside the downtown 

courthouse: “I spend most of my days around here because I’m friendly with lots of the 

employees. They’re always giving me stuff: food, clothes, whatever. I don’t bother 

anyone so they don’t mind me being here.” Howard (INT-32) said of the same location, 

“I can just sit here and food comes to me.” Research participants often tried to establish 

friendly relations with neighborhood residents who came to parks, with many people 

noting that such individuals sometimes offered help or gave them various items after 

getting to know them. In addition, residents sometimes purchased goods from homeless 

vendors, and, in one neighborhood, residents bagged their recyclables and set them out 

for street people to collect easily. Churches were often considered relatively friendly 

locations, places where people could obtain various resources or use overhangs to escape 

the rain without much fear of being kicked out. Such congenial interactions are not 

unprecedented. Kearns (1981) reported that efforts to reach out to neighborhood residents 

positively affected the perception of squatters in London, and Rowe and Wolch 

(1990:200) noted that campers’ daily mobility paths were altered when passersby started 

dropping off various donations. 

 The presence of friendly park maintenance personnel and/or businesses was 

another draw to certain locations. Karrin (INT-59) and Michael (INT-60), a couple who 

had quit drugs by themselves during their four months outside, appreciated that people in 

Himmel Park were “nice” and were particularly thankful about the relationship they had 

established with one of the park workers, as Karrin described: “Park maintenance keeps 
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an eye out for you. The weekend guy is nice. He saves the trash until we’re done looking 

through it.” Likewise, some street people in Catalina Park benefited from their personal 

relationship with a park maintenance lady. She conversed with them on a regular basis 

and sometimes left the bathrooms unlocked when her shift ended. Friendly businesses 

were also highly valued, and houseless people preferred to patronize these 

establishments: “I hang out at X Café sometimes, because they’re usually nice” (George, 

INT-21). Word quickly spread about such businesses, with individuals passing on 

information about which places were most welcoming. Establishing personal 

relationships with owners or workers provides other benefits aside from a simple lack of 

hostility, including offers of jobs, food, or other forms of assistance. The lack of social 

services in county jurisdiction made such relationships especially critical for homeless 

people who lived in the area. For example, Peter (INT-47) described how he was able to 

eat well despite selling papers on the median all day: “We get food delivered to us by 

customers, both individuals and businesses. Sometimes we barter papers for food, but 

workers also give us food. Once a week, we get free Chinese food delivered by a 

customer, and food trucks sometimes come by to trade food for papers. We have a good 

relationship with nearby businesses. They didn’t like us at first, but now they know we’re 

hard workers.” Like Peter, many people reported that business owners or other housed 

users of a given area became more congenial with time. However, the opposite was also 

likely to occur, especially in the downtown area where it was feared that the presence of 

street people would deter other people from using certain locations. 
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 Just as a welcoming atmosphere attracted street people to certain locations, 

hostility from various housed persons deterred them from frequenting others. This was 

especially true in terms of businesses, with many research participants avoiding stores 

where they had previously been treated badly. People usually kept an extensive mental 

catalog of friendly versus hostile businesses, always preferring to frequent the former 

whenever feasible. Aside from businesses, many individuals noted that members of the 

general public were often extremely mean, doing everything from verbally insulting 

street people to throwing rocks, assaulting them, or even murdering them. In some cases, 

parks offered a respite from the hostility of the general public: “This park is nice. It’s 

cooler and quieter. But outside the park is bad. People throw eggs, bottles, and rocks at 

us” (Karrin, INT-59). Although parks were often the places where street people could 

expect the least harassment, one zealous neighborhood resident could alter that. For 

example, a man who lived on the border of Catalina Park continually made efforts to 

discourage charitable groups from handing out food in the park. Homeless people were 

familiar with his quest to deter them from using the park, and one Research Assistant 

took a picture of the man’s house, captioning it “The guy who lives here hates us. He’s 

always trying to drive us out” (George, INT-21). However, this man’s attitude was 

somewhat mollified by the fact that other neighborhood residents were friendly, some 

even buying crafts or drugs from homeless vendors. In any case, street people had few 

options to choose from in terms of daytime hangouts, so such hostility usually did not 

cause them to leave the location. In contrast, individuals did sometimes change their 

camping spots after being harassed by neighborhood residents. For example, James (INT-
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06), who had been homeless on and off in Tucson for 21 years after serving 26 years in 

the U.S. Army, explained why he moved back to the downtown area from county 

jurisdiction: “I used to be camped out by Triple T (Truck Stop), but I left because some 

neighborhood kids burned down my camp.” Neighborhood kids were also credited with 

trashing camps closer to the downtown area, in which case people usually just shifted 

their camps to other nearby locations. 

Discussion 

While living outside, houseless people constantly seek out places that meet their 

functional needs related to resource procurement as well as ones that provide physical, 

mental, and social comfort. The importance of physical considerations in shaping where 

street people hang out and sleep is clearly demonstrated in the way that individuals 

categorize spaces. Spradley (1972:31) reported that “flops” (sleeping spots) were grouped 

into numerous categories, based not only on “their physical form, but (also) according to 

the function they serve for tramps and not other members of urban society.” He 

discovered over 100 categories for flops (32-34), including ones based on atmospheric 

conditions, required bodily position, drinking restrictions, security, and likelihood of 

civilian or police interference. Kawash (1998:333) suggested that houseless people 

categorize spaces based primarily on the bodily functions performed at particular sites, an 

insight garnered from VanderStaay’s (1992) description of the city maps of street people 

as being punctuated by sleeping places, warm places, eating places, resting places, 

panhandling places, and toilet places. Photographs taken by Research Assistants support 

the assertion that bodily functions are an important consideration in street life, with 
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multiple people taking pictures of bathrooms. However, the photos also highlighted that 

such amenities are not valued just for their intended uses but also for the creative uses 

that street people develop for them. For example, Richard (INT-23) wrote of the Catalina 

Park bathrooms, “I clean up and shave here sometimes. Yesterday a kid was shooting up 

here.” Yet removing such key amenities is not usually successful in preventing street 

people from frequenting the affected locations, in large part because houseless 

individuals are attracted by a large variety of amenities that city authorities and business 

owners are not willing to or cannot control. In some cases, making spaces repugnant to 

homeless individuals would entail alterations that would also drive off intended, 

“legitimate” users. For example, what housed resident would want to frequent a park 

stripped of functional features like grills and benches as well as aesthetic elements like 

trees and visually attractive landscaping? In short, the exact amenities that draw housed 

users to certain spaces are also appealing to houseless people, and these amenities often 

cannot be removed without altering the intended use of a given space.  

At the same time, individuals or groups with the authority to make such 

alterations cannot control the other amenities that draw homeless people to particular 

locations. This is especially true in regard to resource procurement, because so many 

earning and spending opportunities require proximity to commercial areas. As noted 

above, the majority of research participants combined income from various sources, and 

most preferred making money through their own efforts rather than relying on 

government benefits or money from housed family or friends. Trying to be self-sufficient 

was very important to most people, many of who derived a feeling of independence and 
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pride from their efforts. Almost all the research participants had been employed in 

conventional jobs prior to becoming homeless, and many wanted to reenter the job 

market but were either deterred by lack of living-wage jobs or barred from many 

opportunities due to heightened restrictions on employment (drug testing requirements, 

background checks, need for photo ID and/or social security card). Other individuals, 

usually long-term street dwellers, simply preferred forms of informal employment that 

allowed for more flexibility and personal freedom. In addition, some people were unable 

to hold conventional jobs due to mental or physical issues but were denied benefits, while 

those few who did receive retirement and/or disability benefits found the income 

insufficient to obtain/maintain housing. In all cases, the majority of people were locked 

out of the job market due to changes wrought by neoliberalism and thus, like 

impoverished urban residents all over the world, turned to unconventional sources of 

income—importantly, such activities used to be widely available and accepted (even 

valued) but became frowned upon under in recent years. Of course, the areas with the 

best income-generating opportunities are precisely those where deterrents are most 

aggressively deployed. Therefore, individuals who are dedicated to being self-sufficient 

are commonly punished for their efforts despite the fact that they have few alternatives.  

While functionality and physical comfort are key elements that attract houseless 

people to certain locations, mental and social factors are also important. Many research 

participants preferred to frequent heavily-used public spaces where their presence would 

not draw as much notice, and these individuals often went to great lengths to maintain an 

appearance and demeanor appropriate to the setting. By doing so, they were sometimes 
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able to establish personal relationships with housed people who could provide important 

resources. But even without such material benefits, particular public spaces were 

appealing because they offered somewhat of an oasis in a hostile landscape—not only 

were they some of the few places where homeless people could legally hangout during 

the day but they were also considered the most “legitimate” places for doing so. Thus, 

houseless people often experienced less harassment in these places than in other areas 

where their presence was both more noticeable and less sanctioned. In combination with 

the physical and functional benefits offered by certain locations, these mental and social 

considerations ultimately trump any deterrent measures that can be dreamed up—thus, 

not only are such deterrents ineffective but they also undermine houseless individual’s 

efforts to be self-sufficient. 
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CHAPTER 6: 
SOCIAL SERVICE INFRASTRUCTURE:  

BUILDING A STREET SUPPORT SYSTEM 
 
Much research has been conducted on houseless people’s interactions with the social 

service industry, yielding hundreds of books and journal articles that detail myriad topics 

ranging from who uses what types of services to the effectiveness of various service 

interventions. While these studies have proffered many insights into the workings of the 

service system, including suggestions for the improvement of service delivery, relatively 

little research has focused on the ways in which placement of services affects homeless 

people’s spatial practices. Several scholars have noted that concentration of services in a 

particular section of a city draws people to that area. For example, Nash (1964:E50) 

noted that “(w)hen a mission or church is known to help the homeless, it acts as a magnet 

drawing men from many parts of the city…It does not seem to matter greatly where the 

place is located. It rather depends on the fact that it gets a reputation and then the men 

flock to it.” More recently, Wolch and Rowe (1992:135) reported that the many people 

who become homeless in outlying areas of a city end up in skid row because that is where 

services are located, and Schor et al. (2003:597) found a positive correlation between the 

number of street people and the presence of services in São Paulo, Brazil, noting that 

“…the concentration of services and programs in a particular area of the city will act as 

an element of attraction to homeless and street people” (600). Likewise, Wardhaugh 

(1996:706-707) described the “homelessness circuit” in Manchester, England, in which 

homeless people’s daily routes were tied into the location of certain services. 
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 Clearly, homeless people are often drawn to areas of cities where many services 

are available, and this has made placement of services a highly political issue. 

Throughout most of U.S. history, services were clustered into skid row or slum districts 

that formed part of downtowns, and shelters were sometimes placed in isolated marginal 

places in part to deter all but the “‘truly needy’” from using them (Hopper 1999a:124). 

But with the growth of revitalization efforts during the 1980s and 1990s, many cities 

altered this spatial pattern by either clustering services in peripheral locations or 

dispersing services. In either case, the goal is to prevent houseless people from 

congregating in coveted downtown commercial districts (Lee and Farrell 2003:300), 

though Mitchell (1997:313) noted that this has not kept been effective. In addition, Schor 

et al. (2003) stated that when services are moved in order to push homeless people out of 

certain areas, “The urban social problems the presence of street people cause in 

revitalized areas will surely be repeated elsewhere.” Most cities have moved toward a 

policy of dispersion, placing services in scattered sites throughout the urban landscape, a 

process that Ruddick (1997:357) termed “polynucleation of services.” While critics of 

this process emphasize that it makes accessing services more difficult, proponents 

suggest that it allows homeless people to stay in the areas where they become homeless, 

thus facilitating maintenance of social ties to housed family or friends. Whatever the 

effect on accessibility of services, most scholars suggest that dispersion is primarily 

aimed at curtailing the clustering of homeless people in certain locations, though Ruddick 

(1997:357) offered an alternate interpretation that the dispersed pattern of youth services 

in Los Angeles was instead a response to “the tactical inhabitation of space by the 
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homeless.” Thus, she suggested that “(t)he sociospatial strategies of the homeless 

themselves begin to influence the criteria for the location of services” (1996:142).  

 Wherever located, services do draw homeless people, and this has made siting of 

services increasingly difficult as many housed residents have objected to placement of 

facilities in their neighborhoods (Allen 2003:511). This NIMBY (not-in-my-backyard) 

syndrome has prevented siting of various services (Baxter and Hopper 1981:50; Smith 

1996a:101-102), especially in more upscale areas where neighborhood objections are 

most vociferous. Therefore, services are often disproportionately located in impoverished 

areas (Hoch 1991; Passaro 1996:93). Several scholars have examined NIMBYism, 

finding that it is not simply based on “bigotry, selfish concern with property values, 

misguided fears about increased crime, and misinformation on the ‘truth’ about homeless 

people” (Lyon-Callo 2001:192). Residents may also be concerned about issues such as 

the dumping of services in poor areas (Dear and Wolch 1987:25; Takahashi 1997:911) 

and the capability of proposed services to meet the needs of homeless people (Lyon-Callo 

2001:194-197), though Oakley (2002:100-101) suggested that these concerns were only 

the first phase of NIMBY opposition in which residents try to “mask exclusionary 

intentions through rhetoric.” Regardless of the motivation, the growth in NIMBYism has 

made it difficult and time-consuming to find new locations for services—this, combined 

with questions about the efficacy of dispersion in serving houseless people, has motivated 

some cities to return to clustering by creating “homeless campuses” where a variety of 

services are available in a small geographic area. In general, scholars are no more 

enamored of this idea than of dispersion, decrying both as attempts to control the 
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movements of homeless people and, ultimately, to keep them out of public view as much 

as possible. However, Hoch (1991) suggested that skid rows were a successful 

geographic solution to poverty rather than “dysfunctional and deviant.” 

 Whereas struggles over placement of various facilities occur at the local level, 

often curtailing providers ability to offer sorely needed services, funding practices at the 

federal level largely dictate not only the types of services offered but also who is 

considered eligible for (i.e. “worthy” or “deserving” of) assistance. Numerous federal 

Departments (e.g. Housing and Urban Development, Health and Human Services) 

disperse funds to local communities through a time-consuming application process in 

which providers must increasingly demonstrate the “effectiveness” of various service 

interventions. While this emphasis on “outcomes” and “accountability” is purportedly 

aimed at bettering service provision, the result at the local level is heightened 

specialization and restrictiveness that often limit access to services—because agencies 

have to compete for limited funds, they are pushed to increase their “effectiveness” (and 

thus their likelihood of getting funded) by specializing in one area of provision (i.e. 

substance abuse, mental illness) and/or weeding out those “non-compliant” or “hard-to-

serve” individuals who are least likely to escape the streets. The former tendency has 

created a fragmented service landscape, in which people must often go to multiple 

providers to access the full range of services, and the latter trend has resulted in all kinds 

of restrictions on access to services (e.g. requirements for sobriety and ID; willingness to 

enroll in job training, drug treatment, or other programs addressing individual-level 

“problems”). Several scholars have noted that time-consuming application processes and 
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restrictive rules are often a deliberate tactic to deter people from seeking aid (Piven and 

Cloward 1993; Rosenthal 1994:63; Underwood 1993:31), an observation that is 

applicable to both specific local-level services as well as federal-level monetary 

assistance programs. Many manifestly needy individuals are denied monetary benefits 

due to strict eligibility requirements, and the benefits given to those who are deemed 

worthy are often insufficient to obtain (and equally importantly, to maintain) housing. All 

these restrictions on access to aid have escalated along with neoliberalism, as the federal 

government seeks to cut social welfare spending not only by reducing the number of 

people who receive aid but also by privatizing service provision. In essence, various 

neoliberal policies and practices contribute to homelessness while punishing people for 

the results. 

 This chapter will first describe the social service infrastructure in Tucson before 

continuing on to a relatively in-depth discussion of homeless people’s perceptions of the 

system. The latter departure from previous chapters is warranted, not only because it is a 

major topic of conversation on the streets but also because it is vital context for the 

subsequent sections focusing on how homeless people adapt to the service landscape and 

how they build their own street support system. Findings indicate that dispersion and 

specialization of services, along with various restrictions on access to services, make 

escaping the streets more difficult while simultaneously pushing people toward the 

informal street support system that often better meets their short-term needs. Given that 

there were few services available in the county study area and that these services did not 

figure prominently in any of the research participants’ spatial patterns, the following 
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discussion will focus on the downtown study area. However, it is important to note that 

the decision to live in county jurisdiction demonstrates that many houseless people 

eschew the service system, finding the money-making and camping opportunities 

available in the area more important than access to services. 

Systemic Factors: Social Service Infrastructure 

Like other cities in the United States, the social service infrastructure in Tucson has 

drastically grown in recent decades in response to the increase in both numbers and 

visibility of street people throughout the city. A list of local social services compiled 

before the start of fieldwork identified over 200 separate locations where homeless 

people could go to access various services such as shelter, meals, job training, 

counseling, and drug/alcohol treatment. Research participants reported using only about 

20 of these locations, not surprisingly ones closest to the downtown area, and most 

people used three to five different services per month. Though the breadth and depth of 

services has greatly increased over time, two interrelated processes have made accessing 

services more difficult.  

 First, the city has adopted a policy of dispersing certain emergency services, most 

notably daily provision of meals. Whereas these “feedings” (a term I consider offensive 

for its obvious parallel to pet and infant care but is nevertheless widely employed) 

previously occurred in the downtown area, they now take place at various churches 

scattered throughout the city. Some older, well-established services (i.e. the Salvation 

Army Hospitality House, Figure 24) have remained in or near downtown, but newer 

services are usually located elsewhere, partly due to the increased NIMBYism among 
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residents in gentrified or gentrifying “historic” districts. But this does not mean that 

placing services outside the downtown core is an easy process—quite the contrary, given 

providers confront NIMBYs almost everywhere and sometimes have to try several 

neighborhoods before finding a location to place their facility, a process that can several 

years. As in other cities, NIMBY objections are most ardent in wealthier areas, resulting 

in siting of many services in economically-depressed neighborhoods. In any case, critics 

view dispersion as a tactic to remove houseless people from the downtown area while 

some city representatives and social service providers believe that dispersion is a logical 

approach given urban sprawl and the increasing presence of homeless “clients” in 

peripheral locations. Despite the move toward dispersion, many services remain clustered 

in or around the downtown area, and homeless people continue to gather there. But many 

of the good spaces to hang out and camp as well as several other important resources (i.e. 

the courthouse and the main bus depot) are also located downtown, so it is difficult to 

parse out causality in terms of why homeless people are drawn to the area. Undoubtedly, 

both factors are relevant, but it is likely that street people would continue to frequent 

downtown even if all services were removed.  

 The second factor affecting access to services is related to broader trends in 

service provision, with services become increasingly specialized and restrictive. As 

discussed above, this is due largely to federal-level funding mandates that not only 

earmark money for specific homeless subpopulations but also allocate money based on 

“outcomes” (i.e. measurable evidence of effectiveness). While the trend toward 

dispersion has resulted in a service landscape in which individuals often must go to 
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numerous services to find their niche and/or to different locations to receive a full array 

of services, the focus on “outcomes” has led to heightened restrictions on the provision of 

services to assure that people are not “abusing” the system. In combination, these limit 

many people’s access to services, a phenomenon that is best demonstrated by a brief tour 

through the service landscape.  

 
Figure 24: “Salvation Army Shelter” (Matthew, INT-50) 

 Upon becoming homeless, one quickly discovers that the process of obtaining 

assistance from social services very confusing and time-consuming. With key services 

dispersed throughout the city, just traveling from location to location can be a full-time 

endeavor, one made even more burdensome by specialization—not only do people 

usually have to go to multiple locations to access a full array of services but they also 

often need to fill out redundant paperwork at each place. Service providers recognize the 

difficulties caused by dispersion, leading some to offer free bus passes or other 

transportation, but such efforts are under-funded and, in any case, do not prevent the 
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frustration and confusion caused by specialization. In addition, many other factors limit 

access to services. Most service agencies are only open on weekdays during business 

hours, meaning that anyone with a full-time job or doing day labor misses out on many 

opportunities. Though hours of operation are perhaps the most obvious temporal 

restriction, there are others. For example, shelters and free meal programs generally 

require people to arrive at specified times, and shelter stays are limited to a few days per 

month in each shelter. Males have three major emergency shelters to choose from, with 

monthly stays ranging from five to seven days in each. Thus, even utilizing all options 

only allows men to sleep inside for about half of every month, a policy adopted partly in 

response to the fact that there are many more houseless people than shelter beds. There 

are limited slots for longer-term stays, but these generally require clients to enroll in 

various programs (e.g. job training, substance abuse treatment). Women, families, and 

couples have fewer options, because there are few female shelters and the major shelters 

typically break families up in order to maintain segregation based on sex (see Susser 

1993 for a nuanced critique of this widespread practice). In addition to such temporal 

considerations, many services only provide for a particular segment of the homeless 

population. Thus, individuals often have to meet various criteria based on demographic 

(age, sex, family status, veteran etc.) and/or behavioral (substance use, mental illness, 

length of time homeless, etc.) variables to be eligible for services. When people find their 

“fit” in the system, they then have to agree to an array of guidelines (sobriety, 

drug/alcohol treatment, church attendance, counseling, job training) to enroll in a given 

program. Getting to this point requires copious, often redundant paperwork as well as, in 
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most cases, photo identification. Once in a program, people must adhere to various rules 

to avoid being kicked out. Rules for shelters and housing programs are most restrictive, 

including such things as no visitors, no smoking or drinking, maintaining hygiene, and 

enrolling in job training programs. Nearly all programs require people to be assigned a 

case manager who develops a treatment plan that clients must adhere to, with infractions 

resulting in expulsion from the program. In this restrictive environment, even missing an 

appointment can be grounds for expulsion.  

 All these rules and regulations help assure that services have better “outcomes” 

than would be possible if accepting “non-compliant” clients who do not want to quit 

drinking or even to get off the streets, but they also push many people away from the 

service system due to frustration. At the same time, this corrective approach in service 

interventions (i.e. focusing on individual “problems” like substance abuse or dearth of job 

skills) reinforces the widespread belief that homeless people are to blame for their 

situation, thus neglecting the underlying structural causes of homelessness such as lack of 

affordable housing and living-wage jobs (Williams 1996:75, 110-111). 

Insider Views of the System 

 Most service workers are fully aware of all these problems with the service 

system but have little voice in policy-making, and those agencies that receive federal 

funding are prohibited from engaging in advocacy efforts. In addition, state-level drug-

free, crime-free housing policies as well as restrictive federal guidelines on eligibility for 

hamper their ability to offer assistance to many individuals. Service workers also 

recognize the difficulties caused by dispersion of services, but funding to provide 
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transportation services is limited at best. In short, service workers often disagree with 

various policies but still bear the brunt of hostility such policies invoke in their clients. 

Some workers try to partially offset restrictive federal guidelines by finding a way to 

classify people into categories that receive funding, such as mentally ill, drug/alcohol 

addition, and dually diagnosed (a combination of the first two), a phenomenon also 

observed by Hopper (2006) in New York City.  

 Funding is, of course, a major issue—not only is funding inconsistent and 

woefully inadequate, but agencies must also compete amongst themselves for funds and 

spend significant amounts of time and resources pursuing funds. As discussed above, 

receipt of funding is often dependent on demonstrating good “outcomes,” which makes 

helping “hard-to serve” clients a detriment. The impact of state-level drug-free, crime-

free housing policies is evident in the fact that the city owns about 1800 public housing 

units but does not have enough applicants to fill these slots due to extensive background 

checks and restrictive rules. Some agencies have been moving toward a “housing first” 

model in which clients are placed in housing without restrictive rules and requirements 

for sobriety, but people sometimes end up trashing these places due to lack of knowledge 

about household maintenance and/or disregard for the property. While restrictive rules 

and regulations on various services deter many street people from pursing services, 

agencies already have their hands full helping those clients who will comply with such 

guidelines, thus leaving few resources to assist those who will not. In addition, service 

workers are so overwhelmed with trying to prevent people from slipping into 
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homelessness and assisting newcomers to the streets that they often do not have the 

resources help long-term homeless individuals who often use alcohol and/or drugs.  

  Though the local service system offers a wide array of interventions, workers 

emphasized the need for more resources in several arenas: childcare, safe haven housing 

(which has less restrictive rules), substance abuse treatment, transportation, counseling, 

housing for people with felony records (and especially for sex offenders), prevention, and 

services to assist youth. Ex-offenders are a particular concern, because there is no 

comprehensive state-level discharge planning and, thus, many individuals are released 

into homelessness. Each year, about 8000 people are released from the penal system in 

Arizona, with approximately two-thirds being paroled to Phoenix and one-third to 

Tucson. These individuals are given bus tickets to the cities and a $50 check but often 

have no identification and no resources other than the “prison blues” they are wearing. In 

Tucson, about 30 people are released onto the streets from prison each month and are 

barred from many sources of housing and employment, though an employer incentive 

program has opened up more job options for some. In addition to prison releases, many 

individuals are released into homelessness from hospitals and foster care. Youth who age 

out of foster care often have few resources and end up living outside, making it very 

difficult to escape homelessness due to strong bonds with their street family. Many other 

under-age youth flee abusive households, and state-level policies impede service 

providers’ ability to assist these individuals. Prior to August 2005, Arizona did not allow 

minors to be emancipated, and youth needed parental permission to pursue services. 

Though the recent change allowing emancipation is helpful, the state funding guidelines 
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still mandate that agencies providing services to youth focus on family reunification, 

prompting workers to emphasize the need to expand the definition of “family” in order to 

allow youth to be placed with non-parental relatives or friends’ families.   

 Long-term homelessness is also a major issue in Tucson, where the mild, dry 

climate is conducive to outdoor living. Many people who have been living on the streets 

for years are extremely resistant to accepting services, either because they have no desire 

to escape homelessness or due to negative past experiences with the service system. 

Several agencies have outreach workers who scour the empty lots and washes throughout 

the city to supply basic necessities (e.g. food, water, sunscreen, non-prescription 

medications) and offer services to campers. Though many campers initially reject 

services, some are eventually coaxed into pursing services by outreach workers’ efforts: 

these workers may visit a given camp 20 or more times before the resident/s agree to 

pursue services. Those who do so often have limited options in terms of housing if they 

use drugs and/or alcohol, and many have difficulty adjusting to indoor life and end up 

moving back outside. Many long-term street people are also unable or unwilling to take 

conventional jobs, and some wish to continue earning income through various forms of 

self-employment (e.g. making crafts) and thus are repulsed by existing job-training 

programs that do not accommodate this option.  

 Though the description of challenges faced by agencies serving various segments 

of the homeless population could go on, the preceding examples of ex-offenders, youth, 

and long-term street people are sufficient to demonstrate that most service workers are 

highly committed to their jobs and recognize many of the problems with current service 
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provision. They have very little ability to remedy the underlying problems of lack of 

affordable housing and living wage jobs that cause homelessness, problems especially 

prevalent in Tucson due to the heavily service-based economy. Job-training programs 

focus on helping people access higher paying jobs, but this is obviously not a solution 

that can be widely implemented given the local economy (i.e. no matter how many 

individuals are successfully trained for better jobs, there will always be more filling the 

low-paying service jobs that lead to homelessness). Overall, local social services are 

underfunded and overburdened, and usually have high turnover rates due to employee 

burnout. They are thus hampered in their ability to provide assistance to many individuals 

who are willing to comply with various existing rules and regulations and therefore have 

limited resources left over to help “hard-to-serve” segments of the homeless population 

who negatively affect “outcomes.” In addition, “non-compliant” individuals often have 

very harsh views of the service industry and are reluctant to accept assistance, as 

evidenced by the comments made by the research participants, most of whom are long-

term street people. 

Street Views of the System 

 Services were a common topic of conversation among houseless people, and for 

the most part, their comments were very negative. Only four individuals described the 

service system in predominantly positive terms, saying things like “social services do an 

excellent job” (Charlie, INT-08) and “the services in town are great; they provide 

everything I need” (Ethan, INT-34). These people primarily attended free meals, which 

they used to ease the challenges of street life rather than to try to escape the streets. A few 
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additional people, usually travelers, were not familiar with local services and thus did not 

offer any assessment of the system. Thus, the vast majority of research participants were 

highly critical of the service system, even though many said that they were thankful for 

the existence of services and were quick to point out notable exceptions to their general 

impressions both in terms of certain organizations and specific employees (of course, the 

fact that these were always presented as exceptions is indicative of the prevailing 

sentiment). This negative overall perception was not dependent on how much time people 

had been homeless—both newly homeless individuals and long-term street people 

offered similar criticisms, but individuals in the former category often felt frustrated, 

hurt, discouraged, and angered by their interactions with the service system, whereas 

long-term homeless people took it as a given that the system was “evil” and “corrupt” 

and spoke of the system in more philosophical (though sometimes equally passionate) 

terms. For example, both 42-year old Jean (INT-40), who had been on the streets on and 

off since age 13, and Miller (INT-37) commented on the dispersion of services. Jean’s 

remark was typical of newly homeless people, emphasizing the personal impact of 

dispersion: “By the time you’re done running around (to services) on buses all day, 

you’re tired and there’s no time to look for a job.” In contrast, Miller noted the tactical 

nature of dispersion after witnessing 15 years of the trend firsthand: “Services are so 

spread out. Without transportation, it’s hard to get to them. Of course, organizations set it 

up that way to keep people from being clustered.” 

 Regardless of differences in tone, both newly and long-term houseless people 

shared the same complaints about the service system, as did locals and travelers. In 
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addition to the difficulties resulting from dispersion, many people noted that other factors 

limit access to services. Numerous research participants commented on the specialization 

of services: “The system is geared to people who are handicapped, mentally ill, or old, 

elderly” (Jeff, INT-07); “There’s just not enough help. You have to fit criteria in certain 

areas like mental illness or drug addiction” (Andy, INT-53); “Social services don’t really 

help if you don’t have kids” (Julia, INT-55). In addition, many people explained that long 

waits in line, paperwork burdens, and lengthy waits for benefits or housing all made 

using services time-consuming and frustrating. And even time invested in seeking 

services was often futile, inspiring Wayne’s (INT-57) suggestion: “Don’t make people do 

all the paperwork just to turn people down.” Similarly, the temporal organization of 

services could be frustrating and even detrimental: “You have to get to eating spots at 

specific times. They need different hours for feeding and better food to sustain your 

working condition. Getting into the routine of food places really curtails your job 

options” (Bill, INT-39).  

 Research participants also resented the rules and restrictions that one had to 

adhere to in order to access services. For example, when asked what services she would 

like to be available, Julia (INT-55) replied, “The biggest need is places to live. For 

shelters you have to be sober and they’re all preach or pray. They don’t need to push 

religion. They should have fewer rules.” Other people echoed Julia’s complaint about 

strict shelter rules, especially in relation to drinking. April (INT-38) said, “You can’t 

drink in shelters. I don’t need to be treated like a child. You should be able to drink as 

long as you keep yourself under control.” Even people who did not drink were offended 
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by highly regulated environment of shelters: “I don’t go to shelters. Unless you’re under 

18, you have to take a breathalyzer test and sometimes a urine test, which offends me 

‘cause I’ve been alcohol-free for so long. Those shelters have lots of rules and 

regulations. You have no freedom. You are locked in at 5pm and cannot leave except by 

ambulance or with the police. If you want to leave and force the issue, you can be 

blacklisted for 30 days to a year. Plus, shelter workers are always telling you not to do 

things that they do themselves” (Owen, INT-05). Andy (INT-53), who was 52 years old 

and had been homeless on and off for four years since getting out of prison, summed up 

many people’s perception: “Services expect people to live by rules that they won’t 

themselves.” Mandatory church attendance was also resented: “I spent one night at 

Gospel Rescue Mission. It was all right. They force religion on you, which is not right 

because people believe in different things” (Curt, INT-01). Aside from the ethical issues 

of requiring church attendance, Heslin et al. (2003:379) noted that the religious nature of 

many services may impact service use, finding that women with no religious affiliation in 

Los Angeles County, California used faith-based services less than those who self-

identified as Christians. Obviously, this brings in question the wisdom and efficacy of the 

ongoing federal-level push to foist social service provision onto faith-based groups. 

 Numerous scholars have cataloged similar complaints about access to services 

among street people in other cities (Koegel et al. 1990:102-103; Rowe and Wolch 

1990:198-199; Wolch et al. 1993:161; Wright 1995:46-47), but these were not the only 

reasons that people avoided certain services. Research participants also reported avoiding 

shelters due to concerns about safety and sanitation, a finding mirrored in other studies 
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(Baxter and Hopper 1981:15; Rahimian et al. 1992:1321; Wright 1995:47). Free meal 

programs were often avoided due to concerns about the quality of food, with many 

individuals recounting episodes of physical illness due to tainted food. In addition, some 

people were repelled from certain services by the clientele: “I used to go to Casa Paloma 

to do laundry, and get breakfast, a sack lunch, and water bottles. But I stopped going 

there, because I didn’t like the clientele; they were mostly druggies and prostitutes and all 

they talked about was drugs and tricks. See, it’s like that all over. I went to the RAPP 

office once for a hygiene kit, but I don’t like going there because La Frontera is for 

druggies and wingnuts” (Kristen, INT-03). A few individuals also noted that services are 

under-funded, under-staffed, and crowded, leading them to question whether services 

even had the capacity to really help people escape the streets. Wright (1995:47-48) noted 

that similar concerns about efficacy made campers in Chicago skeptical of the service 

system. Overall, street life was often viewed as offering more privacy, greater safety, and 

better amenities than service locations, factors whose importance was highlighted in the 

three previous chapters. 

 Many of these practical considerations, especially those related to access, were 

considered indicative of deeper, more entrenched problems with the social service 

system. Simply put, many homeless people would likely be willing to endure the long 

waits and red tape that go with accessing services if they felt as though service providers 

treated them with respect and fairness. However, numerous research participants felt that 

services were both abusive and corrupt, and thus they avoided certain services due more 

to ideological than practical concerns.  Some of the most passionate comments that 
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homeless people made about the service system revolved around client treatment, 

especially lack of respect. For example, Tesa (INT-10), a 22-year old local who had been 

on the streets intermittently since age 14, described her experience in a work program: 

“They treat people like little kids. They treat you like you’re stupid. They make you copy 

out of a phone book and call for jobs out of the phone book. When you graduate, they put 

you in an apartment, which is good, but you have to go through so much to get there.” 

Mark (INT-52), who left his houses in Tucson a couple of months earlier so his son 

would not see him on drugs, was equally repulsed by the attitude of workers at a church-

based free meal program: “They’re really disrespectful. It’s not necessarily food that 

they’re feeding. They’re sanctimonious, saying that the homeless shouldn’t be camping 

out.” Of the same location, Miller (INT-37) said, “The feeding places are not nice. They 

treat you with disrespect at (that) church. The priest makes you wash your hands, but then 

the workers don’t wash up. Lots of people get sick there from botulism.” Many people 

who had been to mental health providers in the past had since decided to self-medicate, 

often saying that these providers just wanted to push drugs instead of work to help people 

resolve their problems. Even individuals who stuck with mental health programs often 

felt the same, as described by Steve (INT-51), who lived outside in Los Angeles from 

1984 to 2003 before moving to Tucson for a change of scenery: “Yeah, I get medication 

for depression and insomnia. But the people there are snobs and assholes. They’re good 

at doping you up. They have more control of you when you’re zonked out, which is what 

they want. For them, it’s one less person to be worried about.” Among women, 

interactions with male service providers were sometimes laced with sexual innuendo, and 
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two female research participants reported that they were kicked out of two different faith-

based services after refusing to provide sexual favors to male staff. 

 Several scholars have recorded similar perceptions among houseless people in 

various cities, who reported feeling abused and degraded in service settings, particularly 

at shelters (Buck et al. 2004:519; Marvasti 2003; Underwood 1993:298; Williams 1996; 

Wright 1999:44-52). Among those few research participants who did use shelters, 

reviews were usually unfavorable: “Shelters have a big job taking care of people, but they 

need to have a more efficient operation. They need to provide for people’s basic needs 

without attitude flying. …Service workers just need to show homeless people more 

respect and not make so many assumptions” (Owen, INT-05). In past studies of shelter 

dwellers and campers, shelters were often found to be the last choice due both to crowded 

conditions with little privacy and ubiquitous rules that people felt demonstrated 

disrespect for clients (Williams 1996:77; Wright 1995:46). As Wright (1995:46) 

described, campers in Chicago viewed shelters as “dangerous for one’s body as well as 

one’s self-respect.” He went on to explain how strict rules figured into this perception: 

“What squatters perceive as minor infractions of the rules (for example, against drinking) 

shelter staff perceive as evidence of ‘moral disorder,’ behavior subject to punishment. 

This had led many of the squatters to compare shelters with prisons in which one is 

robbed of any self-respect and only authority rules. …What shelter providers treat as a 

minor inconvenience, following certain rules, the squatters perceived as a major attack on 

their self-respect” (48-49). In response, many people decided to forego such “degradation 

ceremonies” (46) and establish an encampment instead, and Wright (1995:51) 
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emphasized that “(t)he image of the shelter as public, unsafe, unsanitary, and degrading 

contrasts sharply with the squatter’s perceptions of privacy, autonomy and respect within 

Tranquility City.” Given similar perceptions of shelters in Tucson, it is not surprising that 

most research participants preferred camping. 

 This widespread perception of client mistreatment was ultimately what drove 

many research participants away from the service system. Kristen (INT-03) explained it 

best when describing why she quickly quit using services after initial contacts with the 

system: “When I first hit the streets, I swallowed my pride and went to services, but I 

quickly said ‘fuck it.’ Services suck. They turn people away or say they’re not eligible. 

Some are too tolerant, and some treat people with disdain. My personal pride is very 

important. I don’t go to most services because they undermine my dignity. They treat 

people horribly, undermine your pride, treating people like children.” Eight years after 

being widowed and ending up homeless, Kristen still became very distraught when 

talking of the experience, leaving her with such a powerful impression that she continued 

to avoid nearly all services. Though service providers often view people’s reluctance or 

refusal to use services as stubbornness or recalcitrance, I must agree with the assessment 

made by Baxter and Hopper (1981:104) 25 years ago—“given the nature of the personal 

costs exacted when one submits to their regimes and conditions – the decision by many 

homeless people to fend for themselves on the streets gains at least a measure of 

intelligibility”—though I would take it a step further and say it gains complete 

intelligibility given the perceived alternative. 
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 One final harsh criticism that research participants commonly leveled at services 

was that many places were interested in making money off homeless people rather than 

really helping them. As with campers in Chicago (Wright 1995:50), various service 

providers in Tucson were described as “poverty pimps.” Like other criticisms, both newly 

and long-term homeless people often shared this perception, and all types of services 

were classified as money-making endeavors. For example, Ben (INT-36) described an 

employment program: “You’re just a number there. They’re all about money, they just 

wanna make money off clients. Clients get minimum wage and they keep the rest. 

…They’re taking advantage of the homeless. Services are all about the money now.” 

Several other secular services were the subject of similar comments, but the harshest 

criticism was reserved for faith-based providers. Many research participants refused to go 

to any faith-based services, as exemplified by 55-year old Ed (INT-54), who grew up in 

the streets of Detroit: “I am not a mission tramp. Write this down really big: Ed is not a 

mission tramp. If you get stuck on a mission, the mission will pimp you. Many places are 

getting rich off the poor. The Starvation (Salvation) Army makes tons of money and they 

also got a huge billion dollar donation recently, but they just line their own pockets and 

don’t provide better services. Also, the church that serves food on Sundays gets people to 

sign multiple names, because they get paid for each name. I hate services, especially 

religious ones. Many places are getting rich of the poor.” Rainbow Family member 

George (INT-21) felt the same, saying “I hate religious organizations and will not use 

them, because they’re just getting rich off poor people while acting like they’re doing a 

good thing.” Miller (INT-37) explained how this fiscal abuse extended beyond the 
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service industry when describing why he avoids various faith-based free meal programs: 

“They’re making money off people. You have to sign for everything with your name and 

sometimes your Social Security number. Then they use the names to recruit more food. 

The food is what you could get from a dumpster, what stores are about to throw away, 

but the stores get a write-off for the consumer price. Stores and soup kitchens are both 

making money off the homeless.”  

 All these perceptions of the service system were a huge part of the street lore, and 

thus people new to the streets were often quickly informed about both practical matters 

(which agencies provided what services, hours of operation, etc.) as well as more 

ideological issues (which agencies were thought to be especially abusive or money-

grubbing). Yet even those newly homeless people who did not interact much with the 

existing street community soon came to similar conclusions. Though the details vary, 

Wayne’s (INT-57) experience, unfortunately, is not uncommon in its essence. I first met 

Wayne, when he was enrolled in a work program and had been staying in a shelter for six 

months. He ended up homeless in Tucson after being paid to drive a truck to the city, a 

job he took up after injuries and advancing age ended his physically demanding career. It 

was his first time being homeless and thus his first time in a shelter, and though he was 

annoyed by all the rules and regulations, he was appreciative that the program had 

provided him with glasses and was helping him with some tooth problems. He was also 

annoyed by people who took advantage of the system, and said “I follow the rules. I only 

take what I need.” Although he was upset by his situation, he was hopeful that he would 

get off the streets soon. When I ran into Wayne seven months later, he was flying a sign 
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and doing odd jobs to try to save up money, and he had given up on services to the point 

that he even purchased most of his own food. He described his experience in the interim: 

“I spent seven months in the shelter program. It was not working, not going anywhere. 

They wanted to ordain me to become a minister. I love God but I don’t want to be a 

minister. I don’t like religion pushed on me. They made me leave the program when they 

found out I didn’t want to become a minister. After that, I tried to get HUD housing, but 

they put me on a two to three year waiting list. I haven’t heard anything yet but I check 

back a couple of times a week. …I’m burnt out on people telling me what to do. It’s hard 

to adhere to programs. The system is all corrupt and messed up. Services are making 

money off people in the streets.” 

Responding to Systemic Factors 

The foregoing was a relatively extensive account of street views of the social service 

system, because these views have a great impact on how people use services, and thus, on 

how services affect houseless people’s spatial patterns. Due in large part to all the 

concerns described, most research participants only frequented a very limited array of 

services. The following is a summary of their service use, but it is important to remember 

that the data provided are not in any way indicative of service use among the overall 

homeless population. Instead, the data describe a very specific segment of the population, 

namely those individuals who frequent the downtown area and have, for the most part, 

given up on the service system as a way to escape the streets. The majority of services 

used by the research participants were located in or around the downtown area, with 

people going to some peripheral services that were not available in closer locations (most 
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notably the Veteran’s Hospital and a major behavioral health provider). The most 

frequently used services were free meal programs, including a soup kitchen that served 

lunch as well as various church dinners. Most people only went to the dinners close to the 

downtown area and thus had to obtain food from some other source (or forego dinner) on 

certain nights. Many people also visited drop-in centers to obtain basics like clothing and 

to use the telephone or bathrooms, and a few individuals were enrolled with behavioral 

health providers to obtain medications. Significantly, many people had tried various 

services in the past but no longer did so. For example, only two research participants 

were enrolled in work programs (and one of these as a condition of parole) though seven 

others had previously been enrolled. This disparity was most pronounced in shelter use—

38 people had used shelter at some point while living outside, but only 11 currently used 

shelters on a monthly basis. Of these 11 people, only three individuals were enrolled in 

long-term programs, while the rest simply stayed for their allotted monthly time. Thus, 

the vast majority of research participants did not use shelters and instead camped out, and 

a few of these rented motel rooms occasionally. Shelter use tended to be heavier in cold 

months, a pattern long ago noted by Nash (1964:Appendix E), and a few individuals used 

the Winter Shelter program (that did not require ID) while avoiding shelters at other 

times of the year. Overall, 38 people had only used non-shelter services in the past 

month, with seven of these only attending free meals. Eleven individuals did not use any 

services at the time of interview, and seven of these had never used any. In terms of 

benefits, most (35) did not receive any form of government assistance, and the 25 who 

did received income from the following sources: food stamps (13), Social Security 
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Income (7), Social Security Disability Income (5), veteran’s benefits (4), and tribal 

benefits (1). Of these, only three individuals relied on benefits as their sole source of 

income. 

 Many scholars have evaluated what variables affect service use, finding that it is 

not related to length of time homeless (Calsyn et al. 2003:343), marital status or age 

(Christian and Abrams 2003:153), gender or cultural background (de Winter and Noom 

2003:332), frequency of chronic physical ailments or substance use (Koegel et al. 

1990:83), or mental health status (Sosin and Grossman 2003:505). Instead, service use 

does tend to be related to the reputation of a given service (Calsyn et al. 2003:343), 

“attitude toward authority” and “feelings of stigmatization” (Christian and Abrams 

2003:153), and negative past experiences with the service system (Sosin and Grossman 

2003:524). In terms of spatial patterns, services had very different influences among the 

research participants based on both frequency and type of use. Overall, many people 

began interactions with services hoping to get off the streets and, if unsuccessful in doing 

so, moved toward either negotiating the system to meet selected needs or avoiding the 

service system altogether.  

Trying to Escape the Streets 

 When using the service system to try to escape the streets, people usually invested 

large amounts of time moving around to different services, trying to find their niche and 

filling out copious paperwork at each location. Many services provided bus passes to ease 

transportation difficulties, and individuals used these to travel between the downtown 

area and various services scattered throughout Tucson, especially in the southern and 
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western portions of the city. In this initial exploration phase, people often commuted 

between service locations and the downtown area, returning to the latter to hang out in 

the afternoons and on weekends as well as to camp. If people were successful in finding a 

program that they could enroll in, they became tethered primarily to one or more specific 

services around which they centered their daily routines. Those people staying in shelters 

had most of their basic needs provided, so they often spent their days in the downtown 

area, either looking for work or just hanging out before heading back to the shelter at 

night. In contrast, individuals not staying in shelters often attended various meals 

programs and/or drop-in centers to obtain necessities like food, water, and clothing, and 

returned downtown to hang out and camp. Even those people who were enrolled in very 

intensive programs that required them to spend most weekdays in job training or 

employment programs often spent their free time downtown. People’s mobility patterns 

varied drastically depending on the mix of services utilized, but downtown still served as 

a central location for people to spend time when they were not visiting services or 

engaging in service-related activities. While intensive service participation did allow 

some people to escape the streets, others curtailed their service use after becoming 

frustrated with the system’s seeming inability to assist them. These individuals tended to 

segue into negotiating the system, or in some cases, avoiding the system. 

Negotiating the System 

 The majority of research participants were not relying on the service system to 

help them escape the streets. Some people were still trying to do so through their own 

efforts, while others were entrenched in street life and not interested in obtaining housing. 
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Despite this difference in goals, individuals tended to use the service system in one of 

two ways: they either used a few key services intensively to obtain basic necessities, thus 

frequenting free meals, drop-in centers, and/or shelters; or they simply received benefits 

and otherwise avoided services. Though a few people in the former category also 

received benefits, they tended to spend that income on various personal expenses while 

relying on meal programs and other emergency services to provide some of the basics of 

survival. Most of these people primarily used services that did not require them to enroll 

in any long-term programs (e.g. job training, substance abuse treatment), though some 

did enroll in mental health programs that provided various medications. In either case, 

people generally spent most of their time in the downtown area, making brief forays to 

certain services. A few people hung out in locations nearest to the services they 

frequented. For example, some individuals who used a soup kitchen south of the 

downtown area hung out in nearby Santa Rita Park and also camped in the vicinity. 

However, most people who used this soup kitchen did not stay in the immediate vicinity 

and instead returned to their preferred hangouts farther north in the downtown area. The 

same was true of meals served in parks—many people would congregate for a brief time 

to obtain food before then dispersing to other locations, while the park “regulars” would 

remain.  

 The majority of research participants kept a fairly regular schedule of service use 

throughout the month, but others altered their routine based on temporal factors. For 

example, a few individuals who used shelters for their allotted time each month hung out 

in parks nearest a given shelter while they were staying there and then moved to other 
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locations when their time was up. In addition, some people who received benefits altered 

their routine by renting motel rooms until their money ran out or spending a portion of 

their income to take trips to parks or other locations outside the downtown area. Both 

these variations in routine were temporary, with people eventually returning downtown. 

Many people who relied heavily on emergency services, especially free meals, initially 

replied to questions about service use by saying they did not use any services. Further 

probing revealed that they did indeed obtain many basic necessities from services, but 

they did not view this as really participating in the service system, because they 

distinguished between being enrolled in intensive programs (which they classified as 

using services) and frequenting free meals (which they did not classify under service 

use). The former was viewed as buying into the system and its highly corrective approach 

to “helping” people that tended to place the blame for being homeless on personal 

failings, while the latter was seen as opting out of the system. Many research participants 

who were receiving benefits otherwise avoided using services and only tended to go to 

select services, like meal programs, toward the end of each month when their money ran 

out. In addition, several people who were trying to escape the streets through their own 

non-service efforts only went to emergency services when desperate, saying they did not 

want to get into the pattern of street life. 

Although most people used social services voluntarily, a few research participants 

were forced to participate either as a condition of parole or to retain access to vital 

resources like medications. Regardless of reasons for participation, the location of social 

services generally had very little clear-cut effect on people’s spatial practices. Most 
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people liked hanging out and camping in the downtown area for various reasons not 

related to service access—thus, rather than choosing hangout locations based on 

proximity of services, they usually chose to use services that were close to their preferred 

hangouts. The major exception was those individuals who hung out and camped in other 

locations in the city and only came downtown to pick up benefit checks or food stamps 

on certain days.  

Opting Out / Avoiding the System 

 Numerous research participants tried to avoid the social service system as much 

as possible, only going to select emergency services (mostly free meals) when they were 

“really desperate.” Other sporadic uses of services included obtaining food boxes and 

accessing medical care when needed. Both long-term and newly homeless people avoided 

services for similar reasons and took great pride in being self-supporting and 

independent. Many individuals who received benefits otherwise avoided services and 

considered themselves non-users of the system, and seven individuals did not use any 

services or receive benefits.  As with those people negotiating the system, some were 

trying to escape the streets through their own efforts while others were not.  In all cases, 

location of services had almost no effect on these people’s spatial patterns—instead, they 

frequented the downtown area to take advantage of resource-procurement opportunities, 

meet up with friends, or to enjoy other amenities offered by the relatively dense 

concentration of public and commercial spaces. However, there was one exception to this 

generalization, namely people who visited certain service locations for non-service uses. 

These individuals sometimes went to drop-in centers just to warm up (or cool down) for a 
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little while and/or visited certain heavily-used services (like free meals) to socialize, 

exchange information, or obtain specific resources like drugs. Hopper et al. (1985:220) 

noted a similar phenomenon, in which homeless people used shelters as “an institution of 

trade” as well source of temporary housing. Even though the research participants who 

frequented services to socialize or obtain resources did not utilize the services offered, 

their spatial patterns often closely resembled those of people who were negotiating the 

system—both groups made forays to services but spent most of their time in public 

spaces around the downtown area. In addition, a few people who typically avoided all 

services occasionally checked themselves into detoxification facilities (or other programs 

that they had no intention of continuing in) just to have a brief break from the street. This 

is not an uncommon tactic among homeless people, as indicated by Kalifon’s (1989:268) 

discovery that most homeless patients in a psychiatric facility said that they admitted 

themselves in order to secure shelter. However, it may be relatively uncommon among 

street people in Tucson due to the dry, mild climate. In any case, this infrequent practice 

was only a temporary departure from people’s usual spatial pattern of hanging out and 

camping in the downtown area. 

The Street Landscape: Building a Street Support System 

When research participants were asked why they frequented certain public spaces, most 

did not refer to services but to various amenities (see Chapter 5) and/or social groups 

associated with the places. People with similar interests and lifestyles tended to cluster 

together in certain locations, and these groupings persisted over time. For example, self-

described traveler Mel (INT-28) explained why he came to the Fourth Avenue area when 
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he arrived in Tucson for the first time after six years following festivals around the 

country: “I’ve known some guys around here for years. Catalina Park has lots of 

Rainbow Family folks. I meet up with these folks all over.” Similarly, 24-year old 

“outdoor urban dweller” Tony (INT-16), who was born in Tucson and believed he was 

“contributing to society by living a low-impact lifestyle,” said “I mostly hang out along 

Fourth Ave. and downtown. I hang out with people who spend lots of time outside, 

people of like mind and age.” Such “peer” networks had a great influence on people’s 

spatial patterns, providing not only companionship but also a variety of social supports 

that fulfilled material, medical, and mental needs. Many researchers have documented 

“mutual support networks” (Glasser and Bridgman 1999:8) among homeless people 

(Amster 2004; Mendoza 1996; Rosenthal 1994:91; Rowe and Wolch 1990:194; Wolch 

and Rowe 1992:125-127), noting the importance of “positive social networks and fictive 

kinship relations” (Glasser and Bridgman 1999:74) as well as the role that these play in 

shaping people’s mobility paths (Glasser and Bridgman 1999:70; Rowe and Wolch 

1990:194; Wolch and Rowe 1992:118, 130). As in other cities where houseless people 

often used familial terms amongst themselves (Mendoza 1996; Wolch and Rowe 

1992:125-127), numerous research participants emphasized the importance of “street 

family,” sometimes noting that these fictive kin were more supportive than consanguineal 

kin. For example, Julia (INT-55) described how her perception of street people had 

changed since she herself became homeless: “I didn’t like the homeless when I was 18 

‘cause of my mom (who lived outside). But now, street people have treated me better 

than my own family. Street people are my family now.” While such social ties often 
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provided important material and emotional support, they could also make escaping the 

streets more difficult not only because people tended to share their scarce resources with 

friends (Underwood 1993:312) but also because they were reluctant to leave those friends 

behind to get into housing (Glasser and Bridgman 1999:72; Wolch and Rowe 1992:125-

127). Regardless of the potential drawbacks, such relationships were a vital part of street 

life, often proving more flexible and reliable than social services. In addition, these social 

networks provided a sense of belonging, acceptance, understanding, and independence 

that services tended to crush. 

Resource and Information Sharing 

Many scholars have noted that sharing money, information, and other resources is 

common among street people (Ruddick 1990:195; Underwood 1993:312; Wright 

1995:53) and that hangouts are good spots for doing so (Rosenthal 1994:91). One of the 

main reasons that most research participants said they frequented particular public spaces 

was to meet up with other homeless people to exchange both information and resources. 

It was common for people to show up at a popular hangout bearing items to be traded or 

given away. Sometimes such resources were obtained through scrounging, but many 

individuals routinely brought back food from various meal programs to share with others. 

Kristen (INT-03) relied on the former method and was very proud of her ability to assist 

other people: “People call me mom, mama, or grandma. They know I’ll help them out if I 

can. I don’t need much, but I’m good at scroungin’ and I find all sorts of stuff. I believe 

in living minimally and giving away all the excess, and it makes me feel good to help 

people out.” She was also part of the homeguard and, as such, was responsible for 
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helping newly houseless people (or those new to Tucson) adapt to street life: “I tell 

people who are new out here about all the available services.” Members of the 

homeguard also shared information about good camping spots, dangerous places to be 

avoided, where legal restrictions were most heavily enforced, and other spatial 

information with newcomers. For their part, newcomers appreciated these efforts, as 

mentioned by Alex (INT-41), who had been living outside for five years because he was 

“not suited for indoors:” “It was hard (being homeless) at first, but people helped me out 

with information. I met people on the streets and through (service) agencies.” Though 

showing newcomers “the ropes” was an essential function of the homeguard, they also 

shared such information among themselves, and Howard (INT-32) summed up the 

benefits of his nearly 15-year membership: “I’m part of the homeguard. We look out for 

each other.” Even purchased resources were often shared, and though most people 

distributed store-bought goods among their close friends, others were happy to share with 

anyone who happened along. For example, Ed (INT-54) explained how he often used his 

food stamps: “When I get my food stamps, I usually buy a whole bunch of food and bring 

it here to the park to grill. I get tons of stuff, chicken, sausages, whatever. Then I cook it 

all up at one time and share it with whoever comes around.” 

In addition to sharing information and resources within relatively large social 

groups, many research participants had one or two particularly close companions 

(frequently a mate) who they shared almost everything with. These coalitions often 

coincided with the mutual protection alliances discussed in Chapter 4, and members 

typically pooled their money (including interview payments) to buy food and alcohol or, 
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occasionally, to rent motel rooms during inclement weather. Companions also shared 

other resources, like food stamps or items found while scrounging. In addition, they often 

shared a camp and would move to a new camping spot together when ousted from their 

current location by the police. Though large camps were rare due to strict enforcement of 

trespassing laws on public land in the downtown area, they provided the added benefit of 

being able to divide labor for the mutual benefit of all camp members. For example, Tesa 

(INT-10) explained how she and her female companions utilized a nearby women’s 

shelter that provided one of the few places to do laundry while their male camp mates 

went out to garner some income for the camp: “All the women for the tunnel go and take 

everyone’s laundry. Then they (the men) don’t have to worry about that and they can 

make some money to buy dinner or whatever.” 

 Although most people were appreciative of such mutual support networks and 

happy to share their scarce resources, there was a downside. Several research participants 

noted that they had a hard time saving up money due to their desire and sense of 

obligation to share everything that they obtained, but they usually portrayed this as a 

positive personality characteristic rather than a negative one. For example, Jack (INT-42) 

said “I share a lot. I’m kind-hearted and generous to a fault.” Similarly, Wayne (INT-57) 

explained part of the reason that he had not been able to accrue enough money to escape 

the streets as he badly wanted to do: “I’m generous. I give till it hurts.” A few people did 

manage to get into apartments, only to lose them after letting street friends stay with 

them: “I’ve been in Arizona for two years. I’ve had four places during that time but I took 

in homeless people who wrecked it, so I got kicked out” (Lenny, INT-33).  
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Physical / Medical Support 

 Whereas many scholars have documented the importance of mutual support 

networks in providing basic resources (such as food or money) as well as information, 

less attention has been given to the vital role that such networks can play in maintaining 

one’s physical health. Gastrointestinal ailments are, of course, common among houseless 

people, and outdoor living presents many other potential hazards like sunburn, cuts and 

scrapes, and bug bites. When possible, homeless people often prefer to take care of such 

illnesses and injuries themselves rather than endure long waits and exposure to airborne 

pathogens at medical facilities. In addition, many people do not have medical insurance 

and are hesitant to spend their meager income on expensive medications. In response to 

both these factors, the street community in Tucson has developed their own methods for 

attending to relatively minor physical problems. Sometimes this entailed using widely 

available herbal and plant-derived remedies: “I take care of everything myself, including 

burns, bites, and cuts. I use marijuana, aloe vera, and other desert plants for various 

purposes. And I teach other people about them too” (Kristen, INT-03). Several people 

used marijuana or other illegal substances to ease the discomfort of injuries or as a 

replacement for psychiatric medications. In that latter case, individuals often preferred 

various illegal drugs to the medications provided by behavioral health agencies, because 

the prescription drugs made them feel worse, while drugs like marijuana were more 

effective and easier to obtain. When prescription medications were vital (e.g. antibiotics), 

they could sometimes be bought off other street people or scrounged from dumpsters, and 

certain individuals made a point of collecting any discarded medications they came 
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across in order to sell them or give them away. For non-prescription medications, like 

anti-diarrhoeals and pain-killers, people often went to nearby stores to fetch them for 

friends who were incapacitated.  

 Street people routinely helped each other overcome physical ailments, and this 

was considered one of the many benefits of establishing and maintaining close 

friendships. As Peter (INT-47) noted after only four months living in county jurisdiction, 

“Out here, it’s good to develop a relationship with someone you can trust to look out for 

you when you’re laid up.” Such relationships prevented people from going hungry when 

they were sick, because their friends would deliver food and other necessities to them. In 

some instances, these relationships served as a replacement for service-based drug 

treatment. For example, Wayne (INT-57) described how he assisted a long-time 

acquaintance: “I’ve known this one guy who rides trains for years. We met about six 

years ago on a train. I helped him get off heroin, and I’m now trying to help him get off 

alcohol. I take care of him when he’s sick from detox.” But close or long-term 

relationships are not always a prerequisite for receiving help from the street community. 

Tim (INT-02) recounted how homeless people probably literally saved his life after he 

was released from a six-month hospital stay due to an aneurism: “When I first got out of 

the hospital, I stayed under that bridge day and night. I was all messed up, couldn’t see, 

couldn’t walk. I was alone when I first got out, but then I found a group that didn’t drink 

or do heavy drugs, and I started hanging out with them because it’s safer to go around in 

a group. I couldn’t get around on my own, so they’d bring me food. They really looked 

out for me and helped me out.” 
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Emotional / Psychological Support 

 Numerous researchers have noted that street communities serve as vital sources 

of emotional and psychological support (Mendoza 1996; Solomwitz 1997:190), providing 

understanding, empathy, and respect that is often lacking in interactions with service 

providers. Women living on skid row in Los Angeles emphasized that social relationships 

were important in maintaining their personal identity and self-esteem (Rowe and Wolch 

1990:201), leading the researchers to suggest that service providers should build on the 

benefits of street social networks (202). Similarly, Wright (1995:59) reported that 

“(f)riendship, comradeship and a sense of solidarity were all mentioned as key benefits 

for the squatters” in a Chicago encampment. Research participants in Tucson concurred 

with such findings, often saying that their street families provided the unconditional 

acceptance and support that they were unable to find with their natal families or within 

the social service system. For example, Phil (INT-22) had been living outside for 20 

years after first ending up on the streets when he was 15. While he was younger, he had 

lived in group homes and foster care, from which he frequently ran away due to neglect 

and abuse. After arriving in Tucson for the Gem Show, he hooked up with some youth 

who were traveling around by bus handing out free food, and he described the positive 

experience: “Now I’m traveling around with Vince and Tina on an old bus. I like being 

part of handing out free food, and it’s like a family on the bus. The kids are really 

welcoming.” Sometimes such relationships could have more tangible benefits than just a 

sense of belonging and support. For example, as Julia (INT-55) explained, “I adopt little 

girls on the streets. They don’t know what they’re getting themselves into. I just helped 
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one lady find her granddaughter.” Likewise, 47-year old Brian (INT-43), who worked as 

a mechanic until losing everything to a house fire six months earlier, said he encourages 

people to quit doing drugs and prostituting, which they tend to be more receptive to when 

it comes from someone who is non-judgmental rather than from service workers who 

make people feel like losers. As with medical issues, emotional support was sometimes a 

literal life-saver, as explained by 20-year old Louis (INT-11): “I came to the streets to 

prove I could make it my own…I used to be into pain, both emotional and physical, but 

my street family has helped me. I never would’ve survived without them, I would’ve 

killed myself.” 

Discussion 

Whereas the social service system is most often perceived in very negative terms by 

houseless people, involvement in street support systems and membership in street 

families are usually viewed as positive experiences, offering not only material benefits 

but medical and emotional ones as well. This contrast is reflected in the fact that only 

three out of 14 Research Assistants took pictures of services, while all of them snapped 

numerous shots of their friends and were typically delighted to get these prints back. The 

dispersion, specialization, and restrictiveness of services in Tucson certainly affect 

homeless people’s spatial patterns, but these effects are not clear-cut or uniform. One can 

find heavy service users hanging out alongside service avoiders in most parks and other 

public places, and ultimately level or type of service use does not dictate where people 

spend the majority of their free time. Many service users make forays to certain services 

during the day and quickly return to the same location they departed from, while others 
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spend most of their time wandering around to many different parks and stop by select 

services along the way. Whether personally inclined toward sedentism or mobility, 

people usually spend relatively little time at services and tend to frequent those services 

closest to their preferred hangout/s rather than vice-versa. Exceptions are made for 

outlying services with a particularly favorable reputation, and people who are using 

services to try to escape the streets almost always have a wider range than those who are 

negotiating the system. Ironically, attempts to control the movements of houseless people 

by dispersing services has the most adverse impact on those individuals who are trying to 

escape homelessness rather than on those who are content (or at least temporarily 

resigned to) living outside.  

 Many street people find the service system not only degrading and abusive but 

also unreliable and, in the end, unhelpful. People pursue services only to find they are 

ineligible, and if they are able to enroll in a given program, they may be kicked out for 

seemingly minor infractions. As Susser (1996:419) explained, “(w)ithout routine 

employment and a paycheck, people must continually be ready to react to each random or 

unscheduled opportunity as it arises. As a result, institutional routines are flaunted, and 

homeless people are categorized by service-agency providers as unreliable and without 

concepts of time. As is so often the case, the social creation of behavior among the poor 

is treated as evidence of individual unworthiness.” In addition, houseless people are often 

skeptical that the service system can help them escape the streets, in part because so 

much emphasis is placed on personal “problems” rather than the underlying structural 

issues of lack of affordable housing and living-wage jobs. Many individuals feel no need 
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to be “fixed” and resent the implicit message, which pervades the service system, that 

they are solely to blame for their situation. Though made in a different context, Baxter 

and Hopper’s (1981:106) assessment of 25 years ago applies equally well to the current 

situation: “A service perspective that sees their problems as ultimately amenable to the 

ministrations of skilled ‘providers,’ if only the right mix of services and mode of delivery 

can be devised, is a deluded one.” Importantly, many social service workers recognize 

these and other problems related to service delivery but have no control over federal-level 

policies and are barred from engaging in advocacy efforts by federal guidelines. 

 Although many individuals avoid services due to such concerns, their “refusal of 

services” is often viewed as evidence of incompetence or mental impairment (Baxter and 

Hopper 1981:104; Hopper 2006). But after nearly 30 years of working in mental health 

settings, Hopper (2006:219) offers a different interpretation: “…to take the gloves off: to 

resist being treated as worthless, childlike, a loser, an abject failure, object of pity, anvil 

of social action—or (to put it in technical anthropological terms) as penance, mutable raw 

material, or shit—may well be one of the last exercises of self-respect available to the 

conventionally powerless. A private stance in a public forum, ‘refusal of services’ is a 

double-edged weapon of the weak (Scott 1990), an act of resistance that may exact great 

costs in exchange for what may seem bafflingly paltry benefits.” Given this, the street 

support system frequently offers a more appealing alternative in terms of preserving 

one’s personal pride, dignity, respect, and independence. In addition, the street system is 

often more reliable and better provides for people’s daily needs than the service system. 

Thus, houseless individuals are drawn to public spaces where groups can gather to 
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exchange information and resources as well as commiserate about the challenges of street 

life. While the street support system may frustrate service providers’ attempts to help 

people escape homelessness, it can also serve as a model for more effective and humane 

interventions. In a study in Seattle, VanderStaay (1992:186-187) reported that homeless 

individuals wanted community-building services that promoted self-reliance, and he 

emphasized the need for social services to create “cooperative, grass-root, self-help 

programs that place responsibility upon homeless people while entrusting them with the 

tools, services, and resources they need to better themselves.” Until such time as 

government funding agencies and service providers recognize the value of existing street 

support systems and attempt to build on them to provide the type of assistance that people 

want (rather than what the former groups think they need), long-term houseless people 

will continue to eschew many existing services, and newly-homeless people will be 

driven toward the street support system (and long-term homelessness) for all the benefits 

it provides.  
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CONCLUSION:  
MAKING PERSONAL PLACES IN COMMODFIED SPACE 

 

 
Figure 25: Camp in Arroyo Chico near Downtown Tucson 

  
Neoliberalism and the associated shift to a consumer-based economy have wrought 

massive changes in the urban economy and landscape: skid rows and other impoverished 

areas have been demolished to make way for redevelopment projects, thus reducing the 

availability of affordable and temporary housing; job “opportunities” in the low-paid 

service sector have expanded, and heightened restrictions on employment have locked 

many people out of the formal job market while simultaneously curtailing informal job 

options; and cuts in social welfare spending, along with heightened restrictions on 

eligibility, have put social services on triage, such that they are overwhelmed by just 

trying to keep homelessness from escalating. In this new economy, cities are under an 

imperative to increase revenues garnered through tourism and consumerism, and 
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homeless people are viewed as anathema to this goal. The push to remake downtowns 

into consumer destinations—places attractive enough to encourage suburban residents 

and tourists to come for recreation and relaxation—eliminated many of the spaces where 

homeless people used to reside, thus pushing these individuals into public spaces like 

parks and commercial districts. This, in turn, has spawned all sorts of restrictions on 

public spaces despite the fact that these individuals have nowhere else to go. In short, 

cities have been sanitizing urban space, trying to create consumer utopias where housed 

people can go to pump their much-needed sales tax dollars into the economy without 

being exposed to the poverty and diversity characteristic of cities throughout history.  

To examine how street people adapt to this hostile urban landscape, 60 

participants were recruited from two study areas in Tucson, Arizona: the greater 

downtown where restrictions on the use of public space are most heavily implemented; 

and a patch of land in county jurisdiction where many people have fled to escape the 

restrictions downtown. As such, they are not representative of the overall homeless 

population in Tucson, most of whom are scattered throughout the city. They are also not 

representative in the sense that most individuals are only homeless for short periods of 

time and want to get back into housing. In contrast, most (80%) of the participants are 

long-term homeless and nearly half report that choice plays some part in their living 

outside. Thus, the participants are mainly those individuals who have chosen not to be 

driven off by spatial restrictions and have, over time, developed complex ways to adapt to 

the urban environment.  
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I began this dissertation research to discover what factors influence street people’s 

of use of space, especially how they cope with mounting spatial restrictions enlisted 

during attempts to sanitize space. What I came away with was a different view of the 

urban landscape. Now I see the landscape created and valued by street people—the nooks 

and crannies of possible sleeping spots, the clump of trees that provides great cover for a 

camp, the income-generating options offered by commercial districts, the parks that 

accommodate socializing, the few remaining public bathrooms. And I see the landscape 

they must adapt to—the fenced washes, the “No Trespassing” signs standing sentinel 

over empty lots and tunnels, the signs dictating how and when to use parks, the locked 

bathrooms. Navigating the urban landscape requires a complex mental map, peppered 

with private and exposed places, safe and dangerous places, comfortable and 

uncomfortable places, supportive and hostile places. In compiling this mental map, 

houseless people not only respond to the spatial control tactics employed by cities but 

also create their own conceptions of space that frustrate attempts to control their 

movements (Figure 26). While they use numerous tactics to do this and combine them in 

many different ways, they all share the same basic strategy: to find or create private, safe, 

comfortable, functional, and supportive places. In doing so, individuals are not just trying 

to make a physical space for themselves but also a social and an economic space. By 

claiming a physical space, they are able to have some control over their social 

interactions, pursue income-generating activities, and establish a sense of predictability 

and regularity in daily life. 
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Figure 26: Factors Influencing Homeless People’s Use of Space 
 

Review of Major Findings 

Property Ownership: Privatizing Public Space: Property ownership rules are the most 

basic way to control who uses certain spaces, providing the basis for who is allowed to be 

in a given space. Street people are very aware of land ownership and use their knowledge 

about different regulations and levels of enforcement on city, county, state, federal, and 

tribal lands to decide where to hang out and/or sleep. In addition, they create their own 

conceptions of property ownership that have as much (if not more) effect on their use of 

space as legal conceptions. While homeless people’s efforts to carve out private space for 
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themselves frustrate municipal authorities, they also offer insights into why outdoor 

living is often preferable to residing in emergency shelters. Street life sometimes offers 

an appealing alternative to scraping by on low-wage labor, being beholden to employers, 

and shelling out a large percentage of one’s income on conventional housing. In addition, 

camping out allows more privacy and autonomy than residing in shelters (Wardhaugh 

1999; Wright 1995) and offers myriad other benefits: greater ability to personalize space, 

more choice in where to live within the city, the option to stay with family or friends, and 

the possibility of keeping personal possessions and pets. (Mendoza 1996). 

 Legal Restrictions: Self-Regulating for Safety: Whereas property ownership 

governs who has access to various locations, legal restrictions serve as the main method 

to control the use of public spaces, and many ordinances passed in recent years have 

banned behaviors commonly engaged in by street people (e.g. nighttime use of parks, 

camping on city-owned property, sitting or lying down on sidewalks in commercial 

districts, aggressive panhandling). Ensuring personal safety while living outside is a 

complex process that entails navigating various legal restrictions to avoid police 

entanglements as well as protecting oneself from threats endemic to street life such as 

predatory street people, youth gangs, and other hostile individuals. Many newly houseless 

people initially try to accomplish the former by refraining from sanctioned activities and 

avoiding areas with a heavy police presence. As they soon discover, however, 

homelessness makes abiding by legal restrictions practically impossible, causing 

frustration and resentment among people who feel they are already suffering just from 

being homeless. This almost inevitably pushes them toward interaction with the existing 
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street community in order to gain access to the knowledge accumulated by long-term 

homeless people. While forced mobility due to enforcement of legal codes may 

undermine street people’s efforts to pool resources and escape the streets, an even bigger 

concern was that minor infractions could escalate to felony status, thus barring people 

from many sources of employment and housing. Yet even when some people can access 

housing, the streets often offer a safer option despite the various associated dangers. 

Whereas individuals may have little control over their personal safety in housed contexts, 

many of the dangers of street life can be managed using tactics such as avoiding certain 

locations, grouping up for mutual protection, and developing codes of behavior. In short, 

the housing that people can afford or have access to may be more dangerous than living 

outside.  

 Amenities and Deterrents: Seeking Functional and Comfortable Places: Another 

tactic used to control houseless people’s use of urban space is the removal of amenities 

from certain locations and concomitant addition of elements designed to deter use, but 

this is only partly effective, because individuals are attracted by amenities largely outside 

the control of municipal authorities. While living outside, houseless people constantly 

seek out places that meet their functional needs related to resource procurement as well as 

ones that provide physical, mental, and social comfort. The majority of people were 

locked out of the job market and thus, like impoverished urban residents all over the 

world, turned to informal sources of income. Of course, the areas with the best income-

generating opportunities are precisely those where deterrents are most aggressively 

deployed, and individuals who utilize these areas are commonly punished for their efforts 
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despite the fact that they have few alternatives. While functionality and physical comfort 

are key elements that attract houseless people to certain locations, mental and social 

factors are also important. Many research participants preferred to frequent heavily-used 

public spaces where their presence would not draw as much notice, and these individuals 

often went to great lengths to maintain an appearance and demeanor appropriate to the 

setting. Particular public spaces were appealing because they offered somewhat of an 

oasis in a hostile landscape—not only were they some of the few places where homeless 

people could legally hangout during the day but they were also considered the most 

“legitimate” places for doing so. In combination all these factors ultimately trump any 

deterrent measures that can be dreamed up—thus, not only are such deterrents ineffective 

but they also undermine houseless individual’s efforts to be self-sufficient. 

 Social Service Infrastructure: Building a Street Support System: Dispersion and 

specialization of services, along with various restrictions on access, have driven many 

people away from the service system. Whereas the social service system is most often 

perceived in very negative terms by houseless people, involvement in street support 

systems and membership in street families are usually viewed as positive experiences, 

offering not only material benefits but medical and emotional ones as well. Many street 

people find the service system not only degrading and abusive but also unreliable and, in 

the end, unhelpful. People pursue services only to find they are ineligible, and if they are 

able to enroll in a given program, they may be kicked out for seemingly minor 

infractions. In addition, houseless people are often skeptical that the service system can 

help them escape the streets, in part because so much emphasis is placed on personal 
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“problems” rather than the underlying structural issues of lack of affordable housing and 

living-wage jobs. Many individuals feel no need to be “fixed” and resent the implicit 

message, which pervades the service system, that they are solely to blame for their 

situation. The street support system frequently offers a more appealing alternative in 

terms of preserving one’s personal pride, dignity, respect, and independence. In addition, 

the street system is often more reliable and better provides for people’s daily needs than 

the service system. Thus, houseless individuals are drawn to public spaces where groups 

can gather to exchange information and resources as well as commiserate about the 

challenges of street life. 

Strategies and Tactics Revisited 

Returning to the spatial control strategies discussed in Chapter 2 (Table 2), it is clear that 

cities have moved from a primary strategy of containment (in old skid rows) to 

displacement and exclusion, but the latter two approaches have not been fully effective in 

ousting homeless people from coveted public spaces. Instead, individuals deploy various 

tactics to adapt the hostile urban landscape, with some tactics serving multiple purposes 

whereas others are, at times, mutually exclusive. All the research participants used some 

combination of exit, persistence, and adaptation: many of those in the county area fled the 

mounting restrictions downtown, but they then adapted to restrictions in county 

jurisdiction by altering their behaviors and/or simply flaunted laws by persisting in illegal 

activities; though people living in the downtown area mainly used adaptation and 

persistence, they also enlisted the exit option by temporarily leaving areas at certain times 

only to return later. Similarly, all the participants utilized the tactics of invisibility and 
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visibility, with each sometimes serving one goal while simultaneously thwarting another. 

For example, visibility is desirable and even required for many income-generating 

activities (e.g. panhandling) but is likely to attract unwanted police attention. Likewise, 

figurative invisibility may allow people to use restricted areas but reduces the chances of 

receiving unsolicited donations. In addition, both tactics can be used simultaneously: 

visibility can be a means of claiming a given space, like a park, while figurative 

invisibility within the park can help avoid complaints by housed park users. Overall, 

visibility is helpful in laying claim to daytime hangout locations, whereas invisibility is 

useful in claiming sleeping/camping spaces.  

Spatial Control Strategies Spatial Adaptation Tactics 
Containment Cluster people in 

designated area(s) 
Exit Leave the restricted 

area(s) 
Displacement Remove people from 

certain area(s) 
Adaptation Stay and modify 

behavior 
Exclusion Keep people out of 

certain area(s) 
Persistence Stay and do not 

modify behavior 
Voice/Resistance Express dissatisfaction 
Invisibility, literal Try to remain unseen 
Invisibility, figurative Blend in 

Displacement Remove people from 
certain area(s) 

Visibility Stand out 
Table 2: Spatial Control Strategies and Spatial Adaptation Tactics 

 
As for resistance, there were a few clear, overt examples: taking down median 

signs, spray-painting “No Trespassing” signs, taunting police officers, lawsuits, breaking 

into bathrooms, and defecating in prominent locations. Other actions are less clear in 

their intent: trashing of camps could be simple expediency (i.e. it is easier to trash a spot 

and move on to a new one than carry trash out) or resistance to the camping ban. 

Likewise, avoiding (or, alternately, “abusing”) the service system may be an expression 

of discontent or just a rational choice based on perceived alternatives (although in many 
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instances, avoidance was clearly the former). Of course, in either case, both intentions 

may be in operation simultaneously. Then there is the idea that “(e)xistence is resistance” 

(Wright 1997:182)—while this is true in the sense people continue to occupy heavily 

restricted spaces where they are clearly unwanted, it is obvious that most individuals are 

not trying to resist and are instead, attempting to be as compliant with laws as possible. 

Ironically, the people who could be considered most resistant (ones who stay in the 

downtown area, vociferously criticize social services, and are often self-supporting) are 

those whose presence tends to cause crackdowns. At the same time, resistance in any of 

these forms is often self-defeating, inspiring further restrictions on the use of space. 

While the tactics discussed by previous scholars help shed light on how people 

cope with spatial restrictions, they offer little in terms of explaining the complex 

motivations underlying different tactics. Houseless individuals are not just adapting to 

spatial restrictions but also privatizing public space, self-regulating for safety, seeking 

comfortable and functional places, and building a street support system. Deciding what 

spaces to use often requires choosing between these different goals. For example, 

generating income through panhandling usually requires exposing oneself to hostility 

from passersby and risking potential legal entanglements. Similarly, privatizing public 

space by setting up a camp increases the danger of being robbed just as grouping up for 

mutual protection may increase the risk of attracting police attention. There are no simple 

choices on the streets—every decision requires individuals to set priorities and weigh the 

pros and cons of using certain spaces. This is part of what makes the street support 

system so vital—people can share their experiences and knowledge while simultaneously 
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commiserating about the challenges they all face. Ultimately, understanding houseless 

people’s overarching goals is more informative than focusing on the myriad specific 

tactics used to accomplish those goals. This approach also helps explain why street 

people persist in using heavily restricted spaces—in essence, the ability to more easily 

achieve certain goals trumps any spatial restrictions that municipal authorities can dream 

up to drive houseless individuals away.  

Social Construction of Space: Defining “Appropriate” Use 

Though all the preceding tactics are combined in different ways by different individuals, 

the underlying strategy does not waiver, and it is no coincidence that the adjectives used 

to describe the resulting personal places are similar to mainstream conceptions of 

“home.” In many cases, the places that street people create for themselves are more 

“home”-like than any structure they previously resided in or could now afford. Numerous 

scholars have emphasized that people who are living outside continually seek to make a 

home for themselves in public space (Evans 2001; Glasser and Bridgman 1999; May 

2000; Mendoza 1996; Rosenthal 1994; Solomwitz 1997; Wardhaugh 1996). Evans 

(2001:81) called the resulting amalgam of spaces “folk housing” and a “composite 

home,” likening different spaces to different rooms of a house. But even this is too 

limited, because street people do not just make a home in urban space—they also make 

places for work and leisure and socializing. Homeless people create their own landscape, 

one that challenges the utopian vision pursued by city planners and other groups. This is 

not an opposing landscape or even an “alternate” one. It is a landscape that coexists, is 

interwoven and overlapping, with the utopian vision. In creating their own landscape, 
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street people challenge dominant conceptions about the appropriate use of public spaces, 

thus inspiring various spatial restrictions. 

There are three interrelated aspects of the social construction of space that help 

explain the proliferation of restrictions on the use of public space by houseless people. 

The first is largely a matter of aesthetics—with the rise of consumerism, housed residents 

have become accustomed to sanitized environments like suburban malls. This belies a 

deeper trend—suburbs are often thoroughly homogenized and sanitized spaces, and many 

residents are simply not exposed to urban poverty and diversity in much of their daily 

lives, resulting in a reduced tolerance of both. Thus cities must create similarly purified 

environments to attract potential consumers to public spaces. Second, the social stigma 

attached to old skid row dwellers still clings even years after these spaces were destroyed. 

Thus, the long-held stereotypes of houseless people as criminals, addicts, drunks, 

slackers, or potential health hazards are often applied to contemporary street dwellers 

despite the changes in the composition of the overall population. Of course, it does not 

help that the individuals who are most visible (i.e. who do not try to blend in) are exactly 

those whose behavior and appearance tend to reinforce these stereotypes, and this is often 

a source of conflict within the street community. Both these first two aspects of social 

construction of space are tied to the third one: the issue of unintended or inappropriate 

use of space. In claiming public spaces for personal use, houseless individuals challenge 

dominant social constructions of space that dictate how (and by whom) certain locations 

should be used. It does not really matter if a given space is intended for recreation and 

consumerism or if it is intended to serve functional purposes like funneling water runoff 
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and traffic (or, at the extreme, if it is “empty” unused space like undeveloped lots or 

abandoned buildings). The key is that the space is put to unintended uses, that homeless 

people’s private activities are somehow “out of place” in public space. Therefore, 

restrictions are often implemented even in spaces that are completely hidden from casual 

view. 

This raises the issue of who defines the “appropriate” use of public space—the 

people who visit a given location temporarily or those who live there. While one could 

make an argument on ethical grounds that use should be defined by the latter group (and I 

will return to this briefly below), spatial restrictions make it obvious that that housed 

residents usually triumph in practice. This is in large part because street people are often 

viewed as not being legitimate members of “the public” and therefore as not having a 

right to decide how public spaces should be used. One common though misguided 

justification for excluding houseless individuals from definitions of the “the public” (and, 

significantly, one that seems to have become more prevalent with the rise of 

neoliberalism) is that they do not pay taxes. In essence, “ownership” of public space is 

determined by who pays for its upkeep through tax dollars. Though this rhetoric is used 

to justify their exclusion from public space, it is also one of the main reasons that 

homeless people believe they deserve a right to use public space: newly homeless 

individuals, of course, paid not only sales taxes but also income and/or property taxes 

before ending up on the streets; and, once homeless, nearly everyone spends some 

portion of their limited income purchasing various goods. Street people often end up 

paying more in sales taxes on basic survival-related items than many poor housed people 
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do, both because the pre-packaged food amenable to outdoor life is taxed while raw foods 

are not, and because they usually have to purchase more expensive single-servings rather 

than bulk items. Clearly, homeless individuals often do contribute to the tax base, and 

they tend to earn and spend money within the same general area, thus essentially 

contributing their tax dollars to fund the efforts to oust them (ponder that irony for a 

moment). 

While cities attempt to maintain utopian visions of how public spaces should be 

used, homeless people continue to transform spaces intended for other purposes into their 

own personal places. The camp pictured at the start of this chapter (Figure 25) is nestled 

along the bank of the “empty” wash shown in the Introduction (Figure 1), and simply by 

choosing to live there, the camp residents have altered the meaning of the space. It is no 

longer simply a wash—it is also a residence, a home. In spite of cities’ best efforts to oust 

street people from certain spaces, they take these spaces and make them into personal 

places for habitation, work, socializing and leisure.  

“Get a Job”: The Neoliberal Effect 

Despite the simplistic (and very neoliberal) refrain that homeless people should just “get 

a job,” the reality of the employment market is very complex. There are numerous 

reasons that people end up on the streets, and neoliberal policies that curtailed housing 

and employment options while cutting social welfare provision are usually at the root. 

Some individuals have been officially excused from working by virtue of physical and/or 

mental issues yet the benefits they receive are not adequate to keep them housed (and, of 

course, meager benefits are part of the neoliberal strategy to cut costs). The majority of 
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people who become homeless are not rebelling against the system; they are not lazy or 

slackers or dropouts. Quite the opposite, they have worked conventional jobs all their 

lives, ended up on the streets anyway, and want nothing more than to get back into the 

mainstream housing and employment markets. Neoliberalism depends on and celebrates 

these individuals, on those who are willing to work for low wages and whose bouts of 

unemployment help keep the wages low. A case in point: on 04 February 2005, President 

George W. Bush was speaking to an audience in Omaha, Nebraska about social security 

reform when a divorced mother of three mentioned that she was working three jobs. In 

reply, Bush said: “You work three jobs? ...Uniquely American, isn't it? I mean, that is 

fantastic that you're doing that. ”  

“Fantastic” is not the word I would use (and I suspect it is not one the woman 

speaking would use either), but it does highlight a basic choice that faces many people 

who end up homeless: Do I work a crappy job to live paycheck-to-paycheck in a crappy, 

possibly dangerous apartment that I may lose at any time; or do I stay out here, find a 

way to make some cash, and see how it goes? Most people choose the former, often to 

find that they do not really have a choice after all given the job market, and thus they 

remain homeless. But some consciously choose the latter, and these two groups comprise 

much of the long-term local street population. In contrast, travelers and some local youth 

tend to consciously choose outdoor living due to personal preference, rejection of the 

neoliberal consumer frenzy, or a combination of the two. Regardless of how and why 

people end up living outside long-term, they often strive to be self-supporting by working 

temporary, under-the-table jobs (e.g. setting up booths for the Tucson Gem & Mineral 
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Show) and/or pursuing various types of self-employment (e.g. selling newspapers, 

scavenging). These individuals usually consider these valid jobs, often emphasizing that 

they work hard, and they do not see why they should not be free to choose an outdoor 

lifestyle centered on informal employment. Hopper’s (2006:220) recent comments on 

two particular street people in New York City are fitting in this context: 

“This homelessness traces its origins to a lumpen moral economy that traffics in self-
respect, independence, decent work, and reciprocity. What it asks of ‘the social’ is less 
handout than in-kind subsidy: local laws hospitable to scavenging, street amenities like 
public toilets, and a certain civic tolerance. Even to articulate the demand in this way is to 
underscore its hopelessly dated, pre-neoliberal, sense of the social.”  
 

None of this is to say that there are not houseless people who spend all their 

money on drugs or alcohol and live off social services. But even these individuals who 

usually garner the least sympathy were often able to support themselves in the pre-

neoliberal world. Skid row employment agencies did not require ID, sobriety, or long-

term commitments. People could show up whenever they wanted and did not need to 

worry about looking dirty or disheveled. Payment was on-the-spot and under-the-table, 

and nearby stores and lodging were inexpensive with lax rules of decorum. Thus, the 

individuals who are now maligned for being lazy and irresponsible were once able to be 

largely self-supporting and housed.  

There is, obviously, an element of punishment in all this—punishment for being 

poor, for using drugs or alcohol, for not living up to the neoliberal standards of 

productivity, for choosing another option. But the truth is not everyone can “fit” in the 

neoliberal economy. Some are unable to, some do not want to, some have tried for years 

only to find themselves on the streets repeatedly, and some are simply locked out of the 
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mainstream employment market by past felony convictions or drug/alcohol use. The 

important thing is that all these people once had a “fit” in the economy—both in terms of 

wider employment options and more access to affordable housing—and thus were less 

likely to end up homeless. While neoliberalism has squelched informal job opportunities 

in the quest to bring all labor into the market and increase productivity, what it offers as a 

replacement is low-paying, highly regulated, insecure service-industry jobs. In essence, 

neoliberalism simultaneously produces homelessness and punishes the affected 

individuals. 

A Strange Equilibrium 

The landscape created by street people is often in plain view, yet it remains hidden to 

many urban residents, to those who have access to private space and do not have to make 

a place for themselves in public space. When noticed, the landscape of homelessness 

often inspires fear or worry, leading people to call in complaints about camps or 

panhandlers or park users to city authorities. The city is obligated to respond to these 

complaints and sees this as protecting the “quality-of-life” of the wider public. At the 

same time, the city is so dependent on business and consumer revenues that it cannot risk 

the possibility that these groups will be driven away by the presence of street people. 

Business owners share the same concern, and they too must respond to customer 

complaints. Though neighborhood residents are often written off by scholars, advocates, 

social service workers, and city authorities alike as selfish or misinformed when it comes 

to siting of services, their desires in regard to existing public spaces seem reasonable—to 

go to a nearby park without finding syringes in the playground or to browse the stores 
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along Fourth Avenue without repeatedly being asked for money. All these motives are 

understandable, yet all of them seek to create spaces that do not exist, utopian spaces 

where the unseemly poverty that is a part of urban life is expunged from view. From this 

perspective, public spaces should be reserved primarily for commercial and recreational 

purposes, and anyone who does not conform to these intended uses should be forced to 

go elsewhere.  

But what happens when there is no “elsewhere,” when every space that homeless 

people try to claim for themselves becomes the target of sanitization? This is the situation 

facing street people in contemporary cities—the spaces that they inhabited in the past 

have been razed to make way for redevelopment projects, and the low-cost pay-as-you-

stay housing, restaurants, bars, temporary employment opportunities, and centrally-

located services have gone as well. But homeless people have not gone with them. They 

must still occupy some space, and, not surprisingly, they have often chosen spaces that 

also attract housed residents like parks, commercial areas, and the downtown core. Yet 

even when they occupy marginal spaces like washes, tunnels, and empty lots, their 

presence still raises concerns, resulting in restrictions on these spaces as well. Some 

concerns are serious ones (e.g. safety, sanitation), but most are related to “quality-of-life” 

issues (e.g. panhandling, trespassing, sleeping in parks, etc.)—and both are caused 

largely by the lack of a physical and economic space for homeless people in the urban 

environment. Thus, spatial control tactics cannot work, not only because homeless people 

have nowhere else to go and are attracted by elements that ultimately trump the 
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restrictions but also because people do succeed in making personal places in even the 

most restrictive landscape.  

Neoliberalism depends on poverty to function and to think that spatial restrictions, 

however harsh, can overcome the human imperative to find a place to exist is the height 

of folly. It is a folly that comes at great cost to cities—responding to complaints, paying 

to clear out encampments, providing expensive emergency care to treat the ailments and 

injuries associated with street life, running people through the legal system repeatedly 

only to arrest them for the same infractions later on. Whether wanted or not, street people 

are a part of the public even though their concerns are usually overshadowed by those of 

business owners and other housed residents. This brings up the question of why the rights 

of wealthier groups predominate over the rights of homeless people. Does the right to not 

feel uncomfortable, to have a visually pleasing environment for recreational activities, or 

to maximize business revenues really beat out the right to attend to one’s basic physical, 

social, and economic needs without persecution? This is a dilemma that is pervasive in 

the United States and throughout the world, one to which there is no easy answer. As 

Waldron so eloquently discussed in “Homelessness and the Issue of Freedom” 

(1991:304): 

“Now one question we face as a society – a broad question of justice and social policy – 
is whether we are willing to tolerate an economic system in which large numbers of 
people are homeless. Since the answer is evidently, ‘Yes,’ the question that remains is 
whether we are willing to allow those who are in this predicament to act as free agents, 
looking after their own needs, in public places – the only space available to them. It is a 
deeply frightening fact about the modern United States that those who have homes and 
jobs are willing to answer ‘Yes’ to the first question and ‘No’ to the second.” 
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 Ironically, no one seems to be happy with the current situation—certainly not 

homeless people, but not even those groups who advocate for or enact the spatial control 

policies. Business owners continue to express concern about panhandlers and trespassers; 

neighborhood residents clamor for some way to get homeless people out of “their” parks; 

law enforcement officials acknowledge that legal restrictions are often ineffective and 

time-consuming; city and county authorities field complaint calls as they simultaneously 

pour money into services; and service workers express frustration that their efforts cannot 

significantly curtail homelessness given the existing housing and employment markets. 

Some more cynical readers may think that the only “solution” that would satisfy all 

interested parties is the complete elimination of homeless people from the urban 

landscape. In a sense, this is true, but only in the sense that everyone either wants to see 

an end to homelessness or just wants homeless people to go “elsewhere.” In short, many 

housed residents may not want to see homeless people, but that does not necessarily 

mean that they want people to be persecuted for being homeless (though some 

undoubtedly do). For their part, the individuals responsible for fielding and responding to 

complaints frequently recognize that current policies are neither practical nor effective, 

leading many law enforcement officials, social service workers, and local government 

representatives alike to wish that homeless people could be given some designated space 

to occupy. Homeless people also want a space where they can exist without persecution, 

and most housed residents would probably appreciate the results but are usually unwilling 

to host such facilities.  
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Many of the serious problems associated with homelessness (e.g. human waste, 

trash, crime) could be better and less expensively managed by providing day centers as 

well as legal camping areas with trash service and portable toilets. Though some cities 

have tried to return to containment by building “homeless campuses” that host a variety 

of services, these are not a replacement for the old skid rows that not only offered a wider 

range of amenities but also afforded people more personal freedom and independence. In 

contrast, the campuses offer access to the restrictive services that many street people 

avoid. Of course, finding a place to recreate skid rows would be difficult, if not 

impossible, given widespread NIMBYism, but even if cities could do so, the composition 

of the homeless population has changed so drastically since the skid row days that it 

would not be fully effective. Some of the most “problematic” individuals, such as 

alcoholics and drug addicts, would likely use such areas, but many others would not. In 

short, there is no going back and there are no easy solutions. Only a complete revamping 

of the neoliberal, consumer-based economy would curtail poverty, but adopting some of 

the approaches used in other countries (e.g. squatters’ rights, legal camping, more 

extensive funding of social welfare programs and affordable housing) could help reduce 

the numbers of people who become homeless and ease the difficulties of street life. 

Unfortunately, none of these things seem likely to happen in the near future. 

In Tucson as in many cities throughout the United States, a strange equilibrium 

has been reached in which homeless people are essentially punished for being homeless 

while the “problem” of their presence that spatial restrictions are intended to remedy will 

not go away. This is not to say that such restrictions have not be partially effective—
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many street people have left the heavily restricted downtown area in recent years—but 

the “problem” has simply been pushed elsewhere, expanding the range of spaces that 

must be controlled and monitored even as homeless people continue to congregate 

downtown. If anything, the scale of the dilemma has expanded rather than contracted. As 

it currently stands, restrictive urban polices that seek to control the movements and 

actions of street people are not only ineffective and inhumane but also exacerbate the 

problem of homelessness. Restrictions make escaping the streets more difficult, because 

individuals must devote increasing amounts of time to navigating and overcoming them. 

In addition, people rack up misdemeanors and even felonies for minor “quality-of-life” 

crimes, and the resulting legal records may bar them from housing and employment 

opportunities. Dispersion of services makes getting help time-consuming while the 

specialization and regulation of services causes many people to give up due to frustration. 

All the spatial control tactics employed in cities have a greater effect on newly homeless 

people, driving them toward existing street community to access vital information and 

support networks. Once absorbed into the community, it becomes more difficult to escape 

the streets and many people end up living outside for extended periods. At the same time, 

the primary targets of these tactics, namely long-term homeless people, are not deterred 

from using the affected spaces. But even beyond all this, there simply are not enough 

affordable housing or living wage jobs in the contemporary urban market, which means 

that homelessness is inevitable. Thus, it is clear that houseless people will continue to use 

public space for unintended purposes in their efforts to find or make private, safe, 

comfortable, functional, and supportive personal places. The question is whether we as a 
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society will continue to persecute homeless people for this endeavor or if we will try to 

find ways to build on existing street systems of privatization, self-regulation, informal 

employment, and mutual support to create cities that can accommodate the full range of 

urban residents.  
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APPENDIX A:  

REPORT TO TPCH & STATE 10-YEAR PLAN COMMITTEES2 

During 2003-2004, I conducted 60 in-depth interviews (1-3 hours each) with homeless 
people who frequent public locations in Tucson, the majority of whom are chronically 
homeless. (See the attached demographic information for summary of sample 
characteristics). While many people expressed a desire to escape homelessness, some 
claimed no interest in getting off the streets. I asked all interviewees about their use of 
social services, finding two general groups: first, individuals who use a variety of social 
services to meet their daily needs; second, individuals who claim they rarely or never use 
social services. While the majority of people (65%) did use some services, relatively few 
used shelters (17%). Among shelter-users, some only used Winter Shelter, citing the 
drop-in aspect as appealing. Among those who did not use shelters, by far the most 
frequently used service was church feedings, although many people also mentioned drop-
in centers such as Primavera Relief & Referral, La Frontera RAPP office, and Sonora 
House. Among the services considered most desirable were those not requiring 
identification or paperwork, those not requiring any specific status (i.e. mental illness, 
drug abuse, etc.), those closest to the downtown area, and those where people could drop 
by without an appointment. Interestingly, many people felt quite ambivalent about the 
social service system—thankful that services exist; but hesitant to use them for various 
reasons as well as resentful about the way clients are treated and the perception that 
services are making money off homeless people. 
 
I also asked interviewees about barriers to service use, barriers to accessing housing and 
jobs, and suggestions for services they would like to have available. Findings are 
summarized below, followed by ranked response lists for each category. 
 
BARRIERS TO SERVICE USE: The most commonly mentioned barriers to service use 
were: excessive red tape and resulting lengthy application processes; too much 
specialization of services (so that only mentally ill, drug abusers, etc. can use certain 
services and people have to go to multiple locations to find help); excessive rules 
(including sobriety requirements); and the geographical spread of services (along with 
concomitant lack of access to transportation). Many people also mentioned avoiding 
services due to not liking the atmosphere—rude, condescending staff; requirements to 
attend religious services or general proselytizing; and a focus on profit making at the 
expense of client care were all major concerns. In terms of shelter, many people indicated 
that shelters are often dirty, dangerous, overcrowded, and/or understaffed, making 
sleeping outside more desirable. Various mental conditions, including posttraumatic 
stress disorder and social anxiety, discouraged some people from using crowded services, 
especially shelters. 
 
                                                
2 Original report included summary of participant demographics and service use. 
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Overview: Overall, time allocation is a big factor in people not accessing available 
services. The geographical spread of services takes up time. Paperwork takes time. 
Waiting in line, sometimes for hours, to shower takes time. All this does not leave much 
time/energy for pursuing possible services and also makes keeping appointments 
difficult. Therefore, more flexibility in appointment times is needed as well as more 
transportation to and/or centralization of services. In addition, agencies that aim to help 
people who are service-averse (as many chronically homeless people are) must create a 
more relaxed, accepting atmosphere by loosening rules and requirements, tolerating 
deviations from treatment plans, and helping staff remain congenial and encouraging 
under stressful conditions. 
 
BARRIERS TO ACCESSING HOUSING/JOBS: The most commonly mentioned barriers to 
accessing housing and jobs were: lack of jobs that pay a living wage; drug-free, non-felon 
requirements for housing and jobs; and long waiting lists for housing. Several people also 
mentioned logistical difficulties: hard to get a job without housing/telephone/ 
transportation (and, conversely, hard to get housing without a job); hard to save up 
housing deposit while living outside; and time taken to apply for and maintain services 
reduces time to search for a job.  
 
Overview: Overall, the interplay of low wages and lack of affordable housing makes it 
difficult for many people to escape homelessness. Several people cited the right to work 
policy as a major impediment to the availability of good jobs. Therefore, an increase in 
the minimum wage (or access to higher-paying jobs) or, conversely, much more 
affordable housing is needed. In addition, drug-free crime-free housing policies, which 
deter many people from pursuing housing, and the right to work policy should be 
reexamined. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS/NEEDS: In terms of suggestions for services, by far the most 
commonly mentioned were related to shelter and housing: longer shelter stays or free 
month of rent; more and better emergency shelter options; shelter/housing for couples; 
more affordable housing; more low-demand housing/shelter; housing/shelter that accepts 
pets; housing that accepts felons; and more shelter for women. In addition, many people 
thought the City should legalize camping in some areas (or allow use of abandoned 
buildings), especially if existing shelter facilities are inadequate. Various forms of job 
assistance were also frequently mentioned: jobs paying higher than minimum wage; job 
training with diverse options; help with job searching; and jobs that accept felons. The 
third most commonly desired service was help with transportation for getting to both jobs 
and services. Other suggestions included: better treatment by staff; less red tape and 
quicker application processes; less restrictive requirements for services (i.e. not requiring 
mental illness, drug abuse, etc.); access to bathrooms and showers; fewer rules; more 
flexibility in appointment and feeding times; food boxes without address requirement; a 
centralized location where people can find out about multiple services; access to 
telephones; easier access to medical care and medications; and removing laws that 
penalize people for being homeless. 
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Overview: Overall, the vast majority of recommendations centered on housing, job 
assistance, and transportation. While services in all these areas are available, they are 
simply not enough to meet the demand, and they are often difficult and time consuming 
to access. Many people become frustrated when they encounter the complexity of the 
social service system. They report applying for various services only to discover they are 
not eligible or nothing is currently available. Some persist and find services appropriate 
to their needs, while many others simply give up. The majority of chronically homeless 
people have sampled various services in the past but now only use services where they 
can drop by without an appointment and, preferably, without identification. Therefore, to 
effectively combat homelessness, not only must more housing, job, and transportation 
assistance be available, it must also be made more accessible by streamlining application 
processes, reducing specialization and duplication, increasing service flexibility, and 
relaxing requirements for housing.  
 
FINAL NOTE: Many homeless people report feeling persecuted by laws they perceive are 
targeted at them (e.g. no urinating in public despite lack of bathrooms; no sleeping in 
public despite inadequate shelters). While some people understand the reasons behind 
such laws, most still lament how much harder these laws make their daily lives, including 
reducing their ability to keep appointments for services and day labor. They feel it is 
unfair to punish people who currently have no alternative. They ask the City to relax such 
laws or consider compromises (e.g. port-o-potties; permits for camping).  
 
BARRIERS TO SERVICE USE (ranked with response rate in parentheses): 
  1a)  Time requirements/red tape/long waits (13) 
  1b)  Shelters and some other services dirty/dangerous/understaffed/overcrowded (13) 
  2a)  Too much specialization serving specific groups—mentally ill, women, families (9) 
  2b)  Excessive rules, so get kicked out of program for anything (9) 
  2c)  Services are getting rich off the poor (9) 
  3a)  Staff attitude—condescending, rude, treat clients like children (8) 
  3b)  Religious requirements, proselytizing (8) 
  4a)  Drug restrictions, sobriety requirements for services (6) 
  4b)  Services too spread out (6) 
  4c)  Likes being independent (6) 
  5a)  Hard to make feeding times if work (2) 
  5b)  Strict scheduling of appointments (2) 
  6)  Having dog makes getting around hard (1) 
 
BARRIERS TO ACCESSING HOUSING/JOBS (ranked): 
  1)  Better jobs—need more than minimum wage (12) 
  2)  Drug-free, non-felon requirements for housing and jobs (9) 
  3)  Long waiting lists (8) 
  4)  Hard to get job without housing/telephone/transportation (5) 
  5)  Saving first & last month rent hard (4) 
  6)  Time getting and maintaining services takes time from job search (3) 
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  7a)  Hard to get housing without a job (2) 
  7b)  Benefits get cut if get job/housing (2) 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS/NEEDS (ranked): 
  1)  More Shelter/Housing (35) 
         a)  Longer shelter stays or free month of rent to look for job (7) 
         b)  Better shelter options, more privacy, more summer shelter (7) 
         c)  Shelter/subsidized housing for couples (6) 
         d)  Affordable housing (6) 
         e)  More places like Sonora House (5) 
         f)  Housing/shelter that accepts pets (2) 
         g)  Housing that accepts felons (1) 
         h)  Shelter for women (1) 
  2)  Job Assistance (25) 
         a)  Better jobs – more than minimum wage (12) 
         b)  Job training/education, with more diverse job options and more personal  

  freedom (7) 
         c)  Help with job searching (4) 
         d)  Jobs that take felons (2) 
  3)  Transportation, including bus passes (17) 
  4)  Legal camping, including allowing use of empty buildings (13) 
  5)  Better treatment by staff, less “attitude,” more tolerance/compassion (12) 
  6a)  Quicker/less red tape to get services and more coordination/ 
          integration of services (10) 
  6b)  Access to bathrooms/showers (10) 
  7)  Less restrictive requirements for services—programs should be tailored to meet  
       clients’ needs, not force clients to fit a category (9) 
  8a)  Fewer, less strict rules (7) 
  8b)  More flexibility in appointment and feeding times (5) 
  9)  Food boxes without address requirement (4) 
  10a)  One-stop drop-in center to meet basic needs, get up-to-date information,  
           and hang out (3) 
  10b)  Access to telephones (3) 
  11a)  Services for single fathers (2) 
  11b)  Easier access to medical care and medications (2) 
  11c)  Businesses & neighborhoods should lighten up (2) 
  11d)  Stop criminalizing homelessness (2) 
  12a)  Cooled water fountains (1) 
  12b)  Laundry facilities (1) 
  12c)  Storage (1) 
  12d)  Remove marriage penalty on benefits (1) 
  12e)  Businesses should help—e.g. Family Dollar homeless day (1) 
  12f)  Should be allowed to buy permits to fly sign (1) 
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APPENDIX B:  
REPORT TO TPD DOWNTOWN DIVISION3 

During 2003-2004, I conducted 60 in-depth interviews (1-3 hours each) with homeless 
people who frequent public locations in Tucson, the majority of whom are chronically 
homeless. (See the attached demographic information for summary of sample 
characteristics). Fifty-five of these interviews were conducted within the City of Tucson 
at the following locations: Armory Park, Catalina Park, DeAnza Park, Downtown 
Library, El Presidio Plaza, Estevan Park, Fourth Avenue, Himmel Park, Santa Cruz River 
Park between St. Mary’s and Congress, and Santa Rita Park. The other 5 interviews were 
conducted on Pima County land.  
 
Each of the 55 individuals interviewed on City land were asked about their interactions 
with Tucson Police Department officers. Although not all individuals were interviewed 
within the Downtown Division jurisdiction, their responses are included because the 
majority of these people do frequent the downtown area. Findings are summarized below, 
followed by ranked response lists for each category. 
 
GENERAL IMPRESSION OF POLICE: There was much variation in how homeless people 
perceived the police. The most frequent comment was that police officers usually leave 
homeless people alone if they are not causing trouble, followed closely by the assertion 
that officers routinely harass homeless people. This same variation was seen in general 
comments about the police, with positive comments outweighing negative ones. 
Similarly, the same number of people claimed that officers target homeless people as 
acknowledged that officers are just doing their jobs. These differing perceptions were not 
appreciably related to time on the streets, though recently homeless people initially 
tended to be shocked by how many laws exist to regulate the use of public space. Overall, 
the individuals who had a positive impression of the police were those who made an 
effort to stay out of trouble by avoiding large groups, keeping a low profile, and/or trying 
to obey most laws. On the other hand, the individuals who had a negative impression of 
the police were those who routinely got into trouble by breaking various laws and, in 
some cases, self-admittedly being rude to officers. Individuals in both groups expressed 
frustration and sometimes anger over existing laws that they feel are targeting homeless 
people and noted how difficult it is not to break laws while living outside. A common 
sentiment was: “People can do these things in their homes and not get into trouble, but 
we don’t have anywhere else to go except the parks and washes.” 
 
INTERACTIONS WITH POLICE: The most frequently mentioned interaction with police 
officers was being ticketed or arrested for various infractions, with trespassing being the 
most common. Several people also mentioned being woken up by police in parks or 
washes but not being ticketed. Other people said that the police know them and usually 

                                                
3 Original report included summary of participant demographics and service use. 
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just leave them alone or check on them. Reports of police abuses were rare, with only two 
people claiming to have been beaten by police officers, one reporting that homeless 
people are sometimes rounded up and dropped off outside City limits, and one saying that 
police officers routinely steal homeless people’s belongings. While only six individuals 
claimed to have very little interaction with the police, many people reported that they 
make an effort to avoid the police by staying away from areas of heavy enforcement 
and/or keeping a low profile. From my own extensive observations, police officers 
usually just ride through high-traffic areas without engaging homeless people, which 
often causes many people to leave the location temporarily. Again, many homeless 
individuals expressed frustration that they are punished for breaking laws that they 
believe are nearly impossible to obey while living outside. 
 
GENERAL IMPRESSION OF POLICE (ranked with response rate in parentheses): 
1) Police mostly leave homeless alone if they are not causing trouble (18) 
2) Officers harass homeless people (15) 
3) Positive (e.g. “decent, nice, pretty cool, compassionate”) (11) 
4a) Negative (e.g. “jerks, egotistical, hypocritical, brutal, judgmental, assholes, 
despicable”) (7) 
4b) Police/City should lighten up on homeless (7) 
5a) Officers target homeless (8) 
5b) Police are just doing their job (8) 
6) Homeless bring any problems with police on themselves   (6) 
7a) Police just want to get rid of homeless (4) 
7b) Officers make up charges to kick homeless people out of parks (4) 
8a) Officers get to know homeless and watch out for them (1) 
8b) Police should learn more about homeless (1) 
8c) Police contribute to keeping people homeless through multiple arrests (1) 
 
INTERACTIONS WITH POLICE: 
1) Ticketed or arrested for various infractions (34) 
 a) Trespassing, including after hours in parks (12) 
 b) Drinking in public (5) 
 c) Drug charges (4) 
 d) Panhandling (3) 
 e) Littering (3) 

f) Sitting on sidewalk (2) 
 g) Dogs without leash/tags (2) 
 h) Public urination (1) 
 i) Riding bicycle on sidewalk (1) 
 j) Shopping cart (1) 
2) Tries to avoid police by avoiding certain areas (17) 
3) Woken up by Officers while sleeping in parks/washes but not ticketed (12) 
4) Police know him/her and either leave him/her alone or just check on him/her (11) 
5a) Camp cleared out by police (9) 
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5b) Keeps a low profile to stay out of trouble with police (9) 
6a) Officers checked identification and/or warrants (6) 
6b) Searched by Officers (6) 
6c) Not much interaction with police (6) 
7) Banned from park/s (4) 
8) Roundup in parks (3) 
9a) Kicked out of parks during day (2) 
9b) Officers poured out alcohol but did not ticket (2) 
9c) Beaten by Officers (2) 
10a) Police usually just move people rather than ticketing them (1) 
10b) Rounded up and dropped off outside City limits (1) 
10c) Belongings stolen by police (1) 
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APPENDIX C:  
PARTICIPANT DATA SUMMARY/COLLATION 

 
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

 
AGE (60 TOTAL): 
18-24 (11) 
25-30 (4) 
31-40 (10) 
41-50 (23) 
51-65 (8) 
66+ (4) 
 
SEX (60 TOTAL): 
Female (8) 
Male (52) 
 
ETHNICITY (60 TOTAL): 
African American / Black (7) 
Caucasian (41) 
Native American (1) 
Native American & Caucasian (5) 
Hispanic (2) 
Hispanic & Caucasian (3) 
Hispanic & Native American (1) 

MARITAL STATUS (58 TOTAL): 
(Unknown = 2) 
Never Married (24) 
Divorced / Separated (24) 
Married (7) 
Widowed (3) 
 
CHILDREN (58 TOTAL): 
(Unknown = 2) 
No Children (34) 
Has Children (24) 
 
FAMILY CONTACT (58 TOTAL): 
(Unknown = 2) 
Yes (41) 
No (17) 
 
 
 

 
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT (58 total): (Unknown = 2) 
Not Graduated High School (9) 
High School Degree / GED (27) 
Some College (3) 
2-year College (2) 
4-year College (2) 
Graduate Degree (3) 
Professional / Technical License (12; 2 with some college also) 
 Appliance repair (1) 

Captain’s / Pilot’s license (2) 
Culinary (1) 
Electrical (2) 

 Mechanic (1) 
Pipefitting (1) 
Truck driving (2) 

 Veterinary (1) 
 Welding (1) 
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VETERAN (59 TOTAL): 
(Unknown = 1) 
Yes (14) 
No (45) 
 

PHYSICAL & MENTAL HEALTH 
 
PHYSICAL HEALTH (29 TOTAL): 
(No health complaints/problems = 31) 
Chronic Injury / Illness (17) 
Minor problems (6) 
Difficulty Walking (6) 
 
MENTAL HEALTH (18 TOTAL): 
(Unknown = 3) 
(Never treated = 39) 
Diagnosed, not currently medicated (10; 1 hospitalized in past) 
 Anxiety / Depression (3) 
 Bipolar (1) 
 Psychotic (1) 
 Not Specified (4) 
Diagnosed, currently medicated (8 total; 1 hospitalized in past) 
 Depression (1) 
 Schizoaffective (1) 
 Schizophrenia (2) 
 Not Specified (4) 
 
PRESCRIPTION MEDICATIONS (17 TOTAL): 
(None = 43) 
Psychiatric (8) 
Painkillers (5) 
Antibiotics (2) 
Other (2)—insomnia, blood pressure 
 
SUBSTANCE USE (52 TOTAL): 
(None = 8; 2 due to parole) 
Alcohol, Marijuana, Other Illegal Drugs, & Prescription Drugs (17) 
Alcohol & Marijuana (10) 
Alcohol, Marijuana, & Other Illegal Drugs (9) 
Marijuana only (7) 
Marijuana & Other Illegal Drugs (5) 
Alcohol only (3) 
Alcohol & Other Illegal Drugs (1)—heroin  
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HISTORY OF HOMELESSNESS 
 
STATUS (60 TOTAL): 
Homeless Alone (33) 
Homeless with Friend/s (12) 
Homeless with Mate (10) 
Homeless with Friend/s & Mate (5) 
 
LENGTH OF TIME HOMELESS (60 TOTAL): 
<1 month (1) 
1-6 months (5) 
7-11 months (6) 
1-5 years (18) 
6-10 years (12) 
>10 years (18) 
 
EPISODIC (60 TOTAL): 
Yes (36) 
No (24)  
 
FIRST TIME HOMELESS IN TUCSON (60 TOTAL): 
Yes (27) 
No (33) 
 
SEASONAL MIGRATION TO TUCSON (60 TOTAL): 
Yes (13) 
No or N/A (47) 
 
NUMBER OF TIMES HOMELESS IN PAST YEAR (60 TOTAL): 
1 time (55) 
2 times (5) 
 
NUMBER OF TIMES HOMELESS IN LIFETIME (60 TOTAL): 
1 time (24) 
2 times (7) 
3-5 times (20) 
6-10 times (8) 
11+ times (1) 
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CAUSES OF HOMELESSNESS 
 
CAUSES OF HOMELESSNESS (60 TOTAL; 26 reporting multiple causes): 
Choice (19; 10 saying ONLY choice) 
Job Loss (15) 
Alcohol / Drugs (9) 
Prison Release (7) 
Kicked out by Family (7) 
Eviction (7) 
Death of Mate or Family Member (5) 
Ran Away from Home (5) 
Injury (2) 
House Fire (2) 
Problem settling down / following through (2) 
Doesn’t fit into society (1) 
Family Issues (1) 
Quit Job (1) 
Hospital Release (1) 
Ditched by friends (1) 
No birth certificate or identification (1) 
 

SHELTER & SERVICE USE 
(NOTES: Service Use does not include DES/Payee or Medical Care) 

 
TOTAL SHELTER & SERVICE USE EVER (60 PEOPLE TOTAL): 
Shelter only (0) 
Other services only (15) 
Shelter and other services (38) 
No shelter or services (7) 
 
SHELTER & SERVICE USE (WEEK & MONTH) BY TYPE (49 TOTAL; 38 services only): 
(None = 11) 
Shelter ONLY (1; in work program) 
Shelter & Services (10; 2 in work program) 
 Meals (1) 
 Drop-in Centers (1) 

Meals & Drop-in Centers (2) 
Meals, Drop-in Centers, & Other (4) 

 Meals & Behavioral Health (1) 
 Meals, Behavioral Health, Case Management, & Other (1) 
Meals ONLY (7) 
Meals & Other Services (18) 
 Behavioral Health (2) 
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 Behavioral Health & Day Program (1) 
Behavioral Health, Food Box, & Other (1) 
Behavioral Health & Other (2) 

 Day Program (1) 
 Day Program, Food Box, & Other (2) 
 Day Program & Other (1) 
 Drop-in Centers (1) 
 Drop-in Centers, Case Management, & Other (1) 
 Drop-in Centers & Other (2) 
 Food Box & Other (1) 
 Other (3) 
Drop-in Centers ONLY (1) 
Drop-in Centers & Other Services (4) 
 Food Box (3) 
 Church (1) 
Food Box ONLY (2) 
Food Box & Other Services (1) 
Miscellaneous ONLY (5) 
 Behavioral Health & Other (1) 
 Church (1)—clothes 
 Day Program (1) 
 Veteran’s Administration (2) 
 
SHELTER USE FREQUENCY (60 TOTAL): 
Used Shelter in Past Month (11 total; 3 using >1 per month) 

Weekly (6) 
Monthly Only (5; 3 used up time earlier in month, other 2 used Deep Freeze only) 

No Shelter Use in Past Month (49) 
Used shelters in past (27) 
No shelter use ever (22) 

 
SHELTER WEEK (6 TOTAL): 
(None = 54; 5 using shelter monthly) 
Primavera Men’s Shelter (3) 
Salvation Army Hospitality House (SALLY) (1) 
Gospel Rescue Mission Men’s Center (GRM) (1) 
Project Hospitality (1) 
 
SHELTER MONTH (6 TOTAL; 3 using >1 per month): 
(None = 50) 
(Same as Weekly = 4) 
Salvation Army Hospitality House (4) 
Gospel Rescue Mission Men’s Center (3) 
Operation Deep Freeze (2; both using only ODF in last month) 
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Primavera Men’s Shelter (1) 
 
SERVICE USE FREQUENCY (60 TOTAL): 
Weekly (36) 
Monthly only (12) 
No Weekly or Monthly (12) 
 No service use ever (7)—all 7 say “No services” plus 8 others 

Used services in past (5) 
 
SERVICE USE INTENSITY—WEEK & MONTH (60 TOTAL): 
(No service use in past month = 12) 
1service used per month (11) 
2 (10) 
3-5 (22) 
6-9 (5) 
 
SERVICE WEEK (36 TOTAL): 
(None = 24) 
Casa Maria (21) 
CARIDAD meals (19 total) 

Holy Family Church mentioned specifically (12, with 5 citing only HFC) 
Santa Rita Park on Sundays mentioned (3, with 1 citing only SRP) 

Southside Presbyterian Church (7) 
Primavera Relief & Referral (7) 
Red Wagon in Estevan Park (5) 
La Frontera Sonora House (4) 
Primavera Works (2) 
Salvation Army Hospitality House non-shelter services (2) 
CODAC Behavioral Health Services (2) 
Armory Senior Center (2) 
Mt. Calvary Missionary Baptist Church (1) 
Hope of Glory Ministries, a.k.a. Inner City Harvester’s Church (1) 
Serving Jesus Christ with Joy (1) 
Victory Outreach Church (1) 
Unspecified church for food box (1) 
Primavera Casa Paloma (1) 
Gospel Rescue Mission non-shelter services (1) 
Traveler’s Aid Society (1) 
Compass Health Care (1) 
COPE Behavioral Services (1) 
Littleton Food Bank (1) 
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SERVICE MONTH (34 TOTAL; 12 who used monthly but not weekly): 
(Same as Weekly = 14) 
(None = 12) 
St. Vincent de Paul for clothes (8) 
Casa Maria (8) 
CARIDAD meals (4 total) 

Holy Family Church mentioned specifically (1 citing only HFC) 
Primavera Relief & Referral (7) 
La Frontera RAPP Office (5) 
Southern Arizona VA Healthcare System (5) 
Unspecified church for clothes (4) 
Salvation Hospitality House non-shelter services (3) 
La Frontera Center Main Clinic (3) 
La Frontera Center East Side Case Management (2) 
Gospel Rescue Mission non-shelter services (2) 
Catalina United Methodist Church (2) 
Our Lord’s Church, Littleton (1) 
Serving Jesus Christ with Joy (1) 
Pascua Village Caring Ministries (1) 
Traveler’s Aid Society (1) 
CODAC Behavioral Health Services (1) 
COPE Behavioral Services (1) 
La Frontera Sonora House (1) 
Primavera Five Points Transitional Housing (1) 
Ronstandt Transit Center for bus pass (1) 
 
SHELTER/SERVICES PAST (44 TOTAL; 4 who used services in past but do NOT now): 
(N/A = 16) 
 (Shelter/service use weekly or monthly = 9) 
 (No shelter/service use ever = 7) 
Shelters (33 total, 25 using >1) 
 Salvation Army Hospitality House (21; 2 kicked out) 
 Primavera Men’s Shelter (19; 3 kicked out) 

Gospel Rescue Mission Men’s Center (15; 2 kicked out) 
Traveler’s Aid Society shelter (8; 4 kicked out) 

 Operation Deep Freeze (7; 4 using only ODF) 
Primavera Casa Paloma (3) 

 Serving Jesus Christ with Joy (3, all paroled here; 2 kicked out) 
Gospel Rescue Mission Bethany House (2; 1 kicked out) 
Church on the Street (2; 2 kicked out) 

 Project Hospitality (2) 
Meal Sites (16 total) 
 Toole Ave. Soup Kitchen (8) 

Casa Maria (6) 
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CARIDAD meals (6 total) 
Holy Family Church mentioned specifically (2) 

Red Wagon in Estevan Park (1) 
Behavioral Health Services (4) 

La Frontera Center Main Clinic (2; 1 in Casa de Vida) 
Unspecified substance abuse rehabilitation (2) 
Compass Health Care (1) 

Job Training (7 total) 
 Jackson Employment (3) 

Primavera Works (2) 
COPE Behavioral Services, RISE, Inc. (1) 
Unspecified vocational rehabilitation (1) 

Miscellaneous (9 total) 
La Frontera RAPP Office (3) 
Traveler’s Aid Society non-shelter services only (2) 
Primavera Relief & Referral (2) 
Southern Arizona VA Healthcare System (2) 
Salvation Army Hospitality House non-shelter services only (1) 
Littleton Food Bank (1) 
 

SLEEPING LOCATIONS 
 
SLEEPING SPOTS BY TYPE—WEEK & MONTH (60 TOTAL): 
Camping Only (37) 
Camping & Motel (10) 
Shelter & Camping (6) 
Shelter Only (3) 
Camping, Motel, & Friends (2) 
Shelter, Camping, & Motel (1) 
Shelter, Camping, & Friends (1) 
 
SLEEPING SPOTS—WEEK & MONTH (60 TOTAL): 
Shelter ONLY (3 total) 

Primavera Men’s Shelter (2) 
Gospel Rescue Mission Men’s Center (1) 

Shelter & Camping (8 total) 
 SALLY, GRM, Primavera & Van (1) 
 SALLY, GRM, Primavera & Estevan Park Area (1) 

SALLY, GRM, & Railroad Tracks (1) 
SALLY & Railroad Tracks (1) 

 Deep Freeze & Downtown (1) 
 Deep Freeze & San Xavier Reservation (1) 
 Project Hospitality & 4th Ave. Area (1) 
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 SALLY & Downtown (1) 
Camping ONLY (49 total) 
 Santa Cruz Wash (11) 
  Motels & with Friends also (1) 
  Motels & Bus also (1) 
 Downtown Area (7) 
  Motels & with Friends mostly (1) 
 Estevan Park Area (5) 
  Motels sometimes (3) 

Sleeps in Vehicle (5) 
  Motels sometimes (1) 

4th Ave. Area (3) 
 Motels sometimes (3) 

 Downtown or 4th Ave. Area (2) 
  Motels sometimes (1) 

Santa Cruz River Park (2) 
  Motels sometimes (1) 

Himmel Park Area (2) 
Ina & Thornydale Area (2) 
Palo Verde & Irvington Area (2) 
Alvernon & Irvington Area (2) 
Greater Downtown Area, outside TDA jurisdiction (1) 
Railroad tracks near Grant (1) 
Santa Rita Park Area (1) 
County Jail Area (1) 
Davis Monthan Airbase Area (1) 
Palo Verde & Benson Highway Area (1) 

 
HANGOUT LOCATIONS 

 
HANGOUTS WEEK (60 TOTAL): 
Downtown core (31) 
 Library (23) 
 Military Plaza (Armory) Park (5) 
 El Presidio Plaza (5) 
 Arroyo Chico Wash/Tunnels (5) 
 Viente De Agosto Park (4) 

Armory Senior Center (2) 
 Sculpture Garden (2)  

Greyhound Bus Station (1) 
 Federal Building (1) 
4th Avenue / Catalina Park (17) 
Estevan Park (9) 
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County Land (8) 
 Northwest area (3) 
 Southeast area (5) 
Santa Cruz River Park at Congress & I-10 (6) 
Santa Rita Park (5) 
De Anza Park (4) 
La Frontera Sonora House (4) 
Himmel Park (2) 
University of Arizona (2) 
County Jail Area (1) 
  
HANGOUTS MONTH—only includes changes/variation (26 TOTAL):   
(No change = 34) 
Downtown (10) 
 Occasionally/Sometimes (3) 
 When necessary (3) 
 For Gem Show (4) 
County Land to fly sign (4) 
Reid / Randolph Park (3) 
Marana to visit relative (2) 
De Anza Park (2) 
La Frontera Sonora House (1) 
Downtown Library (1) 
Woods Memorial Library & other libraries (1) 
Quince Douglas Center (1) 
Catalina Park (1) 
Estevan Park when staying at SALLY (1) 
Santa Rita Park (1) 
Prince & Roger area (1) 
Rillito Wash area (1) 
 
HANGOUTS AVOIDED (21 TOTAL): 
(Not mentioned = 39) 
Downtown (9) 
De Anza Park (8) 
Santa Rita Park (8) 
Downtown Library (3) 
4th Ave./Catalina Park (3) 
Santa Cruz Wash (2) 
Ronstadt Transit Center (1) 
Military Plaza (Armory) Park (1) 
Estevan Park (1) 
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INCOME SOURCES 
 
Income Sources (56 total): (None = 4) 
Unconventional only (31) 
Unconventional & Benefits (23) 
Benefits only (2) 
 
BENEFITS (25 TOTAL): 
(None = 35; 5 currently applying) 
Arizona Food Stamp Program (13; 12 getting only food stamps) 
Social Security Income (7) 
Social Security Disability Program (5) 
Tribal Benefits (1) 
Veterans Administration Benefits (4) 
 
UNCONVENTIONAL INCOME SOURCES (54 TOTAL): 
(None = 6; 4 with no income, 2 with benefits only) 
Panhandling / Flying Sign (26) 
Odd Jobs (17) 
 Yard work / House work / Cleaning (8) 

Gem Show labor (4) 
Automotive repair (1) 
Salvation Army bell ringer (1) 

 Election polling sites (1) 
Errands for other homeless (1) 
Unspecified (2) 

Day Labor (12) 
Crafts Sales (10) 
 Jewelry (4) 
 Rocks/Gems/Crystals (4) 

Other (7) 
Drug Sales (8) 
Barter (7)—probably underreported 
Scavenging (6)—probably underreported 
Newspaper Sales (4) 
Money from Family/Friends (4) 
Recycling (3) 
Food Stamps for Cash/Goods (2) 
Guitar Playing (2) 
Plasma Sales (2) 
Donations for free Pizza (1) 
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Prostitution (1) 
Scams/Hustling (1) 
Stealing Bikes (1) 
 
FORMER UNCONVENTIONAL INCOME SOURCES (16 TOTAL): 
(Not Mentioned = 44) 
Day Labor (8) 
Newspaper Sales (4) 
Panhandling / Flying Sign (3) 
Drug Sales (3) 
Scams/Hustling (2) 
Odd Jobs (2) 
Food Stamps for Cash/Goods (1) 
 

SELF-IDENTIFICATION 
 
SELF-IDENTIFICATION (60 TOTAL; 12 giving multiple responses): 
Homeless (30) 
Sleeping / Living out (6) 
Streets / Bus / Earth as Home (5) 
Traveling / Traveler (5) 
Street Tramp (4) 
Independent (3) 
Street Person (3) 
Home Free (2) 
Bum (1) 
Concrete Tramp (1) 
Country-less (1) 
Freeloader (1) 
 

Houseless (1) 
Middle-class Hobo (1) 
Outdoor Urban Dweller (1) 
Philosopher-Observer (1) 
Railroad Tramp (1) 
Rainbow Child (1) 
Residentially Challenged (1) 
Street Lawyer (1) 
Street Soldier (1) 
Train-riding Tramp (1) 
Tramp (1) 
Traveling Hippie (1)
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COUNTRY / STATE OF ORIGIN 
 
COUNTRY / STATE OF ORIGIN (57 TOTAL): 
(Unknown = 3) 
Belgium (1) 
Canada (1) 
El Salvador (1) 
Nigeria (1) 
United Kingdom (1) 
United States (52 total): 

Arizona (8) 
 California (5) 
 Colorado (2) 
 Connecticut (1) 
 Florida (2) 
 Idaho (2) 
 Kansas (1) 
 Kentucky (1) 
 Louisiana (3) 

 Massachusetts (1) 
 Michigan (1) 
 Minnesota (1) 
 Mississippi (1) 
 Nevada (1) 
 New York (3) 
 Oklahoma (1) 
 Oregon (2) 
 Pennsylvania (3) 

 Rhode Island (1) 
 South Carolina (2) 
 South Dakota (1) 
 Tennessee (2) 
 Texas (3) 
 Utah (1) 
 Virginia (1) 
 West Virginia (1) 
 Wisconsin (1)

 
NON-ARIZONANS (49 TOTAL): 28 homeless on arrival; 21 homeless after arrival 
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APPENDIX D:  
HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL 

 
The University of Arizona Human Subjects Protection Office requires that all research 

involving humans be reviewed before, during, and after implementation to ensure that 

participants are treated ethically and have recourse to report mistreatment. A copy of the 

approval for this project is on file with the University of Arizona Graduate College. 
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